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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N
Yes (Y) - The
revision has
been made to
relevant parts of
the amended EA
Report, hereafter
referred to as a
"Global" change

MNRF-OG-1

Responses to
Regulatory
Agency
Comments on
the Draft EA
Report

New: Appendix 1-III- n/a
A

n/a

n/a

The Final EA should address clarifications, improvements, and
errors within the document, as opposed to only providing
responses to the comments within Appendix 1- III-A. For a
number of MNRF comments a response was provided in the
comment table, however the EA was not updated to reflect that
information.

The Final EA should address
clarifications, improvements,
and errors within the document,
as opposed to only providing
responses to the comments
within Appendix 1-III-A.

Revisions have been made throughout the
amended Environmental Assessment (EA)
Report to directly respond to comments on the
final EA. Locations of where to find specific
changes are identified in the far right column of
this table (EA Update Y/N).

MNRF-OG-2

N/A

MNRF-O/G-01

A comprehensive assessment of
local and site specific impacts must
be completed in the EA, specific
mitigation measures for known
values must be presented and
residual effects described.
Additionally, more information and
data must be made available for
review at the local scale.

The EA Report evaluates local-scale effects through the
pathway analysis and the net effects analysis for pathways
determined to be primary (refer to response O/G-02). It is not
possible or practical to complete a site-specific assessment
and provide specific mitigation for each individual activity and
structure of the Project due to the large scale of the Project.
General site-specific environmental features and mitigation
measures are presented on the Environmental Alignment
Sheets (Appendix 5-I-A). Additional site-specific information,
will be evaluated and determined during permitting.

In relation to MNRF mandated interests, we are unable to
confirm that the Final EA meets the legislative requirements of
the provincial EA process that are established in the EA Act and
also various MNRF regulations and policies that are based on EA
Act requirements.
In accordance with the provincial EA process and the associated
legislative, regulatory and policy requirements, from MNRF’s
perspective the objective of the review is to provide for the
protection, conservation and wise management of the aspects of
the environment within MNRF’s mandate by ensuring that the
potential impacts of the proposed project are fully considered,
measures are planned to avoid or mitigate those impacts to the
point where they are acceptable (including evaluating alternative
methods where appropriate), and an evaluation of advantages
and disadvantages to the environment is presented to support
environmentally responsible decision-making. Note that the
objective is not limited to the assessment/identification of
significant cumulative effects in the larger regional context.
For reference, a summary of information requirements of the
provincial EA process as MNRF understands them is outlined
below. These requirements are described in Section
6.1 of the EA Act and also reiterated and elaborated on in
MNRF’s Class EAs (note that the Terms of Reference for the
project includes commitments to meet the information
requirements of these processes), throughout MNRF regulations
and policies, and are also acknowledged in the Terms of
Reference for the project. Key information requirements for the
EA include:

Current state/base information – what will be affected

Effects (at footprint, local and regional scale if
applicable)

Mitigation (specific to the values/features and effects
identified; includes evaluation of alternative methods if
applicable)

Net effects (for all affected features/values)

Evaluation of advantages and disadvantages

The Final EA does not
sufficiently address any of the
EA components as they relate
to MNRF mandated interests.
MNRF will not be in a position
to issue any subsequent
permits or authorizations
based on the current Final EA.

NextBridge Infrastructure LP (NextBridge)
Y – Global,
acknowledges this comment and looks forward Appendix (App)
to working with the Ministry of Natural
1-II
Resources and Forestry (MNRF) throughout
the planning and permitting stage to address its
mandated interests.
The amended EA Report has been prepared to
address these concerns and meet the key
information requirements for the EA, as listed
by MNRF.
In this document, NextBridge has responded to
MNRF’s comments and provided cross
references to where applicable changes have
been made in the amended EA Report. If a
change has not been made, rationale has been
provided.
A concordance table is presented in
Appendix 1-II of the amended EA Report
providing a cross reference of commitments
made in the approved Terms of
Reference (ToR) with the amended EA Report.

The EA contains no
assessment of impacts or
mitigation measures at a
local scale for the known
values. The impact
assessment presented in the
Draft EA is high level,
general and coarse scale.
Standard mitigation
techniques presented are
general in nature. While this
may be appropriate for an
overarching assessment of
the project in a larger
regional context, a high level
assessment is not sufficient
to appropriately address all
project impacts (many of
which will be at a more local
scale), design site specific
mitigation measures and
prepare detailed
construction and postconstruction monitoring
plans.

Monitoring of effects and effectiveness of mitigation
In relation to MNRF mandated interests and regulatory
requirements, we believe these elements of the EA have not
been appropriately addressed in the Final EA documentation. A
summary of MNRF concerns in relation to each element of the
EA is provided in the general comments below with additional
detail in the more specific comments in the general section as
well as program area sections.
It is MNRF’s perspective, that the EA must contain sufficient
information and it must be presented at the right scales to
demonstrate how each one of these components has been
addressed in relation to MNRF interests. As a result the EA
documentation does not speak to the required information.
MNRF-O/G-02;

In the absence of a
comprehensive assessment
that clearly accounts for local
level impacts and describes
how these were rolled up
into the Pathways of Effect
evaluation, it is not possible
to trace or replicate the
analysis that was conducted
nor have confidence in the
results.
The methodology adopted in

Ensure the EA clearly accounts for
local level impacts and describes
how these were rolled up into the
Pathways of Effect evaluation.
Ensure the approach to assessing
project impacts and the decision
making paths are clear, traceable
and reproducible.

Pathway analysis is a screening step that is used to
Refer to MNRF-OG-02
determine the existence and magnitude of linkages from a
complete list of potential effects pathways for the Project. This
list is more specific and complete than past methods that
simply identified potential interactions between valued
components and the Project (e.g., matrix tables). For
example, the interaction between the Project and wildlife
criteria is not simply related to habitat and mortality. The
pathway analysis in the EA describes several pathways linked
to changes in habitat and mortality that are specific to the
Project components and activities, and also linked to other
environmental components (e.g., soil, surface water quality
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

the EA leads the reader to
believe that the project has
no or negligible effects
(except for SAR) – this is
misleading.

MNRF-O/G-03;

The Draft EA does not fully
address all project
components. The document
is heavily focused on the
transmission line and its right
of way (ROW). There is
insufficient information and
lack of impact assessment

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

NextBridge Final EA Response

and quantity, air quality).
This screening step is largely a qualitative assessment and is
intended to focus the net effects analysis on pathways that
require a more comprehensive assessment of effects on
criteria. It is not a method for dismissing the importance of
local effects. Similar to defining spatial and temporal
boundaries for the assessment, predicting the magnitude,
geographic extent, and duration of changes in indicators, and
subsequent effects from pathways, is highly dependent on the
criterion. For example, localized changes in surface water
flow and levels would be predicted to have larger effects on
soils than on moose or waterbirds, which are characterized by
larger geographic distributions and movement patterns.
Pathways are determined to be primary, secondary (minor or
negligible), or to have no linkage, using scientific knowledge,
logic, and experience with similar developments and
environmental design features. Pathways with no linkage to a
criterion are not assessed further because environmental
design features or mitigation will remove the pathway.
Pathways that are assessed to be secondary and are
demonstrated to have a negligible net effect on a criterion
through qualitative or quantitative evaluation of the pathway
are also not carried forward for further assessment. Primary
pathways require further evaluation through more detailed
quantitative and/or qualitative effects analysis and
classification to determine the environmental significance of
the Project effects on criteria. In summary, pathways
determined to have no linkage to a criterion or those that are
considered secondary are not expected to result in
environmentally significant effects on the assessment
endpoint of criteria.
Pathway analysis is intended to examine local-scale effects
across environmental criteria, and determine which pathways
will likely result in more regional and potential cumulative
effects on the biophysical, cultural, social and economic
components (or values or criteria) of the social-ecological
system. The potential for additive, multiplicative and
synergistic effects was assessed through the pathway
analysis and the subsequent effects analysis and
determination of environmental significance. One objective of
the pathway analysis was to be transparent and
comprehensive so that all potential pathways were identified
and assessed. A second objective was to determine the localscale relationships that represent secondary mechanisms
(pathways) of primary pathways, which can act independently
or combine to produce larger scale effects.
As demonstrated in the EA, the changes from most
secondary pathways occur within the Project footprint. In
some exceptions, effects are anticipated to extend a short
distance beyond the Project footprint (such as dust).
However, the combination of these pathways (additive,
synergistic or multiplicative) are not predicted to result in
incremental or cumulative effects beyond the local scale that
are not captured by most primary pathways. For example, the
combination of Project-specific cumulative effects from
secondary pathways (e.g., changes in hydrology alters
habitat, site preparation causing incidental take, air and dust
emissions altering habitat) on wildlife is captured in the more
detailed analysis and assessment of significance of the
primary pathways (construction and operation causing
physical changes to habitat and sensory disturbance to
animals) on habitat availability and distribution, and survival
and reproduction (e.g., Section 14.7.2.1; Table 14-19).
More information must to be
presented on the locations and
characteristics of all project
components/infrastructure. Ensure
site-specific impacts and mitigation
measures are addressed for all
project components. Where there are
unknowns, identify options (e.g.

The construction and operation of all Project components has
been considered in the EA Report. All aspects of the Project
footprint (i.e., the preferred route ROW, laydown yards,
storage yards, construction camps, temporary construction
easements and new access roads) are shown on the Project
footprint maps (Appendix 5-II ) and are shown on figures
throughout the EA. Detail regarding all aspects of the Project
footprint is provided in Section 4 of the draft EA Report. All
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF-OG-3

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Main Report

Draft EA Comment
Reference

MNRF-OG-01

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
which construction camps are
on a number of project
alternative to each other).
components, such as
permanent and temporary
The EA must address values that
roads and trails associated
may be affected that are outside the
with the project, upgrades to centreline of the ROW.
existing roads, all water
For aspects of the project that cannot
crossings, including those
be finalized at the EA stage and
along roads and trails,
remain subject to change, a clear
laydown and staging areas,
approach to addressing uncertainty
construction camps, if
is needed.
applicable, aggregate pits
and any other infrastructure
that may be part of the
project. Locations of many of
these project components
are not well defined on maps
and their impacts are not
fully addressed.
Additionally, please note that
if the final EA doesn’t cover
the proposed works in
sufficient detail, there could
be significant delays in
issuing authorization during
the permitting phase and
major construction
modifications may be
required that were not
addressed in the EA.
The EA contains no
assessment of impacts or
mitigation measures at a
local scale for the known
values. The impact
assessment presented in the
Draft EA is high level,
general and coarse scale.
Standard mitigation
techniques presented are
general in nature. While this
may be appropriate for an
overarching assessment of
the project in a larger
regional context, a high level
assessment is not sufficient
to appropriately address all
project impacts (many of
which will be at a more local
scale), design site specific
mitigation measures and
prepare detailed
construction and postconstruction monitoring
plans.

A comprehensive assessment of
local and site specific impacts must
be completed in the EA, specific
mitigation measures for known
values must be presented and
residual effects described.
Additionally, more information and
data must be made available for
review at the local scale.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N

components of the Project footprint were considered and
assessed in the EA Report, including access roads and other
infrastructure associated with the Project.
The level of detail provided in the EA Report is sufficient for
assessing the effects of the Project on the environment. To
account for uncertainty related to potential optimizations of the
Project footprint during detailed design, a conservative
approach was used such that effects would not be
underestimated. Each section of the EA Report includes a
Prediction Confidence section to explain how uncertainty was
considered and addressed.
As Project planning and detailed design continues, it is
expected that there will be adjustments or optimizations for
some components of the Project. These changes are expected
to be small and would not change the conclusions of the EA
Report. However, any changes made to the Project footprint
would be carried forward into the permitting phase of the
Project.

The EA Report evaluates local-scale effects through the
pathway analysis and the net effects analysis for pathways
determined to be primary (refer to response O/G-02). It is not
possible or practical to complete a site-specific assessment
and provide specific mitigation for each individual activity and
structure of the Project due to the large scale of the Project.
General site-specific environmental features and mitigation
measures are presented on the Environmental Alignment
Sheets (Appendix 5-I-A). Additional site-specific information,
will be evaluated and determined during permitting.
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions
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MNRF was unable to confirm that all ministry mandated interests
have been correctly identified and considered. For a number of
MNRF mandated interests the EA contains insufficient
information to describe the existing environment. In particular,
the EA does not provide adequate information on what
specifically is potentially being affected by the project and
specific and quantitative information about the current
characteristics of the selected indicators. In many cases this is
due to insufficient field data collection to appropriately assess
the existing conditions and/or confirm features and values
(despite MNRF’s previous requests for more field data
collection), while in some cases this is due to insufficient use of
existing information.
As insufficient information has been provided in many areas, in
particular where field data records are limited or non-existent,
such as the greenfield routes, potential project impacts cannot
be correctly and fully identified, considered or addressed in the
EA, especially in regard to the MNRF mandate, legislative
requirements and/or interests.
The details of the specific instances where this is of greatest
concern have been provided in additional comments in the
applicable sections. For more information see additional MNRF
comments on alternative routes, SAR, fisheries, natural heritage
and wildlife, forestry and aggregates.

NextBridge acknowledges MNRF’s comments
Y - Global
and has undertaken steps to obtain more
information to describe the existing
environment in the amended EA Report.
In addition, it is noted that the assessment of
effects for each criteria used conservative
assumptions to avoid underestimating potential
effects, especially where site-specific data were
limited. Examples of the conservatism that was
considered in the assessment include:

Wildlife criteria were assumed to use all
potentially suitable habitat that is
present in the regional study
area (RSA).

The loss of wildlife habitat due to the
Project, and reasonably foreseeable
developments (RFDs), was assumed to
be permanent and irreversible; however,
some habitats disturbed by temporary
access roads, water crossings, laydown
yards, and construction camps will be
reclaimed, which will contribute to
reducing net effects.

Where fish habitat data were limited, a
precautionary approach was employed
and it was assumed that the water body
had “Potential Fish Habitat”, and for fish
presence, it was assumed the species
may be present in the water body if
there were any uncertainties about the
ability of a water body to support a
species of fish.
The prediction confidence sections within each
section of the amended EA Report also identify
the level of confidence in the baseline data
used, and how conservative assumptions were
made so that net effects were not
underestimated.
Furthermore, in response to MNRF’s concerns
and for use in the permitting phase of the
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Project, additional field surveys were conducted
in 2017 including:

Species at Risk (SAR) Breeding Bird
Surveys (Bobolink and Eastern
Meadowlark, Eastern Whip-poor will,
Barn Swallow/Bank Swallow)

SAR Bat Surveys: Maternity Roost
Acoustic Surveys, Hibernacula
Swarming Acoustic Surveys

SAR Habitat Assessment: Aerial
reconnaissance survey to identify
potential SAR habitat and notable
wildlife habitat

Cultural Heritage: Inventory and
documentation of known and potential
cultural heritage resources

Surface Water, Fish and Fish Habitat:
Site-specific fish and fish habitat and
surface water surveys at a subset of
proposed waterbody crossing locations.
Field data collected in 2017 will be used to
inform ongoing planning and provided with the
permit applications for the Project, and where
appropriate and possible, has been
incorporated into the amended EA Report.
Additional information has been provided in the
responses to the specific comments below.
MNRF-OG-02

In the absence of a
comprehensive assessment
that clearly accounts for local
level impacts and describes
how these were rolled up
into the Pathways of Effect
evaluation, it is not possible
to trace or replicate the
analysis that was conducted
nor have confidence in the
results.
The methodology adopted in
the EA leads the reader to
believe that the project has
no or negligible effects
(except for SAR) – this is
misleading.

Ensure the EA clearly accounts for
local level impacts and describes
how these were rolled up into the
Pathways of Effect evaluation.
Ensure the approach to assessing
project impacts and the decision
making paths are clear, traceable
and reproducible.

Refer to MNRF-OG-03
Pathway analysis is a screening step that is used to
determine the existence and magnitude of linkages from a
complete list of potential effects pathways for the Project. This
list is more specific and complete than past methods that
simply identified potential interactions between valued
components and the Project (e.g., matrix tables). For
example, the interaction between the Project and wildlife
criteria is not simply related to habitat and mortality. The
pathway analysis in the EA describes several pathways linked
to changes in habitat and mortality that are specific to the
Project components and activities, and also linked to other
environmental components (e.g., soil, surface water quality
and quantity, air quality).
This screening step is largely a qualitative assessment and is
intended to focus the net effects analysis on pathways that
require a more comprehensive assessment of effects on
criteria. It is not a method for dismissing the importance of
local effects. Similar to defining spatial and temporal
boundaries for the assessment, predicting the magnitude,
geographic extent, and duration of changes in indicators, and
subsequent effects from pathways, is highly dependent on the
criterion. For example, localized changes in surface water
flow and levels would be predicted to have larger effects on
soils than on moose or waterbirds, which are characterized by
larger geographic distributions and movement patterns.
Pathways are determined to be primary, secondary (minor or
negligible), or to have no linkage, using scientific knowledge,
logic, and experience with similar developments and
environmental design features. Pathways with no linkage to a
criterion are not assessed further because environmental
design features or mitigation will remove the pathway.
Pathways that are assessed to be secondary and are
demonstrated to have a negligible net effect on a criterion
through qualitative or quantitative evaluation of the pathway
are also not carried forward for further assessment. Primary
pathways require further evaluation through more detailed
quantitative and/or qualitative effects analysis and
classification to determine the environmental significance of
the Project effects on criteria. In summary, pathways
determined to have no linkage to a criterion or those that are
considered secondary are not expected to result in
environmentally significant effects on the assessment
endpoint of criteria.
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Update Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Pathway analysis is intended to examine local-scale effects
across environmental criteria, and determine which pathways
will likely result in more regional and potential cumulative
effects on the biophysical, cultural, social and economic
components (or values or criteria) of the social-ecological
system. The potential for additive, multiplicative and
synergistic effects was assessed through the pathway
analysis and the subsequent effects analysis and
determination of environmental significance. One objective of
the pathway analysis was to be transparent and
comprehensive so that all potential pathways were identified
and assessed. A second objective was to determine the localscale relationships that represent secondary mechanisms
(pathways) of primary pathways, which can act independently
or combine to produce larger scale effects.
As demonstrated in the EA, the changes from most
secondary pathways occur within the Project footprint. In
some exceptions, effects are anticipated to extend a short
distance beyond the Project footprint (such as dust).
However, the combination of these pathways (additive,
synergistic or multiplicative) are not predicted to result in
incremental or cumulative effects beyond the local scale that
are not captured by most primary pathways. For example, the
combination of Project-specific cumulative effects from
secondary pathways (e.g., changes in hydrology alters
habitat, site preparation causing incidental take, air and dust
emissions altering habitat) on wildlife is captured in the more
detailed analysis and assessment of significance of the
primary pathways (construction and operation causing
physical changes to habitat and sensory disturbance to
animals) on habitat availability and distribution, and survival
and reproduction (e.g., Section 14.7.2.1; Table 14-19).
MNRF-NHW-05
other

The EA document and
appendices are extremely
difficult to review.
References for one subject
can be spread out in different
tables, appendices and
sections throughout the
entirety of the submission
without a clear index or guide
to refer you to the applicable
pages and discussions.
Many of the text pieces are
insufficient on their own and
require the reader to search
out the other references in
the draft submission to
enable a full assessment of
whether an impact was
sufficiently assessed.
However, a required
appendix rarely refers back
to the other associated texts.
Therefore it is very difficult to
ensure a subject or concern
is covered without reading
the entire document and
appendices, since there can
be multiple locations where a
concern could be discussed.
Upon a great amount of
sleuthing the reviewer is
often rewarded with a set of
standard mitigation
techniques that are subject
to change, and in the case of
rare species, unsure of what
species is actually being
impacted.

This needs to be corrected in the EA.
The content of the draft EA report
needs to be organized better, written
to a way that is more conducive to
review and include cross-reference
information where referring to a
different part of the document
remains necessary. In its current
state, the document lacks detail,
clarity and organization.
Naming conventions should be
consistent for a specific type of
infrastructure, and improved
reference material for the alignment
sheets need to be added.
Reference tables need to go more
into detail than what is currently
provided.

NextBridge recognizes that there can be confusion in a large
Refer to MNRF-OG-03
document. The EA was developed to meet the Terms of
Reference (TOR) for the Project (Appendix 1-I) and as per
MOECC guidance, including the Code of Practice: Preparing
and Reviewing Environmental Assessments in Ontario
(MOECC 2014).
The EA followed a systematic approach for the assessment of
effects for the key environmental and socio-economic features
listed in Table 7 of the TOR. The EA Report followed the
process outlined in Section 7.1 of the TOR:

review the Project’s characteristics including
construction, operations and maintenance activities;

consider the baseline environmental conditions that
would be affected by Project activities;

identify the potential interactions between the Project
and the environment and describe potential
environmental and socio-economic effects considering
the extent, duration, interrelationships and magnitude)
of the potential direct and indirect effects (adverse and
positive);

identify, develop and describe environmental and
socio-economic mitigation measures to eliminate, or
minimize, potential effects. This work would be
undertaken using utility best management practices
including environmental policies of NextBridge, as well
as Hydro One (HONI) and operational statements of
provincial and federal regulators;

determine the net effects that are likely to remain once
prescribed mitigation measures are implemented; and,

identify the overall advantages and disadvantages.
The EA also considered potential cumulative effects of the
project in combination with past, present and reasonably
foreseeable future activities, where possible. The
organizational approach for results provided in the EA Report
allows the full temporal scope of effects for each development
case (Base, Project, and Cumulative Effects cases). Additional
information on the EA approach, including pathway analysis
and local scale effects, is included in a separate memo
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

i)

limited details and data
are available for review
at the local scale

ii)

values currently within
Land Information
Ontario that are not
addressed

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

MNRF-OG-01

The EA contains no
assessment of impacts or
mitigation measures at a
local scale for the known
values. The impact
assessment presented in the
Draft EA is high level,
general and coarse scale.
Standard mitigation
techniques presented are
general in nature. While this
may be appropriate for an
overarching assessment of
the project in a larger
regional context, a high level
assessment is not sufficient
to appropriately address all
project impacts (many of
which will be at a more local
scale), design site specific
mitigation measures and
prepare detailed
construction and postconstruction monitoring
plans.

A comprehensive assessment of
local and site specific impacts must
be completed in the EA, specific
mitigation measures for known
values must be presented and
residual effects described.
Additionally, more information and
data must be made available for
review at the local scale.

The EA Report evaluates local-scale effects through the
pathway analysis and the net effects analysis for pathways
determined to be primary (refer to response O/G-02). It is not
possible or practical to complete a site-specific assessment
and provide specific mitigation for each individual activity and
structure of the Project due to the large scale of the Project.
General site-specific environmental features and mitigation
measures are presented on the Environmental Alignment
Sheets (Appendix 5-I-A). Additional site-specific information,
will be evaluated and determined during permitting.
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

The information presented in the EA does not enable MNRF to
fully understand how ministry mandated interest may be
potentially affected. The specific project effects on the existing
environment are not adequately addressed in this EA as the
document does not speak to what the specific project impacts
are at all scales (footprint, local study area and regional study
area) and for known values.
Project impacts, especially at the footprint and local scales, are
only assessed in the context of how they may contribute to
significant or cumulative impacts at a larger, regional scale, as
opposed to presenting an accounting of what the potential
impacts actually are (i.e. what exactly is potentially affected and
how it may be affected). The impact assessment presented in
the Final EA is high level, general and coarse scale.
While there is a need to address any potential large scale and
cumulative project effects on MNRF mandated interests, this is
not the sole objective of the provincial EA process (see earlier
comment) and renders the assessment insufficient for MNRF to
be able to ensure that all project impacts at all scales have been
sufficiently considered and appropriately addressed. A high
level assessment is not sufficient to appropriately address all
project impacts, many of which will be at a more local scale,
design site specific mitigation measures and prepare detailed
construction and post-construction monitoring plans.
A high level assessment is also insufficient to meet
environmental assessment requirements associated with
subsequent MNRF permitting and authorizations, which must be
met through the IEA process. In addition, some values fall
outside of the permitting process and therefore may not be
revisited. For example, there are no specific permits required
related to significant wildlife habitat features unless they happen
to be situated in the vicinity of an activity that requires a permit,
such as a water crossing installation.
Note that MNRF acknowledges that for a large-scale project and
at the EA stage there is a need for a certain level of
generalization when assessing the effects at the footprint and
local scale. MNRF does not expect the level of detail to include
an assessment of effects of each individual activity on each
individual feature or value. However, the assessment of impacts
to MNRF mandated interests may, for instance, speak to what

A variety of additional
information on assessment of
project effects is needed in the
EA to sufficiently address
MNRF mandated interests and
regulatory requirements.
The EA should consider ensure
that local scale impacts are not
discounted within the larger
project scale impacts analysis.
The EA should ensure that
secondary effects are indeed
minor or negligible at all project
scales, not just at regional or
cumulative landscape scales.

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N

NextBridge developed a naming convention for infrastructure
in the Environmental Alignment Sheets (Appendix 5-I-A) and
the Project Footprint Maps (Appendix 5-II).
A user guide for the Environmental Alignment Sheets will be
added to Appendix 5-IA of the final EA Report to help
reviewers with the information in the alignment sheets.

lack of information to
conduct a review of site
level impacts for
access roads, water
crossing locations,
laydown yards, etc.
MNRF requested the
proponent to provide
guidance on how to find the
desired data in the provided
documents. However, even
after this assistance, there is
a lack of clarity regarding
some of the codes referred
to on the alignment sheets
and various other pieces of
information. It is unclear what
level of information the
public would be able to glean
from the document but it
seems geared to a much
higher level risk assessment.
Main Report

GRT Final EA Comment

(Attachment MNRF O/G-05).
The mitigation listed in the pathway tables is standard, as it is
based on similar types of transmission line developments,
NextBridge’s best practices, and regulatory standards and
guidelines, as appropriate.

iii)

MNRF-OG-4

NextBridge Draft EA Response

6

Y - Global
NextBridge acknowledges MNRF’s comments
and has undertaken steps to describe the
environmental effects more clearly in the
amended EA Report.
The EA method has been revised in the
amended EA Report to clarify that the Project
impacts or effects at the Project footprint and
local scales have been identified and assessed.
Net effects predicted to remain after
implementation of mitigation are no longer
classified as secondary or primary pathways
and all net effects are considered in the net
effects characterization. All predicted net
effects are characterized to determine
magnitude, duration, geographic extent and
other factors of significance.
The net effects characterization for the
environmental, social, or cultural component
sections in the amended EA Report includes a
table summarizing the factors of significance
and other information about the predicted net
effects. These net effects characterization
tables now include a column to indicate the
scale of the net effects (e.g., Project footprint,
LSA and/or RSA). Incremental effects from the
Project are compared to baseline conditions in
the Project footprint and/or LSA to determine
the magnitude of a net effect. Assessment
endpoints are no longer included in the
amended EA Report.
In addition, the concept of ecological
context (e.g., population sustainability,
adaptability, and resiliency) is included in the
net effects characterization and assessment of
significance, where relevant. Ecological context
may consider resiliency of a wildlife or fish
population in a larger study area, but this does
not mean that local effects have only been
examined and evaluated in terms of their
potential larger scale (regional/cumulative)

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

would be the potential project effects in a typical scenario, what
are the types of situations or locations where the anticipated
impacts will differ and what will they be, etc.
In response to previous MNRF comments the proponent states:
“Pathway analysis is intended to examine local-scale effects
across environmental criteria, and determine which pathways
will likely result in more regional and potential cumulative effects
on the biophysical, cultural, social and economic components
(or values or criteria) of the social- ecological system.” This
statement appears to support MNRF’s concern that local effects
have only been examined and evaluated in terms of their
potential larger scale (regional/cumulative) contributions. They
have not been fully examined within the context of their own
individual impact on the local environment.
As the EA provides insufficient information to fully understand the
fine-scale impacts of the project, it appears misleading with
regard to impacts on many MNRF interests, especially natural
heritage and wildlife values. The assessment endpoints of the
selected criteria are very high level, vague and general, and
appear to be designed to focus the assessment only on
identifying potentially significant project impacts on a very large
regional scale. For example, the document provides a synopsis
of the impacts in the form of a percentage of area affected
compared to the project footprint at a much larger local and
regional study scale, which is not a meaningful representation of
impacts and, in MNRF’s view, does not meet the needs of the
EA Act and associated regulatory requirements.
Furthermore, while in response to our comments on the Draft EA,
some additional local- scale information was provided in the
form of the addition of Access and Construction Environmental
Maps (Appendix 5-I-B) to showing infrastructure locations at a
fine-scale, and areas beyond the right-of-way, the presented
information remains significantly lacking. Appendix 5-I-B that
was added in order to show supporting project infrastructure
(such as access roads, laydown yards and other), is not in the
form of Alignment Sheets and thus does not show what features
and values are being impacted (e.g. known values, wetlands,
important wildlife habitats, etc.) or prescribe mitigation measures.
Some of the project roads that extend beyond the map sheets
are not included. In addition to concerns with Appendix 5-I-B,
concerns remain with the Alignment Sheets in Appendix 5-I-A as
maps do not address values that do not intersect with the
centreline of the ROW and do not show all known values being
potentially effected (e.g. wetlands). All of these concerns
preclude MNRF from fully understanding the potential project
effects on our mandated interests and regulatory requirements.
Finally, with the lack of detailed and also quantitative information
presented in the assessment, MNRF has significant concern
with the traceability and replicability of the analysis.
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

contributions. Local scale effects have been
fully examined within the context of their own
individual impact on the local environment. An
assessment of cumulative effects is required in
the ToR for the Project and considers effects at
the regional scale.
Project impacts in the form of a percentage of
area affected for resource classes compared to
the amount of the same resource in the LSA is
a standard method of quantifying the magnitude
or intensity of the effect for wildlife habitat,
vegetation and wetlands. If a large percentage
of a resource class in the LSA is affected by the
project, the magnitude of the net effect may be
high, while the magnitude would be low if there
was a larger amount of a resource class in the
LSA that would not be affected by the project
footprint. The percent of a resource class in the
LSA affected by the changes in the project
footprint is used to assess net effects to criteria
related to the vegetation and wetlands, wildlife
and wildlife habitat, non-traditional land and
resource use, and Indigenous current use of
land and resources for traditional purposes
components. This is based on the use of these
resources by mobile wildlife, fish, or human
populations. Use of resources by mobile
populations will not be as affected by a project
if there is a large amount of that resource in the
LSA they can use and the direct impacts from
the Project footprint have a limited effect on that
resource compared to the amount available in
the LSA.
It was not feasible to show all supporting Project
infrastructure (such as access roads, laydown
yards and other Project components) and
affected environmental features on
Environmental Alignment Sheets (Appendix 5-IA; now Appendix 5-I) in the final EA Report.
Alignment sheets are best used for a single
right-of-way or other linear feature like a
transmission line centreline. It was determined
that a map book format would be most effective
to show the supporting Project infrastructure
(e.g., access roads, laydown yards and other
components) and affected environmental
features/values. The Access and Construction
Environmental Maps (Appendix 5-I-B; now
Appendix 5-II) and Environmental Alignment
Sheets (Appendix 5-I-A; now Appendix 5-I) in
both the final and amended EA Reports show
features for which a regulatory guideline, permit,
regulation, and/or timing restriction applies.
Features shown in the Access and Construction
Environmental Maps (Appendix 5-II) have an
Environmental Concern/Feature/Area/Issues
code shown in that maps and these codes are
included in Appendix 5-II. Relevant mitigation is
shown in these tables for each Environmental
Concern/Feature/Area/Issues code shown in the
maps. The Environmental Alignment Sheets
(Appendix 5-I) show the Environmental Concern
Code/Feature/Area/Issues code as a band above
the imagery. Alternatively, the Access and
Construction Environmental Maps (Appendix 5II) show these codes directly on the maps.
To address MNRF’s concerns related to localscale effects, Site-Specific Mitigation Tables
(“SSMT” or “Annex 5”) have been submitted to
the Government Review Team (GRT) to provide
a list of mitigation measures for features

Amended EA
Update Y/N
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Draft EA Comment
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GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

representing EA indicators with known locations
that are affected by Project footprint components
(e.g., ROW, structure, access road, laydown
yard). Specifically, Annex 5 is Excel worksheets
or tables accompanied by Geographic
Information System (GIS) spatial data layers of
locations and mitigation for the following EA
criteria and indicator features that are described
in the amended EA report and shown on EA
maps:

Groundwater: Boreholes and water wells
within 250 m (blasting setback) and
100 m (excavation setback) of
transmission structures and new access
roads.

Air Quality: Potential points of reception
within 500 m of the Project footprint that
may be affected by construction activities
including blasting.

Acoustic Environment: Potential points
of reception within 1.5 km from the
preferred route ROW boundary and
approximately 500 m from the boundary
of construction camps, laydown yards,
storage yards, construction easements,
and new access roads that may be
affected by construction activities
including blasting.

Vegetation-Wetlands: Vegetation
features, ecosites and landforms crossed
by the Project footprint.

Fish and Fish Habitat: Water body
crossings by the preferred transmission
line route and new access roads.

Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat: Wildlife
features and habitats within their
recommended setback distances from
the Project footprint.

Archaeological Resources:
Archaeological potential areas within the
Project footprint.

Cultural Heritage Resources: Angler
Camp World War II Internment Camp
(note: no other cultural heritage sites
have been identified in proximity to the
Project footprint).

Non-Traditional Land Resource Use:
forest reserves, enhanced management
areas, provincial parks, conservation
reserves, Ontario trail segments and nonOntario trail network trail segments,
trapline tenures in the project footprint,
and canoe routes within their
recommended setback distances from
the Project footprint.
Appropriate mitigation will be applied to
environmental features and values of interest
not identified on the Access and Construction
Environmental Maps (Appendix 5-II) at this time.
For example, these features may be identified by
an on-site environmental monitor prior to or
during construction, and mitigation will be
implemented as described in the contingency
plans and in accordance with NextBridge’s
proposed mitigation for similar features/values
identified on the Environmental Alignment Sheets
(Appendix 5-I) and Access and Construction
Environmental Maps (Appendix 5-II).
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference
MNRF-OG-02

GRT Draft EA Comment

In the absence of a
comprehensive assessment
that clearly accounts for local
level impacts and describes
how these were rolled up
into the Pathways of Effect
evaluation, it is not possible
to trace or replicate the
analysis that was conducted
nor have confidence in the
results.
The methodology adopted in
the EA leads the reader to
believe that the project has
no or negligible effects
(except for SAR) – this is
misleading.

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
Ensure the EA clearly accounts for
local level impacts and describes
how these were rolled up into the
Pathways of Effect evaluation.
Ensure the approach to assessing
project impacts and the decision
making paths are clear, traceable
and reproducible.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

Refer to MNRF-OG-4.
Pathway analysis is a screening step that is used to
determine the existence and magnitude of linkages from a
complete list of potential effects pathways for the Project. This
list is more specific and complete than past methods that
simply identified potential interactions between valued
components and the Project (e.g., matrix tables). For
example, the interaction between the Project and wildlife
criteria is not simply related to habitat and mortality. The
pathway analysis in the EA describes several pathways linked
to changes in habitat and mortality that are specific to the
Project components and activities, and also linked to other
environmental components (e.g., soil, surface water quality
and quantity, air quality).
This screening step is largely a qualitative assessment and is
intended to focus the net effects analysis on pathways that
require a more comprehensive assessment of effects on
criteria. It is not a method for dismissing the importance of
local effects. Similar to defining spatial and temporal
boundaries for the assessment, predicting the magnitude,
geographic extent, and duration of changes in indicators, and
subsequent effects from pathways, is highly dependent on the
criterion. For example, localized changes in surface water
flow and levels would be predicted to have larger effects on
soils than on moose or waterbirds, which are characterized by
larger geographic distributions and movement patterns.
Pathways are determined to be primary, secondary (minor or
negligible), or to have no linkage, using scientific knowledge,
logic, and experience with similar developments and
environmental design features. Pathways with no linkage to a
criterion are not assessed further because environmental
design features or mitigation will remove the pathway.
Pathways that are assessed to be secondary and are
demonstrated to have a negligible net effect on a criterion
through qualitative or quantitative evaluation of the pathway
are also not carried forward for further assessment. Primary
pathways require further evaluation through more detailed
quantitative and/or qualitative effects analysis and
classification to determine the environmental significance of
the Project effects on criteria. In summary, pathways
determined to have no linkage to a criterion or those that are
considered secondary are not expected to result in
environmentally significant effects on the assessment
endpoint of criteria.
Pathway analysis is intended to examine local-scale effects
across environmental criteria, and determine which pathways
will likely result in more regional and potential cumulative
effects on the biophysical, cultural, social and economic
components (or values or criteria) of the social-ecological
system. The potential for additive, multiplicative and
synergistic effects was assessed through the pathway
analysis and the subsequent effects analysis and
determination of environmental significance. One objective of
the pathway analysis was to be transparent and
comprehensive so that all potential pathways were identified
and assessed. A second objective was to determine the localscale relationships that represent secondary mechanisms
(pathways) of primary pathways, which can act independently
or combine to produce larger scale effects.
As demonstrated in the EA, the changes from most
secondary pathways occur within the Project footprint. In
some exceptions, effects are anticipated to extend a short
distance beyond the Project footprint (such as dust).
However, the combination of these pathways (additive,
synergistic or multiplicative) are not predicted to result in
incremental or cumulative effects beyond the local scale that
are not captured by most primary pathways. For example, the
combination of Project-specific cumulative effects from
secondary pathways (e.g., changes in hydrology alters
habitat, site preparation causing incidental take, air and dust
emissions altering habitat) on wildlife is captured in the more
detailed analysis and assessment of significance of the
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-04.

Amended EA
Update Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

primary pathways (construction and operation causing
physical changes to habitat and sensory disturbance to
animals) on habitat availability and distribution, and survival
and reproduction (e.g., Section 14.7.2.1; Table 14-19).
MNRF-OG-03

The Draft EA does not fully
address all project
components. The document
is heavily focused on the
transmission line and its right
of way (ROW). There is
insufficient information and
lack of impact assessment
on a number of project
components, such as
permanent and temporary
roads and trails associated
with the project, upgrades to
existing roads, all water
crossings, including those
along roads and trails,
laydown and staging areas,
construction camps, if
applicable, aggregate pits
and any other infrastructure
that may be part of the
project. Locations of many of
these project components
are not well defined on maps
and their impacts are not
fully addressed.
Additionally, please note that
if the final EA doesn’t cover
the proposed works in
sufficient detail, there could
be significant delays in
issuing authorization during
the permitting phase and
major construction
modifications may be
required that were not
addressed in the EA.

More information must to be
presented on the locations and
characteristics of all project
components/infrastructure. Ensure
site-specific impacts and mitigation
measures are addressed for all
project components. Where there are
unknowns, identify options (e.g.
which construction camps are
alternative to each other).
The EA must address values that
may be affected that are outside the
centreline of the ROW.
For aspects of the project that cannot
be finalized at the EA stage and
remain subject to change, a clear
approach to addressing uncertainty
is needed.

The construction and operation of all Project components has Refer to MNRF-OG-4.
been considered in the EA Report. All aspects of the Project
footprint (i.e., the preferred route ROW, laydown yards,
storage yards, construction camps, temporary construction
easements and new access roads) are shown on the Project
footprint maps (Appendix 5-II ) and are shown on figures
throughout the EA. Detail regarding all aspects of the Project
footprint is provided in Section 4 of the draft EA Report. All
components of the Project footprint were considered and
assessed in the EA Report, including access roads and other
infrastructure associated with the Project.
The level of detail provided in the EA Report is sufficient for
assessing the effects of the Project on the environment. To
account for uncertainty related to potential optimizations of the
Project footprint during detailed design, a conservative
approach was used such that effects would not be
underestimated. Each section of the EA Report includes a
Prediction Confidence section to explain how uncertainty was
considered and addressed.
As Project planning and detailed design continues, it is
expected that there will be adjustments or optimizations for
some components of the Project. These changes are expected
to be small and would not change the conclusions of the EA
Report. However, any changes made to the Project footprint
would be carried forward into the permitting phase of the
Project.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-04.

MNRF-NHW-01

The EA is misleading to the
reader on fine-scale impacts
to natural heritage and
wildlife values. The main
document provides a
synopsis of impacts that are
presented in the form of a
percentage of area affected
within a much larger local
and regional study area.
This leads the reader to
assume that only a fraction of
a percentage of a value is
actually being impacted.
However, in actuality, it is
very difficult within the
document and the associated
appendices to identify what
feature is being impacted
and where the feature is
located. The appendices
provide a greater level of
detail; however, it would
appear only values affected
by the right of way are
described and the specific
impacts to the value are not
presented.
Because of this, the draft EA
has insufficient information to

This needs to be corrected in the EA.
Alignment sheets should show the
features/values as polygons or
points on the map and in relation to
all project components. Alternatively,
additional maps that show the natural
environment features/values and all
project components in sufficient
detail overplaying the aerial image
need to be created.
Local level, fine-scale project impacts
need to be assessed and described,
site-specific mitigation measures
developed and net/residual impacts
described.

Due to the large scale of the Project, it is not possible or
Refer to MNRF-OG-4.
practical to complete a site-specific assessment and provide
specific mitigation for each individual activity and structure of
the Project because the Project Description is largely
conceptual, is not based on detailed engineering designs, and
is changing as stakeholder concerns and other constraints are
incorporated into the design. Moreover, many of the natural
heritage and wildlife values in question can vary spatially
during the multi-year EA process required for large-scale
developments. For large-scale projects it is more practical to
provide additional site-specific information, including all
information needed to submit Information Gathering Forms,
during the permitting phase because that is when the required
level of detail can be accurately and efficiently obtained.
The approach of the EA was to select criteria representative of
natural heritage and wildlife values and use data collected
through desktop and field studies to map potential habitat. The
evaluation of net effects focuses on characterizing effects to
selected criteria resulting from important pathways (e.g.,
quantifying habitat changes). The purpose of an EA is not to
characterize net effects to individual occurrences or
observations.
Additional levels of detail on natural heritage and wildlife
values is presented in appendices. For example, Significant
Wildlife Habitat (SWH) identified in the LSA at Base Case, and
the associated Project effects, are quantified in Appendix 14-I,
Table 14-I-1. The Project avoids 97.6% of the 207,393 ha of
SWH identified in the LSA at Base Case. Mitigation measures
to avoid or minimize effects to the remaining 2.4% of SWH
potentially affected by the Project are presented on the

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-04.
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

MNRF-NHW-05

MNRF-OG-5-1

Main Report,
Appendix 4-II,
EPP
Appendix 5-I,
Environmental
Alignment
Sheets
Appendix 5-II,
Access and
Construction
Environmental
Maps

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

provide an assessment of
the potential impacts or
mitigation of this project for
several of MNRF interests.
Often components of the
project such as laydown
yards or roads seem to
sometimes extend off the
alignment sheets and are not
discussed in the EA.

Environmental Alignment Sheets (Appendix 5-I-A of the EA
Report). Additional site-specific information and associated
mitigation will be evaluated and determined during permitting.
Also refer to the response to NHW-04

The only documented known This needs to be corrected in the EA.
values for the Greenfield
route appear to be along the
ROW footprint. There does
not seem to be any sitespecific consideration of the
LSA and RSA values in the
fine-scale impact
assessments.

The EA evaluates local-scale effects through the pathway
Refer to MNRF-OG-4.
analysis and the net effects analysis for pathways determined
to be primary (refer to the response to MNRF-O/G-02). It is
not possible or practical to complete a site-specific
assessment and provide specific mitigation for each individual
activity and structure of the Project due to the large scale of
the Project. General site-specific environmental features and
mitigation measures are presented on the Environmental
Alignment Sheets (Appendix 5-I-A of the EA Report) and
Access and Construction Environmental Maps (Appendix 5-IB). Additional site-specific information, will be evaluated and
determined during permitting.

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-04.

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

There is insufficient information available in the Main Report or
the Environmental Protection Plan (EPP) to fully understand
how the potential impacts of the project will be avoided,
managed or mitigated, and to determine whether MNRF
mandate, legislative requirements and/or interests have been
adequately identified and addressed. Some of the major
concerns include:

MNRF-OG-5-2

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

Mitigation measures are vague, extremely generalized and do
not address any local or site-specific issues. Additionally, the
lack of detail and specifics in the EPP and EA leaves much
unknown and susceptible to change. (The TOR states that both
standard and site specific mitigation measures will be developed
for the project.)

The Project footprint (Appendix 5-III) has been Y – App 4-II, App
4-III
revised and minimized to avoid specific
features and access routes were refined. The
Construction Environmental Protection
Plan (CEPP; Appendix 4-II) has also been
revised with additional detail and specific
mitigation measures for Project effects along
the Project preferred route right-of-way (ROW),
access roads and temporary workspaces. In
addition, Appendix 4-III (Operation
Environmental Management Plan; OEMP) has
been added to the amended EA Report and
conceptual operations and maintenance plans
(e.g., Vegetation Management Program) are
contained therein. Also refer to the response to
MNRF-OG-5-3.

MNRF-OG-5-3

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

It is unclear what specific effects the proposed measures are
designed to mitigate; MNRF cannot assess if these measures
are sufficient and appropriate.

Tables showing the potential effects, mitigation
and predicted net effects for each criterion and
indictor are included in Section 6 through 21 of
the amended EA Report. These tables have
been revised to include the specific criterion,
indicator and potential effect that the proposed
mitigation measures are designed to mitigate.
That is, the mitigation measures listed in each
table row are applicable to the criterion, indicator
and potential effect listed in the same table row.
Mitigation in these tables have also been
organized under subheadings to indicate the
specific feature type that the mitigation is
applicable to.
Potential effects to MNRF values have been
addressed through the submission of Annex 5 to
the GRT under separate cover. Refer to MNRFOG-04 for a description of Annex 5.”
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A variety of additional
Refer to the response to each comment below:
information on mitigation of
project effects is needed in the
EA to sufficiently address
MNRF mandated interests and
regulatory requirements.

N

Y – Sections (S)
6 through S 21
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Update Y/N

MNRF-OG-5-4

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

It is unclear specifically how and at what point the pathways of
effect are broken by the proposed mitigation measures.

The term “effect pathway” has been removed
and replaced by the term “potential effect”
throughout the amended EA Report. The
amended EA Report has been revised to
include a discussion of mitigation measures
and how the mitigation measures eliminate,
reduce or minimize the extent, magnitude,
severity, and/or likelihood of a potential effect.

Y - Global

MNRF-OG-5-5

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

The EPP states that it does not include EA commitments – the
EPP does not commit the proponent to actually implement any of
the mitigation measures described in the EA.

The full text referenced in this statement is
“This CEPP does not include the following: EA
commitments and approval conditions…” This
text has been revised in the amended EA
Report to clarify that the CEPP will be revised
prior to construction and will reflect the
provincial and federal environmental permitting
commitments and conditions as a result of EA
and permit approvals.

Y – App 4-II

MNRF-OG-5-6

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

The EPP only speaks to the construction phase of project and
does not address operations and maintenance.

MNRF-OG-5-7

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

The EA lists numerous mitigation plans that are to subsequently
be developed in design phase and therefore not presented in the
EA, which is not appropriate (at the very least, draft / conceptual
plans must be presented in the EA).

The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) was developed to
Y – S 4.3.2,
designate Owner and Contractor
App 4-III
responsibilities during construction and postconstruction cleanup of the Project. Operations
activities are discussed in Section 4 of the
amended EA Report. An OEMP (Appendix 4-III)
has been added to the amended EA Report
and conceptual operations and maintenance
plans (e.g., Vegetation Management Program)
are contained therein.

MNRF-OG-5-8

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

Insufficient information to fully understand how potential impacts
will be avoided, managed or mitigated for unmapped / unknown
values discovered during the construction and operation of the
project or at the permitting phase, as well as potential impacts to
these values. Lack of detailed direction and planning available in
the EPP for these unmapped values.

The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) includes contingency Y – App 4-II
plans with mitigation measures that will be
implemented in the event that a previously
unidentified sensitive feature is encountered
during the permitting, construction or operation
phase of the Project. This section of the CEPP
will be revised prior to the start of construction to
include any additional measures identified during
the permitting phase of the Project. Section 5 of
the CEPP, which outlines environmentally
sensitive protection measures, has been revised
to include additional and more detailed mitigation
for sensitive features such as provincial parks,
provincially significant wetlands, Significant
Wildlife Habitat and SAR).

MNRF-OG-5-9

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

Additionally, MNRF has a number of concerns regarding the onthe-ground direction that will be provided to crews through the
use of Alignment Sheets (Appendix 5-I-A), Access and
Construction Environmental Maps (Appendix 5-I-B) and the EPP
(Appendix 4-II) to avoid and mitigate impacts:

Refer to the response to each comment below:

MNRF-OG-5-10

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

There is a lack of detail in the mitigation portion of the alignment
sheets and the EPP to provide meaningful direction. There is
very little information available in the EPP to describe the
setbacks, restrictions and mitigations included in the alignment
sheets.

Section 5 of the CEPP, which outlines
Y – App 4-II
environmentally sensitive protection measures,
has been revised to include additional and more
detailed mitigation for sensitive features such as
provincial parks, provincially significant wetlands,
Significant Wildlife Habitat and SAR.
Potential effects to MNRF values have been
addressed through the submission of Annex 5 to
the GRT under separate cover. Refer to MNRFOG-04 for a description of Annex 5.
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

MNRF-OG-5-11

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

The alignment sheets only consider features that intersect the
centreline of the ROW, therefore if a feature extends into the
ROW, but does not touch the centre of it or may be impacted
due to being located immediately adjacent to the ROW, it is not
found on these sheets. Additionally, the features shown do not
reflect the best available information (e.g. wetlands do not
match MNRF data).

MNRF-OG-5-12

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

Access and Construction Environmental Maps (Appendix 5-I-B)
that have been added to show access roads, laydown yards and
other project infrastructure is not in the form of alignment sheets
and thus do not contain feature identification tied to mitigation
measures for those features. There are also some roads in the
project footprint maps that extend beyond the maps.

MNRF-OG-5-13

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

Some features that did not fall into a set of setbacks, timing
restrictions or feature specific mitigations have been removed
from the alignments sheets, therefore, they may not show a full
picture when considering all values that may require mitigation
and consideration.

MNRF-OG-5-14

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-5 1
through MNRF-OG-5-14.

Complexity of the sheets and the need to cross-reference a
variety of tables and text to track down mitigation information.

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

For the final EA Report, wetlands were mapped Y – Maps
using the LandCover 2000 data set and the
(Global), App 5-I,
presence of provincially significant
App 5-II
wetlands (PSWs) was verified using the
provincial wetland database. Through
correspondence, MNRF has indicated that the
use of the LIO Provincial Wetland dataset is
preferred. The amended EA Report uses the
LIO provincial wetlands dataset in place of the
LandCover 2000 dataset to identify wetlands for
the effects assessment. Wetlands mapped using
the LIO provincial wetland dataset that are
located within the Project footprint will be staked
prior to construction to adequately apply
mitigation measures outlined in the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II).
Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-4.
Concerns related to complexity of the
Environmental Alignment Sheets (Appendix 5-I)
and the Access and Construction
Maps (Appendix 5-II) have been addressed
through the submission of Annex 5 to the GRT
under separate cover. Refer to MNRF-OG-04 for
a description of Annex 5.

MNRF-OG-01

The EA contains no
assessment of impacts or
mitigation measures at a
local scale for the known
values. The impact
assessment presented in the
Draft EA is high level,
general and coarse scale.
Standard mitigation
techniques presented are
general in nature. While this
may be appropriate for an
overarching assessment of
the project in a larger
regional context, a high level
assessment is not sufficient
to appropriately address all
project impacts (many of
which will be at a more local
scale), design site specific
mitigation measures and
prepare detailed
construction and postconstruction monitoring
plans.

A comprehensive assessment of
local and site specific impacts must
be completed in the EA, specific
mitigation measures for known
values must be presented and
residual effects described.
Additionally, more information and
data must be made available for
review at the local scale.

The EA Report evaluates local-scale effects through the
pathway analysis and the net effects analysis for pathways
determined to be primary (refer to response O/G-02). It is not
possible or practical to complete a site-specific assessment
and provide specific mitigation for each individual activity and
structure of the Project due to the large scale of the Project.
General site-specific environmental features and mitigation
measures are presented on the Environmental Alignment
Sheets (Appendix 5-I-A). Additional site-specific information,
will be evaluated and determined during permitting.

Refer to MNRF-OG-5-1 to MNRF-OG-5-10.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-5-1 to
MNRF-OG-5-10.

MNRF-OG-03

The Draft EA does not fully
address all project
components. The document
is heavily focused on the
transmission line and its right
of way (ROW). There is
insufficient information and
lack of impact assessment
on a number of project
components, such as
permanent and temporary
roads and trails associated
with the project, upgrades to
existing roads, all water
crossings, including those
along roads and trails,
laydown and staging areas,
construction camps, if
applicable, aggregate pits
and any other infrastructure
that may be part of the
project. Locations of many of

More information must to be
presented on the locations and
characteristics of all project
components/infrastructure. Ensure
site-specific impacts and mitigation
measures are addressed for all
project components. Where there are
unknowns, identify options (e.g.
which construction camps are
alternative to each other).
The EA must address values that
may be affected that are outside the
centreline of the ROW.
For aspects of the project that cannot
be finalized at the EA stage and
remain subject to change, a clear
approach to addressing uncertainty
is needed.

The construction and operation of all Project components has
been considered in the EA Report. All aspects of the Project
footprint (i.e., the preferred route ROW, laydown yards,
storage yards, construction camps, temporary construction
easements and new access roads) are shown on the Project
footprint maps (Appendix 5-II ) and are shown on figures
throughout the EA. Detail regarding all aspects of the Project
footprint is provided in Section 4 of the draft EA Report. All
components of the Project footprint were considered and
assessed in the EA Report, including access roads and other
infrastructure associated with the Project.
The level of detail provided in the EA Report is sufficient for
assessing the effects of the Project on the environment. To
account for uncertainty related to potential optimizations of the
Project footprint during detailed design, a conservative
approach was used such that effects would not be
underestimated. Each section of the EA Report includes a
Prediction Confidence section to explain how uncertainty was
considered and addressed.
As Project planning and detailed design continues, it is
expected that there will be adjustments or optimizations for

Refer to MNRF-OG-5-1 to MNRF-OG-5-10.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-5-1 to
MNRF-OG-5-10.
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

Throughout the document
project details are ‘left to the
detailed design stage’.
Although many of these
project details must be
provided in the EA as
described in other
comments, it is recognized
that it is appropriate to
address certain details at a
later stage. A list of all the
aspects of the project that
will be refined at the detailed
design / permitting stage
would be useful as it is
difficult to keep track of these
items throughout the entire
EA document.

GRT Final EA Comment

Consider providing a list of all the
project design details that will be
addressed at a later stage (at
detailed design and permitting).

The Project Description in the EA provides NextBridge’s best
Refer to MNRF-OG-5-1 to MNRF-OG-5-10.
understanding of the project at the current time. It is
recognized that during detailed planning and design, certain
project details may be updated or optimized. These
adjustments may be based on site-specific engineering and
environmental considerations, or from the experience of the
Contractor. It is common for a project to become further refined
from the EA (or feasibility stage) to the permitting (detailed
design).
The following is an initial list of potential adjustments to the
Project that may occur as detailed planning and design
progresses:

need for and locations for additional ROW easement
during construction

overall number of transmission lines towers, final
location of transmission line towers, and proportion of
type of structure

precise tower foundation dimensions, depth, and
design type

adjustments to crossing structures assigned to each
water body on the transmission line ROW and access
roads (Appendix 13 II) to take into account site
specific conditions

optimizations to reduce number of water bodies
crossings

adjustments to location of water body crossings to
take into account site-specific conditions

detailed information on crossing structure (e.g., size of
culvert or clear span bridge)

specific number, location and characteristics of
existing, upgraded and new access roads to be used
for the Project

determination of need and potential locations for
blasting

need for and use of gates and fencing for access
roads

need for fording to cross specific water bodies to
install crossing structures

size and exact location of storage yards

exact locations and number of construction offices

size and exact location of laydown yards

size and exact location of construction camps, and
associated requirements for potable water, waste,
waste water, and electricity

exact locations of fuelling areas at laydown yards and
construction camps

total quantity of aggregate required

if the volume of aggregate material required can be
obtained from existing pits or if new borrow pits are
required

February 2018
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

some components of the Project. These changes are expected
to be small and would not change the conclusions of the EA
Report. However, any changes made to the Project footprint
would be carried forward into the permitting phase of the
Project.

these project components
are not well defined on maps
and their impacts are not
fully addressed.
Additionally, please note that
if the final EA doesn’t cover
the proposed works in
sufficient detail, there could
be significant delays in
issuing authorization during
the permitting phase and
major construction
modifications may be
required that were not
addressed in the EA.
MNRF-OG-09

NextBridge Draft EA Response
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response









GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

plan for concrete production (mixed on site in batch
plants or using bagged concrete, or sourced from local
suppliers)
details regarding construction staging and
sequencing, and specific timing related to construction
activities
detailed plan for vegetation removal and topsoil
stripping and grading
plan for structure assembly and erection
number of multi and single passenger vehicles
travelling on Highway 17 and access roads and exact
amount of goods and waste transport traffic
plan for clean-up and reclamation
quantities of material required for the Project,
suppliers of the material, and sourcing (i.e., from
Ontario or internationally)

MNRF-NHW-12

The EA needs to be clear
where stripping of topsoil will
be occurring, impacts and
mitigation associated with
this activity, storage of
topsoil, etc.
Through review of the draft
IEA, the details of this project
are still vague. Where is the
travel lane located? What is
the purpose of it? How does
the line get strung? What is
the purpose of the ROW
water crossings when much
of the access is via existing
corridor (which also requires
water crossings)?

There is a lack of information in the
draft EA to provide a full and
transparent accounting of activities /
process related to this project to
undertake a comprehensive
assessment of impacts / mitigation.

Section 4.3.1.3 notes that topsoil stripping is anticipated to
Refer to MNRF-OG-5-1 to MNRF-OG-5-10.
take place on access roads and the travel lane, storage yards,
laydown areas and construction camps. Environmental
protection measures for topsoil stripping and storage are
provided in Section 5.2 of the EPP (Appendix 4-II). Effects
associated with topsoil stripping are assessed in Section 6 of
the EA Report.
The purpose of the travel lane is provided in Section 4.2.3 of
the EA Report (“During construction there will also be an up to
8 m wide travel lane along the ROW for transportation of
personnel, equipment and materials, where feasible given
topography and location of sensitive features”).
Stringing of the conductors is described in Section 4.3.1.9 of
the EA Report.
Discussions with HONI are ongoing and NextBridge is
engaging with HONI to discuss access. The EA assumes the
existing East-West Tie ROW will not be available to
NextBridge for construction or operations activities.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-5-1 to
MNRF-OG-5-10.

MNRF-NHW-87

These sheets are difficult to
decipher and are time
consuming to the reviewer. It
is frustrating to have to use
multiple tables to figure out
what the codes stand for and
even then, one of the codes
was missing and the tables
lack detailed information
(such as SOCCH).
Alignment sheets appear to
only flag values found on the
ROW easement. Another set
of sheets should be provided
for the local study area as
well.
Even at the LSA range,
some proposed access
routes extend beyond the
average 1km buffer of the
ROW easement.

Work needs to be done on the
alignment sheets and associated
tables to streamline the referencing
of one document to another.
Alignment sheets should be created
for a three spatial scales: Project
footprint, LSA and RSA. Features
and values need to be mapped as
polygons and/or points for their
boundaries to be clearly visible.

Environmental Alignment Sheets are used to display
Refer to MNRF-OG-5-1 to MNRF-OG-5-10.
engineering data in relation to the Project location and
specific resource features. Alignment sheets are provided for
the ROW (Appendix 5-I-A). The Environmental Alignment
Sheets do not show all features that were assessed in the EA
and show only those resource features for which setbacks,
timing restrictions, or other feature specific mitigation applies
so the mitigation measures can be implemented during
construction by construction crews and environmental
inspectors accompanying the construction crews.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-5-1 to
MNRF-OG-5-10.

LSA and RSA scale maps are provided in Appendices 7-II,
12-V, 13-1 and 14-IV.

other

NextBridge acknowledges that MNRF referenced “other”
comment IDs in this comment and did not provide specific
references.
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comment and did not provide specific
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF-OG-6

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

Main Report,
MNRF-OG-01
Appendix 1-IIIA, Responses
to Regulatory
Agency
Comments,
Appendix 4-II,
EPP

GRT Draft EA Comment

The EA contains no
assessment of impacts or
mitigation measures at a
local scale for the known
values. The impact
assessment presented in the
Draft EA is high level,
general and coarse scale.
Standard mitigation
techniques presented are
general in nature. While this
may be appropriate for an
overarching assessment of
the project in a larger
regional context, a high level
assessment is not sufficient
to appropriately address all
project impacts (many of
which will be at a more local
scale), design site specific
mitigation measures and
prepare detailed
construction and postconstruction monitoring
plans.

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
A comprehensive assessment of
local and site specific impacts must
be completed in the EA, specific
mitigation measures for known
values must be presented and
residual effects described.
Additionally, more information and
data must be made available for
review at the local scale.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

The EA Report evaluates local-scale effects through the
pathway analysis and the net effects analysis for pathways
determined to be primary (refer to response O/G-02). It is not
possible or practical to complete a site-specific assessment
and provide specific mitigation for each individual activity and
structure of the Project due to the large scale of the Project.
General site-specific environmental features and mitigation
measures are presented on the Environmental Alignment
Sheets (Appendix 5-I-A). Additional site-specific information,
will be evaluated and determined during permitting.

The EA does not provide adequate information on the net
effects of the project to sufficiently address MNRF regulatory
requirements and impacts to our mandated interests. As the
objectives of the EA and, as a result, the assessment endpoints
focus on assessing only potentially significant large scale and
cumulative project effects, the EA does not adequately address
actual specific project net effects on the various
features/values/interest at all scales and show trade-offs as is
required in the EA Act and associated provincial regulations and
requirements.
Some of MNRF’s major concerns with the net effects information
presented in the EA include:

An evaluation of net effects has only been done if a
pathway was identified as primary. However, pathways
were only identified as primary if there was potential for
significant or cumulative impacts on high-level
assessment endpoints at the larger regional scale and
there is also no assessment of net effects on actual
features/values/interests that are being affected. As
most of the project impacts will be at a more localized
scale and these pathways were deemed secondary, they
were not carried forward to an evaluation of net effects.
As a result the EA contains no assessment of the
specific project net/residual effects on a number of
MNRF mandated interests at the local and project
footprint scales.

A variety of additional
information on net effects of
the project is needed in the EA
to sufficiently address MNRF
mandated interests and
regulatory requirements.
Net effects must be described
for all project impacts,
regardless if deemed a
secondary or primary pathway
at the footprint, local and
regional scales.
The EA should include an
assessment on all secondary
pathway effects. While this
assessment could be less
rigorous than for that of
primary pathways effects, it
would still need to provide
sufficient information in order
for MNRF to fully understand
how our mandate and interests
that may be affected.
Net effects should consider the
fact that mitigation measures
cannot be used in all cases.
Remove qualifying statements
from the EPP and provide
more specifics on situations of
when planned mitigation
measures cannot be used or
where alternative methods may
be used.

Furthermore, the EA states that “the changes from most
secondary pathways occur within the Project footprint” as a way
to demonstrate that the impacts are indeed minor. The local
project level impacts are of great concern to the MNRF. As the
vast majority of the pathways (other than for species-at-risk)
were determined to be secondary and thus not carried forward
for further assessment, MNRF does not have sufficient
information to fully understand how our mandate and interests
may be impacted.
For secondary pathways, the assessment assumes that
mitigation is 100% effective in eliminating all potential project
impacts to all affected features/values/interests and discounting
these pathways from further assessment of net effects.
Additionally, the EA and EPP in particular, often use qualifying
statements such as ‘to the extent possible’ or ‘unless avoidance
is not possible’ with regard to these mitigation measures, thus
acknowledging that they may not always be used and may not
always be effective. MNRF cannot be confident in the
assessment of net effects if the determination of these effects as
secondary (minor, non-significant) is based on selective
mitigation measures that might not actually be used or not be
applicable in every case.
The EA effectively concludes that, other than for species-at-risk,
the project will have no net effects on MNRF mandated interests
– MNRF strongly disagrees with this assessment.
MNRF-OG-02

In the absence of a
comprehensive assessment
that clearly accounts for local
level impacts and describes
how these were rolled up
into the Pathways of Effect
evaluation, it is not possible
to trace or replicate the
analysis that was conducted
nor have confidence in the
results.
The methodology adopted in
the EA leads the reader to
believe that the project has
no or negligible effects
(except for SAR) – this is
misleading.

Ensure the EA clearly accounts for
local level impacts and describes
how these were rolled up into the
Pathways of Effect evaluation.
Ensure the approach to assessing
project impacts and the decision
making paths are clear, traceable
and reproducible.

Refer to MNRF-OG-6
Pathway analysis is a screening step that is used to
determine the existence and magnitude of linkages from a
complete list of potential effects pathways for the Project. This
list is more specific and complete than past methods that
simply identified potential interactions between valued
components and the Project (e.g., matrix tables). For
example, the interaction between the Project and wildlife
criteria is not simply related to habitat and mortality. The
pathway analysis in the EA describes several pathways linked
to changes in habitat and mortality that are specific to the
Project components and activities, and also linked to other
environmental components (e.g., soil, surface water quality
and quantity, air quality).
This screening step is largely a qualitative assessment and is
intended to focus the net effects analysis on pathways that
require a more comprehensive assessment of effects on
criteria. It is not a method for dismissing the importance of
local effects. Similar to defining spatial and temporal
boundaries for the assessment, predicting the magnitude,
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Y - Global
The EA method has been revised in the
amended EA Report to address these
concerns. Net effects predicted to remain after
implementation of mitigation are no longer
classified as secondary or primary pathways
and all net effects are considered in the net
effects characterization or evaluation.
With the revised EA methods, the amended EA
Report concludes that there are net effects on
MNRF mandated interests.
The amended EA Report and
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) have been revised to
remove unnecessary qualifying statements
such as ‘to the extent possible’ or ‘unless
avoidance is not possible’ or to provide
clarification on situations in which the standard
mitigation cannot be used and what alternative
mitigation may be applied.
The factors of significance used in the net
effects characterization (e.g., magnitude,
duration, extent, and likelihood) are determined
for each net effect based on an assumption that
some of the mitigation measures in the CEPP
and OEMP would be implemented in most
situations (where appropriate in the
circumstances) but would not be implemented in
all cases. For example, for a net effect where a
mitigation measure could not be implemented in
all situations and where there is a qualifying
statement such as to the extent possible’ or
‘unless avoidance is not possible’, the likelihood
of the net effect may be assessed as probable
instead of unlikely and the magnitude of the
effect may be assessed as negligible rather than
as the potential effect being considered to not
result in a net effect after the implementation of
mitigation. It is common for EAs to be prepared
based on mitigation measures with qualifying
statements clarifying that the measures will be
implemented in most situations but not providing
details for these situations or alternative
methods.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-06.
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
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MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

geographic extent, and duration of changes in indicators, and
subsequent effects from pathways, is highly dependent on the
criterion. For example, localized changes in surface water
flow and levels would be predicted to have larger effects on
soils than on moose or waterbirds, which are characterized by
larger geographic distributions and movement patterns.
Pathways are determined to be primary, secondary (minor or
negligible), or to have no linkage, using scientific knowledge,
logic, and experience with similar developments and
environmental design features. Pathways with no linkage to a
criterion are not assessed further because environmental
design features or mitigation will remove the pathway.
Pathways that are assessed to be secondary and are
demonstrated to have a negligible net effect on a criterion
through qualitative or quantitative evaluation of the pathway
are also not carried forward for further assessment. Primary
pathways require further evaluation through more detailed
quantitative and/or qualitative effects analysis and
classification to determine the environmental significance of
the Project effects on criteria. In summary, pathways
determined to have no linkage to a criterion or those that are
considered secondary are not expected to result in
environmentally significant effects on the assessment
endpoint of criteria.
Pathway analysis is intended to examine local-scale effects
across environmental criteria, and determine which pathways
will likely result in more regional and potential cumulative
effects on the biophysical, cultural, social and economic
components (or values or criteria) of the social-ecological
system. The potential for additive, multiplicative and
synergistic effects was assessed through the pathway
analysis and the subsequent effects analysis and
determination of environmental significance. One objective of
the pathway analysis was to be transparent and
comprehensive so that all potential pathways were identified
and assessed. A second objective was to determine the localscale relationships that represent secondary mechanisms
(pathways) of primary pathways, which can act independently
or combine to produce larger scale effects.
As demonstrated in the EA, the changes from most
secondary pathways occur within the Project footprint. In
some exceptions, effects are anticipated to extend a short
distance beyond the Project footprint (such as dust).
However, the combination of these pathways (additive,
synergistic or multiplicative) are not predicted to result in
incremental or cumulative effects beyond the local scale that
are not captured by most primary pathways. For example, the
combination of Project-specific cumulative effects from
secondary pathways (e.g., changes in hydrology alters
habitat, site preparation causing incidental take, air and dust
emissions altering habitat) on wildlife is captured in the more
detailed analysis and assessment of significance of the
primary pathways (construction and operation causing
physical changes to habitat and sensory disturbance to
animals) on habitat availability and distribution, and survival
and reproduction (e.g., Section 14.7.2.1; Table 14-19).
MNRF-OG-03
other

The Draft EA does not fully
address all project
components. The document
is heavily focused on the
transmission line and its right
of way (ROW). There is
insufficient information and
lack of impact assessment
on a number of project
components, such as
permanent and temporary
roads and trails associated
with the project, upgrades to
existing roads, all water
crossings, including those

More information must to be
presented on the locations and
characteristics of all project
components/infrastructure. Ensure
site-specific impacts and mitigation
measures are addressed for all
project components. Where there are
unknowns, identify options (e.g.
which construction camps are
alternative to each other).
The EA must address values that
may be affected that are outside the
centreline of the ROW.
For aspects of the project that cannot
be finalized at the EA stage and

The construction and operation of all Project components has
been considered in the EA Report. All aspects of the Project
footprint (i.e., the preferred route ROW, laydown yards,
storage yards, construction camps, temporary construction
easements and new access roads) are shown on the Project
footprint maps (Appendix 5-II ) and are shown on figures
throughout the EA. Detail regarding all aspects of the Project
footprint is provided in Section 4 of the draft EA Report. All
components of the Project footprint were considered and
assessed in the EA Report, including access roads and other
infrastructure associated with the Project.
The level of detail provided in the EA Report is sufficient for
assessing the effects of the Project on the environment. To
account for uncertainty related to potential optimizations of the
Project footprint during detailed design, a conservative
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Refer to MNRF-OG-6

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-06.

Amended EA
Update Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

along roads and trails,
laydown and staging areas,
construction camps, if
applicable, aggregate pits
and any other infrastructure
that may be part of the
project. Locations of many of
these project components
are not well defined on maps
and their impacts are not
fully addressed.
Additionally, please note that
if the final EA doesn’t cover
the proposed works in
sufficient detail, there could
be significant delays in
issuing authorization during
the permitting phase and
major construction
modifications may be
required that were not
addressed in the EA.
MNRF-OG-7

MNRF-OG-8

Main Report,
other

Main Report,
S. 23

MNRF-OG-25

MNRF-OG-16

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
remain subject to change, a clear
approach to addressing uncertainty
is needed.

Text states that “the project
will undergo further
refinement as the project
proceeds to the detailed
design stage”. As this is a
Draft EA it is anticipated that
refinements will be made to
the document before the
issuance of the Final EA.

If major/significant changes to the
project design occur, please
consider informing or consulting with
MNRF as soon as possible,
preferably prior to submission of the
Final EA.

In the ToR states that “A
detailed construction and
post- construction
monitoring plan will be
developed during the EA
phase”. In the EA, the one
paragraph in section 5.9
related to monitoring sends
the reader to Appendix 4-II or
section 23.1. Neither of
these sections describes an
appropriate monitoring plan.
A monitoring plan is not
‘Erosion and sedimentation
control measures will be
monitored to avoid and
minimize sediment
mobilization from disturbed
areas to drainages, wetlands
or watercourses” that is the
mitigation technique that is
used. A monitoring plan
should be assessing the
value ecosystem
components and associated
indicators identified in the EA
for the construction,
operation, and
decommissioning phases of
the project.

A comprehensive construction and
post-construction monitoring plan
must be prepared that assesses the
valued ecosystem components and
associated indicators identified in
the EA for the construction,
operation, and decommissioning
phases of the project.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N

To ensure MNRF regulatory requirements are met, where project
infrastructure intersects important MNRF values and areas of
significance (e.g. SAR habitat, aggregate sites, protected areas,
etc.) the Final EA must present an assessment of alternatives
to demonstrate that these features could not be avoided and the
proposed layout is the best available option and/or alternative
methods/designs have been consider to ensure impacts are
minimized.
Additionally, Section 6 of the TOR supports this evaluation of
alternatives as requested by MNRF. Specifically, Section 6.2.4
speaks to alternative designs and alternative methods that will
be evaluated in response to concerns raised. The section also
sites examples of typical alternative designs which may be
explored in the EA if warranted that include “location, alignment
and potential future use of access roads”. Furthermore, the TOR
states that the EA will meet the requirements of MNRF’s Class
EAs, which would require the requested evaluation of
alternatives.

Where applicable, an
assessment of alternatives
must be presented in the EA to
appropriately address MNRF
regulatory requirements and
impacts to MNRF mandated
interests.

As noted at the meeting with MNRF on
Y – S 3.3.1.9, S
October 23, 2017, the Project footprint has been 3.3.1.10
revised and minimized. Proposed disturbances
located in areas with important MNRF values
and areas of significance have been moved,
where practicable.
Text has been added to Section 3 of the
amended EA Report to provide additional
context and alternatives assessments where
avoidance of MNRF values and areas of
significance was not possible.

The EA does not contain an appropriate construction and postconstruction monitoring plan that allows MNRF to determine
if our mandate, legislative requirements and/or interests have
been addressed.
The ToR for the project states that “A detailed construction and
post-construction monitoring plan will be developed during the
EA phase”. The EA refers to Section 23 for monitoring
information. Section 23 does not present an appropriate
monitoring plan.
A monitoring program is a key component of environmental
assessment and is based on the findings of the EA. The EA
must determine what monitoring will be needed and must
present a monitoring plan for those components. It is understood
that monitoring plans would be refined at permitting, however at
a minimum the detailed draft/conceptual plan should be in the
EA. Leaving the monitoring plan to permitting is not acceptable
as many permits do not provide for conditions of approval
related to monitoring.
The detailed construction and post-construction monitoring plan
must address:

specifically what kind of monitoring will be needed, i.e.
which valued ecosystem components and associated
indicators or socio-economic components of the
environmental will be monitored,

specifically how actual project effects and effectiveness
of mitigation and reclamation measures be monitored
and evaluated,

what indicators and methodology will be used,

A comprehensive construction
and post- construction
monitoring plan must be
prepared that specifically
described how actual project
effects and effectiveness of
mitigation and reclamation
measures will be monitored for
all phases of the project.

Construction monitoring is discussed in Section Y – S 23.1.1, S
23.1.2, App 4-II
23 of the amended EA Report. A postconstruction monitoring plan (PCMP) is
discussed in Section 23 of the amended EA
Report and a draft PCMP is provided in
Section 6 of the CEPP (Appendix 4-II).

approach was used such that effects would not be
underestimated. Each section of the EA Report includes a
Prediction Confidence section to explain how uncertainty was
considered and addressed.
As Project planning and detailed design continues, it is
expected that there will be adjustments or optimizations for
some components of the Project. These changes are expected
to be small and would not change the conclusions of the EA
Report. However, any changes made to the Project footprint
would be carried forward into the permitting phase of the
Project.

Planning and design for the Project is ongoing, but it is no
major/significant changes were made to the Project design
prior to the submission of the Final EA Report. Clarifications
were made to the Project Description (Section 4), but there
were no major/significant changes to the design of the Project.
Furthermore, it is not expected that there will be major or
significant changes to the Project design resulting from
detailed planning and design; changes are anticipated to be
related to Project optimizations rather than large scale
changes. However, NextBridge will consult with MNRF if there
are major/significant changes to the Project. The refinements
of the Project developed in detailed design will be carried into
the permitting phase of the Project.

Section 23 of the EA Report outlines the preliminary monitoring
program by environmental component. This is a summary
based on the component sections throughout the EA Report.
This preliminary monitoring program outlines the monitoring
that will be conducted during and post-construction. Section
23.1 of the EA Report notes that the presented monitoring
program is preliminary, with details to be finalized during
permitting processes. As noted in Section 4.3.5 of the Code of
Practice: Preparing and Reviewing Environmental
Assessments in Ontario (MOECC 2014), “effects monitoring
consists of activities carried out by the proponent after
approval to determine the environmental effects of the
undertaking. Whether this would be required is determined on
a case-by-case basis.”
Section 5.9 of the EA Report indicates that follow up,
inspection and monitoring will: evaluate the effectiveness of
mitigation and modify or enhance measures as necessary
through adaptive management; identify unanticipated
potentially adverse effects, including possible accidents and
malfunctions; and, contribute to continual improvement.
NextBridge recognizes that application of mitigation measures
as outlined in the EPP (Appendix 4-II) is not monitoring.
However, inspection and monitoring to confirm the
effectiveness of the mitigation measures will be used to
determine if additional mitigation or adaptive management is
required.
Section 5.1 of the EA Report describes the assessment
approach related to criteria, assessment endpoints and
indicators.
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GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
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Indicators represent properties of the physical, biological and

how these relate to the indicators used and assessment
socio economic environments that can be used to characterize
of impacts in the EA, etc.
changes to criteria and assessment endpoints in a meaningful The monitoring plan must also address all phases of the project,
way in the EA Report. It should be noted that the indicators
i.e. construction, operation and maintenance and
listed in Table 5-1 were selected for the assessing the effects decommissioning of temporary components.
of the Project on the assessment endpoints for the selected
criteria, not specifically for inclusion in monitoring programs.
NextBridge will discuss monitoring requirements with the
relevant regulatory agencies in the permitting process for the
Project.

MNRF-OG-9

MNRF-O/G-20

The preferred route options
chosen are contrary to the
indicators for the best route
option. The new proposed
route in Loon Lake has not
been field checked and
seems to provide a large
amount of additional
disturbance to the project.
This is contrary to the TOR
and the objectives set out
within the EA.

This should be re-assessed and
corrected in the EA.
More information and analysis needs
to be presented to support the
routing decisions.

Refer to MNRF-OG-8
The EA Report considers alternative designs in accordance
with Section 6 of the approved TOR. Section 3 of the EA
Report is structured to meet the requirements of the TOR and
considered alternative routing and alternative methods. The
alternative route assessment around Loon Lake and
provincial parks and conservation reserves is included in
Appendix 3-IA and 3-IB. Additional alternatives considered in
provincial parks and conservation reserves are provided in
Appendix 19-IV (Project Activities in Provincial Parks and
Conservation Reserves).
The transmission line is the main component of the Project;
once the location of the line was determined, the other
components were developed to support the construction and
operation of the line (e.g., access roads, laydown yards,
storage yards, construction camps). However, environmental,
economic and technical costs and benefits were also
considered for the preliminary design of these other
components.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-8.

MNRF-NHW-11
TOR

Wherever there is standing
timber between the Hydro
One and Nextbridge cleared
ROWs (e.g. proposed in
Kama Cliffs CR), this
remnants need to be
assessed in the EA i.e. what
is the width/size of the
remnant patch, assumed that
standing trees will not be
deemed “incompatible”
during construction or
maintenance, wind firmness
i.e. is the “strip of trees” just
going to blow-down, impacts
of increased fragmentation,
and associated impacts
including consideration of
impacts to wildlife and
hunting, etc.

Further information is required in the
Final EA to undertake a
comprehensive assessment of
impacts/mitigation.

Effects of increased habitat fragmentation due to the Project is Refer to MNRF-OG-8
discussed for each wildlife criterion under the Habitat
Distribution indicator (e.g., Sections 14.5.2.1.2, 14.7.2.1.1.1
and 14.8.2.1.1.2 for woodland caribou in the Base Case,
Project Case and Cumulative Case, respectively).

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-8.

The Draft EA does not fully
address all project
components. The document
is heavily focused on the
transmission line and its right
of way (ROW). There is
insufficient information and
lack of impact assessment
on a number of project
components, such as
permanent and temporary
roads and trails associated
with the project, upgrades to
existing roads, all water
crossings, including those
along roads and trails,
laydown and staging areas,
construction camps, if
applicable, aggregate pits
and any other infrastructure
that may be part of the
project. Locations of many of

More information must to be
presented on the locations and
characteristics of all project
components/infrastructure. Ensure
site-specific impacts and mitigation
measures are addressed for all
project components. Where there are
unknowns, identify options (e.g.
which construction camps are
alternative to each other).
The EA must address values that
may be affected that are outside the
centreline of the ROW.
For aspects of the project that cannot
be finalized at the EA stage and
remain subject to change, a clear
approach to addressing uncertainty
is needed.

The construction and operation of all Project components has
been considered in the EA Report. All aspects of the Project
footprint (i.e., the preferred route ROW, laydown yards,
storage yards, construction camps, temporary construction
easements and new access roads) are shown on the Project
footprint maps (Appendix 5-II ) and are shown on figures
throughout the EA. Detail regarding all aspects of the Project
footprint is provided in Section 4 of the draft EA Report. All
components of the Project footprint were considered and
assessed in the EA Report, including access roads and other
infrastructure associated with the Project.
The level of detail provided in the EA Report is sufficient for
assessing the effects of the Project on the environment. To
account for uncertainty related to potential optimizations of the
Project footprint during detailed design, a conservative
approach was used such that effects would not be
underestimated. Each section of the EA Report includes a
Prediction Confidence section to explain how uncertainty was
considered and addressed.
As Project planning and detailed design continues, it is
expected that there will be adjustments or optimizations for
some components of the Project. These changes are expected

Main Report,
MNRF-OG-03
Appendix 1-IIIA
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The EA contains insufficient information to fully address all
project components, infrastructure and activities. MNRF does
not have sufficient information to fully understand the impacts of
the project on our mandated interests as a number of key
aspects of the project that have a bearing on environmental
assessment components are left to the permitting stage. This
approach is not appropriate to meet EA Act requirements.
It is outside the scope of subsequent permitting and
authorizations to address environmental assessment aspects of
the project. At the permitting stage MNRF must rely on the EA
documentation to ensure that the environmental effects of the
proposed dispositions, or authorizations have been addressed.
Additionally, in some cases, the EA determines the scope of
permitting (e.g. SAR). At permitting, the objectives are to solidify
technical details (e.g. engineering requirements, schedules),
meet the specific technical and process requirements of the
regulations and policies associated with permitting, solidify which
options will be chosen in cases where multiple options were
presented in the EA, ensure the proposals match the EA, and/or
address minor refinements.
While it is recognized that some site specific modifications and
adjustments may be required to mitigation or monitoring

The EA must be very clear on
the specific of what the project
entails and what is being
proposed.
More information must be
presented on the locations and
characteristics of all project
components, infrastructure and
activities that have a bearing
on environmental impacts and
mitigation.
For aspects of the project that
cannot be finalized at the EA
stage and remain subject to
change, a clear approach to
addressing uncertainty is
needed. For example, where
there are unknowns, identify
options and assess the impacts
of those options.
Based on the Final EA as
presented MNRF will not be in

NextBridge acknowledges the MNRF’s
comments and has undertaken steps to
describe the Project components more clearly
in the amended EA Report.
As noted in the response to MNRF-OG-03, the
assessment of effects for each component
section used conservative assumptions to not
underestimate the potential effects, especially
where specific data was limited. This approach
was used in the draft EA Report, submitted in
December 2016, and in the final EA Report,
submitted in July 2017. The Project footprint
presented in the amended EA Report has been
revised and minimized. Where MNRF values or
areas of special concern have been identified,
steps have been taken to avoid these areas.
Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-7 regarding
locating Project components in sensitive areas.
NextBridge has clarified the following
information in the amended EA Report:
Updates to the Project description have been
made in Section 4 and the revised and

Y – S 4.2.10,
S 4.3.1.1,
S 4.3.1.2,
S 4.3.13,
S 4.3.1.11,
S 6,
S 8,
App 4-II,
App 4-III
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Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

Throughout the document
project details are ‘left to the
detailed design stage’.
Although many of these
project details must be
provided in the EA as
described in other
comments, it is recognized
that it is appropriate to
address certain details at a
later stage. A list of all the
aspects of the project that
will be refined at the detailed
design / permitting stage
would be useful as it is
difficult to keep track of these
items throughout the entire
EA document.

GRT Final EA Comment

to be small and would not change the conclusions of the EA
Report. However, any changes made to the Project footprint
would be carried forward into the permitting phase of the
Project.

these project components
are not well defined on maps
and their impacts are not
fully addressed.
Additionally, please note that
if the final EA doesn’t cover
the proposed works in
sufficient detail, there could
be significant delays in
issuing authorization during
the permitting phase and
major construction
modifications may be
required that were not
addressed in the EA.

MNRF-OG-09

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Consider providing a list of all the
project design details that will be
addressed at a later stage (at
detailed design and permitting).
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measures as a result of permitting, these should only be minor a position to issue required
permits, approvals, dispositions
refinements to plans presented in the EA and should only be
or authorizations.
necessary in a small subset of situations and unique or special
cases. Determining the specifics of impacts, mitigation and
monitoring measures for the proposed activities across the board
are key components of environmental assessment and are not
within the scope of permitting in the IEA process.
The TOR for the project acknowledges that the role of the EA is
to meet EA needs of permitting and authorizations. The
environmental assessment information currently presented in
the Final EA is insufficient to support the issuance of MNRFadministered permits and authorizations that may be required for
the project.
Some examples of insufficient information on project components
that have a significant bearing on assessment of project
impacts to MNRF interests and must be addressed at the EA
stage include:

Determination of actual locations and characteristics of
most project infrastructure other than the transmission
line ROW (e.g. access roads, laydown yards and
construction camps; where a travel lane will be
constructed in the ROW and where other access will be
used, water crossings information, need for and
locations for additional ROW easement during
construction, min and max. ROW width, etc.);

If the volume of aggregate material required can be
obtained from existing pits or if new aggregate pits are
required; if so, they may need to be part of the project;

Operation and maintenance details, including impacts
and mitigation;

Blasting plan (at least draft) and impacts and mitigation
of blasting assessed;

Plans for cleanup and reclamation (at least draft must be
included in EA);

Plan for vegetation removal (draft)

Plan for vegetation management (draft)

Plan for erosion and sediment control (draft)
Additionally, a list of items and potential adjustments and
refinements that may occur post-EA must be included in the text
of the EA to the public and stakeholders are informed of what
may potentially change.

The Project Description in the EA provides NextBridge’s best
Refer to MNRF-OG-9.
understanding of the project at the current time. It is
recognized that during detailed planning and design, certain
project details may be updated or optimized. These
adjustments may be based on site-specific engineering and
environmental considerations, or from the experience of the
Contractor. It is common for a project to become further refined
from the EA (or feasibility stage) to the permitting (detailed
design).
The following is an initial list of potential adjustments to the
Project that may occur as detailed planning and design
progresses:

need for and locations for additional ROW easement
during construction

overall number of transmission lines towers, final
location of transmission line towers, and proportion of
type of structure

precise tower foundation dimensions, depth, and
design type

20

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

minimized Project footprint is presented in
Appendix 5-III of the amended EA Report.
The Project footprint has been revised to
address concerns noted by MNRF. NextBridge
acknowledges that site-specific modifications
and adjustments may be required as a result of
permit approval conditions.
The volume of aggregate required for the
Project has been revised and minimized. The
revised numbers are provided in Section 4 of
the amended EA Report.
An OEMP (Appendix 4-III) has been added to
the amended EA Report.
A Conceptual Blasting Plan has been added to
the CEPP (Appendix 4-II). NextBridge would
like to note that blasting plans are site-specific
and a detailed blasting plan will be developed
by the blasting contractor and provided to
Natural Resources Canada prior to blasting.
Effects due to blasting are assessed in
Section 6 (Geology, Terrain and Soils),
Section 8 (Groundwater), Section 13 (Fish and
Fish Habitat), Section 14 (Wildlife and Wildlife
Habitat) and Section 21 (Human Health).
Project Site Cleanup and Reclamation in the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised to
provide additional cleanup and reclamation
details. These additional details are
summarized in Section 4 of the amended EA
Report.
Detailed vegetation removal information is
provided in the CEPP (Appendix 4-II). Site
preparation is summarized in Section 4 in the
amended EA Report. NextBridge would like to
note that permit approval conditions will
indicate when certain vegetation communities
or wildlife habitat can be cleared.

A Vegetation Management Program is
provided in the OEMP (Appendix4-III).

An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan
is provided in the CEPP (Appendix 4-II).
The CEPP (Appendix 4-II), Environmental
Alignment Sheets (Appendix 5-I) and Access
and Construction Environmental
Maps (Appendix 5-II) will be revised and
provided to MNRF and other interested parties
prior to construction.
Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-9.

Amended EA
Update Y/N
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MNRF-NHW-13

adjustments to crossing structures assigned to each
water body on the transmission line ROW and access
roads (Appendix 13 II) to take into account site
specific conditions

optimizations to reduce number of water bodies
crossings

adjustments to location of water body crossings to
take into account site-specific conditions

detailed information on crossing structure (e.g., size of
culvert or clear span bridge)

specific number, location and characteristics of
existing, upgraded and new access roads to be used
for the Project

determination of need and potential locations for
blasting

need for and use of gates and fencing for access
roads

need for fording to cross specific water bodies to
install crossing structures

size and exact location of storage yards

exact locations and number of construction offices

size and exact location of laydown yards

size and exact location of construction camps, and
associated requirements for potable water, waste,
waste water, and electricity

exact locations of fuelling areas at laydown yards and
construction camps

total quantity of aggregate required

if the volume of aggregate material required can be
obtained from existing pits or if new borrow pits are
required

plan for concrete production (mixed on site in batch
plants or using bagged concrete, or sourced from local
suppliers)

details regarding construction staging and
sequencing, and specific timing related to construction
activities

detailed plan for vegetation removal and topsoil
stripping and grading

plan for structure assembly and erection

number of multi and single passenger vehicles
travelling on Highway 17 and access roads and exact
amount of goods and waste transport traffic

plan for clean-up and reclamation

quantities of material required for the Project,
suppliers of the material, and sourcing (i.e., from
Ontario or internationally)
The wording “typically up to” If the ROW is estimated to extend
The EA has assessed any areas where the ROW is wider
Refer to MNRF-OG-9.
suggests the ROW may be
beyond the 64m, then this value
than 64 m. These areas are displayed in the Project Footprint
wider. The maximum
should be quantified and used in the Maps in Appendix 5-II of the Final EA Report.
potential width of the corridor impact assessment.
should be the assessment of
impacts for the project
footprint.
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Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-9.

Amended EA
Update Y/N
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MNRF-OG-34

The EA should separately
identify existing roads and
water crossings that will be
used for the construction of
the project as the
considerations and impacts
for use of existing roads are
very different from
considerations for project
components (i.e. new and
upgraded roads).
Based on the shapefiles
provided major roads such
as the Trans
Canada Hwy and major local
roads (ex: Ouimet Canyon
Road) are included as
project access roads – are
upgrades planned to these?

Clear distinction is needed between
roads that are part of the proposed
project (i.e. new and upgraded) and
existing roads that will only be used
for access, that are not part of the
project.
This should be clearly reflected in
the assessment of project impacts,
etc.
EA should include maps, lists and
descriptions of existing roads and
water crossings that will be used.

Existing roads that do not require upgrades and will be used Refer to MNRF-OG-9.
for temporary construction access were considered and
assessed in the EA.
NextBridge does not plan to upgrade the TransCanada
Highway or Ouimet Canyon Road. These roads are
designated as “Access Road - Existing” in the Environmental
Alignment Sheets provided in Appendix 5-I-A and the New
Access Road Environmental Maps provided in Appendix 5-I-B
of the Final EA Report.
The permanent and temporary roads are classified as either
new, existing or improvement/widening. Section 4.2.3
describes the different road classifications.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-9.

MNRF-OG-52

Section implies that locations
of storage areas will be
identified at a later stage.
Locations of all project
components need to be
identified in the EA for
impacts to be appropriately
assesses and site-specific
mitigation measures to be
designed.

Identify locations of all project
components and ensure their sitespecific impacts and mitigation are
addressed. Where there are
unknowns, identify options (e.g.
which storage yards are alternative
to each other).
Additionally, clarify if storage yards
will be temporary for the duration of
construction and if/how the sites will
be rehabilitated.

Section 4.2.4 indicates that three storage yards to receive and Refer to MNRF-OG-9.
distribute transmission line items (e.g., tower steel) will be
established near Thunder Bay, Marathon and Wawa. The
preliminary location of the storage yards has been identified on
the Project footprint maps in Appendix 5-II and the
Environmental Alignment Sheets in Appendix 5-I-A and the
Access and Construction Environmental Maps in Appendix 5-IB. The final locations of these facilities will be determined
based on detailed planning and design and taking into account
Contractor input. Existing sites with appropriate land use
designations that can accommodate the Project requirements
will be identified as priority locations for the storage areas.
The final locations will be determined for the permitting phase,
and appropriate permits and authorizations will be acquired
prior to use.
The storage yards will be reclaimed following the construction
phase as described in Section 4.3.1.11 and the mitigation
measures in Section 5.8 of Appendix 4-II.
Refer to Section 4.2 for additional information related to
optimization of the Project footprint and the EA conclusions.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-9.

MNRF-OG-54

Text states “final laydown
area and construction camps
will be determined by the
contractor” - will they be
selected from the laydown
areas as presented in the
EA?
Locations of all laydown
yards and construction
camps (as well as all other
project components) need to
be identified in the EA, not
left to the contractor. If the
locations are subject to
change, this reduces
MNRF’s ability to review and
comment on their locations.
The EA needs to be more
specific in regard to where
the proposed activities are
going to occur, in order for
values to be identified,
project impacts to be
appropriately assessed and
site- specific mitigation
measures designed.

The EA must identify locations of all
project components and ensure their
site-specific impacts and mitigation
measures are addressed. This must
include identifying values for these
sites, as well as the assessment of
access to these sites, use of
aggregate, removal of trees, etc.
Where there are unknowns, provide
additional information to address
uncertainty and identify options (e.g.
how many of the laydown areas will
be selected, which locations are
alternative to each other; which
methods are preferred and in what
situation will alternatives be used,
etc.).

Refer to MNRF-OG-9.
Section 4.2.4 indicates that three storage yards to receive
and distribute transmission line items (e.g., tower steel) will be
established near Thunder Bay, Marathon and Wawa. The
preliminary location of the storage yards has been identified
on the Project Footprint Maps in Appendix 5-II and the
Environmental Alignment Sheets in Appendix 5-I-A. The final
locations of these facilities will be determined based on
detailed planning and Contractor input. Existing sites with
appropriate land use designations that can accommodate the
Project requirements will be identified as priority locations for
the storage areas.
The final locations will be determined for the permitting
phase, and appropriate permits and authorizations will be
acquired prior to use.
The storage yards will be reclaimed following the construction
phase as described in Section 4.3.1.11 and the mitigation
measures in Section 5.8 of Appendix 4-II.
Refer to Attachment MNRF-O/G-05 for additional information
related to optimization of the Project footprint and the EA
conclusions.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-9.

Draft EA Comment
Reference

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF-OG-10

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Main Report

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

The EA contains insufficient detail in regard to
decommissioning of temporary project infrastructure, site
reclamation, clean-up and proposed remediation that is to occur
post- construction. Impacts and mitigation of decommissioning
activities themselves do not appear to be addressed.
At the very least, a framework for a rehabilitation plan must be
included in the final EA. Delaying the rehabilitation plan until the
design phase does not allow MNRF to fully assess whether
project impacts are being adequately identified and mitigated and
what residual effects may be expected.
Additionally, some activities, such as water crossing removal,
road decommissioning, rehabilitation of laydown yards, etc. will
have residual impacts. The EA must recognize and evaluate
these residual impacts that will occur even with mitigation and
after rehabilitation of the site. For example, after a site has been
grubbed, stripped of topsoil and graveled (i.e. roads & laydown
yards) mitigation and rehabilitation can only be partly effective.
Specific net effects associated with removal of temporary
infrastructure have not been addressed in the EA.

MNRF-OG-04

The Draft EA does not fully
address all phases of the
proposed activities. Further
information is required to
address the lifecycle of all
project components including
construction, operation and
decommission. In particular
the decommissioning phase
of all temporary project
infrastructure and
maintenance of the right of
way during operations needs
to be better defined.

Additional information needed in the
EA to describe all phases of the
project.
More information (including an
assessment of impacts) must to be
included for decommissioning of
temporary infrastructure.

The Project phases are described in Section 4.3 of the EA
Report, with details provided for the construction and
operations phases. Maintenance of the ROW during the
operation phase is described in Section 4.3.2. Details
regarding decommissioning of temporary Project infrastructure,
including mitigation measures, are provided in Section 5.8 of
the EPP (Appendix 4-II). Section 4.3.3 of the EA Report states
that the Project will be operated for an indeterminate time
period and retirement (or decommissioning) is not anticipated.
Should decommissioning activities eventually be considered
for some or all Project components, decommissioning will be
planned and conducted in accordance with the relevant
standards and regulatory requirements in effect at that time.
The EA considered the effects of both maintenance of the line
during operations and decommissioning of temporary
infrastructure at the end of the construction phase
(e.g., removal of temporary water body crossing structures,
reclamation of disturbed areas). Effects and mitigation related
to both of these activities are included in the potential effect
pathway tables for the relevant disciplines in the EA.

MNRF-OG-09

Throughout the document
project details are ‘left to the
detailed design stage’.
Although many of these
project details must be
provided in the EA as
described in other
comments, it is recognized
that it is appropriate to
address certain details at a
later stage. A list of all the
aspects of the project that
will be refined at the detailed
design / permitting stage
would be useful as it is
difficult to keep track of these
items throughout the entire
EA document.

Consider providing a list of all the
project design details that will be
addressed at a later stage (at
detailed design and permitting).

The Project Description in the EA provides NextBridge’s best
Refer to MNRF-OG-10
understanding of the project at the current time. It is
recognized that during detailed planning and design, certain
project details may be updated or optimized. These
adjustments may be based on site-specific engineering and
environmental considerations, or from the experience of the
Contractor. It is common for a project to become further refined
from the EA (or feasibility stage) to the permitting (detailed
design).
The following is an initial list of potential adjustments to the
Project that may occur as detailed planning and design
progresses:

need for and locations for additional ROW easement
during construction

overall number of transmission lines towers, final
location of transmission line towers, and proportion of
type of structure

precise tower foundation dimensions, depth, and
design type

adjustments to crossing structures assigned to each
water body on the transmission line ROW and access
roads (Appendix 13 II) to take into account site
specific conditions

optimizations to reduce number of water bodies
crossings

adjustments to location of water body crossings to
take into account site-specific conditions

detailed information on crossing structure (e.g., size of
culvert or clear span bridge)

specific number, location and characteristics of
existing, upgraded and new access roads to be used
for the Project

determination of need and potential locations for
blasting

need for and use of gates and fencing for access
roads

need for fording to cross specific water bodies to
install crossing structures

size and exact location of storage yards

exact locations and number of construction offices

size and exact location of laydown yards

size and exact location of construction camps, and
associated requirements for potable water, waste,
waste water, and electricity

exact locations of fuelling areas at laydown yards and
construction camps
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions
More information must be
included in the Final EA to
address decommissioning and
rehabilitation activities. A draft
rehabilitation plan must be
included in the EA.

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N

A Decommissioning Plan for temporary Project Y – S 4.3.1.11, S
6.8, App 4-II,
infrastructure has been provided in the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) of the amended EA
Report and is summarized in Section 4 of the
amended EA Report. The purpose of the
decommissioning plan is to mitigate impacts to
the environment as a result of temporary Project
infrastructure decommissioning and to
discourage public access through removal of
temporary bridges and culverts, abandonment of
temporary access roads and to replant laydown
yards, construction camps and storage yards
with conifers to limit undesired Crown land
camping.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-10.
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N




MNRF-OG-13

MNRF-OG-56

MNRF-OG-11-1

total quantity of aggregate required
if the volume of aggregate material required can be
obtained from existing pits or if new borrow pits are
required

plan for concrete production (mixed on site in batch
plants or using bagged concrete, or sourced from local
suppliers)

details regarding construction staging and
sequencing, and specific timing related to construction
activities

detailed plan for vegetation removal and topsoil
stripping and grading

plan for structure assembly and erection

number of multi and single passenger vehicles
travelling on Highway 17 and access roads and exact
amount of goods and waste transport traffic

plan for clean-up and reclamation

quantities of material required for the Project,
suppliers of the material, and sourcing (i.e., from
Ontario or internationally)
A number of mitigating and
It must be recognized/evaluated that The net effects of Project activities (i.e., residual effects or
Refer to MNRF-OG-10
rehabilitation measures have some activities/disturbances will
impacts that remain following effective implementation of
been proposed for laydown have residual impacts (even with
mitigation) are assessed throughout the EA. A summary of
yards, access roads and
mitigation and after rehabilitation of predicted net effects including duration and reversibility is
water crossings. However,
the site). For example, after a site
provided in Table 22-1.
some activities/disturbances has been grubbed, stripped of
However, it should be noted that the net effects are assessed
(such as water crossing
topsoil and gravelled (i.e. roads &
on the assessment endpoints of the selected criteria, and not
removal, road
laydown yards) mitigation &
related to a specific site. For example, the EA Report would
decommissioning, rehab of
rehabilitation can only be partly
assess the net effects on the maintenance of self-sustaining
laydown yards, etc.) will
effective.
and ecologically effective moose populations or conservation
have residual impacts.
of archaeological resources and not net effects related to
specific laydown area. Additional information on EA methods
are provided in Section 5 of the EA or in the supporting memo
(Attachment O/G-05).
The EA needs to be more
specific in regards to
rehabilitation at the end of
the construction phase,
especially where gravel and
cement will be placed:

What is the
rehabilitation plan for
these areas beyond
surface infrastructure
removal?

What is the plan for
rehabilitation at the
end of the
construction phase?
Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

More information is required to
address laydown yard and
construction camp decommissioning
and site rehabilitation in the text.
Decommissioning must involve
rehabilitation / replanting to conifer in
caribou zones, etc.

NextBridge will work with local authorities to determine a
Refer to MNRF-OG-10
suitable rehabilitation plan for decommissioned sites once
final sites are known. Rehabilitation will include replanting to
conifers in caribou zones and other site specific requirements
will be determined based on local surroundings.

Refer to column GRT Final EA Comment.

There is insufficient information in the EA for the operation and
maintenance phase of this project.
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Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-10.

Additional information must be
provided in the Final EA to fully
describe the specifics of the
operation / maintenance phase
of the project and address the
impacts and mitigation
associated with this phase.
The EPP must discuss how
environmental management
during post-construction and
the operation phase is to
occur.

Project-interaction tables and additional text
Y – S 23.1.2,
have been added to Section 6 through 21 of the App 4-II,
amended EA Report to confirm if there is an
App 4-III
interaction during the construction and operation
phase of the Project and the associated
potential effect is identified. An
OEMP (Appendix 4-III) has been added to the
amended EA Report to provide a summary of
the mitigation measures that will be
implemented during the operation phase of the
Project.
The key objectives of the OEMP are to:

ensure that the Project operation and
maintenance activities are in compliance
with environmental regulations and
Project commitments;

provide a framework for the
implementation of environmental
management and protection measures
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N

for avoidance, minimization and
mitigation of potential environmental
impacts; and

provide a guide to the management and
notification of environmental incidents.
Additional information on post-construction
monitoring has been added to Section 23 of the
amended EA Report and the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II).
MNRF-OG-11-2

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

Refer to column GRT Final EA Comment.

1.
The information provided in the EA is insufficient at this time to
fully understand how the potential impacts of the project will be
avoided, managed and mitigated during the O&M phase. This
phase of the project is specifically excluded from the EPP. The
text states: “This EPP does not include environmental
management during post-construction or the operation phase.”
As the purpose of the EPP is to compile all the avoidance and
mitigation measures for the project and, as stated in the
document, ‘to provide guidance to the owner’s employees and
contractor for environmentally responsible working procedure
and standards’, all phases of the project must be included in the
document.

The CEPP provided in Appendix 4-II is specific
to the construction phase of the Project. An
OEMP (Appendix 4-III) has been added to the
amended EA Report to address how the
potential effects of the project will be avoided,
managed and mitigated during the operation
phase.

Y – App 4-III

MNRF-OG-11-3

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

Refer to column GRT Final EA Comment.

2.
The EA does not include sufficient information on the activities
that will occur at the O&M phase and the associated impacts.

Activities during operations include patrol,
structure and line maintenance, and vegetation
management as described in Section 4 of the
amended EA Report and the OEMP
(Appendix 4-III). Emergency structure or line
repairs may be required.
Best management practices to be implemented
during the operations activities are provided in
the OEMP (Appendix 4-III).

Y – S 4.3.2,
App 4-III

MNRF-OG-11-4

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

Refer to column GRT Final EA Comment.

There appears to be a lack of consideration for features and
associated mitigation during the O&M phase, e.g. how will the
ROW be maintained with consideration for the local physical
environment, fish and wildlife species, consideration of
recreational users, frequency, timing, rotation, coordination with
HONI, etc.

In addition to the response above, a Vegetation Y – App 4-III
Management Program has been provided in the
OEMP (Appendix 4-III) in the amended EA
Report. NextBridge has taken steps to engage
Hydro One and will continue to engage Hydro
One.

MNRF-OG-11-5

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

Refer to column GRT Final EA Comment.

As per Nextbridge’s response, it is recognized that annual
inspections will occur via helicopter, and vehicle/drive. The EA
states that “permanent roads and ROW” will be sufficient access
to maintain and operate the project.” (p. 4-27) – it is unclear how
the ROW will be used in this manner given that the water
crossings and travel lane within the ROW are proposed as
temporary infrastructure that will be decommissioned and
reclaimed after construction and vegetation in the ROW will be
2 m tall.

Permanent access roads will be maintained
Y – S 4.3.2.4,
during the operation phase, as identified in
App 4-III
Section 4 and Appendix 5-III. Access and travel
on the right-of-way during operation is described
in the OEMP (Appendix 4-III).
Vegetation with a mature height of taller than
2 m will be removed as incompatible vegetation;
this is not meant to imply that all vegetation on
the ROW will have a mature height of exactly
2 m or will be removed

MNRF-OG-11-6

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

Refer to column GRT Final EA Comment.

It remains unclear if ROW maintenance will align with
neighbouring HONI ROW to reduce impacts on fisheries,
wildlife, SAR.

NextBridge has taken steps to engage Hydro
N
One Networks Inc (Hydro One) regarding
operations and maintenance and will continue to
engage Hydro One.

MNRF-OG-11-7

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.
Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

Refer to column GRT Final EA Comment.

It remains unclear which access roads will be required by
Nextbridge for maintenance.

Permanent access roads will be maintained
during operations, as identified in Section 4 and
Appendix 5-III.

Refer to column GRT Final EA Comment.

It remains unclear how waterbodies / watercourses will be
traversed or any agreements between HONI and Nextbridge.

Access and travel on the right-of-way during
Y – App 4-III
operation is described in the
OEMP (Appendix 4-III).
NextBridge has taken steps to engage Hydro
One regarding operations and maintenance and
will continue to engage Hydro One.

MNRF-OG-11-8
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Y – S 4.3.2.4,
App 5-III
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Comment ID
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Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
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NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
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NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N

MNRF-OG-11-9

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

Refer to column GRT Final EA Comment.

It remains unclear how waterbodies / watercourses will be
traversed during operations. MNRF is concerned that in the
absence of permanent water crossings, fording will be used
during operations and maintenance. The proponent’s response
to MNRF’s comment on fording of watercourses (NHW – 71)
failed to discuss fording for maintenance activities. Fording of
water courses or water bodies is not permitted for Northshore
streams. This must be clearly indicated in the EPP.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-11-8.
Y – App 4-III
The OEMP (Appendix 4-III) indicates that fording
will not be permitted unless approved by the
regulatory authority.

MNRF-OG-1110

Refer to draft EA comments
and responses provided
below MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

Refer to column GRT Final EA Comment.

Responses to Draft EA comments indicate that a Vegetation
Management Plan compliant with Transmission Vegetation
Management NERC Standard FAC-003-2 will be developed in
the permitting phase. Conceptual level of detail for this
Vegetation Management Plan should be included in the Final EA.
The EA should be clear as to how the NERC standards relates
to MNRF mandated interests.

A Vegetation Management Program has been
provided in the OEMP (Appendix 4-III) in the
amended EA Report.

MNRF-OG-04,

The Draft EA does not fully
address all phases of the
proposed activities. Further
information is required to
address the lifecycle of all
project components including
construction, operation and
decommission. In particular
the decommissioning phase
of all temporary project
infrastructure and
maintenance of the right of
way during operations needs
to be better defined.

Additional information needed in the
EA to describe all phases of the
project.
More information (including an
assessment of impacts) must to be
included for decommissioning of
temporary infrastructure.

Refer to comment MNRF-OG-11-1 through MNRF-OG-11-10.
The Project phases are described in Section 4.3 of the EA
Report, with details provided for the construction and
operations phases. Maintenance of the ROW during the
operation phase is described in Section 4.3.2. Details
regarding decommissioning of temporary Project infrastructure,
including mitigation measures, are provided in Section 5.8 of
the EPP (Appendix 4-II). Section 4.3.3 of the EA Report states
that the Project will be operated for an indeterminate time
period and retirement (or decommissioning) is not anticipated.
Should decommissioning activities eventually be considered
for some or all Project components, decommissioning will be
planned and conducted in accordance with the relevant
standards and regulatory requirements in effect at that time.
The EA considered the effects of both maintenance of the line
during operations and decommissioning of temporary
infrastructure at the end of the construction phase (e.g.,
removal of temporary water body crossing structures,
reclamation of disturbed areas). Effects and mitigation related
to both of these activities are included in the potential effect
pathway tables for the relevant disciplines in the EA.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

MNRF-NHW-10,

To reduce the number of
access roads and water
crossings on the landscape,
MNRF highly recommends
using existing infrastructure
coordinating with Hydro One.
For other access corridors,
there should be coordination
with the Crown and/or with
SFL holders.
Further to this, there should
be coordination of ongoing
maintenance of both ROWs
such that impacts (including
sensory) to wildlife, SAR,
fisheries, and other features
are minimized. This should
be included in the Vegetation
Management Plan.

This should be reassessed and
updated in the EA.
Information related to the operation
and maintenance of the proposed
transmission line is insufficient in the
Draft EA. More information is
required in order to complete an
assessment of potential impacts to
these various features. At a
minimum, a draft Vegetation
Management Plan should be
included in the Final EA.

NB is willing to work with HONI and other stakeholders to
maximize the use of existing water body crossings along the
ROW and access roads. Discussions with HONI are ongoing
and NextBridge is engaging with HONI to discuss access. As
Project planning and detailed design continues, it is expected
that there will be adjustments or optimizations for some
components of the Project, including access roads and water
body crossings.
It is recognized that during detailed planning and design
certain project details will be updated or optimized.
A Vegetation Management Plan compliant with Transmission
Vegetation Management NERC Standard FAC-003-2 will be
developed in the permitting phase.

Refer to comment MNRF-OG-11-1 through MNRF-OG-11-10.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

MNRF-NHW-47,

The EA needs to identify how More details are needed regarding
the inspection process and how they
the ROW will be patrolled
will be carried out.
once a year to identify
vegetation risks.

Refer to comment MNRF-OG-11-1 through MNRF-OG-11-10.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

How will inspections be
carried out on ground?

Two components of the operation phase that may affect traffic
along the ROW are the annual inspection and vegetation
management. The annual inspection will primarily be
completed by air. Where needed, ground access will be
conducted with one pick-up truck or ATV. Ground access
patrols will likely be conducted by a single person. Vegetation
management surveys will be completed by ground or air.
Based on the results, spot treatment via ground crews may
occur. This will occur once per year.

No permanent roads are
indicated in the Thunder Bay
District, so how will all the
transmission lines and
associated infrastructure be
checked where access is

Based on this, there will be extremely minimal traffic along the
ROW during the operation phase. When crossing a water body
during ground access patrols, either existing water body
crossing structures or the permanent water body crossing
structures proposed in Appendix 13-II, Table 13-I will be used.
The column labelled “Crossing Type” identifies the temporary

Do regular inspections utilize
the ROW?
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Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

only available during
construction?
Will there be any fording of
streams during the operation
window in order to carry out
the operation activities?
Please describe if NERCFAC-003 is standard for
vegetation management.

MNRF-NHW-49,

The Vegetation Management This needs further clarification and
Plan (or minimum draft of the assessment in the EA.
Plan) should be included in
the EA, and should consider:

Compatible vegetation is
considered 2m or less, but
the section does not indicate
what vegetation height will be
maintained.
What is the estimated
duration of time between
control measures for the
different methods of
vegetation control?
Will waterways have altered
vegetation management
plans to ensure the
protection of fisheries
values?

GRT Final EA Comment

More information on how the visual
ground patrol will be carried out is
needed.
Elaborate and provide more clarity
on what the NERC-FAC-003
standards are.

NextBridge Final EA Response

Ground patrol will be conducted by pickup truck or all-terrain Refer to comment MNRF-OG-11-1 through MNRF-OG-11-10.
vehicles (ATVs). Existing access roads and water body
crossings will be used the access the ROW where possible.
NERC-FAC-003 is a suite of vegetation management
reliability standards developed by the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation (NERC), a “not-for-profit international
regulatory authority whose mission is to ensure the reliability
and security of the bulk power system in North America”
(NERC 2016a). The NERC--FAC-003 suite of standards are
part of NERC’s Facilities Design, Connections and
Maintenance standards (NERC 2015). NERC standards are
“developed using an industry-driven, ANSI-accredited
process” (NERC 2016b).
References
North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC).
2015. NERC Standards Numbering System.
http://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Resources/Documents/NERC_
Standards_Numbering_System.pdf. Date accessed: March
14, 2017.
NERC. 2016a. http://www.nerc.com/Pages/default.aspx. Date
accessed: March 14, 2017
NERC. 2016b.
http://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Pages/default.aspx. Date
accessed: March 14, 2017.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

2 m is higher than typically maintained and has been provided Refer to comment MNRF-OG-11-1 through MNRF-OG-11-10.
as a compromise to reduce or minimize the effect to wildlife
and vegetation habitat compared to clearing to the ground.
However, a higher vegetation tolerance impacts safety for
maintenance/inspection workers along the ROW who need
visibility as they travel on the ROW and higher vegetation is
also a greater fire hazard.
Shrubs and similar foliage will be permitted to grow to 2 m if
that is the mature height. Trees exceeding 2 m will be
removed. Grasses and forbs will not be removed unless
required for safe access during construction.
A Vegetation Management Plan will be development in
compliance with Transmission Vegetation Management NERC
Standard FAC-003-2 (NERC 2009).
Reference:
NERC (North American Electric Reliability Corporation). 2009.
Transmission Vegetation Management NERC Standard FAC003-2 Technical Reference. 50 pp. Available online:
http://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Project%20200707%20Transmi
ssion%20Vegetation%20Management/FAC-0032_White_Paper_2009Sept9.pdf. Last accessed May 4, 2017.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

Are the impacts of these
different methods of
vegetation
management assessed
separately or as a whole in
this draft EA document?
How are the different criteria
weighted in relation to each
other when determining the
method of vegetation
management?
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

and permanent water body crossings.
During the ground inspections, fording of water bodies is not
permitted, unless approved by the regulatory agencies. This
mitigation measure will be added to the appropriate pathways
for the operation phase in Table 13-8.

MNRF-NHW-48,

At what height will vegetation
be controlled?

NextBridge Draft EA Response
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GRT Draft EA
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GRT Final EA Comment

MNRF-NHW - 71

Table 12-10 lists, as a
Fording of any water crossing or
mitigative measure during the water body is not permitted for
construction phase:
construction or maintenance.
Fording of water bodies is
not permitted, unless
approved by the regulatory
agencies.

Fording is not planned as a primary method to cross water
Refer to comment MNRF-OG-11-1 through MNRF-OG-11-10.
bodies, and such, the mitigation is as follows: Fording of water
bodies is not permitted, unless approved by the regulatory
agencies.
However, for the placement of some crossing structures,
NextBridge may need to ford the water body to ensure that the
structure is correctly placed on both banks. NextBridge will
follow MNRF’s Environmental Guidelines for Access Roads
and Water Crossings (MNR 1990) and DFO’s guidance in their
Measures to Avoid Harm to Fish and Fish Habitat Including
Aquatic Species at Risk, which indicates the following:
Limit machinery fording of the watercourse to a one-time event
(i.e., over and back), and only if no alternative crossing method
is available. If repeated crossings of the watercourse are
required, construct a temporary crossing structure.
Use temporary crossing structures or other practices to cross
streams or water bodies with steep and highly erodible (e.g.,
dominated by organic materials and silts) banks and beds. For
fording equipment without a temporary crossing structure, use
stream bank and bed protection methods (e.g., swamp mats,
pads) if minor rutting is likely to occur during fording.
During detailed design, NextBridge will determine where
fording may be required and work with the regulatory agencies
on the permitting process for this activity.
Fording is not planned as a primary method to cross water
bodies, and such, the mitigation is as follows: Fording of water
bodies is not permitted, unless approved by the regulatory
agencies.
However, for the placement of some crossing structures,
NextBridge may need to ford the water body to ensure that the
structure is correctly placed on both banks. NextBridge will
follow MNRF’s Environmental Guidelines for Access Roads
and Water Crossings (MNR 1990) and DFO’s guidance in their
Measures to Avoid Harm to Fish and Fish Habitat Including
Aquatic Species at Risk, which indicates the following:
Limit machinery fording of the watercourse to a one-time event
(i.e., over and back), and only if no alternative crossing method
is available. If repeated crossings of the watercourse are
required, construct a temporary crossing structure.
Use temporary crossing structures or other practices to cross
streams or water bodies with steep and highly erodible (e.g.,
dominated by organic materials and silts) banks and beds. For
fording equipment without a temporary crossing structure, use
stream bank and bed protection methods (e.g., swamp mats,
pads) if minor rutting is likely to occur during fording.
During detailed design, NextBridge will determine where
fording may be required and work with the regulatory agencies
on the permitting process for this activity.

MNRF-OG-12

Main Report

MNRF-NHW - 71

Table 12-10 lists, as a
Fording of any water crossing or
mitigative measure during the water body is not permitted for
construction phase:
construction or maintenance.
Fording of water bodies is
not permitted, unless
approved by the regulatory
agencies.

MNRF-OG-13

Main Report,
S. 2 and
Appendices 2III and 2-III-A

MNRF-PL-24

Insufficient and unclear
information on stakeholder
consultation, particularly
MNRF-managed
stakeholders, such as SFL
holders, tourism operators,
trapline holders, etc.

The ROC has been revised for clarity.
A clear description of who was
consulted, in what form, when and
what kind of communications, how
many or who (for companies)
responded and a general description
of concerns raised and how they
were addressed, etc. A clear list of
stakeholders who were consulted
should be presented, e.g. which
forestry companies, tourism
operators, trapline numbers, etc.
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N

Refer to the responses to MNRF-OG-11-1
through MNRF-OG-11-10.

MNRF remains concerned about the lack of mitigation measures
for fording of watercourses during construction is addressed in
the EA.
The response to NHW-71 with regard to fording indicates that
fording is not planned as a primary method but then states that
it will occur one time only for installation of the water crossing
structure, and will occur for construction under approval from
regulatory agencies. Insufficient information has been provided
for mitigation of fording activities for construction in the EA.
Additionally, the information provided in the response was not
incorporated into the text of the EA.

Additional information regarding
fording of watercourses and
mitigation measures in
particular must be provided in
the Final EA.

Appendix 13-II and Appendix 4-II (CEPP) have Y – App 4-II,
been updated to provide a clear list of proposed App 13-II
water body crossing methods and contingency
crossing methods during construction.
As noted in the response to MNRF-OG-11,
NextBridge acknowledges MNRF’s comment
that fording will not be permitted for north shore
streams (i.e., water bodies along the north shore
of Lake Superior). Fording will not be considered
a crossing method for water bodies unless other
methods (e.g., rig mat, culvert) are not
practicable. If construction personnel determine
fording is necessary, this will be discussed with
the appropriate regulatory authority.
Construction personnel will not ford waterbodies
without a permit.

At the Draft EA stage MNRF expressed concerns about
insufficient and unclear information in the EA on stakeholder
consultation with regard to MNRF-managed stakeholders,
such as rights, permit and license holders (e.g. Sustainable
Forest License holders), tourism operators, trapline holders, and
others.
Although additional consultation appears to have occurred since
the Draft EA and some additional information was provided in
the Final EA, the EA still contains insufficient information for
MNRF to be able to assess if consultation on potential project
effects was sufficient. It remains unclear what concerns were
raised by specific types of stakeholders and how they were
addressed in the EA.
For example, the EA does not describe the concerns raised by
SFLs or aggregate permit holders, how they were addressed, if
any issues remain outstanding and how potential project effects
on SFL operations and FMPs, or aggregate operations were
considered in the EA. Additionally, consultation remains
outstanding with some stakeholders, such as affected trapline
holders.

Provide more information on
MNRF-stakeholder
consultation and concerns as
they relate to environmental
assessment matters such as
potential project effects.
Insufficient consultation
information in the EA, may lead
to delays at the permitting
stage as MNRF will be likely to
request additional consultation.

Y – S 19.7.14,
The Record of Consultation (ROC) has been
updated to November 30, 2017 and consultation App 1-IV-C,
with MNRF-managed stakeholders is provided
App 2-III
in Appendix 2-III of the amended EA Report.
Additional correspondence and information is
provided in Appendix 1-IV-C of the amended EA
Report.
Consultation has been initiated with the MNRFmanaged stakeholders. Consultation is ongoing
and will continue up to and throughout Project
construction.
NextBridge has engaged trappers affected by
the Project and provided information on the
trapper compensation program. The trapper
compensation program is also included in the
compensation principles document (Appendix 2V-A).
Tourism operators were identified at the outset
of the Project and have been invited to Open
Houses and other public consultation events.
MNRF-managed stakeholders consulted
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

In addition, there appears to have been limited consultation with
stakeholders specific to project components such as, for
example, access roads, aggregates, etc.

NextBridge Final EA Response

included:










Unpatented claim holders
Leaseholds
Alienations
Non-freehold dispositions including:
Land Use Permits
License holders
Other interest holders
Authorized aggregate sites
Ministry of Transportation Ontario
(MTO) aggregate sites

Sustainable Forest License (SFL)
holders
Consultation with Sustainable Forest License
operations have identified the following
concerns;


What will be done with harvested
merchantable timber

Use of existing or new access will need
to be coordinated with SFL holders

If possible to identify areas of common
use

Timing of construction and coordination
with SFL holders

Overlap of project footprint with planned
harvest plots, or regeneration plots, and
flexibility of the SFL holder
NextBridge has indicated that this information is
being reviewed with Engineering and
Construction and the SFLs, Forest Management
Plans (FMPs) and associated operational plans
will be reviewed and considered in Project
planning. Meetings will be scheduled with each
of the SFL holders prior to construction.
NextBridge has initiated consultation and
commenced negotiations with all impacted
aggregate permit holders. This is documented in
the ROC (Appendix 2-III). Compensation
principles for aggregate site holders, mining
leaseholders and unpatented claimholders
affected by the Project are provided in
Attachment MNRF-OG-13.
NextBridge will continue to consult with these
stakeholders in addition to trappers and other
Crown land users regarding the Project and
updated Project footprint.
Potential effects to forestry including effects to
SFLs are assessed in Section 19 of the
amended EA Report.
MNRF-OG-14

Main Report

TOR

n/a

n/a

n/a

The TOR for the project indicates in Section 8.2 that
NextBridge’s corporate environmental initiatives will be followed
for this project, including:

planting a tree for every tree that is removed to build new
facilities;

conserving an acre of land for every acre of wilderness
that is permanently impacted; and,

generating a kilowatt of renewable energy for every
kilowatt that is consumed during operations.
The EA does not identify where and how any of these activities
will be occurring. For example, the EA does not speak to how
the removed trees be accounted for, where the new trees will be
planted and the tree species, if MNRF will be consulted, etc.
Similarly, the EA has no indication of where and how the
conservation of an acre of land for every acre of wilderness
permanently impacted occur or where and how will the
renewable energy be generated.
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Information should be
presented in the EA on the
implementation of the corporate
environmental initiatives
associated with the project as
these may affect MNRF
interests.

N
The specific tree for tree/acre for
acre/kilowatt (kw) for kw program was broadly
implemented by a NextBridge partner
organization previously, and was based on a
commitment to help further reduce the
environmental impact of a specific project within
five years of its occurrence by meeting certain
goals for replacing trees, conserving land and
generating kilowatt hours of green energy. Over
time, while the specific program was found to
bring some value, it did not always result in
direct benefits to the local communities
surrounding the project. In response to
stakeholder feedback on the relevancy of the
particular program moving forward, the program
was concluded. Based on these learnings, the
current focus of NextBridge environmental
initiatives has evolved, shifting towards
exploration of potential partnerships (e.g.,

Amended EA
Update Y/N
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Comment ID
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Draft EA Comment
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GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
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NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N

conservancy, greenhouse gas [GHG] reduction),
water protection initiatives and support
opportunities for locally-based environmental
improvements in operating communities.
NextBridge continues to explore options in
relation to the Project to reduce environmental
impact and maximize community benefit and
intends to consult with local communities, MNRF
and other potentially impacted government
ministries as it refines its environmental
initiatives for the Project.
MNRF-OG-15

Main Report,
Table 1-1

MNRF-OG-19

Description of MNRF permits
and authorizations potentially
required for the project is
incorrect and incomplete.
Numerous references to
MNRF approvals and permits
are incorrect throughout the
EA and are being presented
as a mitigation measure,
which is not appropriate
(obtaining a permit is not a
mitigation measure for
impacts).

Amend table to provide complete and
correct information and correct
references to MNRF permitting and
authorizations
throughout the EA.

Table 1-1 in Section 1.3.3 of the EA Report provides a highlevel summary of permits, approvals or authorizations that
NextBridge will be required to obtain prior to construction of the
Project. This is intended to be a summary of regulatory
requirements and not a detailed description of all relevant Acts
and associated permitting requirements.
NextBridge is aware of the requirement to engage with
regulatory agencies and obtain appropriate permits in order to
construct the Project.
NextBridge recognizes that obtaining a permit is not a
mitigation measure by itself. However, many permits,
approvals or authorizations specify mitigation measures as
conditions of the permit, and NextBridge will meet all permit
conditions.

Description of MNRF permits and authorizations potentially
required for the project is incorrect and incomplete. Numerous
references to MNRF approvals and permits are incorrect
throughout the EA. Additionally, many are being presented as a
mitigation measures for impacts, which is not appropriate. In the
IEA process, the EA is referred to at permitting as the primary
source for mitigation measures, which may then be refined and
adjusted if needed for specific situations.
Some examples of incorrect information include:

Timber cutting does not fall under the Public Lands Act
work permit but rather may require an Forest Resource
Licence under the Crown Forest Sustainability Act;

Work camps would not be authorized under a work permit
but rather a form of land tenure such as a land use permit,
etc.;

Amend table to provide
complete and correct
information and correct
references to MNRF permitting
and authorizations throughout
the EA.
MNRF recommends that
NextBridge review permitting
requirements prior to permitting
and approvals phase to help
streamline the process and
ensure the EA documentation
reflects the information needed
to support permitting.

Table 1-1 has been updated to accurately reflect Y – Table 1-1
MNRF’s permits and authorizations.
NextBridge met with MNRF in November 2017
to review permitting requirements to help
streamline the process and ensure the amended
EA Report documentation reflects the
information needed to support permitting.

There is no MNRF permit or authorization for work within 120 m
of provincially significant wetlands or significant wildlife habitat or
other natural heritage features.
MNRF-OG-16

Appendix 03-I

New routing /
shapefiles

MNRF-OG-17

Final EA: Main MNRF-OG-20
Document
Section 2.1.6
Outstanding
Concerns from
Stakeholder
Main
Document
Section 3.2.2
Alternative
Route
Segments
Appendix 1-IIIA Responses
to Regulatory
Agency

n/a

n/a

n/a

According to the 2017 shapefiles provided by the proponent, the
proposed line does not appear to parallel the existing corridor
around Three Finger Lake, east of Marathon and north of Heron
Bay for approx. 5.9 km. This proposed greenfield route is
different than the 2016 alignment previously provided, where the
route twins the existing line.
Completed and proposed fieldwork appears to be along the 2016
alignment (not the new greenfield route in this location).
The response to OG-23 did not reflect that there was an
additional area of realignment that was not parallel to the
existing HONI ROW.
As per the TOR Section 4.1.1 Reference Route Justification (pg.
26): “The need for local refinements to the Reference Route to
mitigate potential environmental and socio- economic effect of
the Project will be determined during the EA and will be based on
field study, consultation with applicable agencies, Aboriginal
communities and other stakeholders, and selected evaluation
criteria and indicators”
The justification for the route change to greenfield is not clear. A
comparison of alternatives and the impacts on the natural
environment are not present in the project report. The evaluation
of impacts and why this route was selected should have been
included in the Final EA.

More information must be
Text describing the rationale for this relocation
provided in the final EA for this has been added to Section 3 of the amended
route alteration.
EA Report.
Insufficient information and/or
consultation has been provided
on this realignment for MNRF
to provide authorization or
permits.

Y – S 3.3.2.2

The preferred route options
chosen are contrary to the
indicators for the best route
option. The new proposed
route in Loon Lake has not
been field checked and
seems to provide a large
amount of additional
disturbance to the project.
This is contrary to the TOR
and the objectives set out
within the EA.

This should be re-assessed and
corrected in the EA.
More information and analysis needs
to be presented to support the
routing decisions.

The EA Report considers alternative designs in accordance
with Section 6 of the approved TOR. Section 3 of the EA
Report is structured to meet the requirements of the TOR and
considered alternative routing and alternative methods. The
alternative route assessment around Loon Lake and
provincial parks and conservation reserves is included in
Appendix 3-IA and 3-IB. Additional alternatives considered in
provincial parks and conservation reserves are provided in
Appendix 19-IV (Project Activities in Provincial Parks and
Conservation Reserves).
The transmission line is the main component of the Project;
once the location of the line was determined, the other
components were developed to support the construction and
operation of the line (e.g., access roads, laydown yards,
storage yards, construction camps). However, environmental,
economic and technical costs and benefits were also

MNRF has significant outstanding concerns regarding a number
of greenfield sections of the proposed route that substantially
deviate from the route of the existing transmission line.
The MNRF is unable to determine whether our mandate,
legislative requirements and/or interests have been met in
regard to the greenfield routes due to insufficient environmental
information available.
1.
The balance of environmental, socio-economic and technical
factors needs to be discussed in more detail for the preferred
route through the greenfield sections of the line in Nipigon
District (Moonshine Lakes to Valley Road East and East of
Marathon) and Thunder Bay District (routing around Loon Lake
and Dorion). These routes greatly increase greenfield linear
feature across this landscape on Crown land and are likely to
have much more significant impacts than the twinned sections of

The balance of environmental, Alternative route segments around Loon Lake
socio-economic and technical and Dorion are assessed in Section 3 of the
factors needs to be discussed
amended EA Report.
in more detail for the preferred
route through the greenfield
sections of the line. These
routes need to be more fully
assessed in the EA.
Field studies should be
conducted on the greenfield
routes in order to meet
commitments made in the TOR
and to more fully understand
the potential environmental
impacts before the completion
of the EA and before finalization

Y – S 3.3.1.8
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Draft EA Comment
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Comments on
the Draft EA
Report
Appendix 03-I
Alternative
Route
Assessment
Appendix 03-IA Alternative
Route
Assessment
Around Loon
Lake
Alternative
Route
Assessment,
Appendix 03-1,
Dec. 2015

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

considered for the preliminary design of these other
components.
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

the line. The greenfield routes need to be assessed more fully in
the EA.
The approved TOR states: “Final siting will be determined during
the EA and will be based primarily on environmental (location of
sensitive natural features such wetlands, lakes and other
features), socio-economic (proximity to local communities,
property requirements, stakeholder input) and technical
considerations and constraints”.
MNRF has outstanding concerns with environmental features not
being considered with the same weight as socio-economic
concerns when selecting these route refinements.
For example, with regard to the routing around Loon Lake and
Dorion, this is evident as Appendix 03-1 ‘Alternative Route
Assessment (Dec 2015)’ found that the twinning option in this
area has the most total environmental, social and economic
advantages when compared to all other alternative routes in this
area. This route however was rejected by the Township of
Dorion, due to its potential for dwelling displacement within the
community, thus alternative routes (A9 and A10) were suggested
by the Township and examined by Nextbridge.
This analysis stated: “Routes A9 and A10 are not generally
preferred from an environmental perspective, as they are
located in a greenfield area and deviate from the Reference
Route; however, they are preferred from a socio-economic
perspective as they have the least potential to result in dwelling
displacements”
Therefore the route having the most overall advantages and the
least amount of environmental impacts (twinning) was
disregarded in favour of a route that was agreeable to the
Township. Further route refinement then occurred based on
alternative routes presented to NextBridge by Loon Lake
community members.
We are concerned about the potential environmental impacts
described in the EA of this routing choice as different screening
criteria were used to justify the selection of the Dorion
refinement over the twinning options vs. selection of the Loon
Lake refinement over the Dorion refinement. This change in
screening criteria portrayed the Loon Lake refinement as having
less environmental impacts than the Dorion refinement, which is
inaccurate in our opinion. Additionally, the Loon Lake refinement
was not compared to the twinning option at all.
2.
Furthermore, we are concerned that there is insufficient
information gathered to date in order for the MNRF to fully
understand the potential environmental impacts of the greenfield
routes as limited to no field work was done in these areas.
Insufficient information has been provided to fully understand
what the potential impacts are and how they will be avoided,
managed or mitigated.
For example, in the case of the Loon Lake route refinement, this
route is based on stakeholder suggestion, and GIS analysis. No
field studies have been completed on this portion of the route to
date and very little historical data is available for this area, so the
knowledge of sensitive values on this particular stretch is very
limited and poor. Plans for such studies have been deferred to
the permitting phase. Therefore potential environmental impacts
of this route quantified to date are only based on what can be
seen from GIS (water crossings, wetlands, etc.) and thus impacts
on many MNRF mandated interests are likely underestimated.
This is very concerning to the MNRF.
Given the lack of field assessment effort on the Loon Lake
Alternative compared to the other route alternatives, the MNRF
has concerns regarding the selection of this route over other
route alternatives. The disparity in field data collection effort
raises concerns about whether the potential environmental
impacts are being properly captured in the final EA and whether
the environmental concerns are equally being looked at
alongside the social and economic impacts of the Project.
Furthermore, this approach is contrary to the TOR which states in
Section 4.1.1 (Pg 26): “The need for local refinements to the

of the preferred route. These
field studies must not be
deferred to the permitting stage.
The EA should re-examine the
twinning route option as it
would be consistent with the
Provincial Policy Statement
(PPS 2014) which
recommends making the best
use of existing infrastructure
and corridors, and that
infrastructure be provided in a
coordinated, efficient and cost
effective manner before
proposing new greenfield
developments.
The EA should use the same
screening criteria to compare
the Dorion refinement to the
Loon Lake refinement to the
twinning option, to determine
which of these 3 routes have
the most advantages and
fewest disadvantages when
equal weighting is placed on all
considerations: environmental,
socio-economic, and technical.
Additional information will be
required before MNRF would
be able to issue authorizations
for accessing the proposed
ROW or clearing of the
proposed ROW.

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N
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GRT Draft EA Comment
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NextBridge Final EA Response

Reference Route to mitigate potential environmental and socioeconomic effects of the Project will be determined during the EA
and will be based on field study, consultation with applicable
agencies, Aboriginal communities and other stakeholders, and
selected evaluation criteria and indicators” and states in Section
5.1 (Pg 29): ‘additional data is required and will be provided in
the EA Report, along with the effects assessment and mitigation
measures, and will be supplemented with field studies (to
commence in early 2014) and input received from governmental
agencies, First Nation and Metis communities and other
stakeholders…Field work completed post-EA (if any) will be used
to support permit applications and other environmental
specifications’. This approach is not what was used to determine
the Dorion or Loon Lake refinements.
3.
Finally, we are concerned with the lack of sufficient opportunities
to participate in route selection and placement as well as
discussions regarding the Loon Lake refinement. This again
goes against what is stated in the TOR (referenced above).
While MNRF was consulted on the Dorion refinement in Jan.
2016, as the text in the Section 2.1.6 (Pg. 2-31) states, the Loon
Lake refinement analysis was first presented to the MNRF in
Draft EA. As this refinement occurred based on consultation with
Loon Lake area stakeholders in Sept. 2016 according to the
consultation records, there was sufficient time before the draft
EA was presented to the MNRF in December 2016 for
Nextbridge to do so. The MNRF was not able to provide advice
on our local knowledge of the area or recommend field studies
that would be required along this stretch to inform the EA and
predict potential impacts that fall within our mandate, legislative
requirements and/or interests.
MNRF-OG-85

The conclusion in this
section states that the
Reference Route is preferred
based on the listing of
advantages vs.
disadvantages but then as “a
few parties have
communicated that is it
unacceptable in their view….
due to the potential for
dwelling displacements”, the
alternative greenfield route
was selected.
The total number of
dwellings that would be
displaced by the reference
route in this case is four. The
impact to four individuals
seems small compared to
the potential impacts a new
greenfield route will have on
the environment.
Additionally this seems
contradictory to the ToR,
which in Section 6.3
Evaluation of Alternative
Methods states that “the
identified Alternative Route
and designs will be assess
and evaluated to select on
balance, the alternative that
has more advantage that
disadvantages”

Consider using the Reference Route
through Dorion as the preferred
route instead of the new greenfield
route and complying with the
approved ToR.

Refer to MNRF-OG-17.
The Project alternatives analysis considered technical,
economic, environmental and social criteria. Section 3.2.2
indicates that during the comparative routing analysis,
additional alternative route segments were identified and
assessed as potential alternatives to the Reference Route to
confirm the best route from an environmental, socio economic
and technical perspective based on comments received
during the ToR phase. Furthermore, Section 6.2.3 of the final
ToR indicated that NextBridge committed to working with the
community to identify and evaluate local refinements to the
Reference Route in the area of this community.
The Township of Dorion requested that NextBridge review
additional alternative route segments to avoid affecting private
property in the Dorion area and potential effects to the Ouimet
Canyon area. An assessment of alternative route segments
was completed to address this (Appendix 3-I). The record of
consultation with the Township of Dorion is in Table 2-III-4
and with Dorion Concerned Citizens in Table 2-III-54 in
Section 5.1-1 of Appendix 2-III.
Taking into account the concerns related to the displacing
property owners, NextBridge worked collaboratively with
Dorion stakeholders to refine the route to achieve the best
balance of environmental, social and technical advantages,
recognizing that the trade-off involves a greenfield route
segment.
In a meeting on January 20, 2016, MNRF was consulted on
two alternative route segments around Dorion that had been
identified as a result of consultation with the Dorion
stakeholders. Based on feedback received through
consultation, routing to the west of Ouimet Canyon Provincial
Park was generally preferred in this area and was therefore
identified as part of the preliminary preferred route.
As a result of the extensive consultation done by NextBridge
related to this routing option, and taking into account the
environmental, socio economic and technical perspectives,
NextBridge believes that the route around Dorion identified in
the EA is the most appropriate route in this area.
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Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17.

Amended EA
Update Y/N
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GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
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MNRF-OG-86

The methodology applied
within the EA to provide an
alternative routes analysis is
concerning. Alternate routes
were only assessed using a
desktop exercise. The
preferred route has not been
field assessed in its entirety.
In addition, the preferred
route selection has not
changed as a result of
environmental impacts.
In regards to the selection of
routes within the Dorion and
Loon Lake areas, the
impacts described do not
lend themselves to these
preferred routes as being
‘preferred’.

A more comprehensive assessment
needs to be completed and a
discussion of the different factors and
their weight needs to be included.

MNRF-OG-87

The selection of the preferred Review of this analysis should occur
route through the Greenfield to ensure method is not skewed to
section of both Thunder Bay only certain types of advantages.
and Nipigon Districts
(Moonshine Lakes to Valley
Road East) does not appear
to balance environmental,
socio-economic and
technical factors.
Disadvantages of this route
are only environmental.
While the social/economical
aspect are all advantages.
This route increases

Draft EA Comment
Reference

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to MNRF-OG-17.
The Project needs to be technically, economically,
environmentally and socially viable to proceed. An
alternatives analysis is a method of evaluating project
alternatives based in these factors. The methodology for the
evaluation of alternatives (Section 3 of the EA) was in
accordance with the approved ToR (Section 6 of the ToR).
Section 3 of the EA is structured to meet the requirements of
the ToR and considered alternative routing and alternative
methods. The alternative route assessment around Loon
Lake and provincial parks and conservation reserves is in
Appendix 3-I (A and B).
Section 6.3 of the TOR identifies the methods to be used in
the evaluation of alternatives. The evaluation of alternative
methods was to be based on a set of qualitative evaluation
criteria (Table 6 and Appendix D of the ToR) with the
identified Alternative Routes and designs to be assessed and
evaluated to select on balance, the alternative that has more
advantages than disadvantages. This section does not
indicate the use of a more detailed approach involve
quantitative scoring and weighting of the criteria.
These methods identified in the TOR were followed in Section
3 of the EA Report. Section 3.2.2 indicates that the additional
alternative route segments were identified and assessed as
potential alternatives to the Reference Route to confirm the
best route from an environmental, socio economic and
technical perspective based on comments received during the
TOR phase.
The approach for the alternatives evaluation was for
NextBridge to use a desktop and GIS based exercise to
evaluate route options and then to follow up with site specific
surveys on the selected route (Preferred Route) as
appropriate. This is a standard approach for proponents (i.e.,
to select the preferred design or route prior to undertaking
field surveys). The desktop evaluation considered available
environmental and social information, as well as technical and
economic perspectives. This included secondary source
information such as official plans, maps, orthophotographs,
data provided by government agencies and other existing
published literature. Feedback received from Open Houses,
Indigenous engagement and public consultation activities
(e.g., face to face meetings with property owners) completed
to date, including comments received during the public review
of the TOR, was also considered, and cost considerations
were included from a technical (constructability) perspective.
Some field surveys on the preferred route were completed in
2016, whereas others will be conducted to support permit
applications.
MNRF was provided with the draft alternatives evaluation for
review in January 2016. MNRF provided NextBridge with
high-level comments on February 9, 2016 and more detailed
comments on March 11, 2016. Concerns related to the overall
approach were not identified at this time.
Refer to the response to MNRF-O/G-85 and Appendix 3-I-A
for information on the Dorian and Loon Lake re-route. These
re-routes are considered preferred through the consideration
of social, as well as environmental, economic and technical
perspectives.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17.

Refer to the response to MNRF-O/G-86 for information related Refer to MNRF-OG-17.
to approach for the alternatives evaluation. The method takes
into account environmental, socio-economic and technical
factors.
The preferred route was evaluated in the EA Report, which
includes the greenfield section of Thunder Bay and Nipigon
Districts referenced in the comment.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17.
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

greenfield linear feature
across this landscape on
Crown land and needs to be
assessed more
fully in the EA.
Original Reference Route (twining of
existing transmission ROW) should
be included in Appendix 3-1-A as this
was the preferred route when
weighting advantages and
disadvantages in Appendix 3-1. A
comparison of the initial Reference
Route (twining option) against the
Alternative Route (Appendix 3-1-A)
needs to be presented.

MNRF-OG-88

As it relates to the Alternative
Route Segment Around Loon
Lake, the twining option
(initial Reference Route)
would result in a much lower
overall environmental impact
that the Alternative Route
Segment Around Loon Lake.
As noted in the ToR, “the
existing East-West Tie ROW
is consistent with the
Provincial Policy statement,
2005 (PPS) which
recommends making the
best use of existing
infrastructure and corridors,
and that infrastructure be
provided in a coordinated,
efficient and cost effective
manner before proposing
new greenfield
developments”.
This assessment should
include more than just the
preliminary preferred route
segment (Dorion route) and
the new alternative route
(Loon Lake route). The
original reference route
(twining option) should also
be included in this analysis
as it was the best route
based on Appendix 3-1.

MNRF-OG-21

New proposed access roads Provide clarification and more
in the Moonshine Lake area information and consider amending
and Raymore Lake area (i.e. project design.
Greenfield sites in Nipigon
District) should be
constructed within the new
proposed ROW i.e. not
adjacent. Only existing
access roads should be used
or, where new roads are
required, constructed directly
in the ROW. If this is not
possible, insufficient
information has been
provided in the Draft EA to
provide an assessment of
impacts of the increased
disturbances of both new
features in the greenfield
section.

Refer to MNRF-OG-17.
As described in Section 2.1 of Appendix 3-I-A, the Dorion reroute is one of the exceptions to the preliminary preferred route
being generally adjacent to the existing East-West Tie line.
Based on feedback received through public consultation with
the residents of the Township of Dorion and the results of the
desktop GIS based analysis, routing to the west of Ouimet
Canyon Provincial Park is generally preferred in this area and
has been identified as part of the preliminary preferred route.
Therefore, Figure 3-IA-A1 in Appendix A to Appendix 3-I-A
shows:

the preliminary preferred route: the Dorion re-route with
the alternative west of Ouimet Canyon Provincial Park

the alternative route segment around Loon Lake

Table 4-1 in Appendix 3-I-A shows the advantages and
disadvantages for the Alternative Route Segment
Around Loon Lake versus the Preliminary Preferred
Route Segment (Dorion re-route west of Ouimet
Canyon Provincial park).
Comparison to the East-West Tie twinning option is not
appropriate as the routing around Dorion was already
considered an exception to the original Reference Route.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17.

An 8 m wide travel lane will be constructed in the ROW for
Refer to MNRF-OG-17.
temporary access during construction. New access roads will
be required in the Moonshine Lake and Raymore Lake area to
access improvement/widening roads adjacent to the ROW.
The locations of the permanent and temporary access roads
are shown on the footprint maps in Appendix 5-II and on the
Environmental Alignment Sheets in Appendix 5-I-A and the
Access and Construction Environmental Maps in Appendix 5-IB. The description of new versus upgraded roads can be found
in Section 4.2.3.
It is expected that less than 1% of the final Project footprint will
consist of permanent access roads.
Where possible, NextBridge will use existing roads and water
body crossing structures.
When constructing new access roads and water body
crossings, NextBridge will comply with MNRF Environmental
Guidelines for Access Roads and Water Crossings (1999)
and will apply the general protection measures and
construction reclamation measures listed in Appendix 4-II of
the EA Report.
NextBridge will consult with the land owner or road authority
prior to upgrading or construction of new access roads.
It is recognized that during detailed planning and design,
certain project details including access roads may be updated
or optimized. These adjustments may be based on sitespecific engineering and environmental considerations, or from
the experience of the General contractor.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17.
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

MNRF-NHW-07

The preferred route option
chosen are contrary to the
indicators for the best route
option. The new proposed
route in Loon Lake has not
been field checked and
seems to provide a large
amount of additional
disturbance to the project.
This is contrary to the TOR
and the objectives set out
within the EA.

This should be re-assessed and
corrected in the EA.

The following additional studies, tests and assessments are
Refer to MNRF-OG-17.
planned in prior to construction:

Legal survey of the Project footprint

Stage 2 (and potentially Stage 3 and 4) archaeological
studies to obtain a compliance letter under the Ontario
Heritage Act

Heritage Impact Assessment to obtain a compliance
letter under the Ontario Heritage Act

Geotechnical assessments to inform site-specific
foundation designs

Field studies (private well survey and sampling and
testing program) to support Permit To Take Water
applications

Site-specific fish and fish habitat and surface water
surveys to support permit applications to MNRF,
Lakehead Region Conservation Authority, and DFO

Site reconnaissance for Infrastructure Ontario-managed
parcels

Wildlife field surveys (e.g., breeding bird surveys) for
portions of the Project footprint not previously surveyed

Section 5.1 of Appendix 1-I notes that post-EA field
studies will be finalized in consultation with MNRF.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17.

MNRF-NHW-26

Further environmental
studies in the LSA are
strongly recommended.

Provide a list of additional studies,
tests and assessments that are
planned for the construction phase.
Additional environmental surveys
should be included on this list.

Additional studies, tests and assessments planned in advance Refer to MNRF-OG-17.
of construction include:

Legal survey of the Project footprint

Stage 2 (and potentially Stage 3 and 4) archaeological
studies to obtain a compliance letter under the Ontario
Heritage Act

Heritage Impact Assessment to obtain a compliance
letter under the Ontario Heritage Act

Geotechnical assessments to inform site-specific
foundation designs

Field studies (private well survey and sampling and
testing program) to support Permit To Take Water
applications

Site-specific fish and fish habitat and surface water
surveys to support permit applications

Site reconnaissance for Infrastructure Ontario-managed
parcels

Wildlife field surveys (e.g., breeding bird surveys) for
portions of the Project footprint not previously surveyed

Wildlife field surveys required for Species at Risk
permitting

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17.

MNRF-NHW-43

Constructing a new corridor The EA should explain how
and clearing a new ROW will ecological impacts vs. social impacts
certainly have greater and
have been compared and evaluated.
more significant ecological
impacts vs. twinning the
existing corridor. The new
proposed transmission
corridor will disturb a greater
amount of wildlife habitat
compared to twinning the
existing corridor. Clearing
vegetation within the ROW
for the new transmission
corridor will impact wildlife
habitat for a wide variety of
species (including moose,
black bears, deer, wolves
etc.). The new proposed
corridor will fragment habitat
and the new linear feature
associated (new corridor) will
have a negative impacts on
some species (i.e. moose).

The preferred route was selected using the criteria and
indicators provided in the approved TOR to identify the route
that is preferred from environmental, socio-economic and
technical perspectives (i.e., more advantages than
disadvantages). Selection of the preferred route is
documented in Appendices 3-I, 3-I-A and 3-I-B of the EA
Report.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17.

The EA assesses the effects of the Project on all aspects of
the environment identified in the TOR and in the
Environmental Assessment Act.
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MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference
MNRF-NHW-44

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

The social impacts of
displacing four private
properties versus the
environmental and monetary
cost of rerouting the corridor
to the north needs to be
better documented and the
rationale for the decision
made should be provided.

The EA should explain how
The preferred route was selected using the criteria and
ecological impacts vs. social impacts indicators provided in the approved Terms of Reference to
have been compared and evaluated. identify the route that is preferred from environmental,
socio-economic and technical perspectives (i.e., more
advantages than disadvantages). Selection of the preferred
route is documented in Appendices 3-I, 3-I-A and 3-I-B of the
EA Report.

MNRF-NHW-82

The methodology applied
within the EA to provide an
alternative routes analysis is
concerning. Alternate routes
were only assessed using a
desktop exercise. The
preferred route has not been
field assessed in its entirety.
In addition, the preferred
route selection has not
changed as a result of
environmental impacts.
In regard to the selection of
routes within the Dorion and
Loon Lake areas, the
impacts described do not
lend themselves to these
preferred routes as being
‘preferred’.

MNRF-NHW-81

The balance of
environmental, socioeconomic and technical
factors needs to be
discussed in detail for the
preferred route through the
Greenfield section of Nipigon
District (Moonshine Lakes to
Valley Road East). This route
increases greenfield linear
feature across this landscape
on Crown land and needs to
be assessed more fully in
the EA.
In addition there are 5
MAFAs, 24 Wintering Areas,
and 2 calving areas for
Moose.
Improvements to the
Moonshine Lake access is
contrary to the existing
Lakehead Forest
Management Plan’s road use
management strategy. A
section of road which is
proposed to be upgraded to
improve access was
decommissioned 137 years
ago to mitigate impacts on
moose values. The road was
progressively / aggressively
bermed and successfully
replanted /regenerated to
conifer. This road is
considered an AC2
(restricted access) in the
Lakehead FMP. There are no
planned harvest allocations
in this area for the duration
of the Lakehead FMP – 3

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to MNRF-OG-17.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17.

A more comprehensive assessment
needs to be completed and a
discussion of the different factors and
their weight needs to be included.

The level of detail provided for the assessment of alternatives Refer to MNRF-OG-17.
is in keeping with the Code of Practice: Preparing and
Reviewing Environmental Assessments in Ontario (MOECC
2014). Section 3.1.3 of the Code of Practice states “the level
of detail required will vary depending on the significance of
the potential environmental effect and the stage in the
environmental assessment process; that is, more detail will be
needed once a preferred alternative has been selected”.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17.

The Final EA needs to fully assess
the preliminary preferred route
segment and the new alternative
route segment. The original
reference route (twining option)
should also be included in this
analysis for comparison purposes.

The EA Report assesses the Preferred Route. Route
alternatives are assessed in Appendices 3-I, 3-I-A and 3-I-B.
Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-19.
Should it be necessary during permitting, NextBridge will
submit an FMP amendment.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17.

The EA assesses the effects of the Project on all aspects of
the environment identified in the ToR and in the
Environmental Assessment Act.
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N

year Contingency Plan thus
the forestry company has no
forecasted use.

MNRF-OG-18

MNRF-NHW-83

Evaluation of the Loon Lake
route was done used GIS
analysis only. Field studies
should be used to
confirm/support the GIS
analysis. The need for
adequate field studies is
heightened as the Loon
Lake route is a greenfield
route and values
encountered on the ground
may greatly change the
results of this analysis

Field studies should occur to
Field studies during the permitting phase will be used to
confirm/support GIS analysis for the evaluate site-specific effects and mitigation and confirm the
Loon Lake route.
results of the EA.

Refer to MNRF-OG-17.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17.

Terms of Reference
Sec 4.1.1

n/a

n/a

n/a

Refer to MNRF-OG-17.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17.

Creation of access to
previously inaccessible areas
or improvement of access is
not included as a project
impact. Greenfield sections
of the project would be
expected to have
considerable impacts in this
regard that are not
addressed in the EA (e.g.
increased hunting and fishing
pressure, increased
disturbance on the landscape
and degradation of natural
environment and natural
features, fragmentation, etc.).
Additionally, the overall
impact of the addition of a
linear corridor, especially in
relation to greenfield sections
in the unique and sensitive
landscape of the northern
shore of Lake Superior is not
discussed. Also, the local
impact of the project on
certain areas such as pinch
points and other areas
particularly sensitive to
linear corridors has not been
addressed.

Consider addressing the negative
impacts of creating access to
previously inaccessible areas (or
improvement of access).
Additional discussion of the project in
the context of a new linear corridor
in a landscape sensitive to linear
disturbances is recommended.

Sections 17 and 19 of the EA Report assess changes in
resource access. Section 19 considers changes in
non-commercial recreational land and resource access and
changes in commercial land and resource access. Access for
hunting, fishing, non-commercial and non-consumptive
resource use (aquatic recreation, motorized recreation, camp,
cabin and cottage sites) and commercial consumptive
resource use (trapline areas, commercial fishing) are
considered (Table 19-1; Section 19.6).

MNRF-PL-08
Main
Document:
Section
19.6.1.2.2
Noncommercial
Recreational
land and
Resources use
Main
Document:
Section
19.6.1.2
Secondary
Pathways
Main
Document:
Section
19.7.3.2
Characterizatio
n of Net
Effects Main
Document:
Section
19.7.3.3
Determination
of Significance

MNRF has outstanding concerns regarding the assessment of
creation of access to previously inaccessible areas/improvement
of access. While Nextbridge stated in response to MNRF-PL08 that sections 17 and 19 of the EA Report assess changes in
resource access, we still have concerns and believe the impact
of increased access has been underrepresented within the EA.
The potential impacts of increased access within the project are
quite significant. The text states (Pg. 19-77): ‘131.3 km of the
Project (i.e. 29.4% of the preferred route ROW) involved the
clearing of previous undisturbed land…which could result in
increased angling and hunting activity in areas along the
Mitigation measures identified in the EA Report to address
potential effects resulting from increased access are presented preferred route ROW that were previously more difficult to
reach.”
in Section 19.6, Table 19-32.
For example, the Loon Lake Greenfield route will add
approximately 55km of continuous ROW on previously
undisturbed lands. While this equates to only 12% of the
preferred route ROW in terms of the whole 450km of the project,
locally this new access corridor is large and significant as it
would change the character of the area: adding (for example)
increased angling and hunting pressures not only along the
ROW, but to a larger area now accessible because of the
existence of the ROW, as currently roads in this area are very
sparse, or non-existent.
Furthermore, increased access has potential impacts not only to
the availability of local fish or game, but on other MNRF
mandated interests (i.e. Species at Risk, significant wildlife
habitat etc.). We are concerned that the impact of increased
access has been underrepresented within the EA as this was
deemed to be only a secondary pathway effect thus where the
change ‘is assessed as resulting in a minor social or
environmental change with a negligible net effect on the nontraditional land and resource use relative related to baseline
values” (Pg. 19-75).
Nextbridge acknowledges ‘the net effect on non-commercial
recreational land access…would be local in geographic extent,
and occur over the long term” (pg. 19-92) yet the conclusion
drawn is that it ‘does not constitute a significant effect’ (Pg. 1994) and therefore as a secondary pathway effect does not
warrant further consideration, evaluation or assessment of net
effects. On the local scale we believe that the impact of
increased land access is not minor or non-significant and believe
it requires further evaluation.
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The EA should examine the
impacts of increased land
access along previous
undisturbed lands on the local
scale as locally these impacts
would result in significant
changes to the character of an
area.

Sections 17 and 19 of the amended EA Report Y – S 17,
have been updated to evaluate areas with
S 19
substantial increases in creation of access
along the preferred route, particularly the Loon
Lake greenfield area. The effects assessment
for greenfield areas draws on and contains
references to the wildlife (Section 14),
vegetation (Section 13) and fish and fish habitat
(Section 12) effects assessments to consider
impacts on fish, game and vegetation as result
of increased access.
Net effects predicted to remain after
implementation of mitigation are no longer
classified as secondary or primary pathways
and all net effects are considered in the net
effects characterization.
As result, the direction, magnitude, geographic
extent, duration, irreversibility, frequency and
probability of occurrence has been evaluated to
assess the significance of the effects on a
criterion and/or indicator.
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF-OG-19

MNRF-OG-20

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

Appendix 1-III- MNRF-OG-49
A Responses
to Regulatory
Agency
Comments on
the Draft EA
Report
Appendix 5-I-A
Confidential
Environmental
Alignment
Sheets
Appendix 5-I-B
Confidential
Access and
Construction
Environmental
Maps

Main Report

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

Text states that temporary
More information on the location of
and permanent access roads permanent roads is needed within
will be required. However
the text and shapefiles.
the shape file provided lists
all roads within the Thunder
Bay District as temporary.
Therefore, which ones (if
any) will become permanent?

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Refer to the response to MNRF-O/G-39.

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

MNRF has concerns about the potential impacts as described in
the EA as it appears that the impacts of creating new access
roads was been vastly underestimated.
Upon review of the Environmental Alignment Sheets it has been
noted that many of the roads described as ‘Access Road –
Improvement/Widening’ and ‘Access Road – Existing’ do not in
fact exist on the landscape and therefore new roads will have to
be created. Additionally, many of the labelled ‘Existing Access
Roads’ are no more than ATV trails which will require
improvement and widening in order to bring heavy equipment to
the tower locations. (See Alignment Sheets 10 and 11 as
examples).
Therefore we are concerned that the potential impacts of new
roads (including increased: access, timber harvest, significant
wildlife habitat destruction, etc.) have been vastly
underestimated within the EA. As such, we are concerned that
at this time we do not have sufficient information to fully
understand the potential impacts of this project.

The EA should confirm where
existing roads are on the
landscape in order to better
quantify the amount of new
roads that will have to be
created for this project and in
order to better evaluate the
potential impacts of these roads
within the EA.
The Final EA must present
clear, precise and correct
information on new vs
upgraded vs existing project
infrastructure as this
information is key to
understanding the
environmental impacts of the
project.

NextBridge Final EA Response

A revised and minimized Project footprint is
presented and assessed in the amended EA
Report based on a review and update to the
proposed access plan and existing road
network. The Project footprint makes use of
existing access roads and has used aerial
imagery to validate the existence of these
roads.

MNRF-OG-34

The EA should separately
identify existing roads and
water crossings that will be
used for the construction of
the project as the
considerations and impacts
for use of existing roads are
very different from
considerations for project
components (i.e. new and
upgraded roads).
Based on the shapefiles
provided major roads such
as the Trans
Canada Hwy and major local
roads (ex: Ouimet Canyon
Road) are included as
project access roads – are
upgrades planned to these?

Clear distinction is needed between
roads that are part of the proposed
project (i.e. new and upgraded) and
existing roads that will only be used
for access, that are not part of the
project.
This should be clearly reflected in
the assessment of project
impacts, etc.
EA should include maps, lists and
descriptions of existing roads and
water crossings that will be used.

Existing roads that do not require upgrades and will be used Refer to MNRF-OG-19.
for temporary construction access were considered and
assessed in the EA.
NextBridge does not plan to upgrade the TransCanada
Highway or Ouimet Canyon Road. These roads are
designated as “Access Road - Existing” in the Environmental
Alignment Sheets provided in Appendix 5-I-A and the New
Access Road Environmental Maps provided in Appendix 5-I-B
of the Final EA Report.
The permanent and temporary roads are classified as either
new, existing or improvement/widening. Section 4.2.3
describes the different road classifications.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-19.

MNRF-OG-34

The EA should separately
identify existing roads and
water crossings that will be
used for the construction of
the project as the
considerations and impacts
for use of existing roads are
very different from
considerations for project
components (i.e. new and
upgraded roads).
Based on the shapefiles
provided major roads such
as the Trans
Canada Hwy and major local
roads (ex: Ouimet Canyon
Road) are included as
project access roads – are
upgrades planned to these?

Clear distinction is needed between
roads that are part of the proposed
project (i.e. new and upgraded) and
existing roads that will only be used
for access, that are not part of the
project.
This should be clearly reflected in
the assessment of project
impacts, etc.
EA should include maps, lists and
descriptions of existing roads and
water crossings that will be used.

Existing roads that do not require upgrades and will be used Refer to MNRF-OG-19.
for temporary construction access were considered and
assessed in the EA.
NextBridge does not plan to upgrade the TransCanada
Highway or Ouimet Canyon Road. These roads are
designated as “Access Road - Existing” in the Environmental
Alignment Sheets provided in Appendix 5-I-A and the New
Access Road Environmental Maps provided in Appendix 5-I-B
of the Final EA Report.
The permanent and temporary roads are classified as either
new, existing or improvement/widening. Section 4.2.3
describes the different road classifications.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-19.

OG-12

A definitions section should
be added to the document.
Many terms are used in the
main body of the IEA that are
not defined e.g., significant
impact, adverse effects, road,
trail, temporary,
environmentally sensitive
areas, travel lane, etc.

Definitions will help ensure that
concepts presented are understood
as intended, and will make it easier
for MNRF (as well as parties having
interest in MNRF’s mandated areas
of interest in this proposal) to follow
the information presented in the
document.

A definition for uncommon and technical terms are provided
with the first appearance of the term in the EA.
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A definitions section should be added to the document. Many
terms are used in the main body of the EA that are not defined
e.g., significant impact, adverse effects, road, trail, temporary,
environmentally sensitive areas, travel lane, etc. Definitions will
help ensure that concepts presented are understood as
intended, and will make it easier for MNRF (as well as parties
having interest in MNRF’s mandated areas of interest in this
proposal) to follow the information presented in the document.

It is understood that Nextbridge A glossary is provided Section 26 in the
did provide definition for
amended EA Report.
technical terms as they first
appear in the EA. This is not
helpful as it is unclear which
terms were defined, or where to
locate the first occurrence of
the term. The EA needs a clear
definitions section.

Amended EA
Update Y/N
Y – App 5-I,
App 5-II,
App 5-III

Y – S 26
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MNRF-OG-21

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Main Report,
Appendix 5-IA, 5-I-B

Draft EA Comment
Reference
MNRF-OG-33

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

The EA should clearly
identify all new and upgraded
roads and water crossings
that are planned to be
constructed and installed
(i.e. those that are part of the
project). More information is
required in the EA on the
specific locations and
characteristics of all access
roads that are part of the
project for project impacts to
be appropriately addressed
and enable the development
of site- specific mitigation
measures.
The desired end land use for
the access roads should be
clearly identified and agreed
upon with the various
agencies, stakeholders, and
Aboriginal communities. The
assessment and ROC
should be included in this
EA.

Provide all information for access
roads and trails that is relevant to
accessing their impacts and
describing detailed mitigation
measures.
EA should include maps, lists and
descriptions of all new roads and
crossings to be constructed/installed
and existing roads and water
crossings that will be upgraded.
The following information must be
provided in the EA for all project
roads:

The locations of the permanent and temporary access roads
are shown on the footprint maps in Appendix 5-II and on the
Environmental Alignment Sheets in Appendix 5-I-A and the
Access and Construction Environmental Maps in Appendix 5-IB. The description of new versus upgraded roads can be found
in Section 4.2.3.
It is expected that less than 1% of the final Project footprint will
consist of permanent access roads.
Where possible, NextBridge will use existing roads and water
body crossing structures.
When constructing new access roads and water body
crossings, NextBridge will comply with MNRF Environmental
Guidelines for Access Roads and Water Crossings (1999)
and will apply the general protection measures and
construction reclamation measures listed in Appendix 4-II of
the EA Report.
NextBridge will consult with the land owner or road authority
prior to upgrading or construction of new access roads.

Insufficient information is provided in the Final EA to fully assess
the impacts, mitigation and rehabilitation of new and upgraded
project access roads. More information is required in the EA on
the specific characteristics of all access roads that are part of the
project for project impacts to be appropriately addressed and
enable the development of site-specific mitigation measures.
In response to previously expressed MNRF concerns, the Final
EA sites Section 4.2.3, which contains a general description and
not the information requested by MNRF.
With regard to showing road locations at a fine-scale, the
appendices have been improved from the draft EA to include
areas beyond the right-of-way. However, Appendix 5-II that was
added in order to show the project roads (and other
infrastructure), is not in the form of alignment sheets and thus
 A general description
does not show what features are being impacted or prescribe
(including new vs. upgraded)
mitigation measures.
 Ownership / road authority
Some other considerations regarding access roads that have not
(who owns and maintains or
been sufficiently addressed in the EA include:
will own and maintain; future
Insufficient information is provided in the EPP in regard to
intent of
decommissioning and remediation of temporary roadways and
 roads post-construction in
It is recognized that during detailed planning and design,
terms of ownership /
certain project details including access roads may be updated crossings. Further detail for both decommissioning occurring on
and off the ROW is required by the MNRF to ensure potential
responsibility / management,
or optimized. These adjustments may be based on siteas well as availability of access specific engineering and environmental considerations, or from impacts are being appropriately addressed.
to the public)
the experience of the General contractor.
There are existing road use management strategies in Forest
 Duration
Management Plans which should be carried forward into the EA
(permanent/temporary, when
as existing conditions and impacts on the current road uses
will the road be used – will it
should be assessed.
be closed at certain times,
Agreements or MOUs will be required between/among the
etc.)
various entities of road owners (e.g. private, Crown, HONI, SFL,
 The standard the road will be
LRB, etc). These discussions have not progressed throughout
built to / upgraded to (including
the EA process. There is insufficient information in the ROC with
design characteristics that
the various stakeholders related to road ownership / authority.
have a bearing on road
impacts, materials to be used,
As a result, the final EA continues to provide insufficient
general sedimentation and
information to fully understand the potential impacts to some of
erosion control approached,
the values of concern and prevents the MNRF from being able
etc.)
to properly assess whether our mandate, legislative requirements
and/or interests are being correctly identified, considered and
 In addition, potential types of
addressed in the EA.
access controls that may be
used must be described for
situations where access
controls may be needed (e.g.
preferred methods or criteria
for how the appropriate
method will be determined).
 Finally, decommissioning
approaches for the different
types of roads proposed a s
part of the project must be
included in the EA (e.g.
preferred techniques, etc.).
 Furthermore, water crossings
along access roads must also
be comprehensively
addressed in the EA.
Uncertainly about the project design
needs to be better addressed (e.g.: if
specific location unknown, assess
larger corridors; for unknowns, what
are the options that could be
chosen; indicate which road corridors
are alternative to each other, etc.).
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

As noted in the October 23, 2017 meeting with
MNRF, the Project footprint has been revised
and minimized. Temporary and permanent
roads are identified in the Project
footprint (Appendix 5-III). NextBridge has
reviewed roads where MNRF has indicated that
new roads or road upgrades will not be
permitted and has removed many of these
indicated roads. The number of temporary and
permanent access roads or road segments by
category are provided in Section 4 in the
amended EA Report. NextBridge acknowledges
that site-specific modifications and adjustments
may be required as a result of permit approval
conditions.
An assessment of FMPs and effects to existing
road use management strategies has been
added to Section 19 of the amended EA Report.
NextBridge continues to engage with various
entities of road owners (e.g., private, Crown,
Hydro One, SFL) and engagement is recorded
in the ROC (updated to November 30, 2017).
A Decommissioning Plan for temporary Project
infrastructure has been added to the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and is summarized in
Section 4 of the amended EA Report. The
purpose of the decommissioning plan is to
mitigate impacts to the environment as a result
of temporary Project infrastructure
decommissioning and to discourage public
access through removal of temporary bridges
and culverts, abandonment of temporary access
roads and to replant laydown yards with conifers
to limit undesired Crown land camping. A
Vegetation Management Program for the
operations phase of the Project is provided in
The standard the road will be
built to / upgraded to (including the OEMP (Appendix 4-III) in the amended EA
Report.
design characteristics that
have a bearing on road
Section 4 of the amended EA Report has been
impacts, materials to be used, revised to provide additional information on the
general sedimentation and
placement of gates on private and provincial
erosion control approaches,
Crown lands.
aggregate, water crossings
Whenever possible, NextBridge will use existing
dimensions, etc.)
roads and existing access in coordination with
In addition, potential types of
Indigenous communities, agencies, landowners
access controls that may be
and other stakeholders.
used must be described for
Pic River First Nation, Pic Mobert First Nation
situations where access
and Pays Plat First Nation have specifically
controls may be needed (e.g.
asked about permanent roads being maintained
preferred methods or criteria for so that communities can have better access to
how the appropriate method will their traditional territories. Communities have
be determined).
also stressed the need to maintain access roads
Specific decommissioning
to provincial highways.
approaches for the temporary
NextBridge is committed to sharing with
roads proposed as part of the
communities a detailed Project footprint
project must be included in the including roads and laydown yards and have
EA (e.g. preferred techniques, specific information sharing opportunities with
reclamation to conifer in both
those communities to learn more details about
continuous and discontinuous
the selected roads and laydown yards.
caribou zones, etc.), as well as
a Draft Vegetation Management
plan.
Uncertainly about the project
design needs to be better
addressed (e.g.: for unknowns,
what are the options that could
be chosen; indicate which road
corridors are alternative to each
other, etc.).
Additionally, where MNRF has
More information is needed in
the Final EA that is relevant to
accessing the impacts of roads
and trails and describing
detailed mitigation measures.
The desired end land use for
the access roads should be
clearly identified and agreed
upon with the various
agencies, stakeholders, and
Aboriginal communities. The
assessment and ROC should
be included in this EA.
The following information must
be provided in the EA for all
project roads:
 A general description
(e.g. current type, new
vs. upgraded)
 Ownership / road
authority (who owns and
maintains or will own and
maintain; future intent of
roads post-construction
in terms of ownership /
responsibility /
management, as well as
availability of access to
the public)
 Duration
(permanent/temporary,
when will the road be
used – will it be closed at
certain times, etc.)

Amended EA
Update Y/N
Y – S 4.3.1.11,
S 19,
Table 4-3,
App 4-II

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

MNRF-OG-34

The EA should separately
identify existing roads and
water crossings that will be
used for the construction of
the project as the
considerations and impacts
for use of existing roads are
very different from
considerations for project
components (i.e. new and
upgraded roads).
Based on the shapefiles
provided major roads such
as the Trans
Canada Hwy and major local
roads (ex: Ouimet Canyon
Road) are included as
project access roads – are
upgrades planned to these?

Clear distinction is needed between
roads that are part of the proposed
project (i.e. new and upgraded) and
existing roads that will only be used
for access, that are not part of the
project.
This should be clearly reflected in
the assessment of project
impacts, etc.
EA should include maps, lists and
descriptions of existing roads and
water crossings that will be used.

Existing roads that do not require upgrades and will be used Refer to MNRF-OG-21.
for temporary construction access were considered and
assessed in the EA.
NextBridge does not plan to upgrade the TransCanada
Highway or Ouimet Canyon Road. These roads are
designated as “Access Road - Existing” in the Environmental
Alignment Sheets provided in Appendix 5-I-A and the New
Access Road Environmental Maps provided in Appendix 5-I-B
of the Final EA Report.
The permanent and temporary roads are classified as either
new, existing or improvement/widening. Section 4.2.3
describes the different road classifications.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-21.

MNRF-OG-35

There is limited information
available regarding
temporary road
decommissioning and
rehabilitation. The EA needs
to explain and address the
timelines and activities that
are planned to rehabilitate
these features.

More information should be provided
on the timelines and methods that
will be used to decommission and
rehabilitate temporary roads.

Construction infrastructure that is not required for Project
Refer to MNRF-OG-21.
operation will be decommissioned and reclaimed following
completion of construction. The construction schedule is
provided in Table 4-3 of Section 4.3.1. These activities will
include, but not be limited to, removing refuse, grading
disturbed areas, contouring disturbed slopes to a stable profile,
and re-establishing natural drainage patterns. Reclamation will
also include site‐specific measures to promote the natural
revegetation of disturbed areas. Seeding is anticipated to
occur using spreaders. The goal of re-seeding will be to reestablish a native cover crop such as ground juniper or other
low growing shrubs to stabilize soils and to limit the
establishment of fast growing tree species such as poplar and
white birch.
All temporary water body crossing materials will be removed
following completion of construction activities. Sediment and
erosion control measures will be installed prior to commencing
work. Standard erosion and sediment control measures (e.g.,
erosion mats, silt curtains, runoff management) will follow the
advice of DFO’s Measures to Avoid Harm to Fish and Fish
Habitat Including Aquatic Species at Risk and MNRF’s
Environmental Guidelines for Access Roads and Water
Crossings (MNR 1990). Isolation methods will be used for the
removal of culverts where surface water exists at the time of
construction. The water body banks and other disturbed areas
will be restored and stabilized when the crossing is no longer
required. Upon removal of the crossing materials, the water
body banks will be returned to their original profile and
disturbed areas will be stabilized, as necessary, to prevent soil
erosion.
Mitigation measures for reclaiming temporary access roads
and water body crossings are described in Appendix 4-II,
Section 5.8. As stated in this section, the Contractor will be
responsible for the clean-up and reclamation. NextBridge will
conduct a final site inspection to assess that cleanup and
erosion and sediment controls are complete and satisfactory
before equipment is removed from the Project Site.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-21.

MNRF-OG-37

It is recommended that the
Clarification required regarding the
EA considers all existing
spatial scope at which existing roads
roads that do not require
are assessed in this EA.
upgrades be at the very least
grouped into the spatial
boundaries of the local study

The Project footprint refers to areas of direct disturbance (i.e., Refer to MNRF-OG-21.
the physical area required for Project construction and
operation). The Project footprint is the preferred route right of
way (ROW), laydown yards, storage yards, construction
camps, temporary construction easements, and access
roads. Some existing roads that may be used for access

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-21.

Draft EA Comment
Reference

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions
indicated that new roads or
road upgrades will not be
permitted, they should be
removed from the EA. There is
insufficient information in the
EA to support MNRF permitting
and authorizations for access
roads to the proposed ROW.

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

area.

MNRF-OG-38

The EA needs to provide a
clear understanding of the
various road classes for this
project e.g. what standard is
a Class_2 4-D road
constructed to. It is
recognized that roads will be
of
permanent or temporary
nature, and that some of
these roads will need to
support heavy equipment vs
light trucks vs ORV.
However, it remains unclear
what this translates to.
Thus, the draft EA has
insufficient information to
provide an assessment of
the potential impacts or
mitigation of this project
component for several of
MNRF interests e.g.
wetlands, PSWs, wildlife,
fisheries, SAR, etc.

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

NextBridge Final EA Response

during Project construction and potentially operation are not
included in the Project footprint. The Project footprint is shown
on the Environmental Alignment Sheets (Appendix 5-I-A),
Access and Construction Environmental Maps (Appendix 5-IB), and Project Footprint Maps (Appendix 5-II).
New access roads, improved or widened access roads, and
existing access roads are identified on the Project footprint
maps (Appendix 5-II). Some existing roads that do not
intersect the preferred route ROW (e.g., the TransCanada
Highway, regional and local roads) are identified on Project
footprint maps.
Access road locations were spotted along the preferred route
ROW. NextBridge’s EA Consultant reviewed the existing
MNRF road dataset and applied buffers based on current
MTO standards to produce a spatial layer depicting existing
roads and road easements. The Project access road
easements were overlain on the existing roads and road
easements. An analysis was run to extract the areas where
the existing roads and road easements could overlay the
Project access road easements. The roads were considered
“Existing” where there was an overlap. The roads were
considered “New” where there was not an overlap.
MNRF road classifications and easements range from 20 m
for rural local undivided roads to 100 m for rural freeway (4
lane) divided roads in the LSA. In some cases existing roads
and trails may need to be cleared or widened, depending on
the results of field inspections. These roads were not
considered part of the Project footprint because the extent of
vegetation removal is highly uncertain at this stage of the
planning process. To be conservative and not underestimate
effects of habitat loss, the assessment overestimated access
needs for the Project by about 20%.
The final design will involve collection of site-specific
information on road class and degree of vegetation removal,
and decisions on temporary versus permanent access.
Specific mitigation measures will also be evaluated and
implemented. The information will be considered in
consultation with applicable regulatory authorities. However, it
is expected that the characterization of effects predictions and
determination of significance in the EA will not change
because of the overestimation of access needs in the EA.
Provide additional information
Refer to the response above for O/G-37
classes and road standards for the
proposed roads (both permanent and
temporary). Ensure sufficient detail
is presented to enable a
comprehensive
assessment of impacts and
mitigation.

Refer to MNRF-OG-21.
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Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-21.

Amended EA
Update Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF-OG-22

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Main Report,
Sec 4

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

MNRF-NHW-10

To reduce the number of
access roads and water
crossings on the landscape,
MNRF highly recommends
using existing infrastructure
coordinating with Hydro One.
For other access corridors,
there should be coordination
with the Crown and/or with
SFL holders.
Further to this, there should
be coordination of ongoing
maintenance of both ROWs
such that impacts (including
sensory) to wildlife, SAR,
fisheries, and other features
are minimized. This should
be included in the Vegetation
Management Plan.

This should be reassessed and
updated in the EA.
Information related to the operation
and maintenance of the proposed
transmission line is insufficient in the
Draft EA. More information is
required in order to complete an
assessment of potential impacts to
these various features. At a
minimum, a draft Vegetation
Management Plan should be
included in the Final EA.

NB is willing to work with HONI and other stakeholders to
maximize the use of existing water body crossings along the
ROW and access roads. Discussions with HONI are ongoing
and NextBridge is engaging with HONI to discuss access. As
Project planning and detailed design continues, it is expected
that there will be adjustments or optimizations for some
components of the Project, including access roads and water
body crossings.
It is recognized that during detailed planning and design
certain project details will be updated or optimized.
A Vegetation Management Plan compliant with Transmission
Vegetation Management NERC Standard FAC-003-2 will be
developed in the permitting phase.

Refer to MNRF-OG-21.

TOR Sec 4.1

n/a

n/a

n/a

Refer to MNRF-OG-21.

MNRF-CR-07

The shapefile provided does
not match the laydown yard
identified in Appendix 5-1
e.g. shapefile is missing the
laydown yard adjacent to
the Rendezvous Ski Club
trails, and an optional yard
in proximity to Gravel River
Conservation Reserve, and
near the Black River.

Ensure all laydown yards that could
potentially be selected are identified
and assessed in the EA, including
the access to these sites, use of
aggregate, removal of trees, etc.

The footprint shapefiles sent to MNRF were not the same as
those used in the draft EA. NextBridge apologizes for the
error.
The correct footprint shapefiles were provided to MNRF with
the final EA.

Although the EA contains information related to the size of the
laydown yard and construction camps, clearing of trees,
gravelling, and indicates reclamation, the Final EA lacks
sufficient information on the evaluation / assessment of the
environment as it relates to MNRF mandated interests.
There appears to be no consideration of the location of these
laydown yards in relation to existing Forest Management Plans,
Caribou Conservation Plan, (existing vegetation, or
consideration of vegetation type/placement of yards in relation to
caribou zones and corridors), or Aboriginal communities (e.g.
Pays Plat FN –proposed Addition to Reserve Lands).
With regard to showing infrastructure locations at a fine-scale,
the appendices have been improved from the draft EA to include
areas beyond the right-of-way. However, Appendix 5-I-B that
was added in order to show this infrastructure, is not in the form
of alignment sheets and thus does not show what features are
being impacted or prescribe mitigation measures.
Further to this, insufficient information is provided in the Project
Site Cleanup and Reclamation piece of the EPP to fully
understand whether the Project impacts will be adequately
identified, avoided, managed and mitigated. MNRF requests that
more information be provided in this section and that in large
areas of reclamation, outside of environmentally sensitive areas,
tree planting be included in the potential mitigation measures.
In numerous instances, reclamation has been identified as
natural regeneration. However it has been noted that the
response to OG-56, Nextbridge has indicated that rehabilitation
will include replanting to conifers in caribou zones (this is a
positive step forward). Further discussion is needed and
monitoring efforts for successful regeneration to conifer (spruce
/ pine) should be included in monitoring plans.
The response to OG-56 did not identify where the gravel used
for the laydown yard would be directed once removed (still
outstanding comment).
Additionally, the EA states that the final locations of project
infrastructure such as laydown yards and construction camps will
be determined by the contractor. The Final EA must identify and
fully assess all laydown yards and construction camp sites that
could potentially be selected, including the access to these sites,
use and source of aggregate, removal of trees, reclamation, etc.

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Final EA Comment
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Amended EA
Update Y/N

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-21.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-21.
Additional information is
needed to fully assess the
environmental impacts of
project infrastructure such as
laydown yards and
construction camps.
There is insufficient information
in the Final EA for MNRF to
support MRNF authorizations
required for these components.
The ROC with the SFL and
respective Indigenous
communities is limited.

Section 4 of the amended EA Report have
been revised to provide more information about
the Project description and the revised and
minimized Project footprint is presented in
Appendix 5-III of the amended EA Report.
NextBridge has provided the Project footprint to
the SFLs and continues to engage in
consultation. Follow up meetings will be
conducted to review the SFL holders’ FMPs in
relation to the Project footprint.
Refer to the response to MNRF-SAR-17
regarding Project infrastructure related to
caribou zones.
NextBridge is committed to long-term
relationship-building with communities
throughout the life cycle of the asset. The ROC
will be continually updated as the relationship
proceeds. NextBridge is committed to routine
engagement with Ontario regulators to provide
information and updates regarding the
relationship with communities.
NextBridge has confirmed with Indigenous and
Northern Affairs Canada (INAC) that there is no
formal addition-to-reserve (ATR) process
underway for Pays Plat at this time. The Plays
Plat ATR lands are still under provincial control
and have not been transferred to the federal
government. NextBridge acknowledges that
INAC will be re-organized and will continue to
engage with the Ministry of Indigenous-Crown
Relations and Ministry of Indigenous Services as
appropriate.
Pays Plat has provided a letter of support for
NextBridge to proceed with permitting the
Project. The Project ROC has been updated to
November 30, 2017 and is provided in
Appendix 2-III and Appendix 2-IX of the
amended EA Report.
The Environmental Alignment
Sheets (Appendix 5-I) and Access and
Construction Environmental Maps (Appendix
5-II) present the revised and minimized Project
footprint in the amended EA Report. The
CEPP (Appendix 4-II), Environmental
Alignment Sheets (Appendix 5-I) and Access
and Construction Environmental
Maps (Appendix 5-II) will be revised and
provided to MNRF and other interested parties
prior to construction.

Y – S 4.3.1.11,
App 4-II,
App 5-I,
App 5-II,
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Concerns and recommendations related to
showing Project infrastructure at a fine-scale
have been addressed through the submission of
Annex 5 to the GRT under separate cover.
Refer to MNRF-OG-04 for a description of
Annex 5.
A Decommissioning Plan for temporary Project
infrastructure has been provided in the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and is summarized in
Section 4 of the amended EA Report. The
purpose of the decommissioning plan is to
mitigate impacts to the environment as a result
of temporary Project infrastructure
decommissioning and to discourage public
access through removal of temporary bridges
and culverts, abandonment of temporary access
roads and to replant laydown yards ,
construction camps and storage yards with
conifers to limit undesired Crown land camping.
NextBridge would like to note that the locations
of Project infrastructure, including laydown yards
and construction camps, may be adjusted due to
site-specific limitations (e.g., unmapped
wetlands, wildlife features of concern), in which
case appropriate regulators will be consulted
with regard to appropriate permits or
authorizations.
MNRF-SAR-04

The EA states that
“reclamation” is to be natural
re-vegetation.

For the majority of this proposed
project, natural re-vegetation is not
the preferred option i.e. much of this
linear corridor is within caribou
zones, as such re-vegetation would
include replanting to conifer. Refer
to Woodland Caribou specific
direction in Best Management
Practices for Aggregates for
guidance.

It is anticipated that vegetation will not be removed in areas
where clearance-to-ground levels allow for increased
vegetation height. Prior to vegetation clearing, conductor-toground clearances will be matched with acceptable vegetation
retention levels to minimize the amount of clearing required
while maintaining appropriate safety margins. During the
reclamation phase, site-specific measures will be used to
promote the natural revegetation of disturbed areas.

MNRF-OG- 52

Section implies that locations
of storage areas will be
identified at a later stage.
Locations of all project
components need to be
identified in the EA for
impacts to be appropriately
assesses and site-specific
mitigation measures to be
designed.

Identify locations of all project
components and ensure their sitespecific impacts and mitigation are
addressed. Where there are
unknowns, identify options (e.g.
which storage yards are alternative
to each other).
Additionally, clarify if storage yards
will be temporary for the duration of
construction and if/how the sites will
be rehabilitated.

Section 4.2.4 indicates that three storage yards to receive and Refer top MNRF-OG-22.
distribute transmission line items (e.g., tower steel) will be
established near Thunder Bay, Marathon and Wawa. The
preliminary location of the storage yards has been identified on
the Project footprint maps in Appendix 5-II and the
Environmental Alignment Sheets in Appendix 5-I-A and the
Access and Construction Environmental Maps in Appendix 5-IB. The final locations of these facilities will be determined
based on detailed planning and design and taking into account
Contractor input. Existing sites with appropriate land use
designations that can accommodate the Project requirements
will be identified as priority locations for the storage areas.
The final locations will be determined for the permitting phase,
and appropriate permits and authorizations will be acquired
prior to use.
The storage yards will be reclaimed following the construction
phase as described in Section 4.3.1.11 and the mitigation
measures in Section 5.8 of Appendix 4-II.
Refer to Section 4.2 for additional information related to
optimization of the Project footprint and the EA conclusions.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-22.

MNRF-OG- 54

Text states “final laydown
area and construction camps
will be determined by the
contractor” - will they be
selected from the laydown
areas as presented in the
EA?
Locations of all laydown
yards and construction
camps (as well as all other
project components) need to
be identified in the EA, not
left to the contractor. If the

The EA must identify locations of all
project components and ensure their
site-specific impacts and mitigation
measures are addressed. This must
include identifying values for these
sites, as well as the assessment of
access to these sites, use of
aggregate, removal of trees, etc.
Where there are unknowns, provide
additional information to address
uncertainty and identify options (e.g.
how many of the laydown areas will
be selected, which locations are

Section 4.2.4 indicates that three storage yards to receive
Refer to MNRF-OG-22.
and distribute transmission line items (e.g., tower steel) will be
established near Thunder Bay, Marathon and Wawa. The
preliminary location of the storage yards has been identified
on the Project Footprint Maps in Appendix 5-III and the
Environmental Alignment Sheets in Appendix 5-I. The final
locations of these facilities will be determined based on
detailed planning and Contractor input. Existing sites with
appropriate land use designations that can accommodate the
Project requirements will be identified as priority locations for
the storage areas.
The final locations will be determined for the permitting
phase, and appropriate permits and authorizations will be

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-22.
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Refer to MNRF-OG-22.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-22.

Amended EA
Update Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
alternative to each other; which
locations are subject to
methods are preferred and in what
change, this reduces
MNRF’s ability to review and situation will alternatives be used,
comment on their locations. etc.).
The EA needs to be more
specific in regard to where
the proposed activities are
going to occur, in order for
values to be identified,
project impacts to be
appropriately assessed and
site- specific mitigation
measures designed.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

acquired prior to use.
The storage yards will be reclaimed following the construction
phase as described in Section 4.3.1.11 and the mitigation
measures in Section 5.8 of Appendix 4-II.
Refer to Attachment MNRF-O/G-05 for additional information
related to optimization of the Project footprint and the EA
conclusions.

MNRF-OG- 55

Clarification is needed with
regard to the statement:
“where practical, the
contractor will use existing
disturbed areas as laydown
yards”?
More information is needed
to describe how the locations
of the laydown yards as
shown in the maps and
shapefile provided were
selected. Define “existing
disturbed areas”. Was this a
GIS exercise only? What is
the preferred spacing of
these yards?
The majority of the proposed
laydown yards provided in
the shapefile within Nipigon
District are currently forested
and there is a lack of
consideration / assessment
in the EA with regard to
these areas.
In the Thunder Bay District
there seems to be a large
concentration of laydown
yards around Ouimet
Canyon PP. Why is that?
Consideration should be
given to potential silvicultural
investments that may have
occurred in areas harvested
by forest
industry. Additionally, areas
that are scheduled for
harvest in the near future
should be considered.
Coordination with forest
industry is highly
recommended.

More information on locations and
spacing of laydown yards is needed
in the text.
Laydown yards around Ouimet
Canyon PP should be avoided or
minimized as they may conflict with
park uses/values.

A two week long road based reconnaissance was carried out Refer to MNRF-OG-22.
by NextBridge’s consultant. Based upon the field review and
aided with desktop analysis, Hatch has categorized the
access roads and laydown areas into various types and
conditions. At a number of original proposed locations it has
been observed that access roads or laydown areas cannot be
reasonably constructed. Alternate locations have been
identified where feasible.
Laydown yard locations were spaced approximately 10 km
apart to allow for materials delivery.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-22.

MNRF-OG- 56

The EA needs to be more
specific in regards to
rehabilitation at the end of
the construction phase,
especially where gravel and
cement will be placed:

More information is required to
address laydown yard and
construction camp decommissioning
and site rehabilitation in the text.
Decommissioning must involve
rehabilitation / replanting to conifer in
caribou zones, etc.

Refer to MNRF-OG-22.
NextBridge will work with local authorities to determine a
suitable rehabilitation plan for decommissioned sites once
final sites are known. Rehabilitation will include replanting to
conifers in caribou zones and other site specific requirements
will be determined based on local surroundings.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-22.

What is the rehabilitation
plan for these areas beyond
surface infrastructure
removal?
What is the plan for
rehabilitation at the end of
the construction phase?
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Amended EA
Update Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference
MNRF-NHW-61

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

The EA will need to clearly illustrate
which project components will be
actively re-vegetated to conifer with
an end-result of a productive forest.
If areas are not re-vegetated to
conifer, then a full assessment of
impacts needs to be included in the
EA.
The EA needs to clearly identify
which wetland communities will not
be reverting to their current state or
proposed new community type.
The EA should identify the
magnitude, duration, reversibility of
the changes to these features, and
correlate to wildlife populations and
use of these communities.

Refer to MNRF-OG-22.
Section 4.3.1.11 of the EA Report states that site-specific
measures will be taken to promote the natural revegetation of
disturbed areas. Refer to response to MNRF-O/G-56 for
information on consultation with regulatory agencies when
developing reclamation plans.
The Project Description in the EA provides NextBridge’s best
understanding of the project at the current time. It is
recognized that during detailed planning and design, certain
project details may be updated or optimized. These
adjustments may be based on site-specific engineering and
environmental considerations, or from the experience of the
Contractor. It is common for a project to become further refined
from the EA (or feasibility stage) to the permitting (detailed
design).
Mitigation measures when working in wetlands are detailed in
Section 4 and Section 6.5 of the EPP (Appendix 4-II).

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-22.

n/a

n/a

n/a

In the project report, gates and fencing is considered to be one of
the many mitigation measures for project components and
activities, however their impact on the landscape should be
considered. More information needs to be provided regarding the
mitigation measures of the gates and fences themselves.
There is insufficient information in the EA related to “no-entry
zones”. Clarification is needed on what these are, etc. Such
zones need to be clearly described and evaluated in the EA.
Additionally, a response was provided to some of MNRF’s
previous comments regarding gates and fencing (MNRF-OG-42)
in Appendix 1-III-A, however, most of this information appears to
be missing from the text of the EA, thus information in the EA
remains insufficient.

Additional information should
be provided in the EA to
address the assessment of
impacts that the gates and
fencing will have during the
construction phase and
operation phase in the project.
Additional information should
be provided in the EA to
address “no-entry zones”, and
where they will be used.
More information on gates and
fences must be included in the
EA.

Text states “However, at the
discretion of NextBridge,
vegetation removal will be
required in any areas that will
restrict access….”
What is meant by ‘in any
areas’? Within sensitive
areas? In other areas
beyond the stated planned
ROW, access roads,
construction camps etc.
mentioned in this paragraph?
Both?
Clarification is needed.

Clarification of the wording following
“[…} at the discretion of NextBridge”
is required. Clarification is needed to
understand what is meant when
stating vegetation removal may be
required ‘in any areas’.
Clearing of vegetation beyond what
is stated to occur in the EA should
be discussed with MNRF and should
not be left ‘to the discretion of
NextBridge’. Additional areas to
undergo vegetation removal must
have been reviewed for values and
impact prior to clearing.

NextBridge is not planning to remove any vegetation outside
the Project footprint. However during construction and
operation there may be instances where additional clearing is
required for the safe construction and operation of the
transmission line. Any area that requires additional clearing will
be assessed in the field and will be reviewed for potential
environmental features. Mitigation measures listed in Appendix
4-II of the EA Report will be followed for vegetation clearing
and any identified environmental sensitive features.

The Final EA did not address MNRF’s concern regarding the
text: “… at the discretion of NextBridge, vegetation removal will
be required in any areas that will restrict access….”. The EA
must recognize that vegetation clearing outside of the Project
footprint will require consultation with MNRF if on Crown Land
(or private lands where the trees are reserved to the Crown) and
approval may be required as well. It is not solely at the discretion
of NextBridge. The EA must also recognize that additional areas
to undergo vegetation removal must be reviewed for values and
impacts prior to clearing.

More information is needed in
Section 4 of the amended EA Report has been
the Final EA regarding clearing revised to clarify vegetation clearing for the
of vegetation outside of the
Project.
proposed project footprint.

Y – S 4.2.2,
App 4-II

If there are tree reservations to The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised to
the Crown, options for
address tree reservations to the Crown on
harvesting those trees falls to
private land.
the Crown. Further discussion
on options for harvesting under
the PLA or CFSA would need
to be determined.

Y – App 4-II

Main Report,
Section 19
Table 19-32, p.
19-69 & p. 1973;

MNRF-OG-24

Main Report,
S. 4.3.1.2

MNRF-OG-25

App 4-II, EPP,
S. 3

n/a

n/a

n/a

In Section 3 of the EPP, owner mitigation measure 5) states that:
“On private land, approval will be obtained from the landowner
prior to clearing.” As trees on private land may be reserved to
the Crown, letters patent will need to be submitted and reviewed
by MNRF for a determination of any tree reservations to the
Crown.

MNRF-OG-26

App 4-II, EPP,
S. 4

n/a

n/a

n/a

In Section 3 of the EPP, contractor mitigation measure 14)
Information must be corrected
incorrectly states that MNRF authorization is required for
in the EA
development within 120 m of Provincially Significant Wetlands
and significant wildlife habitat.
MNRF does not issue permits for activities in or near wetlands or
significant wildlife habitat on Crown land. The assessment of
impacts and mitigation of development in or near these features
is part of the EA process and should be addressed accordingly.
The proponent must ensure that there are no impacts to the
form and function of the evaluated and un-evaluated wetlands
including adjacent 120 m lands or impacts are appropriately
addressed. The proponent must also ensure that all wetlands are
correctly mapped.
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Clear objectives and
standards for rehabilitation
measures need to be
included in the
decommissioning section of
the EA.

MNRF-OG-23

MNRF-O/G-59

NextBridge Final EA Response

45

The phrase “no entry zone” was used in Section Y – S 4.2.3.1,
19 of the final EA Report to identify areas where S 17,
access would be restricted to promote public
S 19
safety. The text in Section 19 has been revised
in the amended EA Report for clarity and the
phrase “no entry zone” has been removed.
Temporary access during construction is
discussed in Section 4 of the amended EA
Report.

Table 1-1 and the CEPP (Appendix 4-II) in the
Y – Table 1-1,
amended EA Report have been revised to clarify App 4-II
permits and permissions for activities on or near
wetlands or significant wildlife habitat.
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Table 1-IV-A-1:
Comment ID

MNRF - Overarching and General

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

MNRF-OG-27

App 4-II, EPP,
S. 4

n/a

n/a

n/a

In Section 4 of the EPP, contractor mitigation measure 21) states Information must be corrected
that if avoidance of caribou high use areas is not possible,
in the EA
certain mitigation measures will be considered. If caribou high
use areas cannot be avoided, a permit is required under the
Endangered Species Act.

MNRF-OG-28

Appendix 05-II
& Appendix 51-B

n/a

n/a

n/a

Improvements to mapping products are highly recommended to
ensure clarity of information provided.
Temporary Construction Easements associated with the project
are shown in the same colour as Forest Reserves on project
maps in Appendix 05-II & Appendix 5- 1-B.
Legends in project footprint maps are not consistent. Some
legends in the maps are missing items that are shown on the
associated maps such as permanent access roads, temporary
easement for construction, missing storage yards, conservation
reserves, forest reserves, etc.
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Correct duplicated colours in
maps and legends to clearly
indicate project temporary
easement locations. Ensure
consistency of project footprint
legends with the maps.

NextBridge Final EA Response

The CEPP has been revised to state that if
avoidance of caribou high use areas is not
possible, NextBridge will obtain a permit under
the Endangered Species Act (Government of
Ontario 2007), if required by MNRF.
Reference:
Government of Ontario. 2007. Endangered
Species Act, 2007, S.). 2007, c. 6. Available
online:
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/07e06

Amended EA
Update Y/N
Y – App-4-II

The symbol colours for Construction Easements Y – App 5-II,
and Forest Reserves on project maps in
App 5-III
Appendix 5-II and Appendix 5-III have been
revised in the amended EA Report.
The legends in the project footprint maps are
referred to as dynamic legends rather than static
legends. That means the legend on each map
sheet show the features that are displayed on
that specific map sheet. There is not enough
room on the map sheet to show a static legend
with all features shown in all maps on the legend
on each map sheet.

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
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Table 1-IV-A-2:
Comment ID

MNRF - Aboriginal Consultation and Engagement

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

n/a

n/a

n/a

The EA does not demonstrate that there
has been adequate Aboriginal consultation
to support subsequent MNRF permits and
authorizations. This is because the EA
does not fully address all the project
components and phases of the proposed
activities. NextBridge has not discussed
locations and characteristics of roads and
trails, water crossings staging areas,
aggregate pits, etc. with the Aboriginal
communities.
However, the EA does indicate that the
portions of the local study area are heavily
used by Aboriginal communities for the
exercise of rights and in some case there
are values within the right of way. Therefore,
it is likely that Aboriginal values and rights
could be negatively impacted by the project
components that are not discussed in the
EA.

Additional consultation on the location of
roads and trails, water crossings staging
areas, aggregate pits, etc. will be required
before MNRF will be able to issue permits
or authorizations for these project
components.

MNRFACIE-02

n/a

n/a

n/a

The Indigenous Consultation and
Engagement Record Logs indicate that no
meetings or discussions have occurred with
these communities since the signing of the
EPA on June 15, 2017. It is unclear if the
engagement records prior to June 15, 2017
are meaningful and representative of the
communities’ concerns. Additional followup by the project proponent and or
government representative is warranted.

MNRFACIE-03

n/a

n/a

n/a

Fort William First Nation, Red Rock Indian
Band, Biigtgong Nishaabeg, Pic Mobert First
Nation and Michipicoten First Nation did not
permit consultation activities to move
forward until an economic participation
agreement was in place with Nextbridge.
Nextbridge signed an economic participation
agreement with Bamkushwada LP (a
partnership between FWFN, RRIB, Pays
Plat, Pic River, Pic Mobert and Michipicoten)
on June 15, 2017. The EA states a letter
provided by the six communities which
indicated support for Nextbridge’s
consultation interactions with the First
Nations for the development of the project
and project approvals. Copies of the letters
are not included in the EA.
There is not a comprehensive assessment
that clearly accounts for local level impacts,
including impacts to Aboriginal and treaty
rights. Impacts, mitigation measures and
residual effects at a local scale must be
discussed and understood by the Aboriginal
communities in enable a meaningful
discussion and consideration of how the
project could impact Aboriginal or treaty
rights.

MNRFACIE-01

many
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Additional consultation regarding impacts,
mitigation measures and residual effects
will be required before MNRF will be able
to issue permits or authorizations for these
project components.

NextBridge Final EA Response
NextBridge is committed to ongoing
discussion with interested communities
regarding updates to the Project
components. The Project footprint has been
refined and minimized (Appendix 5-III) and
associated Project infrastructure has also
been minimized.
No new aggregate pits will be required for
the Project (refer to MNRF-AGR-03).
NextBridge has entered into agreements
with 16 of the 18 identified communities to
share information, to establish regular
channels of communication, and to provide
resources to those communities to actively
participate in the planning and decision
making process for the Project. NextBridge
continues to be committed to ongoing
discussions as more detailed information
regarding construction becomes available.
Section 2 of the amended EA Report has
been revised to address how traditional land
and resource use (TLRU) and Indigenous
feedback have been incorporated in the EA
and Project planning process.
The ROC in the amended EA Report is
current to November 30, 2017. NextBridge
has ongoing, consistent communication
with the communities.
Bamkushwada is represented by six First
Nation communities. Fort William First
Nation, Red Rock Indian Band, Biigtgong
Nishaabeg, Pic Mobert First Nation,
Michipicoten First Nation and Pays Plat
First Nation comprise Bamkushwada.

Refer to the response to
MNRF-ACIE-01 for additional
information on NextBridge’s Indigenous
engagement activities for the Project.
The EA method has been revised in the
amended EA Report to address these
concerns.
NextBridge agrees that site-specific
assessment and mitigation, and
community-specific consultation is required
to obtain permits or authorizations for
Project components. NextBridge has
ongoing, consistent communication with
the communities.
Section 2 of the amended EA Report to
address has been revised to address how
TLRU and Indigenous feedback have been
incorporated in the EA and Project
planning process.

EA Update
Y/N
Y–S
2.2.4.5,
App 2-IX,
App 5-III

Y – S 2.2.3,
S 2.2.5,
App 2-IX

Y–S
2.2.4.5
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Table 1-IV-A-2:
Comment ID

MNRF - Aboriginal Consultation and Engagement

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

MNRFACIE-04

n/a

n/a

n/a

Table 2-12 indicates that several
TKRUS have not been finalized
(several “interim” reports).
Finalized reports are import
component to the EA and for
assessing the adequacy of
consultation.

Final reports should be reviewed
and considered before the EA is
approved.

MNRFACIE-05

n/a

n/a

n/a

The proposed route potentially crosses
several areas that could be impacted by
land claim negotiations.

It is recommended that input be sought
from the Ministry of Indigenous
Relations and Reconciliation.

The Figures and text should
reflect the Pays Plat FN
proposed Addition to Reserve
lands (and address any impacts
of the proposed ROW or
access corridor on those lands).
The Figures and text should also
reflect the Red Rock Indian Band
new lands transferred under the
Flood Claim Agreement (and any
impacts of the proposed ROW,
laydown yards, construction camps,
or access corridors on those lands).

Please update figures and text and ensure
the ROC includes consultation regarding
these lands.

NextBridge will investigate the availability
of spatial data presenting the Addition to
Reserve lands of Pays Plat First Nation,
and the new lands transferred to the Red
Rock Indian Band under the Flood Claim
Agreement. Where spatial data is not
publicly available, NextBridge will request
it from MNRF for the purpose of updating
the figures and text within Section 18 of
the EA. Should the addition of these
spatial boundaries to both First Nations’
land result in an overlap with the ROW,
laydown areas, or camps, NextBridge will
seek approval from the appropriate
regulatory agencies.

Pays Plat FN is in negotiations with Canada
and Ontario for Addition to Reserve lands.
These lands have been identified and maps
provided to Nextbridge. It is understood that
Nextbridge has been in discussions with
PPFN related to the ROW traversing the
proposed ATR lands, and agreements are
being negotiated. MNRF, MIRR, and INAC
will need to be apprised of the Agreements
as they may influence land transfer process.
In addition there does not appear to be any
discussions between the parties related to
improved access across the proposed ATR
lands to the ROW, or any discussions
related to the proposed laydown yard.

There is insufficient information included in
the EA and ROC related to Pays Plat FN
ATR lands. MNRF is not in a position to
authorize any new or improved access, or
the proposed location for the laydown yard.

MNRFACIE-06

Main Report,
S. 18,
Figures and
text

MNRF-OG- 80
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NextBridge Final EA Response
Traditional Knowledge and Resource Use
Studies received by November 30, 2017 have
been incorporated into the amended EA
Report. Traditional Knowledge and Resource
Use Studies received after submission of the
amended EA Report will be considered in
future Project planning.
NextBridge continues to actively engage with
those Indigenous communities that have
expressed interest in collecting TEK and TLRU
specific to the Project or provide previously
collected information that is relevant to the
Project area. Section 2.2.4.5 of the amended
EA Report discusses the actions NextBridge
intends to take if any Traditional Knowledge
and Resource Use Studies are received after
submission of the amended EA Report.
NextBridge intends to provide opportunities for
communities to discuss the effectiveness of
mitigation as observed while they undertake
land and resource use activities in proximity to
the Project.
NextBridge acknowledges that the
Ministry of Indigenous Relations and
Reconciliation is a member of the GRT
for the Project. NextBridge has noted
overlapping areas of First Nations
reserve land along the Project ROW that
may be of interest to Ministry of
Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation
(formerly Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs).
NextBridge has confirmed through
discussions with INAC that there is no formal
ATR process underway for these lands.
If MNRF is not in a position to authorize land
uses on the lands in question, NextBridge
will work with Pays Plat to address their
concerns regarding access and work with all
regulators (i.e., federal government,
provincial government) to develop a mutually
agreed upon process for access.
Pays Plat has stated that they want to retain
laydown yards and access roads located in
the lands in question after construction.

EA Update
Y/N
Y – Global,
S 2.2.4.5

Y – S 17

Y–
App 2-IX
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Table 1-IV-A-3:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aggregates

Document

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

MNRFAGR-01

Main report,
Sec 19.1
(page 19-3)
see also:
Sec
19.6.1.2.3.1
(page 19-78,
79),
Table 19-32
(page 19-73),
Section 2.1.7
and Table 2-7

n/a

n/a

n/a

The EA states in section 19.1 that that
“concerns regarding effects on existing
occupiers and permitted users of provincial
Crown land (e.g. mining and aggregate
operations) are addressed in Sections
19.5.2.5.3 and 19.6.1.2”. Section 19.5.2.5.3
does not appear to be included in the
document. Section 19.6.1.2. is
misrepresented in the text and needs to
referenced as section 19.6.1.2.3.1.

The EA should reference sections of text
properly.

The amended EA Report has been revised
to address other comments submitted by
MNRF, MOECC, other members of the
GRT, Indigenous communities and
members of the general public. The section
in question has been revised. Crossreferences within the document have been
checked as part of an editorial review.

Y – Global

MNRFAGR-02

Main Report, S
19.5.2.6.3,
Pg 19-62, 19-63

n/a

n/a

n/a

The EA must have correct and consistent
information. MNRF is unable to determine
if the regulatory instruments referred to in
the EA are regulated under the Aggregate
Resources Act or the Mining Act.

The amended EA Report has been
updated to provide correct and consistent
information throughout including accurate
representations of aggregate sites, as
requested by the MNRF and MNDM

Y – S 19.5

MNRFAGR-03

Project
Description
Section
4.2.10

The document states that “there will be a
requirement for 3,700,000 to 6,300,000 m3
of aggregate required for the project”. Also,
“if local pits are not available then new
borrow pits may be required at a few
locations along the transmission corridor
and/or purchased from local suppliers. If
required, the borrow pits will be identified,
established and decommissioned in
accordance with applicable requirements.”
At this time, MNRF has not received
applications for permits or licenses for
aggregate sites to support the construction
of this project. Application for an aggregate
permit (excavation of Crown land) has an
average processing timeline of six months
to one year. An aggregate application for a
licence (excavation of private land in a
designated area) has an average
processing timeline of one to 2 years.
General note: please be aware that
forestry aggregate pits are for
forestry use only and are not for
commercial use.

The document will need to give an
indication as to how much material
(3,700,000 to 6,300,000 m3) will be
outsourced by existing sites and how
much will be coming from new sites. The
cumulative impacts associated with
aggregate extraction, regardless of
whether from outsourced or new sites
should be assessed in the EA.
New aggregate sites required for the
project should be considered as part of
the project and be fully assessed in the
EA.
The EA will need to include
the following information
related to aggregate pits:

Description of proposed pits (what
material is to be extracted, location,
size, approx. quantity) and associated
anticipated impacts for all project
phases.

If locations / size for potential new pits
are not known, options

/alternatives should be presented and
impacts associated with each
considered.

Description of access and associated
impacts.

Decommissioning

Cumulative impact of disturbed areas
(Aboriginal consultation record
demonstrates that potential impacts to
Aboriginal and/or treaty rights from
aggregate operations were
considered.

Public consultation record
demonstrating that public was made
aware of proposed aggregate
operations/use and associated
anticipated impacts.
Please be advised that timelines for
issuance of MNRF permits should the
project receive EA Act approval and
proceed to implementation depends on a
variety of factors including:

At this time, NextBridge is uncertain
as to the need for new aggregate
sites to support the project. However,
it is understood that an application for
a new licence will be required if new
aggregate sources are required and
that the application processing
timeline is one to two years. All
necessary information required as
part of an aggregate application will
be supplied at the time an application
is made. As the need is not known at
this time, that information will not be
included in the EA.

This EA does not provide correct and
consistent information with respect to how it
represents aggregate sites located in
designated areas of the project versus the
location of mining claims. This is evident on
page 62 which states there are 144
authorized aggregate sites within 44
designated areas. On page 63 it states that
there are 144 active mining claims and then
refers to there being 70 active aggregate
sites in 9 designated areas.
The final EA document discusses the
amounts of aggregate required to
construct the overall project
(3,700,000 to 6,300,000 cubic
metres). The document also speaks
to obtaining these materials through
existing sites, however it does not
discuss if there is a sufficient number
of existing sites (70 sites) and
sufficient available amount of
aggregate material available at those
sites along the entire 450km
proposed corridor to meet this
demand. More information is required
for MNRF to assess if ministry
aggregate resources mandated
interests have been appropriately
addressed.
Should the demand become greater than
what existing sites can supply, this
document does not provide sufficient
information to give adequate EA
coverage for MNRF to issue aggregate
permits under the Aggregates Resources
Act.
Finally, without the evaluation of effects
resulting from the excavations of aggregate
resources from new or existing sites it could
be perceived that the overall effects of the
project have not been fully considered. The
effects of aggregate excavations may have
a spiral impact on fisheries, species at risk
and other elements.

The proponent will require a resource
inventory study of existing aggregate
sites and ensure that there are a
sufficient amount of sites within a
respectable distances (trucking) to the
project area to ensure aggregate
demands can be met throughout the
project.
It is acknowledged in the EA that adequate
EA coverage that would enable MNRF to
issue aggregate permits if needed has not
been provided. If the proponent were to
apply for new aggregate sites to meet the
needs of the project, many sections of this
EA document would need to be amended
to incorporate the sites and associated
infrastructure. If sourcing of aggregates is to
be contracted out, then a separate EA will
be required for new applications.
This is a large project component and
needs to be included in the EA, or an EA
amendment may be needed.

A revised aggregate volume has been
provided in the amended EA Report and
has been reduced from a range of
3,700,000 to 6,300,000 m3 to a range of
320,000 to 480,000 m3. As a result,
NextBridge believes that all aggregate
for the Project can be sourced from
existing aggregate permits. The text in
Section 4 of the amended EA Report
has been updated to reflect this change.
NextBridge believes that no new aggregate
pits will be required for the Project (MNRFAGR-03); therefore, the amended EA Report
has not included sourcing from new
aggregate sites.

Y–
S 4.2.10

MNRFAGR-06



the quality of information provided in
the EA submission that MNRF can
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Table 1-IV-A-3:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aggregates

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

GRT Draft EA Comment





MNRFAGR-04

Project
Footprint
Appendix 19– III
Table 19-11-2
Appendix 1-III-A,
Table 1- III-A-3:
MNRF
Comments
Shapefiles

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

use to inform its review of permit
applications e.g., level of design
details, assessment of impacts to fish
and wildlife, etc.;
the adequacy of stakeholder
consultation through the EA process
(should MNRF not be satisfied that
our consultation requirements have
been met, we may need to undertake
further consultation on each of the
permits which delays permitting
process); and
fulfillment of MNRF’s responsibilities
for Aboriginal consultation. MNRF
cannot issue permits or authorizations
until MNRF is satisfied that this
proposal has met these
responsibilities. If MNRF is not able to
do so based on information provided
during the environmental assessment
process, further consultation efforts
may need to be undertaken with
Aboriginal communities.

MNRFAGR-02,

As per comments made and line segments
provided, the EA data show access roads
being constructed, laydown yards and camps
being placed in existing aggregate sites.
Please note this activity is not considered a
compatible use with existing aggregate sites
and is not permitted.

In
order
to
avoid
conflicts
and
incompatibilities between line construction
and existing aggregate sites, please secure
and invest in alternate locations for new
access roads, lay down yards and camps
outside of existing aggregate sites.

NextBridge Land team has provided the
location of temporary and permanent
infrastructure proposed within existing
aggregate sites to operators for their review.

MNRFAGR-06

The document states that “there will be a
requirement for 3,700,000 to 6,300,000 m3
of aggregate required for the project”. Also,
“if local pits are not available then new
borrow pits may be required at a few
locations along the transmission corridor
and/or purchased from local suppliers. If
required, the borrow pits will be identified,
established and decommissioned in
accordance with applicable requirements.”
At this time, MNRF has not received
applications for permits or licenses for
aggregate sites to support the construction
of this project. Application for an aggregate
permit (excavation of Crown land) has an
average processing timeline of six months
to one year. An aggregate application for a
licence (excavation of private land in a
designated area) has an average
processing timeline of one to 2 years.

The document will need to give an
indication as to how much material
(3,700,000 to 6,300,000 m3) will be
outsourced by existing sites and how
much will be coming from new sites. The
cumulative impacts associated with
aggregate extraction, regardless of
whether from outsourced or new sites
should be assessed in the EA.
New aggregate sites required for the
project should be considered as part of
the project and be fully assessed in the
EA.
The EA will need to include
the following information
related to aggregate pits:

Description of proposed pits (what
material is to be extracted, location,
size, approx. quantity) and associated

At this time, NextBridge is uncertain as to
the need for new aggregate sites to support
the project. However, it is understood that
an application for a new licence will be
required if new aggregate sources are
required and that the application
processing timeline is one to two years. All
necessary information required as part of
an aggregate application will be supplied at
the time an application is made. As the
need is not known at this time, that
information will not be included in the EA.
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The EA speaks to the project corridor
overlapping 13 aggregate sites. The
document does not speak to socio-economic
effects of spanning the line and infrastructure
over existing operations. For example these
effects can range from:

Sterilizing authorized aggregate
sources which will depreciate the life
span of the site.

Removal of areas to be excavated will
have financial impacts on operations
and may cause additional onsite
liabilities.
This is evident in the document where
possible economic impacts to permitted
Crown Land users are discussed in section
19.6.1.2.3.1 and describes the consultation
and negotiating intentions in Table 19-32
and Section 2.1.7 & Table 2-7. However
there is little evidence that these
consultations are occurring (see also
comments below for MNRF-AGR-23, 26, 27,
28, 30).
In addition, this document did not discuss
alternatives to placing transmission lines and
project infrastructure within authorized
aggregate sites.
Refer to MNRF-AGR-04.

The EA must address the socio-economic
effects
with respect to overlapping
aggregate sites within the project footprint.
The EA must also demonstrate that
impacting aggregate sites through
overlapping project infrastructure is
unavoidable via an assessment of
alternatives.
It is also important to note that MNRF cannot
authorize the installation of the transmission
lines or other project infrastructure through
the aggregate sites without taking these
effects of the disposition into account.

NextBridge has consulted with aggregate
license and permit holders overlapped by
the Project footprint. The ROC
(Appendix 2-III) has been updated to
November 30, 2017 to reflect this.
Financial impacts to existing operations
will be assessed by a third party consultant
to identify any recognized loss to the
aggregate operations.
Aggregate operators will be compensated
as per NextBridge’s Aggregate
Compensation Policy.
NextBridge has reviewed the revised
Project footprint and a summary of
impacted aggregate sites is included in
Section 19 of the amended EA Report.
Existing infrastructure and land permits
were considered during route selection.
Text has been added to Section 3 to clarify
these considerations.

Refer to the response to MNRF-AGR-04.

Y–
S 3.2.3.3,
S 19.7.10,
App 2-III
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Table 1-IV-A-3:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aggregates

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

General note: please be aware that forestry
aggregate pits are for forestry use only and
are not for commercial use.

MNRFAGR-05

Main report
(4.3.1.3)

MNRFOG-62

The EA needs to clearly identify where gravel
and other surface improvements such as
corduroy are proposed.
How will these sites be rehabilitated?
Where will the wood be coming from for
corduroying?

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

anticipated impacts for all project
phases.

If locations / size for potential new pits
are not known, options

/alternatives should be presented and
impacts associated with each
considered.

Description of access and associated
impacts.

Decommissioning

Cumulative impact of disturbed areas
(Aboriginal consultation record
demonstrates that potential impacts to
Aboriginal and/or treaty rights from
aggregate operations were
considered.

Public consultation record
demonstrating that public was made
aware of proposed aggregate
operations/use and associated
anticipated impacts.
Please be advised that timelines for
issuance of MNRF permits should the
project receive EA Act approval and
proceed to implementation depends on a
variety of factors including:

the quality of information provided in
the EA submission that MNRF can
use to inform its review of permit
applications e.g., level of design
details, assessment of impacts to fish
and wildlife, etc.;

the adequacy of stakeholder
consultation through the EA process
(should MNRF not be satisfied that
our consultation requirements have
been met, we may need to undertake
further consultation on each of the
permits which delays permitting
process); and

fulfillment of MNRF’s responsibilities
for Aboriginal consultation. MNRF
cannot issue permits or authorizations
until MNRF is satisfied that this
proposal has met these
responsibilities. If MNRF is not able to
do so based on information provided
during the environmental assessment
process, further consultation efforts
may need to be undertaken with
Aboriginal communities.
Additional information is required regarding
the use of gravel and other surface
improvements, such as corduroy, and how
the sites will be rehabilitated following
decommissioning.

The site-specific details related to topsoil
stripping and grading, and the need for gravel
or other surface improvements, will be
determined through detailed planning and
design. It is expected that gravel will only be
added where needed for safety and stability.
Corduroy may also be used to stabilize the
travel lane and prevent damage to wetlands.
Additional details determined through detailed
planning and design will be addressed in the
permitting phase of the Project.
Refer to MNRF-O/G-09 regarding site-specific
details and Project planning.
Information on the reclamation of infrastructure
used for the construction phase is provided in
Section 4.3.1.11 and Section 5.8 of Appendix 4II. If used, gravel and corduroy would be
removed from the site as part of clean-up and
reclamation activities.
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The EA does not provide sufficient
information to evaluate the potential effects or
regulatory requirements with respect to how
aggregate materials will be disposed of
when decommissioning temporary areas
(laydown yards, temporary construction
camps etc.) as outlined in section 4.2.3.1 and
in Appendix 4-11, section 5.8.

The EA will need to give options for the
disposal or use of aggregate materials that
are to be removed as part of rehabilitating
project area so that impacts and regulatory
requirements can be assessed.

A Decommissioning Plan for temporary
Project infrastructure has been provided in
the CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and is summarized
in Section 4 of the amended EA Report. The
Decommissioning Plan includes mitigation
measures for aggregate removal during
temporary Project infrastructure
decommissioning. NextBridge would like to
note that private land owners and First
Nations on federal lands have expressed
interest in aggregates being left in place in
Project infrastructure located on their lands.

Y–
S 4.3.1.11,
App 4-II
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Table 1-IV-A-3:
Comment
ID

MNRFAGR-06

MNRF - Aggregates

Document

Appendix 19- I

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRFOG-67

MNRFAGR-14

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

Proposed reclamation measures are
insufficient with regard to rehabilitation of
laydown areas, storage yards, temporary
access roads and construction camps.
There is insufficient information regarding
the materials and methods to be used. It
is also unclear how long the clean-up and
reclamation is anticipated to take and in
what seasons the work will take place.
Only surface infrastructure is discussed in
regards to laydown and storage yards. How
does the Project intend to deal with the
surface rehabilitation, given the proposed
use of gravel? This question should also be
considered in other areas where gravel use
is proposed. Reclamation measures should
include removal of gravel from all gravelled
areas.
The provided text does not indicate the utilized
area will be returned as much as possible to
its natural state, but will instead be replanted
with low shrubs. Is this change in habitat
covered in the impact assessment? Will
shrubs be suitable for all the disturbed areas?
Seeding cover crop is likely not appropriate
reclamation for the abovementioned project
components in most areas – replanting tree
species is more appropriate. It is also a very
vague and general statement given the vast
array of habitats that could be impacted by
these activities. The environmental impact
would be less if the rehabilitation process
aimed to return the sites to their original
habitat type.

Provide more information and add
clarity to reclamation of specific
project components. More
information is required regarding
the materials, methods, timelines
and planned legacy for the sites
that are involved in the clean- up
and reclamation phases.
A monitoring plan for the clean-up and
reclamation stage needs to be provided
and more thoroughly discussed.

While MNRF permitted pits are shown on
the Non-traditional Land Use maps, no
MTO pits are shown.

Maps should be updated to show MTO pits.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Construction infrastructure that is not required
for Project operation will be decommissioned
and reclaimed following completion of
construction. The construction schedule is
provided in Table 4-3 of Section 4.3.1. These
activities will include, but not be limited to,
removing refuse, grading disturbed areas,
contouring disturbed slopes to a stable profile,
and re-establishing natural drainage patterns.
Reclamation will also include site‐specific
measures to promote the natural revegetation
of disturbed areas. Seeding is anticipated to
occur using spreaders. The goal of re-seeding
will be to re-establish a native cover crop
such as ground juniper or other low growing
shrubs to stabilize soils and to limit the
establishment of fast growing tree species
such as poplar and white birch.
All temporary water body crossing materials
will be removed following completion of
construction activities. Sediment and erosion
control measures will be installed prior to
commencing work. Standard erosion and
sediment control measures (e.g., erosion
mats, silt curtains, runoff management) will
follow the advice of DFO’s Measures to Avoid
Harm to Fish and Fish Habitat Including
Aquatic Species at Risk and MNRF’s
Environmental Guidelines for Access Roads
and Water Crossings (MNR 1990). Isolation
methods will be used for the removal of
culverts where surface water exists at the
time of construction. The water body banks
and other disturbed areas will be restored and
stabilized when the crossing is no longer
required. Upon removal of the crossing
materials, the water body banks will be
returned to their original profile and disturbed
areas will be stabilized, as necessary, to
prevent soil erosion.
Mitigation measures for reclaiming temporary
access roads and water body crossings are
described in Appendix 4-II, Section 5.8. As
stated in this section, the Contractor will be
responsible for the clean-up and reclamation.
NextBridge will conduct a final site inspection
to assess that cleanup and erosion and
sediment controls are complete and
satisfactory before equipment is removed from
the Project Site.
Section 19.5.2.5.2 of the Land and Resource
Use Assessment describes aggregate pits
based on the Aggregate Designated Areas and
Aggregate Sites Authorized spatial layers of the
MNRF Land Information Ontario (LIO)
database, a standard approach using what is
considered to be the most comprehensive
provincial dataset.
Based on the MNRF’s request, Golder has
acquired the MTO pit spatial dataset and
incorporated this information into the
baseline and effects assessment reporting
content and associated figures.
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

Refer to MNRF.AGR-05.

The EA document did not file the nontraditional land use maps in the proper
sections of the document. This makes
locating and evaluating information outlined
in the document challenging. Section 19-I
references the information located in section
19.5.2.5.2 when the document should
reference 19.5.2.6.3.2.

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

Refer to the response to MNRF-AGR-05.

The EA document must references
sections of documents properly.

The amended EA has been revised to
reference sections of documents
properly.

Y - Global
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Table 1-IV-A-3:
Comment
ID
MNRFAGR-07

MNRFAGR-08

MNRF - Aggregates

Document

Map
shapefiles

MNRF Comments

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

MNRFAGR-23

Access road follows south edge of Pit
#12701.

Ensure that the pit boundary flagging, corner
posts, set-backs, etc. are not disturbed. No
aggregates to be removed from this pit
without prior consultation and agreement
with the permit holder.

NextBridge will comply with these
requirements.

MNRFAGR-23

Access road follows south edge of Pit
#12701.

NextBridge will comply with these
requirements.

MNRFAGR-26

Footprint overlaps Pays Plat Permit
#603982

MNRFAGR-27

Access Easement follows east edge of
Permit #6905

MNRFAGR-28

Access Easement follows north edge
of Permit #32299

MNRFAGR-12

Paragraph two in this section states “has
the smallest area of overlap with potential
aggregate resources.” Does this refer to
permitted sites or just aggregate resource in
general? If it’s the latter, how were the
‘potential aggregate source’ identified?
These areas of potential aggregate
resource should be shown on the maps.

Ensure that the pit boundary flagging, corner
posts, set-backs, etc. are not disturbed. No
aggregates to be removed from this pit
without prior consultation and agreement
with the permit holder.
Ensure permit owner is consulted and any
potential issues are addressed. Ensure that
the pit boundary flagging, corner posts, setbacks, etc. are not disturbed. No aggregates
to be removed from this pit without prior
consultation and agreement with the permit
holder.
Ensure permit owner is consulted and any
potential issues are addressed. Ensure that
the pit boundary flagging, corner posts, setbacks, etc. are not disturbed. No aggregates
to be removed from this pit without prior
consultation and agreement with the permit
holder.
Ensure permit owner is consulted and any
potential issues are addressed. Ensure that
the pit boundary flagging, corner posts, setbacks, etc. are not disturbed. No aggregates
to be removed from this pit without prior
consultation and agreement with the permit
holder.
Clarify and provide information on how
“potential aggregate source” was
determined in the appendices.

This EA leaves outstanding concerns with
respect to incomplete consultation with
aggregate producers being impacted by the
project footprint. This leaves MNRF without
sufficient information to determine to effects
of existing sites within the project foot print.
The ROC has indicated that negotiations are
ongoing with various aggregate operators of
existing pits (albeit limited information is
provided). Again there is no evaluation,
assessment, mitigation, or reclamation
included in the EA for use of aggregate from
existing pits.
This EA document was deficient in discussing
possible economic impacts to permitted
Crown Land users. This was particularly
evident in section 19.6.1.2.3.1 which
describes the consultation and negotiating
intentions in Table 19-32 (and Section 2.1.7
& Table 2-7). However there is insufficient
evidence that demonstrates that
consultation has occurred.
Refer to MNRF-AGR-07.

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions
The EA must show that aggregate site
holders affected by the project foot print are
consulted to ensure that impacts are
identified and mitigated. Sufficient
consultation information must be presented
in the EA.

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to the responses to MNRF-AGR-03
and MNRF-AGR-04.
Consultation with aggregate permit holders
is recorded in the ROC (Appendix 2-III).

Refer to MNRF-AGR-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-AGR-07.

NextBridge will comply with these
requirements.

Refer to MNRF-AGR-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-AGR-07.

NextBridge will comply with these
requirements.

Refer to MNRF-AGR-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-AGR-07.

”Potential aggregate resources” refers to
authorized active, inactive and designated
aggregate areas identified on the MNRF
data layers.
MNRF data layers used were
AGGSITE_AUTHORIZED_ACTIVE,
AGGSITE_AUTHORIZED_INACTIVE, and
AGG_DESIGNATED_AREA. These layers
contain all the licensed and active and
inactive permitted pits and quarries under
the Aggregate Resources Act of Ontario that
are regulated by the MNRF.
The aggregate designated area data
includes information about what rules have
to be followed and/or what licensing needs
to be acquired for a pit and/or quarry. The
area of high potential for aggregate
resources within the proposed ROW was
based on the aggregate designated area
data layer. The area of aggregate pits within
the proposed ROW used the aggregate
authorized active and inactive data layers.

The EA references using a “Designated
area” layer to identify areas with high
potential aggregate use. Please note that
this is not an appropriate methodology nor
is this layer designed for this purpose. Using
this methodology does not give MNRF
sufficient information to determine the
effects on insitu aggregate materials
encumbered by the project footprint.
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EA Update
Y/N
Y–
App 2-IX

Refer to the response to MNRF-AGR-07.

NextBridge will comply with these
requirements.
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GRT Final EA Comment

The proponent should be referencing
geological mapping to further examine and
discuss high potential aggregate resources
areas within the project footprint instead of
relying on designated areas outlined in
Regulation.

NextBridge has reviewed surficial geology
maps of the Project footprint. A map
showing aggregate potential and different
material types is presented in Figure 19-I-5
of the amended EA Report. Section 19 of
the amended EA Report has been updated
with an assessment of potential in situ
aggregate materials encumbered by the
Project.

Y–S
19.5.2.6.3,
Fig 19-I-5
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Table 1-IV-A-3:
Comment
ID

MNRFAGR-09

MNRF - Aggregates

Document

Appendix 4-II, S.
5.4 (25-27)
Appendix 23- I,
Table 23-I- 1
#336 & #348

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
n/a

n/a

NextBridge Draft EA Response

n/a

MNRF is unclear on the information
portrayed pertaining to how aggregate
permitting will occur for this project:
In the Environmental Protection Plan
(EPP) it is stated under section 5.4 that the
‘Owner’ will be responsible for obtaining
necessary aggregate permits, but further
down under Contractor measures it is
stated that “where new aggregate permits
are required, the contractor will follow all
permitting requirements.”
This is unclear as to whether the owner or
the contractor will be applying for the
permit (preparing the application). This is
also referred to under the Commitments in
the EA table, as the Owner will apply for
permits (section 5.4 EPP) ‘prior to
construction’ while under the contractor
title it shows ‘prior to construction’ and
‘construction’ stages for permitting.
This information is required in order to
assess both EA and permitting implications
in this document. This information
determines what should be in scope of the
EA with respect to assessing the effects of
aggregate extraction for this project.

February 2018
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GRT Final EA Comment
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GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions
This EA will need to determine whether or
not aggregate permitting will be done by the
proponent or a contractor. With these
deficiencies MNRF cannot asses the effects
of aggregates extraction or the proper scope
for this project.

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

As noted in the response to MNRF-AGR-03,
the aggregate volume estimate has been
substantially reduced. NextBridge does not
anticipate that any new aggregate permits
will be required for the Project.
The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been updated
accordingly.

Y – App 4-II
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Table 1-IV-A-4:

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

MNRFARF-01

Appendix 13- II

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRF-AR-93

MNRFARF-02

Appendix 13- II

MNRF-AR-98

Comment
ID

Document

GRT Draft EA Comment

In water timing windows not used correctly
for streams, over uses of coolwater timing
window mostly for unknown thermal creeks.
It should be understood that along Lake
Superior standard practice for unknown
waterbodies is to use the coldwater timing
window. It is quite rare ts.

In table 13-II where fisheries data was
collected it is unclear on how the
determination of spring vs fall spawning
habitat was made via aerial surveys/desktop
reviews.
There are numerous conclusions in this
table used to determine a RATW which are
not supportable such as:
In the example below the conclusion that
applying the cool water RATW is
appropriate since there is no fall spawning
habitat at the crossing location may not be
supported. Brook trout are present in the
system therefore any activity during the cold
water RATW could negatively impact
spawning through siltation of spawning beds
or impediment of fish passage to spawning
beds.

In this example no RATW was selected
since no there is no spawning potential at
the crossing location. Brook trout are
present in the system therefore any activity
during the cold water RATW could
negatively impact spawning through siltation
of spawning beds or impediment of fish
passage to spawning beds.

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
The coolwater timing window should only
be used if there is firsthand knowledge that
the system does not support coldwater
species. This should have been apparent in
the literature review, as FMP along Lake
Superior use this approach as it is
generally correct.

Please re-evaluate the conclusions used to
choose RATW’s for each crossing.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

The approach for determining the restricted
activity timing window for each water body is
described in Section 13.6.1.2 and shown in
the flow diagram (Figure 13-1). As described
in this section, if there was documented fish
presence, the species-specific restricted
activity timing windows were applied; if there
was more than one fish species present,
then the timing windows were combined.
Only if there was no documented fish
presence in the water body (or
upstream/downstream), then the thermal
regime timing windows were considered.
As a result, if a water body was designated
as a cool water system, but a cold-water
species, such as, Brook Trout was
documented in the water body, then the
species-specific restricted activity timing
window would be applied and would be
protective of cold-water fall spawning
species. Refer to Section 13.6.1.2 in regard
to the application of restricted activity timing
windows.
NextBridge will also further discuss the
application of the restricted activity timing
window approach with MNRF through the
permitting process for the Project.

A systematic approach was followed for
determining the restricted activity timing
windows. The approach for determining the
restricted activity timing window for each
water body is described in Section 13.6.1.2
and shown in the flow diagram (Figure 13-3).
The approach took into account all of the
information collated during the desktop
study, including historical data, ground
surveys by Dillon and low-level aerial
reconnaissance. This approach was also
summarized in the September 16, 2016
memo to the MNRF. As described in the
memo, due to the overall number of
crossings that will need to be constructed
along hundreds of kilometres, there are
considerable logistical challenges with
constructing the water body crossings
outside of the restricted activity timing
windows (i.e., within a short summer
season). The memo was developed to
initiate discussions with the MNRF on a risk
based approach to the application of timing
restrictions while still being protective of the
environment, including fish and fish habitat.
NextBridge is committed to continue to
engage with MNRF during the permitting
phase of the Project.
Refer to the response to MNRF-AR-93 in
regard to cool water system designations.
Note that the RATW justification column in
the crossing tables in Appendix 13-II
provides an abbreviated description of the
outcomes of the application of the flow
diagram (Figure 13-3) for each water body
using all of the habitat data available plus the
aerial imagery.
NextBridge will further discuss the
application of the restricted activity timing
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GRT Final EA Comment

There are watercourses with unknown
thermal regime that are designated coolwater.
The coolwater timing window should only be
used if there is firsthand knowledge that the
system does not support cold water species
(aerial inspection is not an effective
substitute for field surveys).
In-water timing windows not used correctly for
streams. The coolwater timing window is
overused, mostly for creeks with unknown
thermal regime. It should be understood that
along Lake Superior standard practice for
unknown waterbodies is to use the coldwater
timing window. It is quite rare that small
creeks are not coldwater systems.
Additionally, there is an incorrect pattern in
the classification of thermal properties of
streams with unknown data. In some
instances, the upper portions are labeled as
cool whereas the lower portion is labelled as
cold. There are no known streams along
Lake Superior that follow this type of thermal
stratification, although the opposite could
happen with larger streams as more runoff
dilutes a stream to being more cool than
cold. But in all cases upper portions of small
streams are important coldwater habitat,
hence migratory fish swim upstream to reach
these areas for their coldwater refugia for
spawning and nursery habitat. The process
used does not follow scientific knowledge of
streams or truly represent the habitat that the
project may be altering.
It is unclear on how the determination of
spring vs fall spawning habitat was made via
aerial surveys/desktop reviews.

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions
The EA must better address thermal regimes
and timing windows. All watercourses with
unknown thermal regime or fisheries data
that have not been ground-truthed via sitespecific habitat/fish surveys should be
designated coldwater (precautionary
principle).

Site-specific fish/fish habitat surveys will be
required to confirm spring/fall spawning
habitat. Consultation with DFO may be
required.

NextBridge Final EA Response

NextBridge took a risk-based approach for
developing the proposed restricted activity
timing windows in the EA to allow flexibility
in the construction schedule. However,
recognizing concerns from MNRF related
to the approach, the amended EA Report
has been revised to address the concern
regarding restrictive activity timing
windows. Baseline data collection
methods have been clarified in Section 13.

The baseline data for the amended EA
Report includes data collated from a field
reconnaissance completed along the ROW
in 2014 (Dillon 2015, 2016), review of aerial
imagery, aerial reconnaissance completed in
2016. Additional fish and fish habitat field
surveys were conducted in 2017 and have
been incorporated into Section 13. A
discussion of the 2017 field survey is
provided in Section 13 and cited in relevant
water body crossing locations identified in
Appendix 13-II.
DFO has been consulted regarding
the Project and NextBridge will
continue to work with DFO during the
permitting phase of the Project.

EA Update
Y/N
Y–S
13.5.2.2,
S 13

Y–
S 13.5.2.2,
App 13-II
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

window approach with MNRF through the
permitting process for the Project.
Site specific fish and fish habitat surveys will
be completed to support permitting
applications. NextBridge will consult with the
MNRF and DFO prior to the site specific fish
and fish habitat and surface water surveys to
confirm approach and sites selected for
surveying.

In this example the conclusion was made
that the waterbody does not contain fish by
an aerial survey. An aerial inspection of a
waterbody is likely not sufficient to conclude
that no fish are present. Fish should be
assumed to be present unless appropriate
survey methods (electrofishing) are used to
determine absence. No RATW was selected
for this example and unless there is
definitive proof that no fish are present then
the most restrictive timing window should be
applied.

There are many other examples of
unsupported conclusions in this table that
need to be addressed/clarified.
MNRFARF-03

Main report,
Append 04-II, 6.5;
7.6.1.2;
Table 7.14

MNRF-AR-37

Experience through forest management
planning has shown that the flow accumulation
model is generally correct for surface water
features, as well in conjunction with wetland
features identifies significant linkages that allow
planning around these features before going
out to the field.

Unmapped stream model or flow
accumulation models available from MNRF
could be used to identify unmapped
streams.

A detailed review of available mapping and
high resolution aerial imagery, coupled with
the results of previous field surveys by
Dillon, were used to identify all of the
mapped and unmapped water bodies
crossed by the Project footprint. Additional
field studies are planned to support the
permitting stage of the Project. The results
of these supplementary field surveys will be
used to refine the water crossing list. It is
acknowledged that the unmapped stream
model or flow accumulation model from
MNRF could be used to further identify
unmapped water bodies, and, in turn, build
on the crossing list. To that end, the use of
the MNRF models will be considered during
the permitting and detailed design phase of
the project.
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Use of the flow accumulation model to
assess impacts on surface water would
identify critical features such as unmapped
streams and is highly recommended. More
information is needed on how impacts to
unknown streams will be avoided, managed
and mitigated.
Additionally, it is not an acceptable practice
to “strip topsoil” in wetlands (6.5 Soil
Handling Contingency Plan). Identifying
these wetlands and their connectivity to
adjacent streams is important to maintain
the coldwater features of these streams.
MNRF also recommends use of a slopedependent buffer model for watercourses
and when planning water crossings. Buffers
range from 30 to 90 meters depending on
the slope of the banks. This technique can
be very useful in steep terrains, similar to
conditions the Project may encounter, by
reducing the likelihood of bank instability,
erosion and sedimentation.
***
Additional detail in relation to flow
accumulation modelling
Experience through forest management
planning has shown the model is generally
correct to identify these features along the
north shore of Lake Superior, as well in
conjunction with wetland features identifies
significant linkages that allow planning
around these features before going out to
the field.
Below is an example of the model in a small
watershed along Lake Superior showing
the connectivity of what appears to be
isolated wetland features (most obvious in
centre of first figure). In the second figure
the unmapped stream model shows the
connection between the wetland features in
the area to the streams. A further
understanding is that these upland features
are water retention areas for these small
streams and provide subsurface water into
the stream. The streams along the north
shore of lake superior generally get their
coldwater inputs through this system of
wetland retention not deep groundwater or
aquifers. This system is dependent upon

Unmapped stream model or flow
accumulation models should be used to
identify unmapped streams.
All streams will need to be mapped for
construction and permitting purposes. Not
mapping these features in advance may
cause delays in permitting and potential
delays to construction activities.

Y – S 13
A detailed review of available mapping and
high resolution aerial imagery, results from
an aerial reconnaissance and from previous
field surveys completed by Dillon were used
to identify the mapped and unmapped water
bodies crossed by the Project footprint that
were included in the crossing list. Additional
field studies at specific water bodies are
planned to support the permitting stage of
the Project. The results of these
supplementary field surveys will be used to
refine the water crossing list as appropriate.
It is acknowledged that the unmapped
stream model or flow accumulation model
from MNRF could be used to further identify
unmapped water bodies, and, in turn, build
on the crossing list. The use of the MNRF
models will be considered during the
permitting phase of the Project.
NextBridge has also developed the
Undocumented Water Body Discovery
Contingency Plan, as outlined in the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) in the final and
amended EA Reports. Before construction, it
will be confirmed that all water body crossings
are on the water body crossing lists by
completing a reconnaissance of the Project
footprint. If new waterbodies are identified, an
Aquatics specialist will be engaged to
determine the appropriate crossing methods,
proposed restricted activity timing window,
and approvals or permits required.

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

maintaining the connectivity of the wetland
features to the streams.
Ways to protect this are through identifying
the wetland features and their connective
paths to the streams. It is also important to
maintain the basic function of wetlands,
i.e. to keep water subsurface and not bring
this water to the surface through
disturbance such as rutting, channelizing
drainages or stripping topsoil. There should
not be a tolerance for rutting and then a
reactive process, this is far too late and a
proactive plan on identify these features and
not disturbing these water features should
be in place.
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GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

MNRFARF-04

App 13-II

MNRFARF-05

App 13-II

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRF-AR-89

GRT Draft EA Comment

Water crossing identifiers show up with no
streams associated with them. Unmapped
streams need to be mapped in order to
know where the value is and that it is
properly identified, buffered etc. Just
identifying a crossing location on the
ground is not sufficient.

n/a

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
It is apparent that the EA has identified
unmapped streams in their assessment of
water features but have only provided a
water crossing point. The watercourse
should be mapped so it can be understood
where the value is for planning
considerations. I.e. protecting the value
from multiple crossings.

n/a

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Refer to the response to MNRF-AR-12.

n/a
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GRT Final EA Comment

Water crossing identifiers with no mapped
stream: Unmapped streams should be
mapped in order to know where the value is
so that it is properly identified for
construction activities, such as approaching
the crossing, land clearing and applying
protective buffers. Since it is known there is
a water feature there that needs to be
crossed, the whole value (water feature)
needs to be identified (mapped). There is
insufficient information for planning the
crossing or road alignment and would
require more information at various stages
of construction, such as land clearing, road
alignment and water crossing location
including type of crossing.
There is uncertainty in the conclusion of “No
fish habitat”. Numerous waterbodies of
sufficient size are field verified for width and
depth suitable to support fish but no fish
observed, therefore assumed no effort to
determine presence. Therefore it should be
assumed all waterbodies are fish bearing or
support fish bearing waterbodies unless it is
identified there is no connectivity to fish
bearing waterbodies or the waterbody is not
able to support aquatic biota. As an
example, crossings “2150” and “2160” are
identified with "No fish habitat” and “fish
habitat”, whereas 2150 is downstream of
2160 on the same stream. This is not
consistent with a “precautionary principle” as
it is certain 2150 must provide some fish
habitat to the upstream population.
The risk is high that fish habitat is likely
going to be impacted not recognizing fish
bearing water bodies. The number of
crossings needed and the small size of the
streams seems to rationalize minimum
requirements in determining fish habitat.
The opposite is the case in that the high
number of small streams are important
along the route due to their number and
the habitat they provide cumulatively.
Also in this determination there seems to be
a relationship to thermal determination;
that if no fish are present a less stringent
work window is applied. This is clear in the
two water crossings just mentioned as only
a spring work window is proposed. But this
is a cold water stream supported by
numerous hydrological features that
discharge in the stream providing coldwater
habitat to most migratory coldwater
spawning fish that use the Steel River. The
precautionary principle along the north
shore of Lake Superior would consider
small streams fish habitat even seasonally
as the small seasonal upstream portions
are important coldwater refugia or nursery
habitat.

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

It is apparent that at least some unmapped
streams have been identified in the
assessment of water features but have only
been provided as a water crossing point. The
watercourse should be mapped so it can be
understood where the value is for planning
considerations. Unmapped values or poorly
defined values are at a high risk of being
inadvertently disturbed altering their function,
possibly as fish bearing and/or coldwater
discharge into the main channel of streams.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-03.

N

Field verification is needed for waterbodies
that have been determined to have no fish
habitat based on aerial and desktop data.
The precautionary principle must be applied
with regard to fish presence, habitat and
thermal regime to all waterbodies where
field data is not available.

The amended EA Report has been prepared
to address concerns related to the fish
habitat potential and restricted activity timing
windows. The waterbody crossings identified
as “No fish habitat” have been updated to
“Potential fish habitat”. Appropriate mitigation
measures have been applied to all crossings
regardless of the fish habitat potential
classification in the amended EA Report,
including the installation of equipment
crossing structures. The proposed restricted
activity timing windows have been amended
as outlined in MNRF-ARF-01.The unnamed
water body at crossing 2160.00-WC
referenced in the comment was surveyed on
the ground as part of the field reconnaissance
in 2014. The determination of “No fish habitat”
was based on site specific characteristics in
the water body (i.e., no or poorly defined bed
and banks and unable to support fish, even
seasonally). However, unnamed water body
at crossing 2150.00-WC was surveyed during
the aerial reconnaissance, which used a
conservative approach appreciating the
limitations of assessing habitat from a
helicopter and therefore it was concluded that
there may be “Fish habitat”. These sites are
approximately 150 m apart; therefore, the
data from crossing 2160.00-WC was
conservatively assumed to not be applicable
to crossing 2150.00-WC. Water bodies are
known to change over the length of the water
body and it is possible that at crossing
2160.00-WC is the headwater region where
there is no fish habitat, while there is fish
habitat at site 2150.00-WC. Note there is still
a restricted activity timing window and
equipment crossing structure proposed for
both of these crossings.
NextBridge has developed a detailed crossing
list of the transmission line and access roads
that includes all mapped water bodies and
unmapped water bodies (Table 4-3;
Appendix 13-II). NextBridge has also
developed the Undocumented Water Body
Discovery Contingency Plan, as outlined in
the CEPP (Appendix 4-II). Before
construction, it will be confirmed that all water
body crossings are on the water body
crossing lists by completing a
reconnaissance of the proposed route. If new
waterbodies are identified, a fisheries
biologist will be engaged to determine the
appropriate crossing methods, proposed
restricted activity timing window, and

Y – S 13,
Table 4-3,
App 4-II,
App 13-II

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRFARF-06

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

App 13-II,
13.6.1.2

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

MNRF-AR-92

GRT Draft EA Comment

Some of the structures proposed are not
appropriate for the crossings, e.g. Hays
Lake is proposed to be clear span as an
alternate (200m across), snow/ice bridge
proposed on small waterbodies – it should
be noted that small flowing streams are not
suitable for icebridges or snowfills as it is
not feasible to maintain flow over the
bottom, also extensive use of rigmats which
are not broadly suitable crossing structures
in rough terrain.

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

Appropriate or reasonable structures should
be proposed to suit the environmental
conditions (small coldwater streams) or
large crossings (go around rather than
propose large crossing structure).

NextBridge Draft EA Response

The type of crossing structure used is a key
mitigation measure; therefore, water body
crossing structures were identified for each
water body. The approach for selecting
crossing methods is summarized in Section
13.6.1.2. Clear span and multi span bridges,
culverts, ice bridges/snow fills (for winter
construction) and/or rig mats are the
proposed water body crossing structures
(Appendix 13 II). A number of factors (i.e.,
potential adverse effects to fish habitat
quantity and quality and fish abundance and
distribution, constructability, seasonality,
planned use and cost) were considered when
determining temporary and permanent
equipment crossing methods for a water
body.
The crossing structures included in
Appendix 13-II (Fish and Fish Habitat
Data) are considered reasonable taking
into account engineering and
environmental considerations. However, as
detailed planning design progresses, it is
expected that site-specific information and
constructability considerations will be
considered to adjust the crossing
structures at a subset of locations.
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GRT Final EA Comment

Water course field survey measurements
and site characteristic (at all the crossing
sites) are not available to inform the EA.
Stream channel measurements and site
characteristic are required to properly
design/determine the most appropriate
structure (for each specific water crossing).
Potential impacts from installing water
crossing structures are highly dependent on
the type of crossing structure that will be
installed.
In addition, no contingency or mitigation
plan appears to be in place for warm
winters when ice bridges and snow fills are
compromised.
Some of the structures proposed are
not appropriate for the crossings, e.g.
Hays Lake is proposed to be clear
span as an alternate (200m across),
snow/ice bridge proposed on small
waterbodies – it should be noted that
small flowing streams are not suitable
for icebridges or snowfills as it is not
feasible to maintain flow over the
bottom, also extensive use of rig mats
which are not broadly suitable crossing
structures in rough terrain.
There is a lack of detail around the
description of large waterbodies identified
with a water crossing number and what the
term “work around” entails. It is unclear how
the equipment will be installed, what type
of machinery will be used is such cases,
etc.
In regard to small stream crossings there
is rarely a plan to clear span a crossing
which means the preferred method is
install hundreds of culverts, or freeze the
creek to the bottom with snow or ice. This
is important to consider as unless a stream
is already frozen to the bottom using
snow or “ice bridge” causes the creek to
freeze to the bottom and forces water to
go over the top of the ice, generally
dewatering the downstream portion until
the water finds a way to get back under
the ice. The streams along the route are
too shallow and on bedrock to allow ice
bridges to function in a way that allows
water to flow under the ice at Ice
bridge/snow fill will only be used if the
water body is frozen to bottom.

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

The EA must reflect the most appropriate
water crossing types for the waterbody as
the assessment of impacts and mitigation
are closely tied to this.
Additionally, this will be an issue at
permitting as temporary water crossings
methods proposed have cumulative and
long term impacts notably when there are
more than one crossing along a single
stream.

NextBridge Final EA Response

approvals or permits required. Each water
body crossing has a planned approach with
appropriate mitigation measures that will be
applied including the type of equipment
crossing structures to be installed. All water
body crossings will be included in the permit
applications (Appendix 13-II).
The Steel River has a designated cold water
thermal regime and will therefore have a cold
water timing window. The unnamed water
bodies at crossings 2150.00-WC and
2160.00-WC have unclassified thermal
regimes and therefore most restrictive timing
window will be applied (i.e., September 1 to
July 15). Refer to the response to MNRFARF-01 for additional information on the
approach for restricted activity timing windows
for the amended EA Report.
In the water body crossing list in the final EA
Report (Appendix 13-II), the type of
equipment water body crossing structure
that was proposed for each water body
crossing was based on estimated bank-full
width and potential fish habitat. The
equipment water body crossing structures
are a key mitigation measure for
construction. The water body crossing lists
have been updated based on the revised
Project footprint and engineering and
construction input, and the equipment water
body crossing structures proposed have
been refined in in Appendix 13-II of the
amended EA Report. The water body
crossing lists will likely be further refined
based on detailed engineering and planning
and site-specific information collected
leading up to construction.
Crossing structure selection mitigation
measures, removal of crossing structures,
and timing of in-water work mitigation
measures are provided in 13 of the amended
EA Report. The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has
been updated with additional mitigation
measures for water body crossings
The proposed access roads do not cross
Hays Lake. The proposed transmission line
does cross Hays Lake at crossings 380.00WC (bank-full width 200 m) and 390.00-WC
(bank-full width 48 m). A crossing structure
is not proposed at these crossings and work
will be completed from either side of the
lake. The amended EA Report has been
updated to clearly state this.
For crossings identified as “work around”,
access to the crossing location will be from
either side of the water body via the
preferred route ROW or access roads.

EA Update
Y/N

Y – S 13,
S 13.7.2.1.2.2
S 13.7.2.1.2.3
S 13.7.2.1.2.4
App 4-II
App 13-II
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

MNRFARF-07

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRF-AR10,

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
Fish species should be one of the site-specific Fish species presence should be considered
values looked at when determining the type and when choosing the type of water crossing to
install.
location of crossings. To not list this
Are different considerations applied to
consideration upfront greatly brings into
question the assessment of crossing impacts. A permanent versus temporary crossings due to
the longevity of their use? Example: flow
description of the potential benefits and
disadvantages of each type of crossing is also predictions.
A list of proposed permanent crossings should
advised.
be provided.
Do permanent crossings have different flow
criteria than temporary structures? This is
another important piece that doesn’t appear to
be in the text, but should be a standard
consideration without going into site-specifics.
In addition, this draft does not propose any
permanent crossings in the MNRF’s Thunder
Bay District. This seems unlikely and is a
concern, as operation activities are planned
along the entire line going forward. How are
these maintenance/inspection activities
intended to be carried out?

NextBridge Draft EA Response

The potential for fish species to be present was
considered when choosing the type of water
crossing structure to install. The potential of
each water body to support different fish
species was rated using the baseline data
collected including documented fish presence in
the water body (if known), and fish presence
upstream and downstream from the water body.
The habitat potential ratings for each water
body was considered when choosing the type
of water body crossing structure. Refer to
Section 13.6.1.2 of the EA report for more
information. Site-specific fish and fish habitat
and surface water surveys will be completed in
2017. The results from these surveys will be
used to aid in refining the water body crossing
structure selected for each water body.
Preliminary water body crossing methods are
provided for each water body crossed by the
Project in Appendix 13-II of the EA Report. The
column labelled “Crossing Type” identifies if the
crossing is temporary or permanent. The
determination of which crossings will be
temporary or permanent may change after the
site-specific fish and fish habitat and surface
water surveys are completed in 2017.
Flow characteristics, fish presence, and type of
structure (i.e., permanent or temporary) will be
used during the detailed design phase of the
Project to determine the required culvert
configurations. A hydraulic analysis will be
developed as part of this process to size the
culverts to pass the appropriate design storm,
recognizing that the selected storm events for
this analysis will be aligned with regulatory
guidance from LRCA and MNRF. The return
frequency of these storm events are expected
to be lower for temporary crossing structures (in
comparison to permanent crossings), given that
the risk of flooding is inherently reduced when
limited to the period of construction.
There are no instream works proposed during
the operation phase of the Project, as all of the
water body crossings used during operation will
be installed during the construction phase of
the Project.
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GRT Final EA Comment

Fisheries field survey data is not
available to inform the EA. Therefore,
potential impacts to fisheries
resources cannot be appropriately
evaluated. The EA relies entirely on
desktop study, visual estimation, and
aerial reconnaissance to make
conclusions about fish
presence/absence and potential for fish
habitat, absent any field measurement,
sampling or verification.
Furthermore, the impacts between the new
proposed greenfield route vs. twinning the
existing transmission corridor, cannot be
evaluated or compared. There is also a
large number of streams with unknown
characteristics, such as many of the
watercourses along the greenfield routes
(e.g. Loon Lake Alternative) that cannot be
properly evaluated due to the lack of
information.
Concern with the lack of field data has
been raised by MNRF since early in the EA
process. At the first meeting, MNRF
identified expectations for fish and fish
habitat data, including the expectation to
follow the precautionary principle in the
absence of such data. MNRF’s particular
concerns include:


The only on-the-ground site visits were
conducted early in the project
development; staff visited some (not
all) of the proposed water crossings
based on the preferred alignment of
the day. However, these site visits did
not include any actual measurements;
all physical characteristics were
documented by visual estimation only.
No fish sampling was conducted.

This field work was supplemented by a
desktop study that assigned thermal
regime, fish presence, and fish habitat
based on several information sources;
however, the veracity of these sources
does not appear to have been
qualified. The majority of
watercourses on the landscape are
unsurveyed; certain data sources
(such are the thermal regimes found in
LIO) are hypothetical, however, the
uncertainties associated with these
data are not acknowledged.

Aerial reconnaissance surveys were
later conducted for sites that were not
visited. Despite several requests by
MNRF, credible evidence to support
that that the aerial reconnaissance
approach provides verifiable results
has not been provided.
In the absence of verifiable fisheries
information, MNRF would typically apply
the precautionary principle, assuming
fish/fish habitat to be present in a
watercourse and applying the work-in-water
restricted timing window for cold water
habitat. Additionally, siting of crossings
would be required to avoid areas identified
as potentially critical fish habitat (e.g.
spawning habitat) or areas with high slopes
or erodible soils. MNRF has repeatedly
been told that this type of information is not

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions
MNRF does not have sufficient
information to fully understand neither the
specific nor the cumulative impacts to
aquatic resources.
Unless the project proposal is revised to
apply the precautionary principle to all of
the water crossings, this data deficiency
needs to be addressed in the EA in order
to adequately evaluate project impacts.

NextBridge Final EA Response

Section 13 of the amended EA Report has
been updated to apply the precautionary
principle.
Where culverts are proposed as the
equipment crossing structure, NextBridge is
committed to completing fish and fish habitat
surveys at these sites during the permitting
stage to determine fish habitat at the
crossing location, and to confirm the
suitability of the crossing structure and
proposed impact management measures.

EA Update
Y/N
Y–
S 13.5.2.2
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

MNRFAR-12;

MNRF-AR35;

GRT Draft EA Comment

The draft EA lacks detail regarding the
location of water crossings that are being
considered and the values to be impacted by
their construction, even along the ROW where
limited assessment has occurred. Details
should be available in the EA that state how
these crossings are going to be studied fieldwise to gather sufficient data to determine
crossing impacts, since current data is very
limited or non-existent along much of the line.
No field data appears to have been collected
along the Greenfield route and limited surveys
have been completed along other portions of
the line. Currently some proposed access
roads cross portions of lakes to access the
easement line. This lack of detail brings the
fisheries impact assessment into question.

Tables 5-1 and 13-1 state that abundance
and distribution are to be used as indicators
for brook trout, northern pike, walleye, lake
sturgeon, and that distribution and
community composition are to be used as
indicators for aquatic ecosystems.
With respect to “professional judgement”,
particularly for watercourses deemed not to
support fish, it is difficult to assess credibility
without some direct sampling or data
provided, demonstrating the inability of fish
to inhabit the area.
This comment also applies to the following
sections and statements:
Section 13.5.1 states (p. 13-7):
“The fish and fish habitat baseline program
involved the development of water body
crossing lists, desktop study, including a
review of aerial imagery, and aerial
reconnaissance.”
Section 13.5.1.2 states (p. 13-10):
“Where there were no known documented
fish species, species composition was
inferred using professional judgement”

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

More field studies should occur to better define
the potential fisheries impacts of water
crossings on nearby values, especially along
the Greenfield (i.e. Loon Lake) route.

Based upon the information provided in
Section 13, it appears that the distribution
and community composition indicators
were assessed are entirely absent of any
actual field sampling of fish populations
or communities, based largely on
historical records and “professional
judgement”. The abundance indicator
does not appear to have been assessed
at all.
For the EA to adequately predict, assess and
prescribe mitigation for the impacts of the
Project in its entirety on the abundance and
distribution of brook trout, northern pike,
walleye and lake sturgeon, and the community
composition of aquatic ecosystems, information
on each stream crossing is required. Where
current information is not available, or is
lacking, field sampling programs are advised.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Water body crossing coordinates are
provided in Appendix 13-II (Fish and Fish
Habitat Data) of the EA Report. Water body
crossing locations for the preferred route
ROW and the access roads are shown on
Appendix 7-II (Surface Water and Fish
Habitat Maps) of the EA Report. Water body
crossing locations for the preferred route
ROW are also shown in Appendix 5-I-A
(Environmental Alignment Sheets) of the EA
Report.
As described in Section 13.5.1, these water
body crossing locations were used to
develop the crossing lists. A desktop study
then collated information available for each
crossing location; this included information
from field reconnaissance completed along
the ROW in 2014 (Dillon 2015, 2016), and
review of aerial imagery and aerial
reconnaissance. As described in Section
13.9, it is recognized that there are
limitations with respect to detailed site
specific baseline data, and as a result,
conservative assumptions were used in the
EA Report to reduce uncertainty. Although
this approach is considered appropriate for
the EA Report, site-specific fish and fish
habitat and surface water surveys will be
completed to support permit applications
and to provide the regulatory agencies with
additional information during the permitting
process. NextBridge will consult with the
MNRF and DFO prior to the site-specific fish
and fish habitat and surface water surveys
to confirm approach and sites selected for
surveying.
A conservative approach was used when
inferring species composition in each
water body.
The abundance and distribution
indicators for the criteria species, Brook
Trout, Northern Pike, Walleye, and Lake
Sturgeon were assessed through a
qualitative assessment of alterations in
habitat distribution and connectivity. In
Section 13.6, the abundance and
distribution pathways were assessed
under the effect pathways, including:





Instream construction can cause injury
or mortality of fish;
Release of sediment during road
construction at water body crossings
and from land disturbance may cause a
change in habitat quality affecting fish
and lower trophic organisms
downstream from crossings;
Placement of crossing structures may
cause changes in fish access to
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

required in the EA, but would be addressed
in permitting; however, the 2017 field study
proposal in support of permitting doesn’t
seem to address these gaps for many of the
crossing sites either (particularly crossings
where the desktop/aerial study deemed a
site as ‘no fish/fish habitat’). MNRF
believes this data deficiency must be
addressed in the EA in order to adequately
evaluate the existing conditions and project
impacts.
Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.

EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

Section 13.6.1.2 states (p. 13-41):
“If there is fish habitat potential and…it is
unlikely that the documented fish species will
be present based on the habitat conditions,
barriers, and flow status; [sic] then there is no
restricted activity timing window for that
species.”

MNRFAR-53;

Section 7.9 states:
“The confidence in the effects
assessment for surface water is
moderate…”
The statement of confidence should consider
the limitations of the base case data,
particularly the use of third party water quality
stations and the desktop/professional
judgement assessment of water crossing
sites.

Provide more information on what factors were
considered in the statement of confidence and
how it was determined.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

habitats, affecting fish distribution and
abundance; and
 Changes to public access to
recreational angling areas could affect
fish abundance
Changes to the fish abundance indicator
would also be considered if changes to
habitat availability (habitat quantity and
quality) or fish distribution were such that
survival and reproduction would be
affected. Overall minor and local changes
in the fish habitat quantity and quality and
fish abundance and distribution are
predicted relative to Base Case
conditions, and therefore, the Project was
determined to have a negligible net effect
on fish habitat quantity and quality, fish
abundance and distribution and the
community composition of the aquatic
ecosystems during construction and
operations with effective implementation
of the mitigation described in Table 13-8
and the CEPP (Appendix 4-II). There is
no anticipated effect from Project-related
changes on the maintenance of
self-sustaining and ecologically effective
populations of the criteria fish species
(Brook Trout, Northern Pike, Walleye and
Lake Sturgeon) or the aquatic
ecosystems.
Refer to the response to MNRF-AR-12 in
regard to the desktop study.
Based on the scale of the Project and the
substantial number of water body crossings,
the predicted effects on the surface water
environment were assessed from a largely
qualitative standpoint, recognizing that this
approach was considered appropriate and
valid for the scope of the EA. The evaluation
and the associated confidence in the
assessment was based on past experience
on similar transmission line projects, with
specific attention to the following:
(1) the predicted effects of the planned
development activities on water
body crossings, along with the
application and effectiveness of the
proposed BMPs/mitigation, are well
known and understood; and
(2) the effects assessment for the
Project considered the
characteristic surface water
conditions in the study area (using
both publicly available information
on a regional scale and basic
surface water data [obtained in the
field or via desktop review] on a
local or site specific basis) and the
design methodology (including all of
the incorporated BMPs/mitigation).
Where appropriate, the magnitude of the
predicted effects was assessed based on the
proportion of the catchment area for a given
water body that will be disturbed or
influenced by a specific Project activity,
recognizing that this approach considers
drainage area as a proxy or analog for
streamflow and, to a lesser extent, the
potential for sediment erosion and transport.
It is acknowledged that additional data in the
LSA (e.g., water quality data) and/or desktop
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Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.
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NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.
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Draft EA
Comment
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MNRF-AR61;

GRT Draft EA Comment

Section 13.1 lists the following as issues
pertaining to fish and fish habitat that
were raised during consultation and
engagement for the Project: “

concerns regarding effects on fish
habitat quality as a result of Project
construction;

concerns regarding effects of
vegetation maintenance (herbicide
use) on fish habitat quality; and,

concerns regarding Project-related
effects on surface water and
groundwater resulting in effects to
aquatic ecosystems.”

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

MNRF’s concern about the quality of the base
case data pertaining to aquatic resources have
not been fully addressed in Section 13.1.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

analyses (e.g., flow modelling assessment)
would help to further augment the
characterization of baseline conditions, as
well as the description of mitigation measures
on a site-specific level. However, the
supplementary information is not expected to
influence the results and conclusions of the
EA. Of note, additional site-specific data will
be obtained during the permitting and final
design stages of the project to provide further
details on the selection, siting and
implementation of mitigation measures.
The planned mitigation measures for the
Project (Appendix 4-II) are anticipated to be
sufficient to minimize any predicted effects on
the surface water environment. These
mitigation measures are based on accepted
and proven best management practices that
are well understood and have been
effectively applied to numerous transmission
line projects throughout North America.
Additional water quality and water quantity
monitoring is proposed during Project
execution to verify effects predictions and
confirm the effectiveness of surface water
related mitigation and reclamation measures.
For example, monitoring of turbidity and/or
TSS will be conducted at relevant water
bodies to support regulatory permits and
approvals associated with the installation and
removal of water body crossing structures,
while monitoring of one or more surface
water quality parameters will be undertaken
at water taking or discharge locations to
satisfy the conditions/requirements of
applicable PTTWs, ECAs or EASR. The
planned mitigation measures will be
adjusted/augmented as needed to address
any unexpected deficiencies.
Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.
The MNRF’s concerns pertaining to potential
effects of the Project on fish and fish habitat
that were raised during consultation and
engagement for the Project are outlined in
Section 13.1 and addressed in Section 13.6.1.
During consultation, MNRF also indicated a
concern with the use of the existing fish and
fish habitat data for the development of the
Base Case. This will be added to Section 13.1
in the final EA Report. Section 13.9 recognizes
that there are limitations with respect to
detailed site specific baseline data, and as a
result, conservative assumptions were used in
the EA to reduce uncertainty. This approach is
considered appropriate for the EA.
Site-specific fish and fish habitat and surface
water surveys will be completed to support
permit applications and to provide the
regulatory agencies with additional information
during the permitting process. NextBridge will
consult with the MNRF and DFO prior to the
site-specific fish and fish habitat and surface
water surveys to confirm approach and sites
selected for surveying.
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Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.
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Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRFAR-64;

MNRF-AR65;

GRT Draft EA Comment

Section 13.5.1.2 (Desktop study)
identifies the various fish habitat
variables that were collated from
sources outlined in Section 13.2,
which included baseline natural
heritage existing conditions
report for the Project conducted
by Dillon. Amongst these
variables were listed:
“Bank-full width (visually
estimated at the crossing
location to the nearest 1m, if
possible)”
“Wetted width (visually estimated
at the crossing location to the
neared 1m, if possible)”
“Mean bank-full depth (m)
(visually estimated in the survey
reach to the nearest 0.1m, if
possible)”
“Substrate type (visually
assessed in the survey reach)
using the Modified Wentworth
Scale”
MNRF’s understanding is that the only actual
on-the-ground fisheries habitat inventory work
for the project was conducted by Dillon and
summarized in the 2015/16 Dillon baseline
natural heritage existing conditions report;
however, the field protocol used by Dillon
included little or no actual measurement.
Rather, potential crossing sites were
photographed and visually assessed by field
staff. No fish sampling was undertaken as part
of this field program.
Section 13.5.1.2 (Desktop study) identifies
the various fish habitat variables that were
collated from sources outlined in Section
13.2, which included baseline natural
heritage existing conditions report for the
Project conducted by Dillon. Amongst these
variables was listed:
“Presence of fish passage barriers”
Section 13.5.1.2. goes on to state that the
presence of “a permanent large barrier (e.g.
dam)” as a criterion for assigning a “nil”
likelihood for supporting fish.
Section 13.5.2.2.6 states:
“…migration barriers on the Black Sturgeon
and Black rivers likely limit access to the
crossing locations” (by Lake Sturgeon).
...and further states:
“It is unlikely that Lake Sturgeon inhabit
these rivers year round.”
Barriers do not necessarily preclude fish
from inhabiting a watercourse, most typically
because the fish were present before the
barrier existed, or were transported there
after the barrier was in place.
An excellent example of this is found on p.
13-16, which states:
“Lake Sturgeon are known to occur in the
Black Sturgeon River; however, migration
barriers likely limit access to the crossing
location.”
The only barrier to sturgeon migration on the
Black Sturgeon River is the Camp 43 dam,
located approximately 1.5km downstream
from the proposed Project crossing site.
Restoring fish passage at the Camp 43 site
has been the focus of a high priority MNRF
program since 2008; a proposal to

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
Clarify the accuracy of visually estimating fish
habitat variables, particularly mean bank-full
depth and substrate particle size.

Using the presence or absence of a
barrier as a criterion for assigning a “nil”
likelihood for fish habitat is an
oversimplification and illustrates the
weakness of the approach (i.e. desktop
study) to assign fisheries values to a
given watercourse. Please reconsider this
approach. Obtaining accurate information
is highly recommended for the final EA in
order to accurately assess impacts of the
project.
Additionally, please review MNRF’s
information regarding Lake Sturgeon in the
Black Sturgeon River and correct the
information presented in the EA appropriately.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.
The field work completed by Dillon was
intended to be a reconnaissance survey,
and not collection of detailed fish and fish
habitat data at all sites. In part, it was
recognized during the 2014 surveys that
locations of crossings may change as
Project planning and design continued.
As such, habitat variables were visually
estimated instead of measured. Visual
estimates of bank-full width provide an
understanding of the general size of the
watercourse (i.e., small [around 5 m or
less], moderate [in the range of 5 to 20 m],
or large [greater than 20 m]). Acquiring a
general understanding of size provides
information related to type of habitat that
may be present (e.g., whether
overwintering habitat may be present) and
species use (e.g., potential for Lake
Sturgeon versus Brook Trout), and as one
of the key mitigations, type of crossing
structure to be installed.
Visual estimates of particle size are often
used in fish habitat assessments to provide
an indication of the potential habitat available.
Field biologists are able to determine
presence and dominance of types of
substrate (e.g., bedrock, boulder, cobble,
gravel, and/or fines) to determine potential for
spawning or rearing habitat (e.g., gravel
substrate suitable for Brook trout spawning).

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.

Based on the habitat features collated
from the desktop study, the likelihood of a
water body to support forage fish and
large-bodied fish was rated as “nil” if
there was unsuitable habitat conditions,
which may include no instream cover, an
ephemeral flow regime, and a permanent
large barrier (e.g., dam) preventing fish
access to the waterbody. The likelihood
ratings of the water body to support fish
were very conservative and took into
consideration all of the habitat
characteristics of the water body (i.e., the
presence of a barrier was not used on its
own to determine the likelihood ratings).
When completing the fish and fish habitat
baseline section, it was understood that
barriers do not necessarily preclude fish
from inhabiting a water body but that
barriers may act as barriers to future
migration of fish.
Site specific fish and fish habitat and
survey water surveys will be completed to
support permit applications; consideration
will be given to sites where there the
habitat potential was rated as nil,
depending on permitting requirements.
The presence of Lake Sturgeon in the Black
Sturgeon River above the Camp 43 dam has
been added to the EA Report.
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Draft EA
Comment
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MNRFAR-66;

GRT Draft EA Comment

decommission the Camp 43 has been
subject to an ongoing Environmental
Assessment process since 2012.
Due to the importance of this initiative, the
Black Sturgeon River has been the subject of
numerous MNRF fisheries assessment
projects over the past decade. The results of
these projects have documented a resident
sturgeon population in the Black Sturgeon
River, upstream of the Camp 43 dam. This
information is well documented in several
MNRF reports; however, these are not listed in
the sources of information which have been
consulted as part of their desktop study
(Section 13.2).
Section 13.5.1.2 includes the following
statements:
“…not all of the water bodies along the
ROW that was proposed in 2014 were
assessed…”
For (a certain subset) of the access
road water body crossings, “high
quality aerial imagery was not
available and, due to timing logistics,
the water body crossings were not
surveyed during the aerial
reconnaissance…publically available
aerial imagery (MNRF 2016b; Google
2016) was reviewed to obtain general
habitat descriptions.”
Section 13.5.1.3 goes on to clarify:
“A total of 38 water body crossings in the
preferred route ROW were surveyed using
aerial imagery from publically available
sources (MNRF 2016b; Google 2016)”

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

The resolution of Google Earth imagery is
too coarse to use as a primary assessment
tool for fish habitat, regardless of the
number of crossings that were evaluated in
this way.
Consider improving information sources used.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Section 13.5.1.3 of the EA noted that high
quality aerial imagery was used for 48 of
the water bodies along the transmission
line that were not surveyed in 2014 or
where there was not enough background
information to confidently classify fish
habitat in the water body, and where there
was adequate imagery to assess fish
habitat. However, high quality aerial
imagery and field data were not available at
38 water body crossing locations (i.e., 8%
of the water body crossings). For these
water bodies, a conservative approach was
used when assessing water bodies using
Google Earth imagery. All of the 38 water
bodies along the transmission line that
were surveyed using publicly available
imagery, were rated as having “Fish
Habitat” or “Potential Fish Habitat”. Also, a
conservative approach for assigning the
restricted activity timing window was used
for these crossings.
For the access roads, high quality aerial
imagery was used for 17 of the water
bodies that were not surveyed in 2014 or
where there was not enough background
information to confidently classify fish
habitat in the water body, and where there
was adequate imagery to assess fish
habitat. However, at 175 water body
crossings (i.e., 41% of the water body
crossings), high quality aerial imagery or
field data was not available; for these water
bodies, a very conservative approach was
used when assessing water bodies using
Google Earth imagery. The majority (i.e.,
171) of water bodies along the access road
that were surveyed using publically
available imagery, were rated as having
“Fish Habitat” or “Potential Fish Habitat”.
There were four water bodies that were
rated as having “No fish habitat”. These
ratings were assigned based on the ratings
for the crossings on the same water bodies
on the transmission line. These
corresponding sites along the transmission
line were surveyed in the field in 2014
(Dillon 2015, 2016) or during the aerial
reconnaissance. In addition, a conservative
approach for assigning the restricted
activity timing window was used for these
crossings.
Planned LiDAR surveys and subsequent
review of imagery may be completed where
there are data gaps/concerns related to the
use of publicly available aerial imagery,
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Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.
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MNRF-AR76;

MNRFAR-78;;

MNRF-AR81;

MNRFAR-82;

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

depending on permitting requirements.
Site specific fish and fish habitat and survey
water surveys will be completed to support
permit applications; consideration may be given
to sites where there are data gaps/concerns
related to the use of publicly available aerial
imagery, depending on permitting requirements.
Section 13.5.2.2 states:
Consider that Northern Pike and White Sucker The sentence has been updated in the EA to:
“Brook trout are documented throughout the fish are ubiquitous throughout northern Ontario, and Based on the data available, Brook Trout are
and fish habitat LSA, while Northern Pike,
walleye, while less than ubiquitous, are
documented throughout the fish and fish habitat
LSA, while Northern Pike, Walleye and White
Walleye and White Sucker are more common certainly well distributed throughout both the
Northeast and Northwest regions of the
Sucker are documented along the eastern
along the eastern portion of the fish and fish
habitat LSA.”
province.
portion of the fish and fish habitat LSA but are
likely present throughout the fish and fish
habitat LSA.
Note that Northern Brook Lamprey are well
The presence of Northern Brook Lamprey in the
Section 13.5.2.2.1 states:
Black Sturgeon River above the Camp 43 dam
“Northern Brook Lamprey occur in the Nipigon, documented in the Black Sturgeon River,
upstream of the Camp 43 dam.
has been added to the EA Report.
Jackpine, Little Pic, Pic and MichipicotenMagpire tertiary watersheds.”
1.
Bank-full widths were visually
Section 13.6.1.2 states:
1.
According to p. 13-9, the bank-full
estimated in the field or measured
“Generally, if a water body has a bank-full width
widths were not measured in the
from aerial imagery
(measured in the field or from aerial imagery)
field; they were estimated. Please
2.
Not permanent water bodies were
less than or equal to 2.0m or the channel is
clarify.
considered to provide important fish
ephemeral, then rig mats were determined to
2.
The EA seems to imply that
habitat in the EA. In Section 13.5.2.1,
be appropriate and will not adversely impact
waterbodies that are not permanent,
the EA states that “The smaller water
fish and fish habitat.”
or that are first and second order
bodies in the fish and fish habitat
permanent watercourses, are of little
LSA may not provide overwintering
environmental concern. Consider that
habitat, as oxygen levels in shallow
intermittent watercourses and
lakes and wetlands can drop to
headwater streams can provide
hypoxic conditions and the
critical fish habitat; young-of-year
watercourses may freeze to bottom.
brook trout, in particular, are often
Smaller water bodies can be suitable
found in these habitats, which
habitat for spawning, rearing, and
provide refuge from predators.
feeding for portions of the year,
Headwater streams are also
typically in early spring and after the
important for maintaining low water
spring freshet.” Section 13.5 provides
temperatures downstream.
a description of the existing
3.
Please confirm the nature and use of
environment for fish and fish habitat
rig mats.
and summarizes the water bodies
being crossed by the Project by flow
regime, thermal regime, and bank-full
width. This is not meant to imply that
smaller and non-permanent water
bodies are less of a concern from an
environmental perspective. However,
the crossing method selected in
Appendix 13-II (Fish and Fish
Habitat) takes into account these
characteristics.
As presented in Section 13.6.1.2, a rig mat
(temporary bridge) is a portable platform used
to support equipment used in construction and
other resource-based activities. It may also
function as a clear-span bridge over small water
bodies (i.e., bank-full width less than 2 m).
Figure 13-1 illustrates a decision tree for
For the EA to adequately predict, assess and
Refer to the response to MNRF-AR-12.
determining a Restricted Activity Timing
prescribe mitigation for the impacts of the
Window, which includes a conclusion of “no
Project in its entirety on the abundance and
restricted timing window” for situations where it distribution of brook trout, northern pike, walleye
is determined that there is no fish habitat
and lake sturgeon, and the community
potential or that fish presence is unlikely.
composition of aquatic ecosystems, information
on each stream crossing is required. Where
current information is not available, or is
lacking, field sampling programs are advised.
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Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.
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MNRF-AR87;

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
In-Water work timing restrictions need to
In both tables where fisheries information is
unknown (fish species present) and there is no follow the “In-water Work Timing Window
Guidelines, ONMR, 2013” document. It is
thermal regime information it is unclear as to
standard practice in water bodies with
how a water body restricted activity timing
unknown thermal regimes to default to the
window (RATW) was determined. It appears
that water bodies without any of this information cold water timing window as it is the most
have been assigned a RATW or in some cases protective. If fisheries and thermal regime
data is not available and there are no plans
not assigned an RATW at all. The application
of the RAWT’s does not appear to be consistent to conduct additional assessments on water
bodies then the RATW chosen will be the
nor does it follow any one particular timing
most protective. In cases where the thermal
restriction period. Some thermal regimes are
regime is known, but fish species is not,
assigned an incorrect RATW. E.g.: Crossing
then the timing windows need to reflect the
4410-00-WC is identified as a cold water
combined timing restrictions for that thermal
st
thermal regime with a RATW from Sept 1 –
regime.
th
RATWs need to be reassessed for the ROW
June 15 whereas crossing 4750-00-wc is
identified as a cold water thermal regime with a and access roads.
st
th
RAWT from April 1 to June 15 . Furthermore
some of the RATWs assigned to crossing are
species specific timing restrictions and are being
applied where the fish species is unknown.

MNRFAR-91;

The precautionary principle should be used in
It is apparent in table 13-II that not an
regard to working around water. Planning work
exhaustive effort was done to identify fish
should assume all waterbodies are fish bearing.
bearing streams or streams that support fish
bearing waterbodies. Numerous waterbodies of
sufficient size are field verified for width and
depth suitable to support fish but no fish
observed, therefore assumed no effort to
determine presence. Therefore it should be
assumed all waterbodies are fish bearing or
support fish bearing waterbodies unless it is
identified there is no connectivity to fish bearing
waterbodies or the waterbody is not able to
support aquatic biota.

GRT Draft EA Comment

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.
The approach for determining the restricted
activity timing window for each water body
considered the In-water Work Timing Window
Guidelines and is described in Section
13.6.1.2 and shown in the flow diagram
(Figure 13-1). As described in this section, if
there was documented fish presence, the
species-specific restricted activity timing
windows were applied; if there was more than
one fish species present, then the timing
windows were combined.
The thermal regime timing windows were
considered only if there was no documented
fish presence in the water body (or
upstream/downstream).
As a result, if a water body was designated as
a cool water system, but a cold-water species,
such as, Brook Trout was documented in the
water body, then the species-specific
restricted activity timing window would be
applied and would be protective of cold-water
fall spawning species. Refer to Section
13.6.1.2 for more information on the
application of the restricted activity timing
windows.
NextBridge will also further discuss the
application of the restricted activity timing
window approach with MNRF through the
permitting process for the Project.
Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.
Refer to the response to MNRF-AR-12
Both these methods described in MNRFAR-12 were considered suitable for
accurately assessing fish habitat potential
for the EA. The water bodies considered
to have “No Fish Habitat” were water
bodies lacking channel definition (i.e.,
poorly defined bed and banks), and they
would therefore be unable to support fish,
even seasonally. For example, these may
be drainages with overland flow and
terrestrial vegetation, or intermittent
drainage channels with poorly defined
bed and banks lacking flow and depth
such that fish cannot carry out their life
processes, even seasonally. Some of
these drainages/water bodies may flow
primarily in the spring from snowmelt, or
during periods of intense rainfall, but be
dry at other periods of the year. A
conservative approach was followed by
the field crews; if the crossing was clearly
found to have no or very poorly defined
bed and banks, then it was considered to
have “No Fish Habitat” and the water
body was included on the water body
crossing list. However, if the field crew
was at all uncertain, taking into account
seasonal flow conditions, then the
precautionary principle was applied and
the water body was considered to have
fish habitat.
For the access roads, 21 of the water
bodies were determined to have “No Fish
Habitat”. Of these, 8 were surveyed on
the ground by Dillon (2015, 2016) in
2014, 9 were surveyed during the aerial
reconnaissance, and the remaining 4
were surveyed at the corresponding sites
along the transmission line in the field in
2014 (Dillon 2015, 2016) or during the
aerial reconnaissance. Both these
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GRT Final EA Comment
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methods were considered suitable for
accurately assessing fish habitat potential
for the EA. Considerations for the
determination of “No Fish Habitat” are
described above.

MNRF-AR93;

MNRFAR-98;

Site specific fish and fish habitat surveys will
be completed to support permitting
applications. NextBridge will consult with the
MNRF and DFO prior to the site specific fish
and fish habitat and surface water surveys to
confirm approach and sites selected for
surveying.
In water timing windows not used correctly for The coolwater timing window should only be
The approach for determining the
streams, over uses of coolwater timing window used if there is firsthand knowledge that the
restricted activity timing window for each
mostly for unknown thermal creeks. It should be system does not support coldwater species.
water body is described in Section
understood that along Lake Superior standard This should have been apparent in the literature 13.6.1.2 and shown in the flow diagram
practice for unknown waterbodies is to use the review, as FMP along Lake Superior use this
(Figure 13-1). As described in this
coldwater timing window. It is quite rare that
approach as it is generally correct.
section, if there was documented fish
small creeks are not coldwater systems.
presence, the species-specific restricted
activity timing windows were applied; if
there was more than one fish species
present, then the timing windows were
combined.
Only if there was no documented fish
presence in the water body (or
upstream/downstream), then the thermal
regime timing windows were considered.
As a result, if a water body was
designated as a cool water system, but a
cold-water species, such as, Brook Trout
was documented in the water body, then
the species-specific restricted activity
timing window would be applied and
would be protective of cold-water fall
spawning species. Refer to Section
13.6.1.2 in regard to the application of
restricted activity timing windows.
NextBridge will also further discuss the
application of the restricted activity timing
window approach with MNRF through the
permitting process for the Project.
Please re-evaluate the conclusions used to
A systematic approach was followed for
In table 13-II where fisheries data was
choose RATW’s for each crossing.
determining the restricted activity timing
collected it is unclear on how the
windows. The approach for determining
determination of spring vs fall spawning
the restricted activity timing window for
habitat was made via aerial
each water body is described in Section
surveys/desktop reviews.
13.6.1.2 and shown in the flow diagram
There are numerous conclusions in this
(Figure 13-3). The approach took into
table used to determine a RATW which are
account all of the information collated
not supportable such as:
during the desktop study, including
historical data, ground surveys by Dillon
In the example below the conclusion that
and low-level aerial reconnaissance. This
applying the cool water RATW is
approach was also summarized in the
appropriate since there is no fall spawning
September 16, 2016 memo to the MNRF.
habitat at the crossing location may not be
As described in the memo, due to the
supported. Brook trout are present in the
overall number of crossings that will need
system therefore any activity during the
to be constructed along hundreds of
cold water RATW could negatively impact
kilometres, there are considerable
spawning through siltation of spawning
logistical challenges with constructing the
beds or impediment of fish passage to
water body crossings outside of the
spawning beds.
restricted activity timing windows (i.e.,
within a short summer season). The
memo was developed to initiate
discussions with the MNRF on a risk
based approach to the application of
timing restrictions while still being
In this example no RATW was selected
protective of the environment, including
since no there is no spawning potential at
fish and fish habitat. NextBridge is
the crossing location. Brook trout are
committed to continue to engage with
present in the system therefore any activity
MNRF during the permitting phase of the
during the cold water RATW could
Project.
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Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.

EA Update
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

negatively impact spawning through siltation
of spawning beds or impediment of fish
passage to spawning beds.

In this example the conclusion was made
that the waterbody does not contain fish by
an aerial survey. An aerial inspection of a
waterbody is likely not sufficient to
conclude that no fish are present. Fish
should be assumed to be present unless
appropriate survey methods
(electrofishing) are used to determine
absence. No RATW was selected for this
example and unless there is definitive
proof that no fish are present then the
most restrictive timing window should be
applied.

MNRF-AR101

There are many other examples of
unsupported conclusions in this table that
need to be addressed/clarified.
Fish and fish habitat data collection needs to be
Limited water crossing
done on the ground, as the current assessment
information was gathered;
is severely lacking.
however fish habitat potential
ratings were assigned on
streams without any data. This is
concerning, depending on how
streams were assessed within
the EA.
Numerous access roads are
proposed to the same tower.
This is redundant and ideally
should be narrowed down prior
to final EA submission.
Some water crossings, without
any data available to date, are
being assigned in-water timing
windows without a field visit. This
is premature and insufficient
unless assigning an in-water
window that covers all scenarios.
It is unclear how the stream surveys are
carried out, as no stream characteristics are
provided in the layer attributes except for the
determination of SAR presence. Although how
this was achieved in unknown.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to the response to MNRF-AR-93 in
regard to cool water system designations.
Note that the RATW justification column
in the crossing tables in Appendix 13-II
provides an abbreviated description of
the outcomes of the application of the
flow diagram (Figure 13-3) for each water
body using all of the habitat data
available plus the aerial imagery.
NextBridge will further discuss the
application of the restricted activity timing
window approach with MNRF through the
permitting process for the Project.
Site specific fish and fish habitat surveys will
be completed to support permitting
applications. NextBridge will consult with the
MNRF and DFO prior to the site specific fish
and fish habitat and surface water surveys to
confirm approach and sites selected for
surveying.

Refer to the response to MNRF-AR-12 in
regard to fish and fish habitat data
collection for the EA Report.
The Project, as described and assessed in
the EA, represents the Project as
understood at this time. Conservative
assumptions (i.e., likely overestimation of
area) related to the Project footprint were
used in the EA to prevent effects from
being underestimated. Project details are
anticipated to be refined as Project
planning advances. As per the response to
AR-07, during the detailed design phase of
the Project, the water body crossings and
Project footprint will be reviewed and it may
be possible to remove some of the water
body crossings through use or optimization
of access roads, for example. However, this
potential optimization will be done during
detailed engineering design, and will not be
incorporated into the final EA. Any changes
to the Project details will be addressed
during permitting for the Project.
Information related to the approach for the
application of restricted activity timing
windows was provided in the response to
MNRF-AR-93. NextBridge will discuss the
application of the restricted activity timing
window approach with MNRF through the
permitting process for the Project.
Section 13.9 states that site specific fish
and fish habitat surveys will be completed
to support permitting applications.
NextBridge will consult with the MNRF and
DFO prior to the site specific fish and fish
habitat and surface water surveys to
confirm approach and sites selected for
surveying.
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Refer to MNRF-ARF-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-07.

EA Update
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

MNRF-ARF08

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRF-AR08

GRT Draft EA Comment

The three water crossing types
presented have different
environmental impacts. Some
have greater environmental
impacts than others. Does this
draft EA conservatively assess
the overall impact of all
temporary crossings under the
lens of the greatest potential
impact, considering insufficient
detail is provided to indicate
what type of crossings will be
used and where?

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
Clarification is needed as to what type of
water crossing (bridge, fording, culvert or
all three?) was considered when
determining the potential impact(s) of
water crossings.
Additionally, more information is needed
in the EA on what type of water crossing
will be used where.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

The type of crossing structure installed is a
key mitigation measure; therefore, a water
body crossing structure was identified for each
water body crossing. Preliminary water body
crossing methods are provided for each water
body crossed by the Project in Appendix 13-II
of the draft EA Report. For some water body
crossings, multiple crossing structures were
identified; however, only one type of crossing
structure will be installed at each water body
crossing.
The effects associated with each of these
preliminary water body crossings are assessed
in Section 13.6.1.2 of the EA.
Fording is not planned as a primary method to
cross water bodies, and such, the mitigation is
as follows: Fording of water bodies is not
permitted, unless approved by the regulatory
agencies.
However, for the placement of some crossing
structures, NextBridge may need to ford the
water body to ensure that the structure is
correctly placed on both banks. NextBridge will
follow MNRF’s Environmental Guidelines for
Access Roads and Water Crossings (MNR
1990) and DFO’s guidance in their Measures
to Avoid Harm to Fish and Fish Habitat
Including Aquatic Species at Risk, which
indicates the following:


MNRFAR-10;

Fish species should be one of the site-specific
values looked at when determining the type
and location of crossings. To not list this
consideration upfront greatly brings into
question the assessment of crossing impacts.
A description of the potential benefits and
disadvantages of each type of crossing is also
advised.
Do permanent crossings have different flow
criteria than temporary structures? This is
another important piece that doesn’t appear to
be in the text, but should be a standard
consideration without going into site-specifics.
In addition, this draft does not
propose any permanent
crossings in the MNRF’s Thunder
Bay District. This seems unlikely
and is a concern, as operation
activities are planned along the
entire line going forward. How

Limit machinery fording of the
watercourse to a one-time event (i.e.,
over and back), and only if no
alternative crossing method is
available. If repeated crossings of the
watercourse are required, construct a
temporary crossing structure.

Use temporary crossing structures or
other practices to cross streams or
water bodies with steep and highly
erodible (e.g., dominated by organic
materials and silts) banks and beds.
For fording equipment without a
temporary crossing structure, use
stream bank and bed protection
methods (e.g., swamp mats, pads) if
minor rutting is likely to occur during
fording.
During detailed design, NextBridge will
determine where fording may be required and
work with the regulatory agencies on the
permitting process for this activity.
Fish species presence should be considered
The potential for fish species to be present
when choosing the type of water crossing to
was considered when choosing the type of
install.
water crossing structure to install. The potential
Are different considerations applied to
of each water body to support different fish
permanent versus temporary crossings due to species was rated using the baseline data
the longevity of their use? Example: flow
collected including documented fish presence
predictions.
in the water body (if known), and fish presence
A list of proposed permanent crossings
upstream and downstream from the water
should be provided.
body. The habitat potential ratings for each
water body was considered when choosing the
type of water body crossing structure. Refer to
Section 13.6.1.2 of the EA report for more
information. Site-specific fish and fish habitat
and surface water surveys will be completed in
2017. The results from these surveys will be
used to aid in refining the water body crossing
structure selected for each water body.
Preliminary water body crossing methods are
provided for each water body crossed by the
Project in Appendix 13-II of the EA Report. The
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

The EA does not adequately address the
actual project footprint; therefore it is difficult
to anticipate what the potential impacts of the
project will be.
Recognizing that this issue to common to
other subject areas, the following
ambiguities make an evaluation of the
project’s potential impacts on fisheries and
aquatic resources particularly challenging:

The Final EA must provide more certainty
with regard to proposed project
infrastructure and footprint in order to
appropriately address project impacts.
Where uncertainty remains, a clear
approach to dealing with uncertainty must
be discussed. For example, options can be
provided (including describing which
options are alternatives and in what
situations they will be chosen) and included
in the assessment of project impacts.





The principal concern is that the list of
water crossings is considered
“preliminary”; the EA argues that the
final water crossing list will be
developed in the detailed design
phase. Notwithstanding that there are
always a certain number of
watercourses that do not appear on
maps which will be discovered during
layout and construction, it is expected
that by the Final EA phase, the route
of the ROW and access roads should
have matured to the point where the
location of all mapped water
crossings should be known.
The location of several project
components associated with the
construction phase are designated as
being at the discretion of the
construction contractor, including
work camps, laydown areas, storage
yards, helicopter landing zones; and
further states that these components
will be located >30m from
waterbodies “where feasible”

Refer to MNRF-ARF-08.

NextBridge Final EA Response

The water body crossing lists were initially
developed for the draft EA Report using the
transmission line and access road route
information available at the time, and
included all mapped water bodies crossed by
the transmission line and proposed access
roads. The crossing lists were updated for
the amended EA Report (Appendix 13-II).
The water body crossings lists include all
mapped water bodies.
It is acknowledged that unmapped water
bodies may be identified during planning and
construction. For this reason, NextBridge has
developed the Undocumented Water Body
Discovery Contingency Plan, as outlined in
the CEPP (Appendix 4-II).
The water body crossing list is considered
preliminary because there is potential for
minor reroutes to the transmission line
and/or access road and/or changes to
crossing structures to occur during
detailed design. All attempts have been
made to outline the best possible routing;
however, it is acknowledged that minor
reroutes may be required. NextBridge
commits to advise MNRF of any potential
reroutes during the detailed design stage
and to complete the assessments
required to obtain permits and approvals
as appropriate.
Temporary laydown yards, staging areas,
and construction camps have been
refined and minimized in the amended EA
Report. Helicopter landing areas will likely
use existing disturbance (e.g., existing
ROWs, laydowns, or camps).
Construction camps, laydown yards, and
storage yards will be located at least 30 m
from water bodies (Note, “where feasible”
was removed from the amended EA
Report when discussing the location of
laydown yards, storage yards and
construction camps). Final locations may
be adjusted according to site specific
conditions, but will continue to maintain
the 30 m setback from water bodies.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-08.

EA Update
Y/N
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Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

are these
maintenance/inspection activities
intended to be carried out?

MNRF-AR12,

The draft EA lacks detail
regarding the location of water
crossings that are being
considered and the values to be
impacted by their construction,
even along the ROW where
limited assessment has occurred.
Details should be available in the
EA that state how these
crossings are going to be studied
field-wise to gather sufficient data
to determine crossing impacts,
since current data is very limited
or non-existent along much of
the line. No field data appears to
have been collected along the
Greenfield route and limited
surveys have been completed
along other portions of the line.
Currently some proposed access
roads cross portions of lakes to
access the easement line. This
lack of detail brings the fisheries
impact assessment into
question.

More field studies should occur to better
define the potential fisheries impacts of
water crossings on nearby values,
especially along the Greenfield (i.e. Loon
Lake) route.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

column labelled “Crossing Type” identifies if
the crossing is temporary or permanent. The
determination of which crossings will be
temporary or permanent may change after the
site-specific fish and fish habitat and surface
water surveys are completed in 2017.
Flow characteristics, fish presence, and type of
structure (i.e., permanent or temporary) will be
used during the detailed design phase of the
Project to determine the required culvert
configurations. A hydraulic analysis will be
developed as part of this process to size the
culverts to pass the appropriate design storm,
recognizing that the selected storm events for
this analysis will be aligned with regulatory
guidance from LRCA and MNRF. The return
frequency of these storm events are expected
to be lower for temporary crossing structures
(in comparison to permanent crossings), given
that the risk of flooding is inherently reduced
when limited to the period of construction.
There are no instream works proposed during
the operation phase of the Project, as all of the
water body crossings used during operation
will be installed during the construction phase
of the Project.
Water body crossing coordinates are
provided in Appendix 13-II (Fish and Fish
Habitat Data) of the EA Report. Water body
crossing locations for the preferred route
ROW and the access roads are shown on
Appendix 7-II (Surface Water and Fish
Habitat Maps) of the EA Report. Water body
crossing locations for the preferred route
ROW are also shown in Appendix 5-I
(Environmental Alignment Sheets) of the EA
Report.
As described in Section 13.5.1, these water
body crossing locations were used to
develop the crossing lists. A desktop study
then collated information available for each
crossing location; this included information
from field reconnaissance completed along
the ROW in 2014 (Dillon 2015, 2016), and
review of aerial imagery and aerial
reconnaissance. As described in Section
13.9, it is recognized that there are
limitations with respect to detailed site
specific baseline data, and as a result,
conservative assumptions were used in the
EA Report to reduce uncertainty. Although
this approach is considered appropriate for
the EA Report, site-specific fish and fish
habitat and surface water surveys will be
completed to support permit applications
and to provide the regulatory agencies with
additional information during the permitting
process. NextBridge will consult with the
MNRF and DFO prior to the site-specific fish
and fish habitat and surface water surveys
to confirm approach and sites selected for
surveying.
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GRT Final EA Comment

Refer to MNRF-ARF-08.

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-08.

EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
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MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRFAR-13,

MNRF-AR17;

MNRFAR-36;

GRT Draft EA Comment

Section 4.2.3 states:
“The specific number, location and
characteristics of existing, upgraded and
new access roads to be used for the Project
will be finalized as part of ongoing Project
engineering and design…”
New or upgraded access roads and
associated water crossings are part of the
Project and the Project footprint. The
location of these roads and water crossings,
the predicted impacts, prescribed mitigation
and net effects must be considered in the
EA.
EA will need to identify the type of structure
(bridge, culvert or other) to be installed at
each individual water crossing.
Following approval of the EA, a work permit
(issued under the PLA), will be required for
all the water crossing installations. This will
include a submission of drawings and
watershed calculations for each individual
water crossing. This may require a site visit
(detailed information is needed for
each/every water crossing site/location).
DFO review/advice may be required.
Section 4.2.6 states:
“Final construction camp locations will be
determined by the contractor.”
Construction camps are part of the proposed
Project and the Project footprint and as such
must be considered in the EA. Elsewhere in
the EA documentation (Table 12-10) it states
that construction camps will be located so as
to avoid wet areas “where feasible”.
Without knowing the specific number,
location and characteristics of construction
camps to be used for the Project, one
cannot adequately assess the impacts of the
Project on aquatic resources.

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
Road upgrading and construction,
particularly the upgrade or construction of
access road water crossings, may be the
most significant potential impact to fish and
fish habitat arising from the Project.
Without knowing the specific number,
location and characteristics of existing,
upgraded and new access roads to be used
for the Project, one cannot adequately
assess the impacts of the Project on aquatic
resources.
The type of structure to be installed at
each water crossing must be identified in
the EA (including water crossings along
access roads outside of the ROW).

More information is needed in the EA to
adequately address impacts of
construction camps on aquatic resources.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Preliminary water body crossing methods
are provided for each water body crossed by
the Project in Appendix 13-II (Fish and Fish
Habitat Data)) of the EA Report. The effects
associated with each of these preliminary
water body crossings are assessed in
Section 13.6.1.2 of the EA Report.
NextBridge will obtain required regulatory
approvals prior to construction and will consult
with MNRF, Lakehead Region Conservation
Authority, and DFO on the specific information
required for the permit applications.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-08.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-08.

The preliminary construction camp locations
are shown in Appendix 5-III of the EA
Report. Environmental protection measures
associated with the construction of the
construction camps are outlined in Section
5.4 of Appendix 4-II of the EA Report.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-08.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-08.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-08.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-08.

As noted in Section 13.6 of the EA Report,
mitigation measures associated with
construction camps include:

off-ROW workspaces will be located a
minimum of 30 m back from the
ordinary high water mark of a water
body wherever practical; and

if a water body is located within the
boundary of an off-ROW workspace,
Project activities will not occur within
a 30 m area from the ordinary high
water mark of the water body.
The effects on fish and fish habitat associated
with construction camps are considered in
Section 13.6.1.2 of the draft EA. The final
locations of construction camps will be
determined by the contractor, but will consider
site characteristics and environmental
constraints.
Table 5-2 includes, as part of the descriptions Without knowing the specific number, location The Project Description in the EA provides
for the Vegetation and Wetlands Local Study
and characteristics of access roads,
NextBridge’s best understanding of the project
construction camps and other associated
Area and the Fish and Fish Habitat Local
at the current time. It is recognized that during
Study Area, consideration of the location of
infrastructure to be constructed for the Project, detailed planning and design, certain project
Project components (new access roads,
one cannot adequately assess the impacts of details may be updated or optimized. These
laydown yards, storage yards, and
the Project on aquatic resources. Absence of adjustments may be based on site-specific
these criteria, the Local Study Area for the
construction camps).
engineering and environmental
However, Section 4.2.3 states:
Project cannot be accurately defined, and
considerations, or from the experience of the
“The specific number, location and
does not fully demonstrate the geographic
Contractor. It is common for a project to
characteristics of existing, upgraded and new scope of aquatic and riparian resources that
become further refined from the EA (or
access roads to be used for the Project will be may be impacted by the project.
feasibility stage) to the permitting (detailed
All aspects of the project footprint must
finalized as part of ongoing Project
design).
engineering and design…”
be included and assessed in the EA
Similarly, Section 4.2.6 states:
“Final construction camp
locations will be determined by
the contractor.”
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Comment
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MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRF-AR43;

MNRFAR-51;

MNRF-AR54;

MNRFAR-62;

GRT Draft EA Comment

Table 7-12 indicates the following
project activities will occur during the
construction phase:

site preparation and earthworks;

construction of new ROW, tower
foundations, new access roads,
worker camps, storage yards,
laydown yards and construction
easements
The table indicates that one of the mitigation
measures for these activities will be to:
“Locate off-ROW workspaces,
where feasible, a minimum of
30m back from the ordinary high
water mark of a water body,
wherever practical.”
It is stated in section 4.2.2.6 that “The
construction of the preferred route ROW for
the Project will require temporary water body
crossings, although these will be minimized
to the extent practical. The water body
crossings will involve temporary bridges,
matting and temporary culvert installation.”
Whereas on p. 7-52 it states “All
of the water body crossings along
the preferred route ROW (357)
and 31 of the water body
crossings along access roads will
be permanent.”
Table 12-10 includes numerous statements of
this nature:
“Avoid the construction of temporary and
permanent structures in wetlands or
within setback from a wetland where
possible.”
“Selective clearing and retention of
shrub vegetation, trees, wildlife
trees, and coarse woody debris in
environmentally sensitive areas as
much as practicable.”
“Where possible, schedule work
activities in wet areas during frozen
conditions.”
“Minimize burning within 100m of a
waterbody to the extent practical.”
“Restore surface drainage
patterns in the vicinity of the
occurrence to pre-construction
conditions as much as practical.”
Section 13.5.1 states:
“Water bodies located near or in off-ROW
workspaces (e.g. laydown yards, storage
areas, and construction camps) were also
excluded from the desktop study and aerial
reconnaissance because no work is
proposed within 30m of the high water mark
of these water bodies. These water bodies
were not assessed as part of the fish and
fish habitat baseline program.”
However, Section 4.2.6 states:
“Final construction camp locations will be
determined by the contractor.”
Further, Table 7-12 indicates that one of the
project activities during the construction
phase will be construction of new ROW,
tower foundations, new access roads,
worker camps, storage yards, laydown
yards and construction easements, and that
one of the mitigation measures for this
activity will be to:
“Locate off-ROW workspaces, where

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
The inclusion of terms such as “where
feasible” and ‘wherever practical” results
in uncertainty as to when and under what
conditions this mitigation would apply.
Please provide clarification.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to the response to MNRF-AR-36.
NextBridge’s intention is to locate off-ROW
workspaces a minimum of 30m back from
the ordinary high water of a water body.
However the Project need for off-ROW
workspaces adjacent to the transmission
line may require off-ROW workspaces within
30 m of a water body. In the instances
where an off-ROW workspace is located
within 30m of a water body, NextBridge will
follow the mitigation measures listed in
Section 5.1 of Appendix 4-II of the EA
Report.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-08.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-08.

Please clarify which crossings will be
permanent and which will be temporary.

Permanent crossings are proposed for the
Project and are identified in Appendix 13-II
(Fish and Fish Habitat). The column labelled
“Crossing Type” identifies the temporary and
permanent water body crossings.
The text on page 7-52 has been updated.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-08.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-08.

The inclusion of terms such as “where
feasible” and ‘wherever practical” results
in uncertainty as to when and under what
conditions this mitigation would apply.
Please provide clarification.

In most cases mitigation will be applied and
that assumption has been considered in the
assessment; however, there are some
circumstances and conditions in which this
mitigation cannot be applied. Terms such as
“where feasible” and “wherever practical” are
included in the EA and EPP (Appendix 4-II) to
indicate that a specific mitigation measure may
not be possible to implement in all
circumstances and conditions. Some of these
instances have been included in the EA
Report. For example, only retention of
compatible vegetation in environmentally
sensitive areas will be retained. These terms
allow for flexibility in the field prior to and during
construction so that the planned mitigation
measures can be adjusted in cases where the
standard mitigation cannot be applied to
address site-specific conditions that may be
encountered during construction.
Refer to the response to MNRF-AR36.NextBridge’s intention is to locate offROW workspaces a minimum of 30m back
from the ordinary high water of a water
body. However the Project need for offROW workspaces adjacent to the
transmission line may require off-ROW
workspaces within 30 m of a water body. In
the instances where an off-ROW workspace
is located within 30m of a water body,
NextBridge will follow the mitigation
measures listed in Section 5.1 of Appendix
4-II of the EA Report.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-08.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-08.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-08.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-08.

Off-ROW work spaces are part of the
Project footprint and must be
considered in the EA.
The inclusion of terms such as “where
feasible” and ‘wherever practical”
results in uncertainty as to when and
under what conditions this mitigation
would apply. Please provide clarification.

Terms such as “where feasible” and “wherever
practical” are included in the EA and EPP to
indicate that a specific mitigation measure may
not be possible to implement in all
circumstances and conditions. These terms
allow for flexibility in the field prior to and during
construction so that the planned mitigation
measures can be adjusted in cases where the
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Comment
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MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

MNRF-AR85;

MNRFAR-99

MNRFARF-09

MNRF-AR03,

GRT Draft EA Comment

feasible, a minimum of 30m back from the
ordinary high water mark of a water body,
*
wherever practical. ”
Still further, Table 12-10 includes numerous
statements of this nature:
“Avoid the construction of temporary and
permanent structures in wetlands or within
*
setback from a wetland where possible. ”
“Selective clearing and retention of shrub
vegetation, trees, wildlife trees, and coarse
woody debris in environmentally sensitive
*
areas as much as practicable. ”
*
“Where possible , schedule work activities
in wet areas during frozen conditions.”
“Minimize burning within 100m of a
*
waterbody to the extent practical .”
“Restore surface drainage patterns in the
vicinity of the occurrence to preconstruction conditions as much as
practical.
*
”
*emphasis added
Some identified access routes
are not connected but are
between waterbodies. E.g.
Ozone creek map 34. These
should show access routes.

Proposed crossings on access
roads are not clearly identified on
the mapping provided in
appendix 13-I. Without the
access roads identified it is
difficult to determine if crossings
are appropriate or if they would
be better moved somewhere
else.
No shapefiles were provided for
these crossings as well.
The Executive Summary includes the following
text:
“Vegetation in the preferred route right-ofway is expected to be kept at a height of
approximately 2 metres or less during
operation.”
The Executive Summary also indicates
that the purpose of this height restriction
is to “meet safety requirements during
operation of the Project”
This 2 metre height restriction is referred to
throughout the EA documentation; please
provide rationale for the selection of 2 metres
as the maximum height for vegetation within
the ROW, and in particular for the vegetated
buffer for waterbodies.

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

standard mitigation cannot be applied to
address site-specific conditions that may be
encountered during construction.

All areas need to show access routes and
water crossings.

Please include access roads on all
mapping showing water crossings and
provide shapefiles for access road water
crossings.

MNRF’s best available science regarding the
maintenance of vegetated buffers on
aquatic features is outlined in the Stand and
Site Guide and its associated Background
Rationale document. The Standards and
Guidelines for Aquatic Features contained
within the Stand and Site Guide are
intended to mitigate the potential effects of
forest management operations in riparian
areas on water quality, fish and fish habitat,
thereby avoiding serious harm to fish (as
defined in the Fisheries Act). It is
anticipated that clearing of the ROW would
have similar effects on aquatic features and
should therefore consider the Standards and
Guidelines for Aquatic Features in the
development of the vegetation management
plan.

Access roads are in addition to the travel lane
planned for the preferred route ROW. The
access roads shown on either side of Ozone
Creek are intended to allow foundation
installation equipment to access the foundation
locations at the transmission structure locations
shown on Map 34 of Appendix 5-I-A. A new
water body crossing on Ozone Creek along the
access road is not currently proposed for the
Project. The maps presented in Appendix 13-I
show the water body crossings on the
transmission line and access roads.
The access roads have been updated as part
of the Project footprint layer in Appendix 13-I
(Fish and Fish Habitat Maps). Appendix 5-I-B
(Access and Construction Environmental
Maps) has been added to the EA Report.

As noted in Section 4.3.1.2 of the EA
Report, compatible vegetation that does not
interfere with access or construction
activities in a 30 m vegetated buffer around
sensitive areas (including water bodies) will
not be cleared, where feasible. As noted in
Section 4.2.2 of the EA Report, vegetation
with a mature height under 2 m will be
retained in environmental sensitive areas,
including in riparian areas.
MNRF’s Stand and Site Guide (2010a) and
its associated Background Rationale
document (2010b) will be considered in the
final EA.
Although the Stand and Site Guide is
applicable for certain components of the
Project, vegetation height restrictions should
adhere to best management practices for
transmission lines. For example, HydroOne
(2017) recommends a maximum vegetation
height of 3 m in the Low zone (i.e., the zone
directly under or within the 5 m adjacent to
the power lines) to avoid contact between the
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Refer to MNRF-ARF-08.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-08.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-08.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-08.

Vegetation management within the ROW
may negatively impact cold water resources.
These impacts are not addressed in the EA.
The vegetation management statements for
the project specify that all vegetation with a
potential maximum height greater than 2m
will be removed, including vegetation within
the 30m riparian buffer around waterbodies.
While acknowledging the need to keep the
ROW clear of vegetation that may interfere
with hydro lines, MNRF questions the
appropriateness of the 2m threshold, and
the potential impacts to coldwater
resources. The response to comments in
this regard from the Draft EA were largely
directed at the width of the buffer and its
role in intercepting overland sediment
transport…however, with regard to the
impacts to water temperature, the response
concluded that the impact to water
temperature will not be significant, due to
the width of the ROW. While this may
indeed be true for larger watercourses, the

Impacts to cold water resources from
vegetation management in the ROW
must better addressed in the EA.

A Vegetation Management Program has been
provided in the OEMP (Appendix 4-III). The
Vegetation Management Program is compliant
with North American Electricity Reliability
Corporation (NERC) Standard FAC 003 for
transmission lines operation at 200 kV and
higher (NERC 2006). This mitigation measure is
presented in Section 13 of the amended EA
Report.
A maximum vegetation height of approximately
2 m will reduce the risk of contact between
vegetation and power lines while maintaining
visual break, retaining tree patches and
discouraging predator use. The minimum
clearance between vegetation and the power
line takes into account the point of maximum
sag of the power line, allowing plant growth,
and considers location within the province and
local conditions (i.e., temperature and load of
the line).
The effects to fish and fish habitat from
changes to riparian vegetation has been added
as a separate potential effect in the amended

Y – S 13.7,
S 13.8,
Table 13-21
App 4-III
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Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

vegetation and the power lines. A maximum
height of 2 m will reduce the risk of contact
between vegetation and power lines while
maintaining visual break, retaining tree
patches and discouraging predator use along
the transmission line ROW.

MNRFAR-09;

MNRF-AR18;

Are water bodies considered environmentally
sensitive areas? Will they be buffered from
clearing where possible?
Minimum vegetated stream buffers should be
30 m. Recognizing the need for removal of
danger and non-compatible trees within the
30 m vegetated riparian buffer, if clearing must
occur, restrict heavy activity along the stream
to minimize risk of bank and soil disruption,
remove vegetation by hand.
“Incompatible” vegetation may be manually
removed from along water bodies (within the
30m riparian buffer) to reduce the risk of
damage to the riparian area. In what scenarios
will this not be the case?

Water bodies should be considered an
environmentally sensitive area and 30 m
buffer of water bodies should have a
modified clearing plan to help protect the
values.

More details are required concerning the
removal of incompatible vegetation from
within riparian buffers.

MNRFAR-23;

“However, at the discretion of NextBridge,
vegetation removal will be required in any
areas that will restrict access and
construction activities and have potential to
fall onto the transmission line and interfere
with electricity transmission during
operation.”
It is highly recommended to put parameters
on this statement, as clearing/grubbing of an
area that previously has not been reviewed
for potential values or assessed for impact
may require an amendment to the EA.

Clarification of the wording following “[…} at
the discretion of NextBridge” is required.
Additional areas to undergo vegetation
removal must have been reviewed for
values and impact prior to clearing.

MNRF-AR25;

Section 4.3.1.2 states:
“Compatible vegetation refers to vegetation for
which the mature growing height and/or
location does not represent a potential risk to
the safe and reliable construction or operation
of the transmission line.”
The description of “compatible” vegetation
seems to encompass all species of trees.
While one must acknowledge that the
vegetation management requirements for a
transmission corridor preclude strict adhesion
to the Stand and Site Guide (SSG), which was

It is recommended that the
Stand and Site Guide be
reviewed and considered
as best management
practices for vegetated
buffers in riparian areas.

References:
HONI (Hydro One). 207. Right Tree, Right
Place. Available online:
http://www.hydroone.com/OurCommitment/E
nvironment/Documents/Forestry%20Brochur
e.pdf
MOE. 2010a. Forest Management Guide for
Conserving Biodiversity at the Stand and Site
Scales. 223 pp. Available online:
https://dr6j45jk9xcmk.cloudfront.net/documen
ts/4816/stand-amp-site-guide.pdf
MOE. 2010b. Forest Management Guide for
Conserving Biodiversity at the Stand and Site
Scales: Background and Rationale for
Direction. 582pp. Available online:
https://dr6j45jk9xcmk.cloudfront.net/documen
ts/2787/guide-standsitescales-bkgndrationalaoda.pdf
Water bodies are considered
environmentally sensitive areas. A 30 m
vegetated buffer will be applied to water
bodies in the Project footprint. The
mitigation measures that will be applied
during construction for clearing within the
30 m vegetated buffer of water bodies are
listed in Section 5.1 of Appendix 4-II of the
EA Report
The mitigation measures that will be
applied during construction for clearing
incompatible vegetation within the 30 m
vegetated buffer of water bodies are listed
in Section 5.1 of Appendix 4-II of the EA
Report
NextBridge is not planning to remove any
vegetation outside the Project footprint.
However during construction and
operation there may be instances where
additional clearing is required for the safe
construction and operation of the
transmission line. Any area that requires
additional clearing will be assessed in the
field and will be reviewed for potential
sensitive environmental features.
Mitigation measures listed in Appendix 4II of the EA Report will be followed for
vegetation clearing and any identified
environmental sensitive features.
NextBridge will follow the required
permitting process and regulatory
requirements when additional clearing is
required.
The Forest Management Guide for
Conserving Biodiversity at the Stand and Site
Scales (MNR 2010) was reviewed during EA
preparation. Section 4 of Appendix 4-II to the
EA Report list mitigation consistent with the
recommendations of the Forest Management
Guide for Conserving Biodiversity at the
Stand and Site Scales include:
maintaining a minimum vegetated buffer of
30 m where feasible along water bodies;
limiting the use of heavy machinery to 30 m
from any water body;
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

temperature impacts to small, short-course
coldwater seeps that provide critical
young-of-the-year brook trout habitat may
be more significant. The EA also does not
account for the reduction in allochthonous
inputs to watercourses from overhanging
trees.
In response to earlier comments, the Final
EA cites Hydro One’s guidelines, which
specify a maximum vegetation height of 3m
directly below, or within 5m of transmission
lines; this does not seem to be adequate
justification for a 2m limit on vegetation
across the entire width of the ROW in this
project.

EA Report “alteration of habitat availability from
changes in riparian vegetation””.
Section 13 of the amended EA Report has
been updated to indicate that alteration to
habitat availability from changes in riparian
vegetation have been considered to result in a
net effect.
References:
NERC (North American Electric Reliability
Corporation). 2006. Standard FAC-003-1.
Transmission Vegetation Management
Program.
NERC. 2009. Standard FAC-003-3.
Transmission Vegetation Maintenance.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-09.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-09.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-09.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-09.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-09.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-09.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-09.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-09.

EA Update
Y/N
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Draft EA
Comment
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GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

developed for forest management operations,
the SSG Background Rationale nonetheless
represents the best available science
regarding the effects of harvesting trees from
riparian areas. It appears that the EA’s
treatment of “compatible” vegetation is rather
arbitrary, and that an approach that better
considers mitigating impacts to fish and fish
habitat should be adopted within riparian
areas.

MNRFAR-32;

Section 4.3.2.5 states:
“During the operation phase, a vegetation
management plan will be implemented…”
At what height will vegetation be controlled?
The EA indicates that the compatible
vegetation is considered 2m or less, but it
does not indicate what vegetation height will
be maintained. What is the estimated
duration of time between control measures
for the different methods of vegetation
control? Will waterways have altered
vegetation management plans to ensure the
protection of fisheries values?
Are the impacts of these different methods of
vegetation management assessed separately
or as a whole in this draft EA document? How
are the different criteria weighted in relation to
each other when determining the method of
vegetation management?

More detail regarding
vegetation management
and maintenance is
needed, including timing
windows for treatments.
Provide the at least a Draft
Vegetation Management
Plan as part of the EA
documentation.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

using swamp mats in wet areas if heavy
equipment is being used in these areas
during non-frozen conditions;
restricting fueling to areas greater than 30 m
away from any water body;
restricting the use of pesticides to areas
greater than 30 m away from any water body;
and
using appropriate sediment control measures
for construction within water bodies where no
practical or feasible alternative exists.
In the Forest Management Guide for
Conserving Biodiversity at the Stand and
Site Scales (MNR 2010), the
recommended riparian buffer (called the
area of concern) varies from 30 to 90 m
depending on the slope of the land
adjacent to water bodies. This is
measured from the edge of the
vegetation communities capable of
providing an effective barrier to the
movement of sediment (MNR 2010). It
should be noted that this document was
developed for protecting water bodies
from upslope forest harvesting activities.
For a linear corridor such as a
transmission line, the 30 m riparian
buffer combined with the effective
implementation of the erosion control
measures outlined in Table 13-8 and the
EPP is considered to be adequate to
protect water bodies from sediment input
from clearing activities along the ROW.
Refer to MNRF-ARF-09.
A Vegetation Management Plan will be
developed in compliance with Transmission
Vegetation Management NERC Standard
FAC-003-2 (NERC 2009) prior to
construction.
Vegetation with a mature height of 2 m or
less will be allowed to naturally revegetate in
the ROW. Vegetation with a mature height of
2 m or higher will be identified and removed.
ROW inspections, visual ground patrols and
comprehensive vegetation management
activities are all expected to occur annually
by air and/or ground patrol. Use of herbicides
within the 30 m water body buffer will be
prohibited unless the herbicide application is
conducted by ground application equipment
or otherwise approved by the relevant
regulatory agency.
No aerial application of herbicides is planned
in the ROW. If herbicide use is necessary it
will be applied on the ground as spot
application. If other methods cannot be used
within the 30 m vegetated water body buffer,
only approved herbicides would be used.
Section 12.6 of the EA Report assessed
effect pathways for upland, wetland and
riparian systems. Mitigation measures were
identified to protect these systems during
construction and operations, including effects
due to soil disturbance, spread of invasive
species and herbicide application. This
assessment will be considered and criteria
may be weighted when developing the
Vegetation Management Plan.
Reference:
NERC (North American Electric
Reliability Corporation). 2009.
Transmission Vegetation Management
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GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-09.

EA Update
Y/N
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MNRF-AR59;

GRT Draft EA Comment

Section 12.7.4.1.1 states:
“These predicted losses represent about
a 0.5% reduction in riparian habitat
availability in the vegetation and wetlands
RSA relative to the Base Case.”
Reduction of riparian habitat will have its
greatest impact on individual fish and wildlife
populations. It is more appropriate to
comment on the reduction of riparian habitat at
the scale of quaternary watersheds, rather
than relative to the Regional Study Area.

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

The EA should contain an
assessment of reduction of
riparian habitat at the scale
of quaternary watersheds.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

NERC Standard FAC-003-2 Technical
Reference. 50 pp. Available online:
http://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Project%2
0200707%20Transmission%20Vegetatio
n%20Management/FAC-0032_White_Paper_2009Sept9.pdf. Last
accessed May 4, 2017.
Refer to MNRF-ARF-09.
The EA assesses changes to indicators of
ecosystems at three spatial scales; Project
footprint, local study area (LSA) and regional
study area (RSA). The selected RSA includes
part of all of the quaternary watersheds
impacted by the project. In addition, the RSA
captures the cumulative effects cause by
reasonably foreseeable developments, which
is what is expected to cause the greatest level
of impacts. Indicators for vegetation and
wetlands include ecosystem availability,
distribution and composition, and other
features such as CLVA, ANSIs and PSWs.
Effects of the Project on CLVAs were
assessed on an ecodistrict basis (Section
12.7.2) and were therefore assessed at a
scale larger than the quaternary watershed.
For wildlife, indicators included habitat
availability (quantity and quality, including
Significant Wildlife Habitat), habitat distribution
(arrangement and connectivity) and animal
survival and reproduction. The Project footprint
is used to identify and calculate the area of the
indicators that are directly influenced by the
physical disturbance of Project components
and activities. The LSA is used to put these
Project-related changes into context at the
local scale of ecosystems and wildlife habitat,
and also consider immediate indirect effects
such a dust deposition, noise and introduction
of invasive species. Importantly, smaller spatial
scales are not ignored in the EA. Ecological
significance is evaluated at the ecosystem
scale (RSA), but changes in measurement
indicators (e.g., habitat or ecosystem quantity,
quality, and connectivity) are provided at the
RSA and LSA scales, which focuses on
quantifying the effects of the Project after
mitigation. These net effects are then
characterized by magnitude, geographic
extent, duration, reversibility and frequency,
which meets the Terms of Reference. This
approach was considered appropriate for the
EA.
The vegetation and wetlands (and several
wildlife criteria) RSA extends 5 km from the
vegetation and wetlands LSA boundary and is
designed to provide a large enough area to
assess the cumulative effects on ecosystems
and wildlife criteria populations that are likely
to be distributed inside but extend outside the
RSA, and is the scale at which significance is
determined. The RSA includes either a
portion or the entire quaternary watershed
intersected by the Project.
There is no intention to dilute or
overestimate the effects using the RSA
described above rather than the quaternary
watershed boundary. Rather, the RSA is
designed, in part, to capture the cumulative
effects of all other previous, existing, and
future developments. Projects by
themselves rarely result in significant
environmental effects; hence combined
effects from all developments and natural
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NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-09.
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
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NextBridge Final EA Response

The EA makes a circular argument
concerning the use of abundance and
distribution indicators for four species of
fish.
The Terms of Reference establishes four
species of fish (brook trout, northern pike,
walleye and lake sturgeon) as valued
ecosystem components, and specifies
abundance and distribution as indicators for
those criteria. However, no actual data
documenting the abundance and
distribution of these species was collected
for the baseline description of the project
area, nor are such data proposed to be
collected as part of the monitoring plan for
the project. In response to comments
pertaining to this in the Draft EA, the
concordance tables in the Final EA state
that fish abundance and distribution will be
assessed “qualitatively”, and provided a
circular argument to justify this approach:

In order to adequately address project
impacts to fisheries resources the EA
indicators must be based on data and
sound scientific information to appropriately
describe baseline conditions, assess
impacts and monitor the effectiveness of
the mitigation.

Additional rationale for selection of criteria
and indicators has been added to Section 5
and Section 13 of the amended EA Report.
The approach for the abundance and
distribution indicators for the fish and fish
habitat in the amended EA Report was to use
a qualitative approach, using a reasoned
narrative which takes into account baseline
information and understanding the potential
interactions of the Project with fish and fish
habitat. For the amended EA Report, effects
from changes in the abundance (or survival
and reproduction) and distribution of fish
criteria are typically expressed through a
qualitative assessment of alterations or
changes to habitat availability (habitat quantity
and quality). Recognizing that changes in
abundance and distribution can be difficult to
quantify, use of habitat availability (habitat
quantity and quality) indicator is a widely
accepted alternative in an EA.
Fish habitat quantity and quality are the
standard indicators as part of monitoring
during construction and operation of road
crossings in Ontario (MNR 2010). Large-scale
changes to habitat that could have the
potential to result in a measurable change in
abundance and distribution would potentially
warrant the collection of additional information
on abundance and distribution; however,

EA Update
Y/N

factors are often of primary concern.
Assessment of less common ecosites and
wildlife species, ANSIs and CLVA that are
patchily or sparsely distributed is actually
improved with a larger RSA where
cumulative effects are considered by being
able to determine if development results in a
disproportionate influence on patches where
these indicators or criteria are known to
occur. Importantly, this scale also enables
an ecologically relevant and confident
assessment of the incremental contribution
of the Project to cumulative effects.
In Section 13.6, the EA included an
assessment of effects to fish and fish habitat
from a reduction in riparian vegetation under
the following effect pathways:


MNRFARF-10

MNRF-AR35;

Tables 5-1 and 13-1 state that abundance
and distribution are to be used as
indicators for brook trout, northern pike,
walleye, lake sturgeon, and that
distribution and community composition
are to be used as indicators for aquatic
ecosystems.
With respect to “professional judgement”,
particularly for watercourses deemed not
to support fish, it is difficult to assess
credibility without some direct sampling or
data provided, demonstrating the inability
of fish to inhabit the area.
This comment also applies to the following
sections and statements:
Section 13.5.1 states (p. 13-7):
“The fish and fish habitat baseline program
involved the development of water body
crossing lists, desktop study, including a
review of aerial imagery, and aerial
reconnaissance.”
Section 13.5.1.2 states (p. 13-10):
“Where there were no known documented
fish species, species composition was
inferred using professional judgement”
Section 13.6.1.2 states (p. 13-41):
“If there is fish habitat potential and…it is
unlikely that the documented fish species
will be present based on the habitat
conditions, barriers, and flow status; [sic]

Based upon the information provided in
Section 13, it appears that the distribution
and community composition indicators
were assessed are entirely absent of any
actual field sampling of fish populations
or communities, based largely on
historical records and “professional
judgement”. The abundance indicator
does not appear to have been assessed
at all.
For the EA to adequately predict, assess
and prescribe mitigation for the impacts
of the Project in its entirety on the
abundance and distribution of brook trout,
northern pike, walleye and lake sturgeon,
and the community composition of
aquatic ecosystems, information on each
stream crossing is required. Where
current information is not available, or is
lacking, field sampling programs are
advised.

“Release of sediment during road
construction at water body crossings
and from land disturbance may cause
a change in habitat quality, affecting
fish and lower trophic organisms
downstream from crossings”; and

“Physical alteration of water bodies
can change fish habitat availability”.
Overall minor and local changes in fish
abundance and distribution are predicted
relative to Base Case conditions, and
therefore, the Project was determined to
have a negligible net effect on fish
abundance and distribution and the
community composition of the aquatic
ecosystems during construction and
operations with effective implementation
of the mitigation described in Table 13-8
and the EPP (Appendix 4-II). There is no
anticipated effect from Project-related
changes on the maintenance of
self-sustaining and ecologically effective
populations of the criteria fish species or
the aquatic ecosystems.
A conservative approach was used when
inferring species composition in each
water body.
The abundance and distribution
indicators for the criteria species, Brook
Trout, Northern Pike, Walleye, and Lake
Sturgeon were assessed through a
qualitative assessment of alterations in
habitat distribution and connectivity. In
Section 13.6, the abundance and
distribution pathways were assessed
under the effect pathways, including:







Instream construction can cause
injury or mortality of fish;
Release of sediment during road
construction at water body crossings
and from land disturbance may cause
a change in habitat quality affecting
fish and lower trophic organisms
downstream from crossings;
Placement of crossing structures may
cause changes in fish access to
habitats, affecting fish distribution and
abundance; and
Changes to public access to
recreational angling areas could affect
fish abundance
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Baseline data is unnecessary
because the desktop study and
professional judgement is “good
enough” for the EA;
The EA concludes that there will be
no significant impacts to aquatic
resources, because they have a
mitigation plan which states that all
potential impacts will be addressed

Y – S 5.1,
S 13.3,
S 13.5.2.2,
S 13.12
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then there is no restricted activity timing
window for that species.”

MNRFAR-74;

Section 13.5.2.2 is entitled:
“Fish Abundance and
Distribution”
Tables 5-1 and 13-1 state that
abundance and distribution are
to be used as indicators for
brook trout, northern pike,
walleye, lake sturgeon, and that
distribution and community
composition are to be used as
indicators for aquatic
ecosystems.

Despite the title of Section 13.5.2.2, fish
abundance is not addressed in the
section; consider addressing.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

through adoption of best
Changes to the fish abundance indicator
management practices;
would also be considered if changes to
habitat availability (habitat quantity and

Post-construction monitoring data is
quality) or fish distribution were such that
unnecessary, because everything will
survival and reproduction would be
have been mitigated. Since there is
affected. Overall minor and local changes
an assumption that the project will
in the fish habitat quantity and quality and
have no impact on fish, the EA states
fish abundance and distribution are
that there is no need to actually
predicted relative to Base Case
monitor abundance and distribution to
conditions, and therefore, the Project was
confirm the degree of success of the
determined to have a negligible net effect
mitigation.
on fish habitat quantity and quality, fish

MNRF does not support this approach
abundance and distribution and the
as it is not based on data, qualitative
community composition of the aquatic
assessment and sound scientific
ecosystems during construction and
information.
operations with effective implementation
of the mitigation described in Table 13-8
and the EPP (Appendix 4-II). There is no
anticipated effect from Project-related
changes on the maintenance of
self-sustaining and ecologically effective
populations of the criteria fish species
(Brook Trout, Northern Pike, Walleye and
Lake Sturgeon) or the aquatic
ecosystems.
Refer to the response to MNRF-AR-12 in
regard to the desktop study.
Refer to MNRF-ARF-10.
As outlined in the Fish and Fish Habitat
Assessment (Section 13), the abundance
indicator for the criteria species, Brook
Trout, Northern Pike, Walleye, and Lake
Sturgeon was assessed through a
qualitative assessment of alterations in
habitat distribution and connectivity. In
Section 13.6, the abundance indicator
was assessed under the effect pathways,
including:

Instream construction can cause
injury or mortality of fish;

Release of sediment during road
construction at water body crossings
and from land disturbance may cause
a change in habitat quality affecting
fish and lower trophic organisms
downstream from crossings;

Placement of crossing structures may
cause changes in fish access to
habitats, affecting fish distribution and
abundance; and

Changes to public access to
recreational angling areas could affect
fish abundance

Changes to the fish abundance
indicator would also be considered if
changes to habitat availability (habitat
quantity and quality) or fish
distribution were such that survival
and reproduction would be affected.
Overall minor and local changes in the fish
abundance were predicted relative to Base
Case conditions, and therefore, the Project
was determined to have a negligible
net effect on fish abundance with effective
implementation of the mitigation described in
Table 13-8 and the EPP (Appendix 4-II).
There is no anticipated effect from
Project-related changes on the maintenance
of self-sustaining and ecologically effective
populations of the criteria fish species (Brook
Trout, Northern Pike, Walleye and
Lake Sturgeon) or the aquatic ecosystems.
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GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

effects to fish habitat for the Project are
expected to result in net effects that are not
significant and use of habitat indicators is
considered adequate for the proposed
Project.
Follow-up, inspection and monitoring
programs for the Project are discussed in
Section 13 of the amended EA Report.
References
MNR. 2010. Background Information for the
Development of a Fisheries Management
Plan in Fisheries Management Zone 4, June
2010. Government of Ontario. Accessed
June 2017.
https://dr6j45jk9xcmk.cloudfront.net/docume
nts/2609/stdprod-068230.pdf

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-10.

EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRF-AR76;

MNRFAR-81;

GRT Draft EA Comment

Section 13.5.2.2 states:
“Brook trout are documented
throughout the fish and fish
habitat LSA, while Northern
Pike, Walleye and White Sucker
are more common along the
eastern portion of the fish and
fish habitat LSA.”
Section 13.6.1.2 states:
“Generally, if a water body has a
bank-full width (measured in the
field or from aerial imagery) less
than or equal to 2.0m or the
channel is ephemeral, then rig
mats were determined to be
appropriate and will not
adversely impact fish and fish
habitat.”

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
Consider that Northern Pike and White
Sucker are ubiquitous throughout
northern Ontario, and walleye, while less
than ubiquitous, are certainly well
distributed throughout both the Northeast
and Northwest regions of the province.

1.

2.

3.

MNRF-AR82;

Figure 13-1 illustrates a decision tree for
determining a Restricted Activity Timing
Window, which includes a conclusion of “no
restricted timing window” for situations where
it is determined that there is no fish habitat
potential or that fish presence is unlikely.

According to p. 13-9, the bank-full
widths were not measured in the
field; they were estimated. Please
clarify.
The EA seems to imply that
waterbodies that are not permanent,
or that are first and second order
permanent watercourses, are of little
environmental concern. Consider
that intermittent watercourses and
headwater streams can provide
critical fish habitat; young-of-year
brook trout, in particular, are often
found in these habitats, which
provide refuge from predators.
Headwater streams are also
important for maintaining low water
temperatures downstream.
Please confirm the nature and use of
rig mats.

For the EA to adequately predict, assess and
prescribe mitigation for the impacts of the
Project in its entirety on the abundance and
distribution of brook trout, northern pike,
walleye and lake sturgeon, and the
community composition of aquatic
ecosystems, information on each stream
crossing is required. Where current
information is not available, or is lacking,
field sampling programs are advised.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

The sentence has been updated in the EA
to: Based on the data available, Brook
Trout are documented throughout the fish
and fish habitat LSA, while Northern
Pike, Walleye and White Sucker are
documented along the eastern portion of
the fish and fish habitat LSA but are likely
present throughout the fish and fish
habitat LSA.
1.
Bank-full widths were visually
estimated in the field or measured
from aerial imagery
2. Not permanent water bodies were
considered to provide important
fish habitat in the EA. In Section
13.5.2.1, the EA states that “The
smaller water bodies in the fish and
fish habitat LSA may not provide
overwintering habitat, as oxygen
levels in shallow lakes and
wetlands can drop to hypoxic
conditions and the watercourses
may freeze to bottom. Smaller
water bodies can be suitable
habitat for spawning, rearing, and
feeding for portions of the year,
typically in early spring and after
the spring freshet.” Section 13.5
provides a description of the
existing environment for fish and
fish habitat and summarizes the
water bodies being crossed by the
Project by flow regime, thermal
regime, and bank-full width. This is
not meant to imply that smaller and
non-permanent water bodies are
less of a concern from an
environmental perspective.
However, the crossing method
selected in Appendix 13-II (Fish
and Fish Habitat) takes into
account these characteristics.
As presented in Section 13.6.1.2, a rig
mat (temporary bridge) is a portable
platform used to support equipment used
in construction and other resource-based
activities. It may also function as a
clear-span bridge over small water bodies
(i.e., bank-full width less than 2 m).
Refer to the response to MNRF-AR-12.
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to MNRF-ARF-10.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-10.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-10.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-10.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-10.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-10.

EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRFAR-84

MNRF-AR88

GRT Draft EA Comment

Section 13.10 and Table 23-1 include an
overview of monitoring for fish and fish
habitat.
Construction phase monitoring is to include:

Turbidity

Total suspended solids
Post-construction monitoring is to include:

Verifying that erosion and sediment
control measures have been
successful

Integrity of crossing structures

Changes to channel morphology
Identifying and removing blockages at
culverts

Why watercourses/waterbodies that are
listed a ‘Permanent’ with ‘Potential Fish
Habitat’ not offered any mitigation measures
(i.e. Code 3A) in the Environmental Concern
section? Providing mitigation would align
with the precautionary approach discussed in
Section 13.5.1.2 of the main report.

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
Tables 5-1 and 13-1 state that abundance
and distribution are to be used as indicators
for brook trout, northern pike, walleye, lake
sturgeon, and that distribution and
community composition are to be used as
indicators for aquatic ecosystems.
These indicators have not been identified in
the monitoring plan for fish and fish habitat consider adding.

Consider adding mitigation measures to
areas of potential fish habitat.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Section 5.1 of the EA describes the
assessment approach related to criteria,
assessment endpoints and indicators.
Indicators represent properties of the
physical, biological and socio economic
environments that can be used to
characterize changes to criteria and
assessment endpoints in a meaningful way
in the EA. The indicators for the fish and
fish habitat assessment are provided in
Section 13.3. It should be noted that the
indicators in Section 13.3 were selected for
the assessing the effects of the Project on
the assessment endpoints of “Maintenance
of self-sustaining and ecologically effective
populations” of the criteria fish species, not
for inclusion in monitoring programs.
Based on the results of the fish and fish
habitat assessment, monitoring for fish
and fish habitat is outlined in Section
13.10. This will include:

monitoring during instream
construction (e.g., installation and
removal of culverts) by a qualified
Environmental Inspector, as well as
turbidity/TSS monitoring according to
permit requirements

post construction monitoring to verify
that erosion and sediment control
measures have been successful

regular inspections of crossing
structures and during periods of high
run-off, to identify any changes to
channel morphology

regular monitoring at culverts to
identify and remove blockages that
may lead to scouring/effects to
channel morphology or interfere with
fish passage
Follow up inspection and monitoring will
evaluate the effectiveness of mitigation
and modify or enhance measures as
necessary through adaptive
management.
Additional monitoring requirements for
specific water body crossings may also
be identified in permits obtained by
NextBridge prior to construction.
The final Environmental Alignment Sheets
(Appendix 5-I_A)have been updated to
include mitigation measures (i.e., Code 3A)
for water bodies with “Potential Fish Habitat”
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to MNRF-ARF-10.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-10.

Refer to MNRF-ARF-10.

Refer to the response to MNRF-ARF-10.

EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-4:

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Comment
ID

Document

MNRF-ARF11

Appendix 5-1

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

n/a

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
n/a

NextBridge Draft EA Response

n/a

The range of northern brook lamprey, which
is a species-at-risk, likely extends across
the northern shore of Lake Superior. No field
sampling was done for presence of this
species to determine if it may be impacted
by the project. Additionally, sampling
methodologies proposed in support of
permitting (such as electrofishing) are not
sufficient in effectively identifying the
presence/absence of this species.

February 2018
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GRT Final EA Comment

82

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions
Given the extensive range of northern
brook lamprey and its cryptic nature,
more species- specific sampling should
be conducted to obtain a more accurate
representation of its
abundance/distribution across the project
footprint.

NextBridge Final EA Response

The amended EA Report has been revised
to address concerns related to northern
brook lamprey.
The distribution of northern brook lamprey
in the amended EA Report was based on
known and suspected distribution presence
(Holm et al 2010, DFO 2017, MNRF 2017).
This is a more conservative approach than
what was presented in the final EA which
used DFO (2017) and MNRF (2017) as the
main sources for distribution of this species.
The number of water bodies in the Project
footprint where northern brook lamprey may
potentially be present is provided in Section
13 of the amended EA Report.
Sampling for northern brook lamprey will
follow the electrofishing guidelines outlined
in Thompson et al. (2010) and
Ecofact (2017) and the references cited
within. MNRF and DFO will be consulted
prior to fish salvages conducted in
accordance with the mitigation measures
provided in Section 13 of the amended EA
Report and the CEPP (Appendix 4-II) to
discuss the sampling methods.
References
Holm, E., N.E. Mandrak, M.E. Burridge.
2010. The ROM field guide to
Freshwater Fishes of Ontario. Royal
Ontario Museum. Toronto, Ontario.
DFO. 2017. Aquatic Species at Risk Maps.
[Accessed October 2017].
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/speciesespeces/fpp-ppp/index-eng.htm.
Ecofact (Ecofact Environmental Consultants
Ltd). 2017. Juvenile lamprey surveys
using electrofishing. Lamprey
Conservation and Management.
[Accessed October 2017].
https://lampreysurveys.com/electrofishi
ng-surveys/
Thompson, K., J. Brostrom, and C. Wang
Luzier. 2010. Best Management
Practices to Minimize Adverse Effects
to Pacific Lamprey (Entosphenus
tridentatus). U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service [Accessed October 2017].
https://semspub.epa.gov/work/10/1000
16741.pdf.
MNRF. 2017. Northern Brook Lamprey.
[Accessed October 2017].
https://www.ontario.ca/page/northernbrook-lamprey

EA Update
Y/N
Y–
S 13.5.2.2.1
S 13.7.2.2.1
App 4-II
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

MNRF-ARF12

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

n/a

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
n/a

NextBridge Draft EA Response

n/a
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

The EA doesn’t adequately compare and/or
evaluate the full range of impacts between
the various transmission corridor options
(i.e. greenfield route vs. twinning the
existing transmission corridor). In particular,
relative impacts to aquatic and fisheries
resources are not evaluated.

Additional information should be provided in
the EA.

As described in Section 3, the Reference
Route, which generally parallels the existing
East-West Tie transmission line, is
consistent with the 2014 Provincial Policy
Statement (Government of Ontario 2014),
which recommends making the best use of
existing infrastructure and corridors, and
that infrastructure be provided in a
coordinated, efficient, and cost-effective
manner before proposing new greenfield
developments that do not parallel existing
developments. From an aquatics and
fisheries perspective, paralleling existing
linear facilities can potentially reduce new
access to undisturbed lakes and other
natural areas (i.e., greenfield areas) by
using existing access roads. For the
alternative route segments, criteria and
indicators provided in the approved ToR
were used to identify the route that is
preferred from environmental, socio
economic, and technical perspectives (i.e.,
more advantages than disadvantages), and
this has now been described in Section 3 of
the amended EA Report.
The number of water bodies crossed by the
preferred route ROW was an indicator that
considered fish and fish habitat under the
environmental perspective. This was based
on the general routing consideration of
“minimize watercourse crossings and
reduce impacts to woodlands, wetlands, fish
and wildlife habitats, and natural areas”
which is listed in Table 6 of the approved
ToR.
A per the approach outlined in the ToR, the
advantages/disadvantages for terrestrial
environmental components were also
considered along with aquatic, and weighed
with socio economics, and technical
feasibility. This approach meets the ToR for
the evaluation of alternatives (Section 6.3),
where the “identified Alternative Routes and
designs will be assessed and evaluated to
select on balance, the alternative that has
more advantages than disadvantages”. As
such, the considerations to aquatic and
fisheries resources are considered with
other routing considerations from an
environmental, socio-economic and
technical perspective. This is noted in
Section 13 of the amended EA Report.
Section 7.1 of the ToR indicates that “Once
an evaluation of the Alternative Routes and
local route refinements and alternative
designs has been undertaken, an effects
assessment of the preferred route and
transmission line design will be undertaken”.
This is the case for the fish and fish habitat
component, where the effects assessment
in the amended EA Report was carried out
on the preferred Route.

EA Update
Y/N
Y – S 3,
S 13
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

MNRF-ARF13

MNRFARF-14

MNRF-AR-01

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

n/a

n/a

There is a lack of information regarding
decommissioning and rehabilitation of
temporary roads and water crossings,
especially in relation to timing, degree of
work to be completed and monitoring of
recovery.

More information on the timing, extent and
post-construction monitoring plan is needed
in the text in relation to the rehabilitation of
temporary roads and water crossings.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

n/a

The EA contains insufficient information to
fully understand what the potential impacts
of the proposed temporary crossings will be
and how they will be avoided, managed or
mitigated:

Use of culverts as temporary
crossing structures may not be
appropriate to the extent proposed.
Installation and removal of a culvert
(as temporary structure), results in
the disturbance of the stream
channel (once when the culvert is
installed and then again when the
culvert is removed). Thus
necessitating much more
rehabilitation, compared to the use of
clear span structures or winter
water crossings. Portable clear
span bridges or winter snowpack
crossing should be used for
temporary water crossing.

There is a high volume of temporary
culverts proposed in the overall
footprint of the Project. Culvert use
will require more fisheries
assessment work (including on-site
assessment of local fisheries values,
substrate, stream beds and banks),
more restrictive work timing windows
and additional rehabilitation work in
the permitting process compared to
temporary bridges. Insufficient
information has been provided in the
final EA to fully understand how the
impacts to these temporary
crossings area going to be avoided,
managed or mitigated.

Insufficient information is provided
on how these impacts are going to
be rehabilitated. The EA and the
EPP must present more information
on reclamation and clean-up of
temporary waterbody crossing
structures. Additional discussion
about how restoration of disturbed
banks is to occur will also provide a
more thorough understanding on
how the potential impacts are to be
managed and mitigated.

Construction infrastructure that is not required
for Project operation will be decommissioned
and reclaimed up to a year following completion
of construction. These activities will include, but
not be limited to, removing refuse, grading
disturbed areas, contouring disturbed slopes to
a stable profile, and re-establishing natural
drainage patterns. Reclamation will also include
site‐specific measures to promote the natural
revegetation of disturbed areas. If needed,
seeding is anticipated to occur using spreaders.
The goal of re-seeding will be to re-establish a
native cover crop such as ground juniper or
other low-growing shrubs to stabilize soils and
to limit the establishment of fast-growing tree
species such as poplar and white birch.
All temporary water body crossing materials will
be removed following completion of
construction activities. Sediment and erosion
control measures will be installed prior to
commencing work. Standard erosion and
sediment control measures (e.g., erosion mats,
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GRT Final EA Comment

84

More information should be provided in
the EA with regard to decommissioning
and rehabilitation of temporary project
infrastructure, especially in relation to
timing, degree of work to be completed
and monitoring of recovery.

Further information regarding the
native cover crop species to be used
is requested to more fully understand
how the remediation of disturbed sites
is to occur.

More information should also be
provided in the EPP regarding how
the timing windows are determined
and what steps will be taken if
additional fish habitat or fish data
comes available once on-site.

A detailed post-construction
monitoring plan must be provided in
the EA.

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions
Additional information should be presented in
the EA to fully address the impacts of
temporary culverts (including addressing the
need for a large number of these temporary
structures).

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

Mitigation measures for installation and
removal of crossing structures and timing of
in-water work are provided in Section 13 of
the amended EA Report and in the CEPP
(Appendix 4-II).
The Project footprint has been revised and
minimized (Appendix 5-III). This has been
updated in the amended EA Report and the
number of culverts proposed to be installed
has been reduced (Appendix 13-II). The
water body crossings along the access roads
will be used for construction and operations.
In addition, the amended EA Report has
been prepared to address these concerns
regarding the installation and rehabilitation of
temporary culverts. This includes more
detailed information related to each type of
crossing structure proposed and specific
mitigation measures/requirements for
installation, decommissioning, and
rehabilitation (Appendix 13-II).

Y–S
13.7.2.1.2.3,
S 13.7.2.1.2.4,
App 4-II,
App 5-III,
App 13-II

A Decommissioning Plan for temporary Project
infrastructure has been provided in the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and is summarized in
Section 4 of the amended EA Report.
Appendix 13-II has been revised based on
the revised and minimized Project
footprint. Restricted activity timing
windows are provided in the updated
Appendix 13-II to the amended EA Report.
The proposed restricted activity timing
windows have been amended as outlined
in MNRF-ARF-01.
It is acknowledged that unmapped water
bodies may be identified during planning and
construction. For this reason, NextBridge has
developed the Undocumented Water Body
Discovery Contingency Plan, as outlined in
the CEPP (Appendix 4-II).
A PCMP is discussed in Section 23 of the
amended EA Report and a PCMP is provided
in the CEPP (Appendix 4-II).

Y–
S 4.3.1.11,
App 4-II,
App 13-II
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Table 1-IV-A-4:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Aquatic Resources and Fisheries

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

silt curtains, runoff management) will follow the
advice of DFO’s Measures to Avoid Harm to
Fish and Fish Habitat Including Aquatic Species
at Risk and MNRF’s Environmental Guidelines
for Access Roads and Water Crossings (MNR
1990). Isolation methods (e.g., dam and pump
bypass) will be used for the removal of culverts
where surface water exists at the time of
construction. These isolation methods will be
implemented in accordance with Sub-section
3(3) Ontario Regulation 64/16, meaning that the
bypass/diversion works would be exempt from
PTTW and EASR. The water body banks and
other disturbed areas will be restored and
stabilized when the crossing is no longer
required. Upon removal of the crossing
materials, the water body banks will be returned
to their original profile and disturbed areas will
be stabilized, as necessary, to prevent soil
erosion.
Mitigation measures for Project site cleanup
and reclamation are described in Appendix 4-II,
Section 5.8. The Contractor will be responsible
for the clean-up and reclamation. NextBridge
will conduct a final site inspection to assess that
cleanup and erosion and sediment controls are
complete and satisfactory before equipment is
removed from the Project site.
The framework for a Post-Construction
Monitoring Plan is provided in Section 23.1.2 of
the final EA Report.
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-5:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Conservation Reserves

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

MNRF-CR- Appendix 19-IV,
Project Activities
01
in Provincial
Parks and
Conservation
Reserves
and
Appendix 3- 1-B,
Alternative Route
Assessment

n/a

n/a

n/a

Sec. 1.2
MNRF-CR- Appendix 4- II,
EPP
02
and
Appendix 5- 1-B,
Access and
Construction
Environmental
Maps

n/a

n/a

n/a

MNRF-CR- EA
(throughout)
03

Various

n/a

n/a

n/a

MNRF-CR- Main Report, s.
19.6.1.1.2,
04
Linear
Infrastructure

MNRF-CR- 14

With respect to tower construction in the Kama In the final EA, include the requested
NextBridge will consider the proposed
Cliffs and Gravel River Conservation
information and consider the proposed
mitigation measures. Mitigation measures that
Reserves: a more fulsome consideration
mitigation measures:
can be committed to were added to the Final
should be included in the EA, including
EA Report.

Towers are to be installed using
cumulative effects section, and appropriate
helicopters.
mitigation.

“NO new roads” are to be constructed Helicopters may be used for some purposes,
in the Conservation Reserves as per but will not negate the need for conventional
ground transportation and access roads
their respective policy statements
installation (e.g., to transport large equipment
(direct “no” for Kama Cliffs, and
“maybe” for Gravel River i.e. only to that cannot be transported by helicopter).
Efforts have been made to minimize new road
access the GR Forest Reserve for
construction in the conservation reserves, both
mining purposes).

Identify trails on Hydro One’s corridor by utilizing existing roads to limit the
used for their maintenance activities development new roads. New roads are
that will be used for this, and to what proposed only where there are no reasonable
alternatives.
extent these “trails” need to be
upgraded i.e. are these roads? If so, NB is willing to work with HONI or other
stakeholders to maximize the use existing
then they are not permitted in CR.
water body crossings along the ROW and

Coordinate use of water crossings
with Hydro One i.e. only one crossing access roads. Discussions with HONI are
ongoing and NextBridge is engaging with

The new Appendix is intended to demonstrate
that conditions for permitting a utility corridor
under the Provincial Parks and Conservation
Reserves Act (PPCRA) have been met,
however, there is no new data nor further
analysis of existing data to justify discounting all
of the alternative routes around CRs in favour
of the preferred route through the CRs; nor is
there clarity regarding the number or type
(temporary vs permanent) of access roads
needed, in or near the CRs, resulting in an
incomplete assessment of the impact of new
roads.
Reference is made to Appendix 3-1-B for a
quantitative routing analysis, but only a
qualitative analysis (advantages vs
disadvantages) is included in that Appendix.
The EPP, in both the draft EA and final EA,
acknowledges the need to consider additional
or alternate mitigation measures for specific
features and areas of concerns identified by
MNRF. The new Appendix 5-1-B, Access and
Construction Environmental Maps, does that by
offering some reassurance that
environmentally-sensitive features and areas of
concern in the path of the preferred corridor
route would be afforded additional mitigation.
However, the Maps do not show locations of all
the environmentally- sensitive features
identified, instead the Maps refer to Tables
associated with features identified on
Environmental Alignment Sheets, in Appendix
5-1-A.
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86

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update Y/N

Under the PPCRA, Sec. 21, a utility corridor is A quantitative routing analysis is provided in
Y–
permitted in Protected Areas only if it is
Appendix 3-I of the amended EA Report.
App 19-IV
documented that there are no reasonable
Appendix 19-IV has been revised to provide
alternatives to the proposal, and if all reasonable greater clarity for Section 21 of the PPCRA.
measures have been identified that will minimize Based on recommendations from the MNRF,
adverse environmental impact, as part of the
Appendix 19-IV provides a list of all the activities
EA process.
that are expected to take place in each
The new Appendix should include a quantitative provincial park and conservation reserve, as well
assessment of the environmental impact of the as the reasoning behind the proposed means to
construction and maintenance required for the implement the Project within the protected areas
full complement of infrastructure, including
identified and a demonstration of the alternative
structures and access roads, for each
methods considered.
alternative corridor route. Alternately, the
Appendix should refer to the correct section of
the EA that contains a quantitative routing
analysis.

The new Appendix adds credibility to the EPP It is not practicable to clearly show all features Y – App 5-I,
that were assessed in the amended EA report App 5-II
by matching significant features to specific
on the maps in Appendix 5-II. This would
measures for the preferred route, albeit
indirectly by referencing a companion Appendix. require multiple series of maps to be able to
It is recommended that the Maps in Appendix 5- show all features. The Environmental Alignment
Sheets (Appendix 5-I) and Access and
1-B should also identify and locate all the
Construction Environmental Maps (Appendix 5specific environmentally- sensitive features
identified, as part of the EA, to allow a fulsome II) do not show all features assessed in the
amended EA Report. The purpose of these maps
review of the proposed monitoring and
is to supplement the CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and
mitigation measures.
It is further recommended that the EA give the be used by the construction contractor and
environmental inspector(s) to ensure that
same level of attention to mitigating
regulatory guidelines, regulations and timing
environmentally sensitive features for the
restrictions are followed during construction. GIS
alternative routes (Appendix 3-1-B) as for the
data files were provided with the final EA Report
preferred route, to give MNRF comparable
quality of data and analysis with which to review that included the features/values considered in
the final EA Report. However these files did not
the EA.
include relevant mitigation for the features/values
considered in the EA.
This concern and recommendation has been
addressed through the submission of Annex 5 to
the GRT under separate cover. Refer to MNRFOG-04 for a description of Annex 5.
Note that the Environmental Alignment Sheets
(Appendix 5-I) and the Access and Construction
Environmental Maps (Appendix 5-II) have also
been updated with the revised and minimized
Project footprint presented and assessed in the
amended EA Report.
NextBridge acknowledges the errata displayed Y – Global
There remain text and data references that are The EA documents should be ‘combed’ for
in the final EA Report and has engaged
incorrect.
inconsistencies between map legend
references and body text, Tables/Figures and personnel to conduct an editorial review of the
amended EA Report prior to submission.
body text and map images and body text.
Where feasible, road access to the segments of NextBridge will continue to engage with Hydro Y – App 5-I,
The proposed project is inconsistent with CR
the proposed transmission tower corridor that One and is open to shared use of existing
App 5-II, App 5policy (1997) and the Statement of
III, App 19-IV
Conservation Interest for each of Kama Cliffs, run through CRs should be limited to existing access roads.
Gravel River and Kwinkwaga CRs that do not access roads and trails to be shared with HONI, The Project footprint (Appendix 5-III) has been
revised and minimized to avoid specific features
for both construction and maintenance of the
permit new roads. Despite the proponent’s
response that they are engaging with HONI to new corridor, in order to minimize impact on the and access roads were refined. These updates
discuss shared use of existing access roads, significant natural heritage features that define are described in Appendix 19-IV for the
provincial parks and conservation reserves. The
the proposal continues to include new access the CRs.
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has also been revised
MNRF recommends that agreements be in
roads for the project, without indicating
place with HONI on shared use of the existing with additional detail and specific mitigation
maximum number or whether temporary or
access roads and trails to and into the CRs, to measures for Project effects along the preferred
permanent in nature.
route ROW, access roads and construction
avoid construction of new roads within CR
disturbances.
boundaries.
This concern and recommendation for mitigation
specific to the conservation reserves has been
addressed through the submission of Annex 5 to
the GRT under separate cover. Refer to MNRFOG-04 for a description of Annex 5.
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Table 1-IV-A-5:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Conservation Reserves
Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion




















NextBridge Draft EA Response

permitted of these adjacent
HONI to discuss access.
transmission corridors.
NB is willing to work with HONI or other
Crossings are to be clear-span only stakeholders to maximize the use existing
(unless otherwise agreed).
water body crossings along the ROW and
Crossing watercourses for future
access roads. Discussions with HONI are
maintenance activities need to be
ongoing and NextBridge is engaging with
identified and planned/mitigated in
HONI to discuss access.
this EA.
Temporary bridges (i.e., rig mats installed from
Laydown areas are not permitted in bank to bank) will be employed for water
CRs.
crossings. If a clear span crossing is not
The proposed ROW/corridor should feasible, NextBridge will apply for the
be tight to Hydro One ROW/corridor appropriate permits for approval.
i.e. appear as a single disturbed linear Where possible, NextBridge will use existing
feature.
watercourse crossings for operations and
No use of chemical herbicide for
maintenance (O&M) water crossings. Water
maintenance activities within the CRs body crossing structures and status
Minimum vegetated stream buffers
(permanent/temporary) are identified in
should be 30 m in the CRs, albeit
Appendix 13-11 of the EA Report.
recognition for removal of danger and No laydown areas are located in CRs.
non-compatible trees within the 30 m The proposed ROW/corridor is immediately
vegetated buffer can be removed by adjacent to the HONI ROW/corridor except in
hand.
areas where paralleling was not feasible (e.g.,
For Kama Cliffs CR, there is a
where towers would be placed in waterbodies).
peregrine nest approx. 2 km from the A Weed Management Plan will be developed
proposed ROW. It is recognized that by the contractor prior to commencing work.
this nest is not necessarily impacted
A minimum 30 m vegetated buffer around
but construction activities may
water bodies will be observed within CRs. If
influence this SAR special concern
work within the 30 m buffer is unavoidable,
species normal behaviour patterns.
NextBridge will comply with the mitigation
There have also been mention that
measures set out in Appendix 4-II of the EA
this pair nests around the corner up
Report.
the 81 road or feeds there, this should
Peregrine falcons locations were identified on
be considered in the EA, and
potentially timing restriction applied to the Environmental Alignment Sheets
construction activities within the CR. (Appendix 5-I) because they indicate locations
where additional targeted surveys may be
It is unclear where the harvested
required to understand the type and extent of
timber from the ROW is to be
specialized habitat that may be present, and
directed. This needs to be identified.
what mitigation may be required.
Mitigation measure of “burning”
Timber harvested from the ROW and not
should not be permitted in the
suitable or economical for sale will be chipped
Conservation Reserve albeit the
timber should be removed/used from and spread over the ROW.
Merchantable timber harvested from CRs not
the site.
No placement of towers in wetlands salvaged for merchantability will not be
disposed of by burning.
No placement of towers in CLVAs
Where possible, NextBridge has avoided
No rutting in CLVAs
If possible, no removal of vegetation placing towers in wetlands. Where it was not
possible to avoid placing a tower in a wetland,
in the CLVAs
mitigation measures were provided in Section
6.5 of the EPP (Appendix 4-II of the EA
Report).
Where placement of towers in CLVAs were
unavoidable, mitigation measures were
developed and detailed in Section 4 of
Appendix 4-II of the EA Report.
Mitigation measures to prevent rutting are
provided in Section 3 of Appendix 4-II of the
EA Report.
Grubbing and stripping will be conducted in the
ROW. Incompatible vegetation will be removed
during O&M. Refer to Section 4.3.1.2 for
additional information about incompatible
vegetation. Mitigation measures for
environmentally sensitive features are listed in
Section 4 of Appendix 4-II.
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update Y/N

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Table 1-IV-A-5:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Conservation Reserves

Document

MNRF-CR- S19
Kama Cliff
05
& Gravel River
CR

Draft EA Comment
Reference
CR-14

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

Environmentally-significant feature mitigation
With respect to tower construction in the Kama In the final EA, include the requested
With respect to tower construction in the Kama
NextBridge will consider the proposed
information and consider the proposed
Cliffs and Gravel River Conservation
Cliffs and Gravel River Conservation Reserves,
mitigation measures. Mitigation measures that measures are insufficient in the final EA with
Reserves: a more fulsome consideration
mitigation measures:
can be committed to were added to the Final regard to impacts in Conservation Reserves. It more detailed mitigation measures should be
is recommended that the EA address the
should be included in the EA, including
included in the EA.
EA Report.

Towers are to be installed using
following concerns and issues with more
cumulative effects section, and appropriate
helicopters.
detailed
mitigation
measures:
mitigation.

“NO new roads” are to be constructed Helicopters may be used for some purposes,

Avoid impacting wetlands or Critical
in the Conservation Reserves as per but will not negate the need for conventional
ground transportation and access roads
Landform-Vegetation Associations
their respective policy statements
installation (e.g., to transport large equipment
(CLVAs) by considering amendments
(direct “no” for Kama Cliffs, and
to tower type.
“maybe” for Gravel River i.e. only to that cannot be transported by helicopter).
Efforts have been made to minimize new road
access the GR Forest Reserve for

Travel lane should avoid wetlands
construction in the conservation reserves, both
and CLVAs (or rig mats should be
mining purposes).
employed i.e. no grubbing or

Identify trails on Hydro One’s corridor by utilizing existing roads to limit the
stripping). Should wetlands be
used for their maintenance activities development new roads. New roads are
destroyed or altered and there is no
that will be used for this, and to what proposed only where there are no reasonable
alternatives.
reclamation proposed – this would be
extent these “trails” need to be
considered a long-term or permanent
upgraded i.e. are these roads? If so, NB is willing to work with HONI or other
impact.
stakeholders to maximize the use existing
then they are not permitted in CR.
water body crossings along the ROW and

A weed/vegetation management plan

Coordinate use of water crossings
should not be left to the contractor to
with Hydro One i.e. only one crossing access roads. Discussions with HONI are
ongoing and NextBridge is engaging with
develop prior to commencing work;
permitted of these adjacent
HONI to discuss access.
this plan should form part of the EA.
transmission corridors.

Reclamation of the project

Crossings are to be clear-span only NB is willing to work with HONI or other
components should be specific in the
stakeholders to maximize the use existing
(unless otherwise agreed).
EA.
water body crossings along the ROW and

Crossing watercourses for future
access roads. Discussions with HONI are

High flotation tires should be used in
maintenance activities need to be
ongoing and NextBridge is engaging with
wetlands and CLVAs (no rutting or
identified and planned/mitigated in
HONI to discuss access.
impact of hydrological functions).
this EA.

Laydown areas are not permitted in Temporary bridges (i.e., rig mats installed from
bank to bank) will be employed for water
CRs.

The proposed ROW/corridor should crossings. If a clear span crossing is not
be tight to Hydro One ROW/corridor feasible, NextBridge will apply for the
i.e. appear as a single disturbed linear appropriate permits for approval.
feature.
Where possible, NextBridge will use existing
watercourse crossings for operations and

No use of chemical herbicide for
maintenance activities within the CRs maintenance (O&M) water crossings. Water
body crossing structures and status

Minimum vegetated stream buffers
(permanent/temporary) are identified in
should be 30 m in the CRs, albeit
recognition for removal of danger and Appendix 13-11 of the EA Report.
non-compatible trees within the 30 m No laydown areas are located in CRs.
vegetated buffer can be removed by The proposed ROW/corridor is immediately
hand.
adjacent to the HONI ROW/corridor except in

For Kama Cliffs CR, there is a
areas where paralleling was not feasible (e.g.,
peregrine nest approx. 2 km from the where towers would be placed in waterbodies).
proposed ROW. It is recognized that A Weed Management Plan will be developed
this nest is not necessarily impacted by the contractor prior to commencing work.
but construction activities may
A minimum 30 m vegetated buffer around
influence this SAR special concern
water bodies will be observed within CRs. If
species normal behaviour patterns. work within the 30 m buffer is unavoidable,
There have also been mention that
NextBridge will comply with the mitigation
this pair nests around the corner up measures set out in Appendix 4-II of the EA
the 81 road or feeds there, this should Report.
be considered in the EA, and
Peregrine falcons locations were identified on
potentially timing restriction applied to
the Environmental Alignment Sheets
construction activities within the CR.
(Appendix 5-I) because they indicate locations

It is unclear where the harvested
where additional targeted surveys may be
timber from the ROW is to be
required to understand the type and extent of
directed. This needs to be identified. specialized habitat that may be present, and

Mitigation measure of “burning”
what mitigation may be required.
should not be permitted in the
Timber harvested from the ROW and not
Conservation Reserve albeit the
suitable or economical for sale will be chipped
timber should be removed/used from
and spread over the ROW.
the site.
Merchantable timber harvested from CRs not

No placement of towers in wetlands
salvaged for merchantability will not be

No placement of towers in CLVAs
disposed of by burning.

No rutting in CLVAs
Where possible, NextBridge has avoided

If possible, no removal of vegetation
placing towers in wetlands. Where it was not
in the CLVAs
possible to avoid placing a tower in a wetland,
mitigation measures were provided in Section
6.5 of the EPP (Appendix 4-II of the EA
Report).
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NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update Y/N

NextBridge reviewed the proposed tower
Y – S 4.3.1.11,
(structure) locations in Kama Cliffs and Gravel S 12,
River Conservation Reserves. Alternatives
Table 12-9,
assessments for both conservation reserves are App 4-II,
presented in Appendix 3-II of the amended EA App 4-III,
Report (Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-01). App 19-IV
Structures in Kama Cliffs are not located in the
CLVAs. Avoidance of CLVAs in Gravel River
would not be possible with the current
alignment. A reroute to avoid CLVAs in Gravel
River would result in additional greenfield
disturbance. Text has been added to Appendix
19-IV of the amended EA Report to discuss this
option.
NextBridge will use existing trails where possible
in Kama Cliffs and Gravel River. NextBridge will
use low ground pressure equipment when
working in wetlands and CLVAs in Kama Cliffs
and Gravel River. If conditions (e.g., wet soils)
requiring access mats are encountered, matting
may be employed in Kama Cliffs and Gravel
River.
A Vegetation Management Program including
weed management mitigation measures is
presented in the OEMP (Appendix 4-III).
A Decommissioning Plan for temporary Project
infrastructure is provided in the CEPP
(Appendix 4-II) and is summarized in Section 4
of the amended EA Report.
Potential effects to MNRF values have been
addressed through the submission of Annex 5 to
the GRT under separate cover. Refer to MNRFOG-04 for a description of Annex 5.
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Table 1-IV-A-5:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Conservation Reserves

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update Y/N

Where placement of towers in CLVAs were
unavoidable, mitigation measures were
developed and detailed in Section 4 of
Appendix 4-II of the EA Report.
Mitigation measures to prevent rutting are
provided in Section 3 of Appendix 4-II of the
EA Report.
Grubbing and stripping will be conducted in the
ROW. Incompatible vegetation will be removed
during O&M. Refer to Section 4.3.1.2 for
additional information about incompatible
vegetation. Mitigation measures for
environmentally sensitive features are listed in
Section 4 of Appendix 4-II.
MNRF-CR- S19
Kama Cliffs CR
06

CR-15,

OG-24

With regard to the Mazukama Falls Hiking Trails
Aquatic and terrestrial trails presented in
in Kama Cliffs CR, the proposed transmission
Sections 19.5.2.5.2.1 and 19.5.2.5.2.2 were
identified through the MNRF Land Information corridor ROW and access roads overlap
sections of the established trails; discussions
Ontario and NRCan CANVEC databases,
which identify Ontario Trail Network (OTN) and with the Trail Committee and Ontario Parks
should be included in the ROC.
non-OTN trails, considered the most
comprehensive trail datasets available for the Responses provided to date by Nextbridge
indicated that the corridor is abutting the HONI
Province of Ontario. NextBridge is also
corridor, however there appears to be widening
currently engaging with and will continue to
engage with the Voyageur Trail Association, as of the corridor in proximity of the Kama Hills
Provincial Park, presumably to avoid the Park.
documented in Appendix 2-III of the EA
Report. The Mazukama trails are not included Avoiding the Park is likely to have greater
in the MNRF LIO or NRCan CANVEC
impact on the local environment and other
datasets.
resource users and on the CR. Further
It is important to note that mitigation measures discussion is needed in the EA to show the
are not provided on a feature by feature basis, consideration and balance of project impacts to
but address all features by type, given similar various features.
potential effects and similar mitigation
requirements. Any trail identified by the Project
at the EA or permitting stages will be subject to
the same mitigation measures, which address
both temporary restrictions on access (i.e.,
areas closed for safety that will eventually
reopen, where signage, temporary rerouting or
closure may be feasible) and the permanent
rerouting to allow for continued outdoor
recreational and tourism use.
Refer to MNRF-CR-06.
Wherever there is standing timber between the Further information is required in the Final EA to Refer to the response to MNRF-O/G-23.
Hydro One and Nextbridge cleared ROWs (e.g. undertake a comprehensive assessment of
impacts/mitigation.
proposed in Kama Cliffs CR), this remnants
need to be assessed in the EA i.e. what is the
width/size of the remnant patch, assumed that
standing trees will not be deemed
“incompatible” during construction or
maintenance, wind firmness i.e. is the “strip of
trees” just going to blow-down, impacts of
increased fragmentation, and associated
impacts including consideration of impacts to
wildlife and hunting, etc.

In the Kama Conservation Reserve - lack of
The Final EA needs to provide an analysis of
consideration for Mazukama Falls Hiking Trails impacts on this feature, and include avoidance
– the proposed ROW and access roads
/ mitigation for these established trails.
There should be further discussions with the
overlap sections of the established trails.
Discussions with the Trail Committee should Trail Committee.
have been included in the ROC.
Any Agreements with party holders is to be
identified and resolved in the EA i.e. not left to
permitting.
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It is highly recommended that this road access
be evaluated and discussed with the various
stakeholders, interest groups and HONI as part
of the EA. MNRF will not authorize clearing the
ROW through this CR (or Park) until an
evaluation is completed, and discussions have
occurred and are resolved among interested
parties and the Management Statement is
updated through the amendment process, and
only following a favourable outcome to the EA.

The Project footprint (Appendix 5-III) has been Y –
revised and minimized to avoid specific features App 2-III
and access roads were refined. The preferred
route ROW in Kama Cliffs Conservation
Reserve has been narrowed to avoid Kama Hills
Provincial Park. As a result, there is less
disturbance to existing vegetation in this area.
NextBridge has engaged representatives from
the Mazukama Falls Hiking Trails. The Trails
Committee was provided with the Project
footprint (Appendix 5-III to the Final EA Report)
and engagement is ongoing.
NextBridge has engaged Ontario Parks, but
specific discussions about Mazukama Falls
Hiking Trails have not been conducted with
Ontario Parks. NextBridge will continue to
engage Mazukama Falls Hiking Trails and
Ontario Parks as part of ongoing consultation.
NextBridge is engaged in ongoing discussions
with Hydro One.
The ROC has been updated to November 30,
2017.

Refer to the response to MNRF-CR-06.

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
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Table 1-IV-A-5:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Conservation Reserves
Draft EA Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update Y/N

The Project footprint (Appendix 5-III) has been Y –
S 4.3.1.11, App
revised to avoid specific features and access
roads were refined. Where possible, NextBridge 4-II,
S 6.8,
has minimized access roads. Text has been
added to Appendix 19-IV assessing the need for S 19.5,
access roads in conservation reserves to better App 19-IV
meet the MNRF’s information requirements.
A Decommissioning Plan has been provided in
the CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and is summarized in
Section 4 of the amended EA Report.
All temporary access roads will be
decommissioned in consultation with the MNRF
and in accordance to the MNRF’s Forest
Management Guide for Conserving Biodiversity
at the Stand and Site Scales (OMNR 2010).
Appendix 19-IV has been revised to align with
Appendix 5-II (Access and Construction
Environmental Maps). NextBridge
acknowledges that Management Statements for
provincial parks and conservation reserves may
need to be amended. This is acknowledged in
Section 19 of the amended EA Report.
Reference:
OMNR. 2010. Forest Management Guide for
Conserving Biodiversity at the Stand and Site
Scales. Toronto: Questions Printer for Ontario.
211 pp.
https://dr6j45jk9xcmk.cloudfront.net/documents/
4816/stand-amp-site-guide.pdf Last access
November 10, 2017.
Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-16
N

MNRF-CR- Appendix 19 IV, CR-03
Appendix 1-11107
A, MNR-CR24, 25 & 26,
and
Appendix 5- 1-A

The summary conclusion of predicted effects In anticipation of preparing an amendment to Refer to the response to MNRF-CR-01.
states that, except for two wildlife and wildlife Management Direction for each of the
Conservation Reserves potentially impacted by Appendix 19-IV does not duplicate the effects
habitat criteria, net adverse environmental
effects associated with the Project are predicted the Project, the final EA should consider
assessment in the main body of the EA Report.
to be not significant.
creating an additional Appendix that documents Environmental effects and mitigation measures
the specific land use changes to be made, the have been presented in the EA Report and
New utility corridors in Kama Cliffs, Gravel
River and Kwinkgama Conservation Reserves potential net negative environmental effect and commit that NextBridge will continue to consult
require amendments to Management Direction the impact on permitted uses in the CRs.
with provincial park and conservation reserve
For each CR, the final EA should: list all the
for each of the CRs to enable a new utility
management and ensure that appropriate
activities that are expected to take place;
corridor and associated land disposition for
information to support the amendments to
describe how the activities, temporarily and
commercial use.
Management Direction for each of the
permanently will affect permitted commercial
Conservation Reserves bodies is provided.
activities, recreation activities and facilities,
science, education and heritage appreciation
and land and resource management activities;
and acknowledge who the changes will affect,
including Aboriginal, public and stakeholder
interests.

There is insufficient justification for new roads The EA should provide additional information to
with Kwinkwaga, Kama Cliffs or Gravel River
address the need for all roads proposed in the
CR, a lack of information on how temporary
CRs and speak to their decommissioning.
access roads are going to be decommissioned, MNRF will not be issuing authorization for any
and road information in Appendix 19-IV doesn’t new roads through the CRs unless the
match Appendix 5-1-A alignments sheets.
Management Statement is updated through the
amendment process and only following a
favourable outcome to the EA.

MNRF-CR- Appendix
19-IV, S. 3.8
08

CR-03

The summary conclusion of predicted effects In anticipation of preparing an amendment to Refer to the response to MNRF-CR-01.
states that, except for two wildlife and wildlife Management Direction for each of the
Conservation Reserves potentially impacted by Appendix 19-IV does not duplicate the effects
habitat criteria, net adverse environmental
effects associated with the Project are predicted the Project, the final EA should consider
assessment in the main body of the EA Report.
creating an additional Appendix that documents Environmental effects and mitigation measures
to be not significant.
the specific land use changes to be made, the have been presented in the EA Report and
New utility corridors in Kama Cliffs, Gravel
River and Kwinkgama Conservation Reserves potential net negative environmental effect and commit that NextBridge will continue to consult
require amendments to Management Direction the impact on permitted uses in the CRs.
with provincial park and conservation reserve
For each CR, the final EA should: list all the
for each of the CRs to enable a new utility
management and ensure that appropriate
activities that are expected to take place;
corridor and associated land disposition for
information to support the amendments to
describe how the activities, temporarily and
commercial use.
Management Direction for each of the
permanently will affect permitted commercial
Conservation Reserves bodies is provided.
activities, recreation activities and facilities,
science, education and heritage appreciation
and land and resource management activities;
and acknowledge who the changes will affect,
including Aboriginal, public and stakeholder
interests.

Section 3.8 states that it is not feasible to cross
over the existing Hydro One transmission line,
however, project footprint maps in Appendix 5III, figure 5-III-2Q, show the proposed
transmission line crossing Hydro One’s
transmission line. Appendix 5-1-A figures show
access roads on and crossing Hydro One
transmission line.

The EA should clarify why it is not feasible to
cross over the Hydro One transmission line in
some locations when it has been done in other
instances.

MNRF-CR- Figures, maps
throughout
09
document and
Section 19

PL-02,

All figures should be updated to recognize land Including these land use designations on maps
use designations
is recommended.
i.e. Enhanced Management Areas, and Lake
Superior Archipelago Conservation Reserve

The figures and Final EA were updated to
include the Enhanced Management Areas,
however the Lake Superior Archipelago CR is
still missing from the figures and from
evaluation in the EA.

An evaluation of this recommended CR should The Lake Superior Archipelago Conservation
Y – Maps
be included in the EA and this land use
Reserve has been added to relevant figures, as (Global), Table
designation should be shown on maps.
requested. Within the text of the amended EA 19-7
Report, the Lake Superior Archipelago
Conservation Reserve has been added to Table
19-7 which identifies the quantity of land in
conservation reserves that is overlapped by the
parks and protected areas LSA, and transected
by the Project footprint.

CR- 13

The Figure and text need to reflect the Lake
Superior Archipelago CR (Recommended)

The layers used in the Non-TLU figures were
MNRF Cottage Residential Site, Recreation
Camp, Tourism Establishment Area, First
Nations Expansion Area, Indian Reserve,
Federal Protected Area, Provincial Parks,
Conservation Reserve, LRCA Conservation
Areas, Conservation Authority Admin Area, and
CANVEC Leisure Area. These data are on
Figure 19-I-4.
CLUPA Provincial (Crown Land Use Policy
Atlas) will be added to Figure 19-I-4.
The Final EA should also consider and include The EA Report discussion of parks and
an assessment of impacts on the respective
protected areas relied upon the MNRF LIO
Recommended CR.
provincial parks dataset and the conservation
reserve dataset, following standard EA
approach. The archipelago is not included in
the provincial parks or the conservation
reserves datasets. It is included in the Crown
Land Use Policy Atlas dataset (CLUPA
provincial). The Lake Superior Archipelago CR
has been added to the figure, baseline text,
and effects assessment considerations.
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RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
Table 1-IV-A-5:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Conservation Reserves

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

MNRF-CR- Appendix 19-IV,
Project Activities
10
Appendix 3- I-B
Appendix 5- I-B

MNRF-CR- Appendix 4- II,
EPP
11

Sec. 1.2

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

An alternative design should be considered and
an effects assessment undertaken for the
segment of the transmission corridor that runs
through the CLVA in Gravel River CR to
demonstrate no adverse impact on the current
areal extent or ecological function of the CLVA.
This should be done despite
/ in addition to the mitigation measures
described related to access and construction of
the preferred route.
The EPP must include consideration of impact
It is stated in this section of both the draft and
and remedies past the construction and
final EA that environmental management
(mitigation and monitoring) is not included in the installation phase of the project, in order for
MNRF to do a fully-informed review of the EA.
Environmental Protection Plan for the postconstruction or operation phase.
To protect the ecological functions that define
the CRs (under the PPCRA, 2006), it is
important to know how impact will be measured
over time and addressed. By not including
post-construction environmental management
in the EPP, the EA gives no opportunity to
assess the full consequence of installing the
new transmission corridor.
The preferred corridor route, through a Critical
Landform/Vegetation Area (CLVA) in Gravel
River CR, decreases the total area of the CLVA
(already underrepresented in this Ecodistrict)
without consideration for where the hectarage
would be replaced. The CLVA is integral to the
significance of this Protected Area.
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NextBridge Final EA Response
The preferred route ROW in the Gravel River
Conservation Reserve parallels the existing
Hydro One transmission line. Rationale for the
siting of the Project footprint is provided in
Section 3 of the amended EA Report.
NextBridge will use low-pressure tread
equipment and rig mats in the CLVA in Gravel
River Conservation Reserve.

EA Update Y/N
Y–
S 3.3.1.6.1.3

The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) is intended for the
Y–
construction phase of the project. An OEMP
App 4-II,
(Appendix 4-III) and conceptual postApp 4-III
construction monitoring plan (Appendix 4-II)
have been added to the amended EA Report to
provide mitigation to address impacts and
remedies past the construction and installation
phase of the project.

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
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Table 1-IV-A-6:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Forestry
Draft EA
Comment
Reference

MNRFFOR-011

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

MNRF engages in and ultimately approves
Forest Management Plans (FMP) with the
objective to sustainably managing the
forested landscape.
The Final EA has not adequately addressed
impacts of the various components and
phases of the project on the respective
Sustainable Forest Licence holders (SFLs) or
the respective FMPs.
Direction in these FMPs as it relates to this
project must be included in the description of
existing environmental conditions. FMPs are
important information sources.
The EA contains no consideration /
assessment / evaluation of:

The EA must comprehensively address
project impacts to forestry, SFLs and FMPs.
Without this information in the EA, and a full
evaluation / assessment, MNRF cannot issue
authorizations for access to the ROW or
clearing trees for project components.

A discussion of FMPs and an effects
assessment to SFLs as a result of the Project
has been added to Section 19 in the
amended EA Report.

Y–
S 19.7.14

Potential effects to SFL holders and FMPs as
a result of construction clearing have been
assessed in Section 19 of the amended EA
Report.
Changes to silviculture treatment areas are
assessed in Section 19 of the amended EA
Report.
Consultation with SFLs is presented in the
ROC (Appendix 2-III).
Section 19 of the amended EA Report
indicates that NextBridge will continue
engagement with SFL holders to identify
silviculturally treated areas and negotiate
compensation for investments where
required. A Decommissioning Plan for
temporary Project infrastructure is provided in
the CEPP (Appendix4-II).
Through negotiations with SFL holders, it is
likely that access management strategies
(including upgrading, use, maintenance,
monitoring, decommissioning and ownership
of roads and water crossings) can be
developed that are consistent with direction
in FMPs, resulting in no net effect on road
access for the forest industry.
Existing roads and trails will be used where
feasible as identified on the Access and
Construction Environmental Maps (Appendix
5-II) and will comply with conditions outlined
in road use agreements. The development of
upgraded existing and new access roads will
be planned in consultation with SFL holders
and in compliance with applicable legislation,
regulations and requirements identified in
forest management plans, permits and
authorizations. Consultation with SFLs in
relation to permanent and temporary road
infrastructure within their forest management
areas has been initiated and is presented in
the ROC (Appendix 2-III).
Refer to the response to MNRF-FOR-01-6.

Y–
S 19.7.14

Clearing of the treed areas as it relates to the
respective FMPs
MNRFFOR-012

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.

Clearing of the treed areas as it relates to the
SFLs annual harvest allocations (AHA)
(existing FMP and future plans);

MNRFFOR-013

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.

MNRFFOR-014

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.

Clearing of regenerated areas as it relates to
silviculture investment and reimbursements,
and impacts to the SFL/FMP and siting of
components to reduce impacts where
possible;
Decommissioning / reclamation of project
components (e.g. laydown yards) including
regeneration to conifer (Spruce / Pine);

MNRFFOR-015

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.

Road use management (RUMS) strategies /
direction in the FMPs;

MNRFFOR-016

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.

Coordination of road use agreements – which
roads will be permanent or temporary as they
affect both users (and associated reclamation
/ decommissioning);

MNRFFOR-017
MNRFFOR-018

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.
Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.

Coordination of road use agreements or
MOUs – related to upgrades to SFL roads
and water crossings (ownership);
Coordination of road use – as it relates to
both operators possibly using the haul road
(e.g. safety considerations);
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Through negotiations with SFL holders, it is
likely that access management strategies
(including upgrading, use, maintenance,
monitoring, decommissioning and ownership
of roads and water crossings) can be
developed that are consistent with direction
in FMPs, resulting in no net effect on road
access for the forest industry. In addition,
conductors will be at a height that
interactions with logging trucks and other
equipment are unlikely. .

Y–S
19.7.14.3
App 2-III

Y–
S
19.7.14.3.1,
App 4-II

Y–
S 19.7.14.4

Y–
S
17.7.14.4.2,
App 2-II

Y–
S 17.7.14.4.2
App 2-III
Y–
S 19.7.14.4.3

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
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Table 1-IV-A-6:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Forestry
Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

MNRFFOR-019

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.

Direction in the FMPs related to caribou
discontinuous zone;

MNRFFOR-0110
MNRFFOR-0111

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.
Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.

Direction in the FMPs related to Lake
Superior Coastal caribou zone;

MNRFFOR-0112
MNRFFOR-0113

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.
Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.
Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-FOR-01-1 through
MNRF-FOR-01-14.

MNRFFOR-0114
Main report
Appendix 3-1

FOR-8

FOR-12

“Where practical, the contractor will use
existing disturbed areas as laydown yards”
On Crown land, recently disturbed areas may
not always be the best choice, especially if
the area has already undergone silvicultural
treatments.
The planned forest harvest allocations should
be reviewed in the various forest
management plans along the easement line
to see if there is harvesting planned in the
near future. Consideration should be given to
locating laydown yards within areas planned
for harvest within the current FMPs with
special attention to limiting loss of productive
lands and to limiting potential environmental
effects. There may also be potential for an
advantageous partnership with the SFL
holder.
As it relates to the Alternative Route
Segment Around Loon Lake, it is not clear
that adequate consultation for the Alternative
Route has been completed with SFL holders
for the Black Spruce Forest and the
Lakehead Forest.
Coordination with the SFLs for the greenfield
section of the proposed route needs to occur
in order to reduce linear corridors and
features (e.g. water crossings) on the
landscape and project impacts.
Additionally, based on the FMP for the Black
Spruce Forest, it appears that the SFL holder
is planning on harvesting timber along the
route within the next 4-5 years. All efforts
should be made to coordinate timber
harvesting with the SFL.

Direction in the FMP related to existing
decommissioned roads (response to FOR-13
& NHW-81 indicates that Nextbridge will
initiate an FMP amendment at permitting is
not acceptable);
Coordinating harvesting where there is
currently overlap of harvest operations;

Proof of consultation is required with
Resolute FP Canada Inc. (SFL on the Black
Spruce Forest).
Lands under active tending and renewal by
the SFL holder should not be considered
when determining potential laydown yard
locations. If avoidance is not possible,
reimbursement / compensation may be
necessary.

Refer to the response to MNRF-FOR-04.

The record of consultation (ROC) and the
consultation section of the report should
provide detailed information on these
consultation and coordination efforts with
Resolute FP Canada Inc. (Black Spruce
Forest) and Greenmantle Forest Inc.
(Lakehead Forest).

Refer to the response to MNRF-FOR-04.
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GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

The amended EA Report has been updated to
include the direction related to caribou in the
discontinuous zone from the FMPs (Appendix
14-V).
Refer to the response to MNRF-FOR-01-10

Y–
App 14-V

Inclusion of decommissioning in Road Use
Agreements is assessed in Section 19.7.14.2
of the amended EA Report.

Y–
S 19.7.14.2

Change to area and spatial orientation of
planned harvests is assessed in Section
19.7.14.2 of the amended EA Report.
Refer to the response to MNRF-FOR-01-12.

Y–
S 19.7.14.2

Consultation with SFLs has been initiated.
NextBridge will undertake a review and
presentation of the revised and minimized
Project footprint.

Y–
App 2-III

Negotiating of Harvest Licenses with the SFLs
and/or their Overlapping Licensees
agreements;
It is recognized that Nextbridge has recently
commenced discussions with select SFL
holders which is included in the ROC
(Nextbridge response to FOR – 08). To date,
the discussions are extremely limited.
Refer to MNRF-FOR-10-1 through MNRFFOR-10-14.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-FOR-10-1
through MNRF-FOR-10-14.

Refer to MNRF-FOR-10-1 through MNRFFOR-10-14.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-FOR-10-1
through MNRF-FOR-10-14.

Y–
App 14-V

Y–
S 19.7.14.2
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Table 1-IV-A-6:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Forestry

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
FOR-13

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Improvements to the Moonshine Lake access
is contrary to the existing Lakehead Forest
Management Plan’s road use management
strategy. A section of road which is proposed
to be improved was decommissioned approx.
20 years ago to mitigate impacts on moose
values. The road was progressively /
aggressively bermed and successfully
replanted /regenerated to conifer. This road
is considered an AC2 (restricted access) in
the Lakehead FMP. There is no planned
harvest allocations in this area for the
duration of the Lakehead FMP - 3 year
Contingency Plan as such the forestry
company has no forecasted use.

Should this access be required, an FMP
amendment would be required. Through the
amendment process there is no guarantee
that the end result would be favorable for the
project, i.e. improved access may not be
allowed. Alternative access should be
considered in the Final

The Project Description in the EA provides
NextBridge’s best understanding of the project
at the current time. It is recognized that during
detailed planning and design, certain project
details may be updated or optimized. These
adjustments may be based on site-specific
engineering and environmental
considerations, or from the experience of the
Contractor. It is common for a project to
become further refined from the EA (or
feasibility stage) to the permitting (detailed
design).
Should it be necessary during permitting,
NextBridge will submit an FMP amendment.

Refer to MNRF-FOR-10-1 through MNRFFOR-10-14.

The response provided for a number of
comments on Draft EA suggests that
NextBridge will continue to engage SFL as
project proceeds yet there appears to be no
reference to SFLs in the Environmental
Protection Plan Section 2. Notification of
Affected Parties.
The Final EA does not have sufficient
information to address the impact on Crown
forestry resources.
The text states: “Merchantable timber will be
cleared in accordance with the Timber
Salvage Plan developed for the Project or in
accordance with landowner requests.” This
plan has not been included in the Final EA.
At least a draft of the plan must be included in
the EA. MNRF does not have sufficient
information to understand how this Crown
resource will be utilized. Furthermore, timber
left stacked on site would be a fire hazard.
Finally, trees may be reserved to the Crown
on private property - Nextbridge should
determine where this is the case.
There is a lack of information in the EPP.
Appropriate planning does not appear to be
finalized and there appears to be a lack of
opportunity for participation for some activities
that have not yet been finalized.
In some instances terrain conditions, values
may/should influence the location of some of
the identified project activities. Project
activities should be planned appropriately and
finalized in advance of permitting.
Additionally, the lack of information in this
respect may prevent NextBridge from
obtaining permits in a timely fashion.
The EPP speaks to the inspection and
maintenance of existing bridges subject to
agreement with landowners. The same
consideration must be provided to the SFL
holder on existing roads.
The EPP speaks to the goal of reclamation as
being to return the disturbed areas back to
pre- existing conditions yet the “Seeding and
Revegetation” column suggest that natural
regeneration will be done. In some instance
natural regeneration may not be appropriate.
The focus should be to ensure the disturbed
areas are returned to the productive
landbase. In some instances conifer species
may be the preferred option.

MNRFFOR-02

EPP, App. 4-II,
Section 2

n/a

n/a

n/a

MNRFFOR-03

EPP, Section
5.1:
Contractor
Measures (pg
18)

n/a

n/a

n/a

MNRFFOR-04

EPP, Section
5.2.1, Page 22

n/a

n/a

n/a

MNRFFOR-05

EPP, S. 5.8

n/a

n/a

n/a
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GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

Refer to the responses to MNRF-FOR-10-1
through MNRF-FOR-10-14.

The SFLs must be included on the list of
parties receiving notifications.

Section 3 of the CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has
been revised to include Sustainable Forest
License holders on the list of affected parties
receiving notifications of the overall
construction schedule before the start of
construction.

Y – App 4-II

The EA must include a draft of the Timber
Salvage Plan.
All proposed footprints should have the
appropriate planning in place and be finalized
prior to permitting.
Insufficient information on utilization of Crown
timber may cause delays at the permitting
stage.

A timber salvage plan will be developed by
the Contractor prior to construction of the
Project.
NextBridge acknowledges that trees on
private property may be reserved to the
Crown. Refer to the response to MNRF-OG25.
The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised
since submission of the final EA Report and
an OEMP has been added to the amended
EA Report as Appendix 4-III.

Y–
App 4-II,
App 4-III

Road maintenance and monitoring
agreements need to be negotiated for
existing road and water crossings.

Change to road access due to project overlap
with existing or planned forestry access roads
is assessed in Section 19 of the amended EA
Report.

Y–
S 19.7.14.4

Reclamation should focus on the
establishment of the area to the pre- existing
conditions.

NextBridge commits to natural revegetation
and ongoing maintenance of compatible
vegetation within the Project transmission line
ROW for operations personnel safety and to
minimize the extent of outages. A
Decommissioning Plan for temporary Project
infrastructure is provided in the CEPP
(Appendix 4-II).
The primary objective for reclamation is site
stabilization and erosion prevention.

Y – App 4-II
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Table 1-IV-A-6:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Forestry
Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

MNRFFOR-06

Main Report,
S. 5.4.2 and
EPP

n/a

n/a

n/a

This section suggests that the mitigation
measures are developed based on
understanding of the environmental setting,
input from consultation and engagement
activities, and that Project design and
planning continues.
MNRF finds that too many key aspects of
project planning, such as footprint and
mitigation measures, remain unknown and
uncertain (and deferred to the permitting
stage) to ensure a comprehensive
assessment. For example, there is a lot of
potential to reduce project impacts to forestry
as well as other impacts on the environment
by working together with SFLs to minimize
footprint and impacts and coordinate activities.
The EA and current project design do not
reflect these considerations.

All proposed footprints and mitigation
measures should have the appropriate
planning in place and finalized prior to
permitting. Only minor refinements are
appropriate at the permitting stage.

MNRFFOR-07

Main Report,
S. 4.3.1.11

n/a

n/a

n/a

The EA states that the goal of re-seeding will
be to re-establish a native cover crop such as
ground juniper or other low-growing shrubs to
stabilize soils and limit the establishment of
fast- growing tree species such as poplar
and white birch. Yet the EPP section 5.8
suggests that the goal of reclamation is to
return disturbed areas back to pre-existing
conditions.
Reclamation should focus on returning the
areas to the pre-existing conditions where
appropriate. This includes the establishment
of conifer and hardwood species via artificial
or natural means dependent on the preexisting condition.
Area should be reclaimed with the goal of
returning the disturbed area back to
productive land. If this is not possible
consideration should be given to providing a
“in kind’ contribution elsewhere on the forest.

More detailed information needed to fully
address reclamation, with a focus on
returning the areas to the pre- existing
conditions wherever possible.

MNRFFOR-08

EPP, S. 5.4

n/a

n/a

n/a

Regulatory approval should include obtaining
Forest Resource Licences (FRL) for the
clearing of merchantable timber should it be
required.

MNRFFOR-09

Main Report,
S. 4.3.1.2

n/a

n/a

n/a

Discussion of regulatory approvals does not
identify the need to have appropriate permit in
place for the harvest/removal of merchantable
timber should it be required. The EAP report
Section 4.2.6 suggests that the owner will
contact the directly affected property owners
or government agencies and acquire
necessary permits and authorizations, prior to
establishment of laydown yards. Yet this
does not appear to be reflected in the
regulatory approval section of the EPP.
This section notes the following “timber
removal will be coordinated with affected
property or timber owners, as applicable.
This wood may be offered to local property or
timber owners.” For timber being harvested
on Crown Land the SFL has the first right of
refusal for harvest and use of the wood.
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The project will need to have an overlapping
agreement with the SFL in advance of
harvest.

NextBridge Final EA Response

The Project footprint (Appendix 5-III) has been
revised and minimized to avoid specific
features and access routes were refined. The
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised with
additional detail and specific mitigation
measures for Project effects along the
preferred route ROW, access roads and
construction disturbances. Potential effects to
MNRF values have been addressed through
the submission of Annex 5 to the GRT under
separate cover. Refer to MNRF-OG-04 for a
description of Annex 5.
An OEMP has been added to the amended
EA Report as Appendix 4-III. NextBridge
believes that the appropriate planning and
mitigation measures are in place to meet the
requirements of the EA. Additional measures
will be determined and finalized based on
consultation and permit approval conditions.
A Decommissioning Plan for temporary
Project infrastructure including reseeding and
revegetation measures is provided in the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II).Section 4 of the final EA
Report is correct in that the objective of reseeding is to re-establish a native cover crop
such as ground juniper or other low-growing
shrugs to stabilize soils and limit the
establishment of fast-growing tree species
such as poplar and white birch. This approach
will be taken on the Project transmission line
ROW, where fast growing tree species
present a hazard to the constructed
transmission line.
NextBridge has committed to replanting
laydown yards, construction camps and
storage yards with conifers.
Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-14 for
additional information. The majority of the
area crossed by the Project consists of SFL
holders who have existing reforestation plans.
Forest Resource Licenses will be obtained for
the harvest/removal of timber. This has been
added as a mitigation measure to the CEPP
(Appendix 4-II) in the amended EA Report.

An overlapping agreement will be in place
with the SFL holder in advance of harvest.
This has been added as a mitigation measure
to the CEPP (Appendix 4-II) in the amended
EA Report.

EA Update
Y/N
Y–
App 4-II,
App 4-III

Y–
S 4.3.1.11,
App 4-II

Y – App 4-II

Y – App 4-II
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Table 1-IV-A-6:

MNRF - Forestry

Comment
ID

Document

MNRFFOR-10

Main Report,
Route in Wawa
District

MNRFFOR-11

Appendix 3-IA, General

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
FOR-02

FOR-13

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

The EA has not sufficiently considered
impacts of the project on silvicultural
investments. Impact to high value silvicultural
investments, in especially in areas that MNRF
has identified as particularly important, have
not been have not been described in the EA
or adequately considered.
In response to MNRF’s request to consider an
alternative route and minimize impacts to a
particular high value area, the proponent sited
consideration of alternatives in Appendix 3-I.
However, the analyses presented did not
consider or evaluate impacts to silvicultural
investments.
MNRF believes an alternate route should be
fully evaluated/considered where the
proposed line parallels Hwy 17 between Pic
Mobert First Nation (East of Marathon) and
West of White River below the Kwinkwaga
Ground Morriane Uplands Conservation
Reserve. In the White River forest (between
Hwy 17 and Kwinkwaga reserve), there are
hundreds of thousands of dollars of
silviculture investments (2,500-6500$/ha).
A large part of this area burned in the 1993
Crocker lake fire just after SFL holder at the
time planted it. The SFL then performed elite
treatments by site preparing the area,
seeding, planting and spraying to ensure the
future forest thrived. This was a special
project funded by Forestry Futures Trust.
Given these elite silvicultural treatments, it is
highly advised that the selection of an
alternate route bypass this area.
Improvements to the Moonshine Lake access
is contrary to the existing Lakehead Forest
Management Plan’s road use management
strategy. A section of road which is proposed
to be improved was decommissioned
approx. 20 years ago to mitigate impacts on
moose values.
The road was progressively / aggressively
bermed and successfully replanted
/regenerated to conifer. This road is
considered an AC2 (restricted access) in the
Lakehead FMP. There is no planned harvest
allocations in this area for the duration of the
Lakehead FMP - 3 year Contingency Plan as
such the forestry company has no forecasted
use.

All efforts should be made to avoid or
minimize impacts to the area described. The
EA should address how these concerns have
been taken into consideration.
Reimbursements may be required to the
Forestry Futures Trust fund on all lands
where silviculture investments have been
made.

Change to results of silvicultural treatment
areas are assessed in Section 19 of the
amended EA Report.

Y–
S 19.7.14.3

The Final EA should speak to consideration
of alternatives for this road.
Should this access be required (which should
be demonstrated in the EA), an FMP
amendment would be required.

Where practicable, NextBridge sited
temporary Project infrastructure, including
temporary access roads, in previously
disturbed areas. A temporary access road is
planned to extend north of the preferred route
ROW between Wolf and Thompson Lakes
(referred to as Moonshine Lake access by
MNRF, referred to as the Moonshine Lake
access road hereafter). The temporary
access road was sited on the existing
Moonshine Lake access road disturbance to
reduce the amount of new disturbance.
NextBridge acknowledges that the existing
Moonshine Lake access road is identified as
Road Access Control and is located in the
Dorion Fish Cultural Station watershed area
of concern in the Lakehead Forest 2007 –
2017 Forest Management Plan Phase 2:
Stage 5 – Final Plan Areas Selected for
Operations – Map E (GFI 2012). NextBridge
will prepare an amendment to the Lakehead
Forest FMP in accordance with the Forest
Management Planning
Manual (MNRF 2017b) and the Forest
Information Manual (MNRF 2017a).
NextBridge will consider the guidance in the
Lakehead FMP set out for Blocks 302, 308,
677, which are adjacent to the Moonshine
Lake Access Road, in the amendment and in
Project planning.
The Moonshine Lake Access Road is a
temporary access road. The road will be
decommissioned in consultation with the
Dorion Fish Culture Station and with Section
5.11 of Environmental Guidelines for Access
Roads and Water Crossings (MNR 1990).

N

Consider an alternate route where the
proposed line parallels Hwy 17 between Pic
Mobert First Nation (East of Marathon) and
West of White River below the Kwinkwaga
Ground Morriane Uplands Conservation
Reserve. In the White River forest (between
Hwy 17 and Kwinkwaga reserve), there are
hundreds of thousands of dollars of
silviculture investments (2,500-6500$/ha).
A large part of this area burned in the 1993
Crocker lake fire just after SFL holder at the
time planted it. The SFL then performed elite
treatments by site preparing the area,
seeding, planting and spraying to ensure the
future forest thrived. This was a special
project funded by Forestry Futures Trust.
White River Forest Products (WRFP)
(current SFL) was planning to invest an
additional $125,000 in thinning treatments in
this area to ensure their future wood supply.
Given these elite silvicultural treatments, it is
highly advised that the selection of an
alternate route bypass this area.

All efforts should be made to avoid or
minimize impacts to the area described.
Reimbursements may be required to the
Forestry Futures Trust fund on all lands
where silviculture investments have been
made.

Alternative Route Segment C1 evaluated in
Appendix 3-I of the EA Report parallels
Highway 17 from the Town of Marathon to the
Township of White River. The Alternative
Route Segment around Pukaskwa National
Park (115 kV Transmission Line) was found to
be preferred when compared to Alternative
Route Segment C1. Details of the
comparative evaluation are provided in
Section 3.2.3 of Appendix 3-I in the EA
Report.

Improvements to the Moonshine Lake access
is contrary to the existing Lakehead Forest
Management Plan’s road use management
strategy. A section of road which is proposed
to be improved was decommissioned approx.
20 years ago to mitigate impacts on moose
values. The road was progressively /
aggressively bermed and successfully
replanted /regenerated to conifer. This road
is considered an AC2 (restricted access) in
the Lakehead FMP. There is no planned
harvest allocations in this area for the
duration of the Lakehead FMP - 3 year
Contingency Plan as such the forestry
company has no forecasted use.

Should this access be required, an FMP
amendment would be required. Through the
amendment process there is no guarantee
that the end result would be favorable for the
project, i.e. improved access may not be
allowed. Alternative access should be
considered in the Final EA.

The Project Description in the EA provides
NextBridge’s best understanding of the project
at the current time. It is recognized that during
detailed planning and design, certain project
details may be updated or optimized. These
adjustments may be based on site-specific
engineering and environmental
considerations, or from the experience of the
Contractor. It is common for a project to
become further refined from the EA (or
feasibility stage) to the permitting (detailed
design).
Should it be necessary during permitting,
NextBridge will submit an FMP amendment.
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NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-6:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRFFOR-12

MNRF - Forestry
Draft EA
Comment
Reference

MNRF- FOR-03

GRT Draft EA Comment

Ensure the height of the line does not impact
haul trucks passing on primary forestry roads.
In particular, consider hilly areas over the 600
primary road that heads south of the White
River mill. This road is being used extensively.
It appears the proposed route will cross back
and forth over this road a few times. Where it
does cross and the grade is very steep,
ensure the height of the line is adequate to
account for haul trucks and other heavy
machinery using the road.

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

Include provision on considering haul truck
traffic and height adjustments when the line
crosses primary and secondary forestry roads

NextBridge Draft EA Response

NextBridge will comply with Canadian
Standard Association (CSA) clearances,
which account for vehicle heights on forestry
roads.
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GRT Final EA Comment

The EA should include provision on
considering haul truck traffic and height
adjustments when the line crosses primary
and secondary forestry roads.
Ensure the height of the line does not impact
haul trucks passing on primary forestry roads.
In particular, consider hilly areas over the
600 primary road that heads south of the
White River mill. This road is being used
extensively. It appears the proposed route will
cross back and forth over this road a few
times. Where it does cross and the grade is
very steep, ensure the height of the line is
adequate to account for haul trucks and other
heavy machinery using the road.

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

The proponent stated in the response to
MNRF that Canadian Standards Association
(CSA) clearances will be followed, however
this was not included in the EA with additional
information on how haul truck traffic is being
considered through the standards.

NextBridge Final EA Response

References:
GFI (Greenmantle Forest Inc.). 2012.
Lakehead Forest Management Plan 20072017, Phase II: Planned Operations 20122017. Thunder Bay and Nipigon Districts,
Northwest Region.
MNR (Ministry of Natural Resources). 1990.
Environmental Guidelines for Access Roads
and Water Crossings. Toronto: Queen’s
Printer for Ontario.
MNRF (Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry). 2017a. Forest Management
Planning Manual. Toronto: Queen’s Printer
for Ontario.
MNRF. 2017b. Forest Management Planning
Manual. Toronto: Queen’s Printer for Ontario.
In the response to MNRF-FOR-03 in
Appendix 1-III-A (Responses to Regulatory
Agency Comments on the Draft EA Report)
in the final EA Report, NextBridge stated
“NextBridge will comply with Canadian
Standard Association (CSA) clearances,
which account for vehicle heights on forestry
roads.” =Design criteria for transmission
structures has been clarified in Section 4 of
the amended EA Report.
As noted in the final EA Report and above,
the line is designed to code and where other
requirements, such as the White River Mill
have been identified, they have been
accommodated (refer to Section 19 of the
amended EA Report). This has been done
through ongoing consultation. The ROC has
been updated to November 30, 2017 and is
provided in Appendix 2-III and 2-IX of the
amended EA Report.

EA Update
Y/N

Y – S 4.2.2.1,
S 19.7.14.4,
App 2-II, App
2-IX
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Table 1-IV-A-7:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Public Lands

Document

MNRF-PL- Main Report
01

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
PL-01

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

Information about land use direction in the
approved Municipal Official Plans and Zoning
By Laws for the proposed project area should
be included in the EA. For example, the EA
should recognize Municipal by- laws that do
not allow use of chemical sprays for
vegetation control.

When MNRF reviews applications for activities
on Crown lands within municipalities, MNRF
takes into consideration land use policies
approved under the Planning Act for those
areas (i.e. direction in approved municipal
Official Plans, Zoning By Laws).

NextBridge will continue ongoing consultation
with municipalities, ministries and other
relevant regulatory bodies regarding
adherence to municipal land use designation
requirements, zoning by-laws and other
regulations/requirements. Ongoing discussions
and negotiations with municipal and provincial
bodies will direct Project activities, and any
agreements made to adjust Project practices
(e.g., use of chemical sprays for vegetation
control) will be communicated to the prime
contractor, who will adhere to land use
planning restrictions as required.

Information about land use direction in the
approved Municipal Official Plans and Zoning
By Laws for the proposed project area should
be included in the EA. For example, the EA
should recognize Municipal by- laws that do
not allow use of chemical sprays for
vegetation control.
When MNRF reviews applications for activities
on Crown lands within municipalities, MNRF
takes into consideration land use policies
approved under the Planning Act for those
areas (i.e. direction in approved municipal
Official Plans, Zoning By Laws, PPS).

Although Nextbridge has indicated that there
will be ongoing discussions with the
Municipality(s), direction in respective
Municipal Official Plans and zoning by-laws
should be included as baseline information
for the EA. This information (and any known
restrictions e.g. herbicide spraying, access)
should be evaluated as part of the EA, and
appropriate mitigation included in the EA, and
ROC.

Section 19 of the amended EA Report has
been updated to reflect municipal by-laws
related to the use of chemical sprays for
vegetation control. This information has been
added to Table 19-5, which discusses
transmission line development provisions and
conditions.
Municipal bylaws are considered as mitigation
measures in Table 19-32.

Y–S
19.5.2.2,
Table 19-5,
Table 19-32

The detailed consideration of all relevant
official plan and zoning by-law provisions
across all environmental and socio-economic
disciplines will also take place at the permitting
stage.
MNRF-PL- Main Report, S.
02
1.3.2

PL-03

“NextBridge is in ongoing discussions with
Parks Canada regarding potential regulatory
approvals and authorizations associated with
crossings of the LSNMCA.”
At this time, these lands are still under
Provincial authority.

The EA will need to reflect that until such time
as the lands associated with the LSNMCA
transfer occurs, the lands are under
provincial control.

The LSNMCA status has not changed and is
still under provincial authority. This has been
updated in the Final EA.

MNRF comment in the Draft IEA was that
currently Lake Superior National Marine
Conservation Area (LSNMCA) lands are still
under provincial control, until such time as
the transfer process is complete. Nextbridge
response was to completely remove
reference to LSNMCA lands.
Insufficient information has been provided to
determine if full accounting of impacts to
LSNMCA has been evaluated and mitigated.

Even though the proposed LSNMCA lands
currently remain under provincial
control/authority, LSNMCA is a stakeholder in
this EA and the EA will need to evaluate and
assess impacts to the LSNMCA, and these
discussions should be in the ROC.

The ROC for the Lake Superior National
Marine Conservation Area is provided in
Appendix 2-III.
A discussion of the Lake Superior National
Marine Conservation Area is provided in
Section 19 of the amended EA Report. Effects
to the Lake Superior National Marine
Conservation Area are assessed in Section
19 of the amended EA Report.

Y–
S
19.5.2.3.2.2,
S 19.7.3,
S 19.7.5

MNRF-PL- S. 19 text, S.
03
20 & Figures
19- 1 and 193A

PL - 12

The chapter is lacking consideration and
evaluation of aesthetic and other impacts for
the Lake Superior Shoreline EMA.
As per the CLUPA policy report: Lake
Superior is designated as a tourism lake. The
area is intended to provide long term tourism
and recreational benefits to local
communities through conservation of the
coastline’s significant scenic, recreational
and tourism attributes. In the coastal areas,
ecosystem protection and the promotion of
recreation and tourism are the primary land
use and resource management goals.

The Final EA should consider impacts on
these values/features, including cumulative
impacts, and provide mitigation.
Visual simulation modelling should be
undertaken wherever the proposed corridor
lies within 300 m of the shoreline of Lake
Superior or other heights of land visible from
the lake.

Based on desktop analysis, approx. 26 km of
the Project intersects the Lake Superior
Shoreline Enhanced Management Area.

The chapter is lacking consideration and
evaluation of aesthetic and other impacts for
the Lake Superior Shoreline Enhanced
Management Area (E2233).
As per the Crown Land Use Policy Atlas
(CLUPA) policy report: Lake Superior is
designated as a tourism lake. The area is
intended to provide long term tourism and
recreational benefits to local communities
through conservation of the coastline’s
significant scenic, recreational and tourism
attributes. In the coastal areas, ecosystem
protection and the promotion of recreation and
tourism are the primary land use and resource
management goals for G2680 Lake Superior
General Use Area.
The primary intent of this area will be to
preserve its character for non-structured
public recreation activities and to maintain the
high aesthetic appeal of the Lake Superior
north shore area.
It is recognized that Chapter 20 has visual
simulation modelling from various vantage
points from the mainland looking out over
Lake Superior. The intent of this comment
was that the visual simulation modelling and
evaluation / assessment should also be
undertaken from various vantage locations /
distances on Lake Superior towards the
mainland.

The Final EA should have considered impacts
on these values/features, including
cumulative impacts, and provide mitigation.
Visual simulation modelling should be
undertaken wherever the proposed corridor
lies within 300 m of the shoreline of Lake
Superior or other heights of land visible from
the lake.

Residual or net effects after mitigation and
cumulative effects to the visual environment
are assessed and provided in Section 20 of
the amended EA Report.
The visual assessment acknowledges that a
majority of the Project transmission line is set
back from the shoreline and parallels existing
patterns of disturbance related to transmission
lines that are evident within the current
viewing context.
Landscape modelling has been conducted to
identify locations within 300 m of the shoreline
of the Lake Superior Shoreline Enhanced
Management Area where the Project may be
visible. Analysis results have been included in
the amended EA to provide details on the
anticipated visibility of Project components
from these locations.

Y – S 20

The Visual Environment Assessment (Section
20) acknowledges that the shoreline of Lake
Superior includes numerous localized areas of
high scenic value, and that public viewing
opportunities related to settlements, parks and
recreation sites exist with panoramic views of
Lake Superior. It’s also identifies that a
majority of the Project alignment is set back
from the shoreline (approx. 3.8 km are within
300m of the shoreline) and parallels existing
patterns of disturbance related to transmission
lines that are evident within the current
viewing context. The Project’s net effect on
the visual environment were characterized as
low level of visual change that is characteristic
within these existing conditions.
Effects to the visual environment were
assessed in the EA Report at a set of key
viewpoint locations. These locations were
identified using the following criteria:
accessibility to the public, including ease of
access;
proximity to roads, trails, rivers, water bodies
and settlements;
use by recreational users and tourists; and
potential for unobstructed views of the
Project.
The key viewpoint locations demonstrate
representative public viewing opportunities to
view the Project for a range of activities (i.e.,
residents, recreational users, tourists),
landscapes and viewing distances. The key
viewpoint locations were selected based on
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MNRF - Public Lands
Draft EA
Comment
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GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
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NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

input from consultation, visibility analysis, and
viewpoint selection criteria from the
established in professional guidelines for
visual impact assessment.
The Kama Bay key viewpoint (Viewpoint #3)
is a publicly-accessible viewpoint overlooking
Lake Superior. The Project was assessed in
the EA as having a low level of visual impact
on this viewpoint.
MNRF-PL- Main Report,
04
Section 19,
Section
19.5.2.4

MNRF-PL- 15,

It is not clear why this section only addresses
electricity and pipeline infrastructure and
excludes road and rail infrastructure+. (E.g.
pipelines and rail have the same function and
use). It appears that the EA does not address
the road and rail infrastructure in the same
context as the electricity and pipeline
infrastructure is addressed.

Provide clarification and a complete
assessment of project impacts as
appropriate.

As noted in Section 19.5.2.4.1 of the EA
Report, in the context of the EA, linear
infrastructure refers to linear resource use
infrastructure, including electricity and
pipeline infrastructure but excluding linear
infrastructure that is unrelated to resource
use, such as linear road and rail
infrastructure. A description of traffic and
transportation infrastructure is presented in
full the socio-economic assessment, where
effects on roadways and highways are
considered (Section 18.5.2.6).
However, as per Section 19.6.1.2,
discussions of land access do consider
potential access-related effects of the Project
resulting from the use of new and existing
access roads, and their potential effects on
commercial and recreational land users.

MNRF- O/G-33

The EA should clearly identify all new and
upgraded roads and water crossings that are
planned to be constructed and installed (i.e.
those that are part of the project). More
information is required in the EA on the
specific locations and characteristics of all
access roads that are part of the project for
project impacts to be appropriately
addressed and enable the development of
site- specific mitigation measures.
The desired end land use for the access
roads should be clearly identified and agreed
upon with the various agencies,
stakeholders, and Aboriginal communities.
The assessment and ROC should be
included in this EA.

Provide all information for access roads and
trails that is relevant to accessing their
impacts and describing detailed mitigation
measures.
EA should include maps, lists and
descriptions of all new roads and crossings to
be constructed/installed and existing roads
and water crossings that will be upgraded.
The following information must be provided in
the EA for all project roads:
A general description (including new vs.
upgraded)
Ownership / road authority (who owns and
maintains or will own and maintain; future
intent of
roads post-construction in terms of ownership
/ responsibility / management, as well as
availability of access to the public)
Duration (permanent/temporary, when will the
road be used – will it be closed at certain
times, etc.)
The standard the road will be built to /
upgraded to (including design characteristics
that have a bearing on road impacts,
materials to be used, general sedimentation
and erosion control approached, etc.)
In addition, potential types of access controls
that may be used must be described for
situations where access controls may be
needed (e.g. preferred methods or criteria for
how the appropriate method will be
determined).
Finally, decommissioning approaches for the
different types of roads proposed a s part of
the project must be included in the EA (e.g.

The locations of the permanent and temporary
access roads are shown on the footprint maps
in Appendix 5-III and on the Environmental
Alignment Sheets in Appendix 5-I and the
Access and Construction Environmental Maps
in Appendix 5-II. The description of new
versus upgraded roads can be found in
Section 4.2.3.
It is expected that less than 1% of the final
Project footprint will consist of permanent
access roads.
Where possible, NextBridge will use existing
roads and water body crossing structures.
When constructing new access roads and
water body crossings, NextBridge will comply
with MNRF Environmental Guidelines for
Access Roads and Water Crossings (1999)
and will apply the general protection
measures and construction reclamation
measures listed in Appendix 4-II of the EA
Report.
NextBridge will consult with the land owner or
road authority prior to upgrading or
construction of new access roads.
It is recognized that during detailed planning
and design, certain project details including
access roads may be updated or optimized.
These adjustments may be based on sitespecific engineering and environmental
considerations, or from the experience of the
General contractor.
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The EA does not provide an assessment of
potential project effects on existing resource
roads as well as rail infrastructure, in
particular rail crossings.
Most resource use roads are under the
responsibility of MNRF and forestry
companies with MNRF oversight through the
FMP process. The Final EA did not address
MNRF’s concern with the lack of information
related to existing access road ownership /
authority. As a result, we are unable to fully
understand the potential project effects on
MNRF and forestry roads and rail crossings.
The section of the EA on linear infrastructure
excludes roads, railway and trails, which are
active linear infrastructure on the landscape.
In response to MNRF concern, the Final EA
cites the socio-economic assessment on
transportation infrastructure (Section
18.5.2.6), which does not speak to MNRF
concerns or interests, such as effects on
MNRF and other resource roads, existing
road use management strategies, rail
crossings, etc.
Refer to MNRF-PL-04.

More information must be provided in the EA
to address resource roads and rail lines
(especially rail crossings). Existing road use
management strategies in Forest
Management Plans should be considered in
the EA.

Change in road access due to Project overlap
with existing or planned forestry access roads
and railway crossings and railway easements
are assessed in Section 19 of the amended
EA Report.

Refer to the response to MNRF-PL-04.

Y–
S 19.7.6,
S 19.7.14.4
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Table 1-IV-A-7:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Public Lands
GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

preferred techniques, etc.).
Furthermore, water crossings along access
roads must also be comprehensively
addressed in the EA.
Uncertainly about the project design needs to
be better addressed (e.g.: if specific location
unknown, assess larger corridors; for
unknowns, what are the options that could be
chosen; indicate which road corridors are
alternative to each other, etc.).
MNRF-PL05

PL-23

n/a

n/a

n/a

Proposed project infrastructure appears to
cross rail lines. This has an impact on
MNRF’s review of access to various sections
of the proposed ROW, and proposed
alternate access proposals. Further
discussion of rail crossings, as well as
discussion of consultation with the rail
companies and relevant road authorities
responsible for rail crossings (e.g. MNRF) is
needed. As per Nextbridge response, it is
recognized that the ROC has been updated to
reflect communications with the rail
companies, however this specific issue does
not appear to be discussed / resolved.
As per Nextbridge response, it is recognized
that the ROC has been updated to reflect
communications with the rail companies,
however this specific issue does not appear
to be discussed / resolved.

MNRF cannot issue authorizations for access
roads or rail crossings without this information.
Should access across rail lines not be
granted, alternative access will be needed.
Insufficient information has been provided in
the EA.

Refer to the response to MNRF-PL-04.
Railway crossings are negotiated with and
approved by the owning railway company and
are regulated under the Railway Safety Act.
NextBridge will prepare engineered drawings
and submit crossing applications to the
appropriate railway authority, and will continue
to work with the MNRF for permits and
approvals as appropriate.

N

MNRF-PL- S 19
06

PL-17

The numerous canoe routes are not fully
considered.

Consideration of the canoe routes should be
in the final EA, with consideration of
increased access created by the project,
viewscapes, etc.

Canoe routes are presented as per the canoe
route data provided in the OTN and non-OTN
trail network data, sourced from the MRNF LIO
and NRCan CANVEC databases. MNRF LIO
and NRCan CANVEC OTN and non-OTN trail
data includes aquatic trails (e.g., canoe
routes), portage routes, and terrestrial trails.
Where these have been specifically defined
within these databases, they have been
described in Section 19.5.2.6.1.1 of the EA.
Potential effects to canoe routes are
presented in Non-commercial Recreational
Land and Resource Use in Section 19.6.1.2
and Table 19-32. Mitigation measures to
address potential effects to canoe routes are
presented in Table 19-32, identifying that
NextBridge will continue to consult with the
MNRF and/or trail and canoe route operators
to develop appropriate strategies to facilitate
continued, uninterrupted use and access to
parks and protected areas.”

The EA recognizes and speaks to several
named canoe routes, however there are
numerous other canoe routes within Nipigon
District (included in the Land Information
Ontario data) that do not appear to have been
discussed and fully considered/evaluated in
the EA.

Consideration of all of the canoe routes
should be in the final EA, with consideration
of increased access created by the project,
viewscapes, etc.

Canoe routes were derived using the canoe
route data provided in the OTN and non-OTN
trail networks data, sourced from the MNRF
LIO and NRCan CANVEC databases. The
MNRF LIO and NRCan CANVEC OTN and
non-OTN trail data includes aquatic trails (i.e.,
canoe routes), portage routes and terrestrial
trails. These routes were described in Section
19 of the amended EA Report.
Canoe routes and terrestrial trails were
presented in Figure 19-3B in the final EA
Report. Canoe routes and terrestrial trails are
shown on separate figures in the amended EA
Report. Terrestrial trails are shown on Figure
19-3B and canoe routes are shown on Figure
19-3C. Viewscapes from canoe routes were
considered in Section 20.
Potential effects to visual quality of canoe
routes are assessed in Section 19 and
Section 20 in the amended EA Report.

Y–
S
19.5.2.3.2.2,
S 19.7,
S 20.7,
Fig 19-3B,
Fig 19-3C

Effects to the visual environment, such as
viewscapes from canoe routes, are
characterized for construction and operation
in Section 20.7.2. Mitigation measures to
address potential visual impacts are
presented in Table 20-6.
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MNRF-PL- S 19
07

PL-18

The numerous quad and snowmobile (ORV)
use of the existing adjacent transmission
corridors and associated impacts to the
natural environment (especially water courses
and wetlands) are not fully considered.

Consideration should be included in the EA,
including cumulative effects section, and
appropriate mitigation

Recreational snowmobiling outside of the
formally-recognized OFSC trail system within
the local study area is discussed in
Section 19.5.2.5.2 of the EA Report. Potential
effects from disturbances on wetland
ecosystem composition is provided in Section
12.5.2.2. Although the assessment is not
specific to ORVs, it does evaluate changes
from similar or larger disturbances such as
roads, agriculture, and vehicles and
equipment. Details regarding quad and
snowmobile use of the existing adjacent
transmission corridors have been added to
the EA Report for clarity.

There is insufficient information in the EA
related to evaluation of impacts from
recreational Off Road Vehicle (ORV) use of
the existing HONI ROW where adjacent and
proposed use in the new corridor. Impacts to
the natural environment (especially to water
courses and wetlands) associated with
recreational ORV use of transmission line
corridors are not fully considered in the EA.

Impacts of recreational use of ORV should be
assessed, and include cumulative impacts in
the EA. The EA should also identify
mitigation for ORV impacts.
A monitoring program should be implemented
to include monitoring of ORV use and
evaluating associated mitigation measures.

Potential effects of site preparation,
construction and maintenance of the preferred
route ROW on vegetation are assessed in
Section 12 of the amended EA Report. Effects
of site preparation, construction and
maintenance of the preferred route ROW on
non-commercial recreational land and
resource access and use are assessed in
Section 19 of the amended EA Report.
NextBridge cannot restrict the public from
accessing Crown land. NextBridge will
decommission Project access roads and
infrastructure as described in the
Decommissioning Plan for Temporary Project
Infrastructure (Appendix 4-II). Conifers will be
planted in laydown yards, construction camps
and storage yards and the Project
transmission line ROW will be allowed to
naturally revegetate with compatible
vegetation.
As NextBridge cannot restrict public access to
Crown lands, there is no measurable objective
for a monitoring program.

Y –S 12,
S 19.7.7,
App 4-II

MNRF-PL08

PL-19

Lack of consideration of the Rendezvous Ski
Trails and the Marathon Ski Trails. It appears
from review that a laydown yard is proposed
adjacent to these trails, new access corridors
overlay trails, ROW overprints trails, corridor
appears to diverge from existing corridor, etc.
Discussions with the Ski Trail Committee
should be included in the Record of
Consultation (ROC).

The Final EA needs to provide an analysis of
impacts on this feature, and include
avoidance / mitigation for these established
trails.
There should be further discussions with the
Ski Trail Committees. Agreements with party
holders should be identified and summarized
in the EA.

Ski trails are presented in the EA Report
through the most comprehensive datasets
available, the OTN and non-OTN trail
datasets available through the MNRF LIO
database and the NRCan LIO database.
Communication with the Rendez Vous Ski
Club was omitted in the draft EA consultation
log, it has been added for the final EA and
the correspondence has been considered in
Section 19 of the EA.
The Consultation Record in the EA Report
has been updated to reflect communications
with the Rendezvous Ski Club and the
Marathon Cross-Country Ski and Snowshoe
Club, including how input from these clubs
has been considered in the EA. As indicated
in Table 19-32, the Project will notify affected
parties including non-commercial land users
of the planned construction schedule and
activities before the start of construction.

Lack of consideration of the Rendezvous Ski
Trails and the Marathon Ski Trails. It appears
from review that a laydown yard is proposed
adjacent to these trails, new access corridors
overlay trails, ROW overprints trails, corridor
appears to diverge from existing corridor, etc.
Discussions with the Ski Trail Committee
should be included in the Record of
Consultation (ROC).

The EA needs to provide an analysis of
impacts on this feature, and include
avoidance / mitigation for these established
trails.
There should be further discussions with the
Ski Trail Committees. Any agreements with
party holders should be identified and
summarized in the EA.

Potential effects to ski trails are assessed in
Section 19 of the amended EA Report and
this assessment considers feasible and
appropriate mitigation measures.
NextBridge has consulted on the Project
footprint with the Rendezvous Ski Club and
has presented the Project footprint to other
non-commercial recreational land and
resource users. Effects to non-commercial
outdoor recreational land and resource use
are assessed in Section 19 of the amended
EA Report.
The Project footprint presented in the final EA
Report was provided to Rendezvous for their
review on May 3, 2017. This is recorded in
the ROC (Appendix 2-III).
The Project footprint has been revised and
minimized (Appendix 5-III). In consultation
with an adjacent stakeholder, NextBridge has
moved the laydown yard further to the north
and east of the ski trails.
The ROC (Appendix 2-III) has been updated
to November 30, 2017 to provide additional
context of the discussions with the
Rendezvous Cross Country Ski Club.
The revised and minimized Project footprint
does not affect the Marathon Cross Country
Ski and Snowshoe Club trails.

Y–S
19.7.7.2,
App 2-III,
App 5-III

MNRF-PL09

PL-20

One of the proposed laydown yards near
Marathon overprints the OFSA snowmobile
trails. Discussions with the trail committee
should be included in the ROC.

The Final EA needs to provide a complete
analysis of impacts on this feature, and
include avoidance / mitigation for these
established trails.
There should be further discussions with the
Trail Committee. Agreements with party
holders should be identified and summarized
in the EA.

NextBridge has engaged OFSA.

One of the proposed laydown yards near
Marathon overprints the OFSA snowmobile
trails. Discussions with the trail committee
should be included in the ROC.
It is recognized that Nextbridge has now
engaged the OFSA however, this information
needs to be included in the Final EA. Any
agreements with party holders should be
identified and summarized in the EA (and if
relevant, included in the list of mitigation
measures).

The EA needs to provide a complete analysis
of impacts on this feature, and include
avoidance / mitigation for these established
trails.

NextBridge has engaged the OFSA
snowmobile club and this is recorded in the
ROC (Appendix 2-III).
The laydown yard has been moved from this
location and no longer overlaps the OFSA
Trails. Refer to the revised Access and
Construction Maps (Appendix 5-II) and
Project Footprint Maps
(Appendix 5-III).

Y–
App 5-II,
App 5-III
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MNRF-PL10

PL-21

MNRF-PL- Main Report, S.
11
19, Table
19-32;
Appendix 4- II,
EPP, S. 2

MNRF-PL- Main Report,
12
Section 19

GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

Table 1932

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

One of the proposed laydown yards near
Marathon overprints the access road to
Shack Lake. Access to Shack Lake will need
to be negotiated.
MNRF has received an application from
another party for this location

Re-considering the location of this laydown
yard is highly recommended.

NextBridge will engage the other party.

One of the proposed laydown yards near
Marathon overprints the access road to
Shack Lake, and MNRF has received an
application from another party for this
location.
It is recognized that Nextbridge has engaged
the “other party”, however these discussions
should form part of the ROC. Changes in the
location of this laydown yard should have
been included and evaluated in the EA (not
left to permitting stage). The cumulative
impact of these various disturbances as a
result of this project should be included /
assessed in the EA.

MNRF will not be able to provide permit /
authorization for this laydown yard in the
current location.

NextBridge noted the pending land disposition
at Shack Lake in MNRF-PL-21 in the final EA
Report. The laydown yard was moved in
consultation with Hydro One and the
construction camp has been resized to abut
the north side of the existing road easement.
The revised locations are shown in Appendix
5-III (Project Footprint Maps), and Access and
Construction Environmental Maps (Appendix
5-II).
The consultation with Hydro One and with
OFSA have been documented in the ROC
(Appendix 2-III).

Y–
App 2-III,
App 5-II,
App 5-III

n/a

n/a

n/a

Mitigation tables and the EPP should include
information on how far in advance the
‘affected parties will be notified of the planned
construction schedule before start of
construction’, such as resource users in
particular.
Resource users should be notified of planned
construction at least a year in advance, with
additional notification closer to start of
construction. Some resource users such as,
for example, bear outfitters take client
bookings and deposits a year in advance of
the next bear season.
Additionally, advance notice of construction
activities to recreational users such as, for
example, ski, trail and snowmobile clubs
should include direct notification in addition
to the other means listed.

Timing of notification about construction
activities should be included in the EA.

Project communications since the beginning
of the Project have provided a proposed
construction schedule and anticipated start
date. Details on engagement with resource
users managed by MNRF are provided in the
ROC (Appendix 2-III).
Public information sessions are planned
before the start of construction.
The construction schedule has been updated
and is provided in Section 4 in the amended
EA Report.
Project consultation is ongoing. Recreational
users including ski, trail and snowmobile clubs
will be directly notified before the start of
construction.

Y–
Table 4-4,
App 2-III

n/a

n/a

n/a

Compensation or relocation for bear
management licence holders, baitfish
harvesters, and registered trapline holders is
presented as a potential mitigation measure.
More information is required.

The EA should be clear that such
compensation would be provided by
Nextbridge; the Crown is not responsible for
compensation. Also any change (including
relocation) to baitfish harvest areas, traplines,
or bear management areas are dealt with
through the Ministry of Natural Resources
and Forestry.

Compensation from NextBridge to address
losses of revenue due to the Project for
commercial recreational land users (e.g.,
outfitters, trapline area, bear management
areas and bait harvesting area license
holders) is addressed in Section 19 of the
amended EA Report. Mitigation measures for
potential effects to commercial recreational
land users include the possibility of
negotiating with MNRF.

Y–S
19.7.13.1
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Table 1-IV-A-8:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF-LA- General
01

MNRF-LA- General,
Main Report,
02
Section 5.4

MNRF - Lands
Draft EA
Comment
Reference
Access

n/a

n/a

n/a

Access

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

MNRF-LA- Main Report
03

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

The proposed permanent and temporary
access roads, as well as water crossings
have not been fully described, planned,
assessed or mitigated in the EA. Based on
the lack of detail with respect to access and
its assessment in the EA, MNRF was not able
to fully review this component of the EA.
There also appears to be an excessive
number of new access roads required for
construction of the project. Efforts to reduce
the amount of proposed access roads and
trails should be made in documented.
More analysis should be done of road and
trail “authorities” and existing uses on Crown
land to avoid or reduce impacts.
For example: There are construction camps
proposed on a pending lands disposition. It
was asked in the original comments for the
camp site to be relocated. This has not
changed in the new submission.
MNRF has recommended that the proponent
begins discussions with local roads
“authorities” to determine condition of existing
roads, maintenance agreements and
standards, load restrictions, etc. as some of
the roads and laydown areas are currently
held under an LUP by different companies.
Waste management (domestic and sewage) –
White River has MOECC regulation
requirement to fulfill currently – they may or
may not have the capacity or be able to
except the waste for this project. Wawa is in a
similar situation, they have MOECC
requirements to fulfill and this dump is at
capacity.
The Final EA contains information on where
the project waste will be going and if there is
sufficient capacity at the selected waste sites.

Further assessment and ground work into
actual physical landscape construction
limitations should be analyzed to finalize the
locations of construction. i.e. not plotting road
corridors on gradients over 14 degrees and
finding suitable water crossing locations. It is
within MNRF interests to ensure that the best
road and water crossings locations are being
chosen to help mitigate environmental impact.

The Project footprint (Appendix 5-III) has been
revised and minimized to avoid specific
features and access roads were refined. This
revised footprint has now been assessed in
the amended EA Report.
The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised
with additional detail and specific mitigation
measures for Project effects along the Project
transmission line ROW, access roads and
temporary workspaces.

Y – App 4-II,
App 5-III

More information should be provided in the
EA with regard to access roads and road
authorities and other related existing uses on
Crown land.

NextBridge noted the pending land disposition
at Shack Lake in MNRF-PL-21 in the final EA
Report. The laydown yard was moved in
consultation with Hydro One and the
construction camp has been resized and is
adjacent to the north side of the existing road
easement. The revised locations are shown in
Appendix 5-III (Project Footprint Maps) and
Access and Construction Environmental
Maps (Appendix 5-II).
The ROC (Appendix 2-III, Table 2-III-53) has
been updated to November 30, 2017 with
additional information about discussions held
to date with local road authorities, SFLs and
other existing LUP holders.
NextBridge proposes to use on site waste
incinerators for domestic waste at the
construction camps. This proposed Project
change has been assessed in the amended
EA Report in Section 9 (Air Quality), Data from
Section 9 were used to inform Section 7
(Surface Water), Section 10 (Greenhouse
Gases), Section 12 (Vegetation and
Wetlands), Section 13 (Fish and Fish Habitat),
Section 14 (Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat) and
Section 21 (Human Health). The appropriate
approvals including an ECA will be in place
prior to the use of any waste incinerators.
No permanent sewage works are proposed for
the Project. Options for sewage disposal
include: hook up to municipal systems, septic
fields, on-site treatment and trucking off-site.
The appropriate approvals (e.g., municipal
approvals or ECAs) will be obtained as
appropriate.

Y–
App 2-III, App
5-II, App 5-III

MNRF would like to ensure that Nextbridge
has suitable waste sites confirmed to
accommodate its operations.

EA Update
Y/N

Y – S 7,
S 9,
S 10,
S 12,
S 13,
S 14,
S 21
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife

Document

MNRFNHW-01

Appendix 1- IIIA,
Responses to
Regulatory
Agency
Comments on
the Draft EA
Report

MNRFNHW-02

General

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
Appendix 1-III-A

MNRF- NHW-01,

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

n/a

n/a

n/a

The EA is misleading to the reader on finescale impacts to natural heritage and wildlife
values. The main document provides a
synopsis of impacts that are presented in the
form of a percentage of area affected within a
much larger local and regional study area.
This leads the reader to assume that only a
fraction of a percentage of a value is actually
being impacted. However, in actuality, it is
very difficult within the document and the
associated appendices to identify what
feature is being impacted and where the
feature is located. The appendices provide a
greater level of detail; however, it would
appear only values affected by the right of
way are described and the specific impacts to
the value are not presented.
Because of this, the draft EA has insufficient
information to provide an assessment of the
potential impacts or mitigation of this project
for several of MNRF interests. Often
components of the project such as laydown
yards or roads seem to sometimes extend off
the alignment sheets and are not discussed
in the EA.

This needs to be corrected in the EA.
Alignment sheets should show the
features/values as polygons or points on the
map and in relation to all project components.
Alternatively, additional maps that show the
natural environment features/values and all
project components in sufficient detail
overplaying the aerial image need to be
created.
Local level, fine-scale project impacts need to
be assessed and described, site-specific
mitigation measures developed and
net/residual impacts described.

Due to the large scale of the Project, it is not
possible or practical to complete a sitespecific assessment and provide specific
mitigation for each individual activity and
structure of the Project because the Project
Description is largely conceptual, is not based
on detailed engineering designs, and is
changing as stakeholder concerns and other
constraints are incorporated into the design.
Moreover, many of the natural heritage and
wildlife values in question can vary spatially
during the multi-year EA process required for
large-scale developments. For large-scale
projects it is more practical to provide
additional site-specific information, including
all information needed to submit Information
Gathering Forms, during the permitting phase
because that is when the required level of
detail can be accurately and efficiently
obtained.
The approach of the EA was to select criteria
representative of natural heritage and wildlife
values and use data collected through
desktop and field studies to map potential
habitat. The evaluation of net effects focuses
on characterizing effects to selected criteria
resulting from important pathways (e.g.,
quantifying habitat changes). The purpose of
an EA is not to characterize net effects to
individual occurrences or observations.
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GRT Final EA Comment

The Final EA should address clarifications,
improvements, and errors within the
document, as opposed to only providing
responses to the comments within Appendix
1-III-A.
The Final EA does not address the majority of
the Natural Heritage and Wildlife comments
provided by MNRF on the Draft EA. A
considerable amount of effort went into the
review of the Draft EA to address whether
information had been presented in a logical
and identifiable way to the reader, including
impacts and mitigation techniques. MNRF
provided 114 Natural Heritage and Wildlife
comments in which 7 were addressed in the
final EA. The comments provided by MNRF
on the draft EA emphasized where further
clarification was required in the EA to provide
a better product for the reader (These
comments can be reviewed in greater detail
under Appendix 1-III-A). However, the majority
of the comments were not addressed in the
Final EA and were only responded to in this
appendix. This includes responses in which
errors were acknowledged in the Draft EA but
were subsequently not corrected.
MNRF had also provided overarching
comments on the difficulty of reading this EA
in order to understand the impacts of the
proposed activities. It is concerning that the
final EA has not addressed the concerns
provided by MNRF in the release of the final
EA. The public, stakeholders, and
Indigenous peoples that may be affected by
this project may have similar concerns or
comments as MNRF and are unlikely to
review Appendices 1-III-A to double- check if
a government agency submitted a similar
comment and if the proponent provided a
response back to the government agency in
the appendices.
The EA provides insufficient information to
fully understand the fine-scale impacts of the
Project, and therefore, can be misleading in
regard to impacts on natural heritage and
wildlife values. The main document provides a
synopsis of the impacts in the form of a
percentage of area affected compared to the
Project footprint at a much larger local and
regional study scale but does very little to
describe specific site level impacts or
mitigation.
There are also still discrepancies between the
values shown in the alignment sheets and
MNRF records, including wetlands for
example. Some of the wetlands recognized by
MNRF are not identified, considered or
addressed in the alignment sheets provided in
the final EA.
Additional values were brought forward by
MNRF in the review of the draft EA, as they
appeared to be missed or unaccounted for in
the draft EA. Some of these values continue
to be unrecognized in the final EA, such as
the Cavern Lake Bat Hibernaculum. The
MNRF believes these values must be
captured in the final EA, along with other
values brought forward in the draft review.
As a result, the final EA continues to provide
insufficient information to fully understand the
potential impacts to some of the values of
concern and prevents the MNRF from being

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

The Final EA should address clarifications,
improvements, and errors within the
document, as opposed to only responses
within Appendix 1-III-A.

The amended EA Report has been revised to
address clarifications, improvements and
errors within the document, wherever
possible, rather than only providing
responses to the comments.

Y - Global

Local level, fine-scale project impacts need to
be assessed and described, site- specific
mitigation measures developed and local
level net/residual impacts described.

To address MNRF’s comment, Natural,
Cultural and Recreational features affecting
Natural, Cultural and Recreational Values has
been added as an indicator to Section 19 of
the amended EA Report.
Tables showing the potential effects,
mitigation and predicted net effects for each
criterion and indictor are included in Section 6
through 21 of the amended EA Report. These
tables have been revised to include the
specific criterion, indicator and potential effect
that the proposed mitigation measures are
designed to mitigate. That is, the mitigation
measures listed in each table row are
applicable to the criterion, indicator and
potential effect listed in the same table row.
Mitigation in these tables have also been
organized under subheadings to indicate the
specific feature type that the mitigation is
applicable to.
Mitigation for provincially rare species that
occur in the Project footprint is included in the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and OEMP (Appendix
4-III).

Y – S 19, App
4-II, App 4-IiI
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

MNRFNHW-03

Document

Bill Greaves

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

MNRF- NHW-06

It is unclear what clip of MNRF data is being
utilized for the impact assessment. There are
many values that do not seem to be
assessed in the EA that are within LIO, please
see comments below for specific information.
For example, there seems to be many more
records for species of conservation concern in
LIO than are presented in the Draft EA.
This is discussed in greater detail throughout
the comments.

The most recent data clip available should be
utilized for the EA report.

MNRF- NHW- 57,

The EA should be addressing all SAR and
species of conservation concern with
potential for impact. Why are only some SAR
or species of conservation concern listed in
the criteria? What about other species such
as: Peregrine Falcon (SC), Common
Nighthawk (SC), Grey Fox (THR), Shorteared Owl (SC), Eastern Wood- pewee (SC),
or Golden-winged Warbler (SC), Roundnereved Grimmia (S2), Macoun’s Arctic (S3),
Alga Pondweed (S2), Subarctic Darner
(S2S3), Northern Brook Lamprey (SC), Pale
Moonwort, False Northwestern Moonwort
(S1); Michigan Moonwort (S1S2), Triangle
Moonwort (S3), Heart-leaved Alexanders (S1),
Narrow-leaved Earwort (S3); Vasey’s Rush
(S3); Pointed Moonwort, False Mountain
Willow (S3?)

Clarification and improvements need to be
made to this section. Ecologically effective
needs to be defined.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

Additional levels of detail on natural heritage
and wildlife values is presented in appendices.
For example, Significant Wildlife Habitat
(SWH) identified in the LSA at Base Case,
and the associated Project effects, are
quantified in Appendix 14-I, Table 14-I-1. The
Project avoids 97.6% of the 207,393 ha of
SWH identified in the LSA at Base Case.
Mitigation measures to avoid or minimize
effects to the remaining 2.4% of SWH
potentially affected by the Project are
presented on the Environmental Alignment
Sheets (Appendix 5-I of the EA Report).
Additional site-specific information and
associated mitigation will be evaluated and
determined during permitting.
Also refer to the response to NHW-04
NextBridge signed a sensitive data sharing
agreement with MNRF in April 2016 and has
included all data received through the data
sharing agreement and publicly available
data in the EA Report.
NextBridge continues to work with MNRF to
receive any additional sensitive data that is
available but has not been submitted to
NextBridge. Any additional data received
after the submission of the final EA will be
used during the permitting process and final
Project planning.

able to properly assess whether our
mandate, legislative requirements and/or
interests are being correctly identified,
considered and addressed in the EA.
The following comments related to provincially
rare species, ANSIs, wetlands, and critical
landform/vegetation types expand on this
comment.

The rationale for selection of vegetation and
wildlife criteria, and the definitions of the
assessment endpoints for vegetation and
wildlife (i.e., self-sustaining and ecologically
effective) are provided in Section 12.3 and
Section 14.3, respectively. The selection of
criteria for vegetation and wetlands was based
on a coarse-filter approach that captures the
availability and composition of ecosites that
contain listed species. In addition, the amount
and distribution of, rare vegetation
communities, identified listed plants, and
critical landform/vegetation associations that
can support listed species was also assessed
(Section 12.3). The selection of wildlife criteria
was based on both a coarse and fine-scale
approach that considered elements of
ecosystems such as umbrella, indicator and
keystone species, and ecological redundancy
in species guilds (Section 14.3). Consultation
with the public and government was also part
of the criteria selection process. A detailed
consultation and engagement record is
provided in Appendices 2-III and 2-IX.
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GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

Refer to MNRF-NHW-02.

The ToR identifies that significant natural
features (i.e. ANSIs, Species at Risk,
environmentally sensitive areas, wetlands,
and waterbodies) will be avoided and adhere
to appropriate setback requirements.
However, the EA has not considered site
specific impacts to the following provincially
rare species which occur within the project
footprint itself or within the local study area:

S1 (< 5 known occurrences in the
province)

Pale Moonwort

False Northwestern Moonwort

Michigan Moonwort

Heart-leaved Alexanders

S2 (<20 known occurrences in the
province)

Alpine Woodsia

Alga Pondweed

Round-nerved Grimmia

Subarctic Darner

Creeping Sandwort

Purple Bluejoint

Smooth-margin Nitrogen Moss

S3 (<80 known occurrences in the
province)

Triangle Moonwort

Narrow-leaved Earwort

Vasey’s Rush

Pointed Moonwort

False Mountain Willow

Basic Open Cliff Type (plant
community)

Macoun’s Arctic

Nahani Oak Fern

Mountain Groove Moss

Ross’s Sedge

False Mountain Willow

Special Concern (Species at Risk List
of Ontario)
Northern Brook Lamprey


NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-02.

The EA should consider site specific impacts
and avoidance or mitigation strategies for
these provincially rare occurrences. This
includes site-specific standards for
rehabilitation measures for these site specific
values.

Appropriate mitigation will be applied to
environmental features and values of interest
not identified on the Access and Construction
Environmental Maps (Appendix 5-II) and
addressed further below. This mitigation has
been considered in the amended EA Report
as part of the net effects assessment.
Features that require mitigation will be
identified by an on-site environmental monitor
during construction and mitigation will be
implemented as described in the contingency
plans and in accordance with NextBridge’s
proposed mitigation for similar features/values
identified on the Access and Construction
Environmental Maps (Appendix 5-II).
Mitigation for provincially rare species that
occur in the Project footprint is included in
Section 5 of the CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and
OEMP (Appendix 4-III). Mitigation for water
bodies in the Project footprint where Northern
Brook Lamprey are potentially present is
included in the CEPP [Appendix 4-II] and
OEMP [Appendix 4-III]). Mitigation measures
for in-stream work are provided in Section 13
and the CEPP (Appendix 4-II). Refer to the
response to MNRF-ARF-11

Y–
S 13.7.2.1.2.3
S 13.7.2.1.2.4
App 4-II,
App 4-III
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRF- NHW- 93,

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-03.

Effects of the Project on rare vegetation
communities, including those intersected by
the preferred route ROW, are presented in
Sections 12.7 and 12.8 of the EA Report.
South of Lake Hare, two rock-barren rare
vegetation communities have been identified
as part of the assessment. Refer to
Attachment MNRF-NHW-094 for a discussion
of how Element Occurrence (EO) data have
been incorporated into the assessment.
Element Occurrence (EO) data were not
received from MNRF until after the draft EA
was complete. The locations of listed rare
plants as they relate to the Project footprint,
LSA and RSA are presented in Attachment
MNRF-NHW-94. Michigan moonwort and
heart-leaved Alexanders have been identified
in the EO data file to the south of Hare Lake.
Pale moonwort, false northwestern moonwort
and triangle moonwort have not been
identified as part of the EO data file within the
vicinity of Hare Lake. Specific environmental
features and mitigation measures are
described for the preferred route ROW in
Appendix 5-I and Section 12.6, Table 12-9.
Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-94.
The locations of listed rare plants as they
relate to the Project footprint, LSA and RSA
are presented in Attachment A. No listed rare
plant EO occurrences have been found east
of Hare Lake based on data received from
MNRF November 8, 2016.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-03.

This needs further clarification and
assessment in the EA

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-94. The
locations of listed rare plants as they relate to
the Project footprint, LSA and RSA are
presented in Attachment A. In order to
determine if round-nerved grimmia is located
on the Pic River Bluff UTMs are required for
this location from MNRF.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-03.

This needs further clarification and
assessment in the EA

Refer to the response for comment MNRFNHW-98.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-03.

It is unclear which species of conservation
concern and which species at risk are
flagged in the alignment sheets. It is also
unclear if whether they both fall into the
SOCCH criteria or not. With the way the data
is relayed, it is impossible to tell which sitespecific values are recognized in the impact
assessment or not. There are numerous
records of these values on the landscape,
even without considering their field study
findings.

Improvements need to be made with the
alignment sheets and the relaying of sitespecific information.

MNRF- NHW- 94,

It is unclear that the EA has considered,
surveyed or assessed the impacts to Alga
pondweed (S2) at Soulier Lake as Significant
Wildlife Habitat.

This needs further clarification and
assessment in the EA

MNRF- NHW- 95,

It is unclear that the EA has considered,
surveyed or assessed impacts to the rare
vegetation community south of Hare lake,
which includes multiple S1-S3 species by
proposed lay down yard Pale Moonwort (S1),
False Northwestern Moonwort (S1); Michigan
Moonwort (S1S2), Triangle Moonwort (S3),
Heart-leaved Alexanders (S1) which will be
impacted by the proposed laydown yard and
access road.

This needs further clarification and
assessment in the EA

MNRF- NHW- 97,

It is unclear if the proponent is aware of the
location or has considered, surveyed or
assessed the impacts to Narrow-leaved
Earwort (S3); Vasey’s Rush (S3); Pointed
Moonwort, False Mountain Willow (S3?)
found east of Hare Lake.

This needs further clarification and
assessment in the EA

MNRF- NHW- 98,

It is unclear that the EA has considered
surveyed or assessed impacts to Roundnerved Grimmia (S2) found directly under the
proposed ROW on the Pic River Bluffs.

MNRF- NHW- 99,

It is unclear that the EA has considered
surveyed or assessed impacts to Roundnerved Grimmia (S2) found directly under the
proposed ROW on the Pic River Bluffs.

The SOCCH presents observations of species
of conservation concern and their 1 km buffer
as per MNRF’s requirement of displaying
these “sensitive data” on maps.
Species considered to be of conservation
concern include those listed as species at risk
under federal (Species at Risk Act) and
provincial (Endangered Species Act, 2007)
legislation, as well as those species identified
by the Committee on the Status of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC),
the Committee on the Status of Species at
Risk in Ontario (COSSARO), and the Natural
Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) as being
of conservation concern. This information is
provided in the Information Sources sections
of the vegetation and wetlands (Section 12.2),
fish and habitat (Section 13.2) and wildlife and
habitat (Section 14.2) assessments.
Element Occurrence (EO) data were not
received from MNRF until after the draft EA
was complete. Refer to Attachment MNRFNHW-94 for a discussion of how EO data
have been incorporated into the assessment.
Alga pondweed is found in the EA data file to
the west of Soulier Lake.
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EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRF- NHW- 101,

MNRF- NHW- 102,

MNRF- NHW- 103,

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

It is unclear that the EA has considered
surveyed or assessed impacts to Basic Open
Cliff Type (S3) – Rare Vegetation Community
at Kama Cliffs that the ROW crosses over.

This needs further clarification and
assessment in the EA

It is unclear that the EA has considered
surveyed or assessed impacts to Macoun’s
Arctic (S3) near Kama Bay.

This needs further clarification and
assessment in the EA

It is unclear that the EA has considered,
surveyed or assessed impacts to Pale
Moonwort (S1) and Subarctic Darner (S2S3).

This needs further clarification and
assessment in the EA

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Effects of the Project on rare vegetation
communities, including those intersected by
the preferred route ROW, are presented in
Sections 12.7 and 12.8 of the EA Report.
Specific environmental features and mitigation
measures are described for the preferred
route ROW in Appendix 5-III and Section
12.6, Table 12-9. A Cliffs and Talus Slope rare
vegetation community found within the Kama
Cliffs Conservation Reserve was identified
and assessed as part of the EA.
Macoun’s arctic were not a selected as wildlife
criteria for the Project environmental
assessment. Invertebrates are typically not
included as wildlife criteria in environmental
assessments as the ecology and distribution
of many of these species are poorly known
and insufficient information is available to
conduct a meaningful assessment.
In general, the Macoun’s arctic is considered
locally common and associated with dry,
sandy Jack pine dominated forests (CBIF
2017), which are uncommon in the Local
Study Area (Section 12, Appendix 12-VI Table
12-VI-1). For example, the Jack pine-drymoderately fresh sandy ecosite makes up 922
ha of the LSA: the Project is estimated to
disturb 66 ha of this ecosite. Therefore, the
Project is predicted to have a negligible effect
on Macoun’s arctic. Selection of wildlife
criteria were also based on suggestions
during engagement. A detailed consultation
and engagement record is provided in
Appendices 2-III and 2-IX.
References:
Canadian Biodiversity Information Facility
(CBIF). 2017. Available at:
http://www.cbif.gc.ca/eng/home/?id=13704032
66262. Accessed March 2017.
Refer to the response to MNRF-MHW-94.
Subarctic darner were not a selected as
wildlife criteria for the Project environmental
assessment. The rationale for selection of
wildlife criteria are provided in Section 14.3.
Invertebrates are typically not included wildlife
criteria in environmental assessments as the
ecology and distribution of many of these
species is poorly known and insufficient
information is available to conduct a
meaningful assessment. In general, the
subarctic darner occurs in fens, wet meadows,
and bog ponds with abundant sphagnum and
other mosses (USDA 2017). Wetland and
riparian ecosystems were assessed in the
Vegetation and Wetlands section of the EA
(Section 12), and used to inform effects to
wildlife species that depend on these habitat
types, such as amphibians, aquatic and semiaquatic birds and mammals, or the subarctic
darner (Section 14.3).
References:
United States Department of Agriculture.
2017. Aeshna subarctica, Subarctic Darner
Species Fact Sheet. Interagency Special
Status/ Sensitive Species Program. Available
at: https://www.fs.fed.us/r6/sfpnw/issssp/.
Accessed March 2017.
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-03.

EA Update
Y/N

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRF- NHW- 104,

MNRF- NHW- 108.

MNRFNHW-04

NHW-65

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

It is unclear that the EA has considered,
surveyed or assessed impacts to the rare
vegetation community near Cavern Lake
which includes Nahinni Oak Fern (S3),
Mountain Groove Moss (S3), Creeping
Sandwort (S2S3), Smooth-margin Nitrogen
Moss (S2), and Ross’ Sedge (S3),

This needs further clarification and
assessment in the EA

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-94.
Nahinni Oak Fern (S3), Mountain Groove
Moss (S3), Creeping Sandwort (S2S3),
Smooth-margin Nitrogen Moss (S2), and
Ross’ Sedge (S3), have been located in the
vicinity of Cavern Lake based on the EO data
files from MNRF.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-03.

It is unclear that the EA has considered,
surveyed or assessed impacts to Pale
Moonwort (S1) and Subarctic Darner (S2S3).
Impacts to the Makwa River ANSI should be
considered. An assessment of impacts to the
L/V Types as well as the specific values of
ANSI should be conducted.

This needs further clarification and
assessment in the EA

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-103

Refer to MNRF-NHW-03.

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-03.

This needs further clarification and
assessment in the EA

Approximately 7 ha of ANSI are intersected by
the Project; the Magpie River/Terraces ANSI
and the Makwa River ANSI. The Wawa
Storage Yard will be located in a previously
disturbed area within the Magpie
River/Terrace ANSI and is not expected to
have an effect on the ecological function of
the ANSI. Likewise, disturbance to the Makwa
River ANSI will be limited to maintenance
required to an existing access road within the
ANSI and the ecological integrity of the
feature is not expected to be affected by this
activity.

The ToR identifies that significant natural
features (i.e. ANSIs, Species at Risk,
environmentally sensitive areas, wetlands,
and waterbodies) will be avoided and adhere
to appropriate setback requirements.
However, the EA has not considered site
specific impacts to the following ANSIs which
occur within the project footprint itself or within
the local study area:
Makwa River ANSI
Magpie River/Terraces ANSI

The EA should describe the anticipated sitespecific impacts to the identified ANSIs. This
includes clear objectives and standards for
rehabilitation measures for these site specific
values.

The Project footprint has been revised and
minimized. As a result, the Project footprint
does not overlap with the Makwa River ANSI
or the Magie River/Terrcaes ANSI. The
Magipie River/Terraces ANSI overlaps with
the Conservation Reserve LSA and this has
been noted in Section 19 of the amended EA
Report.

Y–
S
19.5.2.3.2.3
App 4-II

Through a system of protected areas, Ontario
conserves and protects biodiversity through
the use of representational targets.
Representation is based on the landform (L)
that is present and the vegetation (V) that
grows on top of the landform. We describe
these as Landform/Vegetation Types or L/Vs.
Ontario’s goal has been to achieve either 50
ha or 1% of every LV type within an
ecodistrict into a protected area to provide a
landscape level approach at conserving
landscape biodiversity. For L/Vs that Ontario
has currently not met its representation
targets, we consider these underrepresented
L/Vs. Underrepresented L/Vs already in
protected areas are called Critical L/Vs
because the removal or loss of these from
protected areas moves the representation
goals in the opposite direction by taking away
what we have already achieved.
This EA describes critical L/Vs; however,
there is no site-specific discussion on trying to
avoid or mitigate the effects or loss of critical
L/V’s. The EA should better describe
avoidance and mitigation measures for the
following critical L/Vs:
C2225 – Gravel River Conservation Reserve Landform features Coarse Lacustrine and
Glaciolacustrine (15) and Alluival & Fluvial
Deposits (18) are rare landforms within
EcoDistrict 3w-5. Each landform type
represents approximately 1% of the
EcoDistrict. The preferred route travelling
through Gravel River Conservation Reserve
(C2225) will impact Coarse Lacustrine and
Glaciolacustrine (15) - Thicket Swamps (153), Jack Pine (pure) (15- 33), White Birch –
Aspen (15-36), Tamarack Dominated (15-39);
Jack Pine – Spruce – Balsam Fir (15-42) and
Alluvial & Fluvial Deposits Jack Pine (pure)

The Final EA should also consider and
include an assessment of site-specific
impacts as well as mitigation and avoidance
strategies for critical L/Vs in Gravel River
Conservation Reserve (C2225). Future
permitting under the PPCRA, requires this
and the most appropriate location for this to
be addressed up front is within the EA.

Project infrastructure alternatives are
assessed for each provincial park and
conservation reserve in Appendix 19-IV of the
amended EA Report.
The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised
to include site-specific mitigation measures for
the CLVA in the Gravel River Conservation
Reserve.

Y – App 4-II

Table 12-13 provides an estimate of the
amount of each type of critical LV that will be
affected by the Project. As noted in MNRFPP-09, MNRF-PP-10, and MNRF-PP-11,
Table 12-13 will be revised in the final EA
Report such that the critical LVs will be
presented by LV type per provincial
park/conservation area per ecodistrict.
MNRFNHW-05

Appendix 5-I
Main Report S
12.5.2.1.1
and 12.5.2.2.1

NHW-90

Landform features Coarse Lacustrine and
Glaciolacustrine (15) and Alluival & Fluvial
Deposits (18) are rare landforms within
EcoDistrict 3w-5. Each landform type
represents approximately 1% of the
EcoDistrict. The preferred route travelling
through Gravel River Conservation Reserve
(C2225) will impact Coarse Lacustrine and
Glaciolacustrine (15) - Thicket Swamps (153), Jack Pine (pure) (15-33), White Birch –
Aspen (15-36), Tamarack Dominated (1539); Jack Pine – Spruce – Balsam Fir (15-42)
and Alluvial & Fluvial Deposits Jack Pine
(pure) (18-33).
15-3 is an under-represented and critical LV
within C2225. Representation is currently at
31 ha within 3W-5 with an Ecodistrict goal of
50 ha. There are only 76 ha of this L/V type in
all of 3W-5. Impacts to this L/V type will be
difficult to replace elsewhere in the
ecodistrict.
15-33 is a represented but rare L/V type in
ecodistrict 3W-5 and a critical LV within
C2225. Impacts to this L/V type may be
achieved elsewhere in the ecodistrict
however this particular patch provides a large
continuous patch of habitat, likely difficult to
replace elsewhere in the ecodistrict.
15-36 3 is an under-represented and critical
LV within C2225. Representation is currently
at 21 ha within 3W-5 with an Ecodistrict goal
of 50 ha. There are 329 ha of this l L/V type
in all of 3W-5.
Impacts to this L/V type may be achieved
elsewhere.
15-39 is an under-represented and critical LV
within C2225. Representation is currently at
11 ha within 3W-5 with an Ecodistrict goal of
11 ha. This is the only location in the
ecodistrict where this habitat occurs. Impacts

The Final EA should also consider and
include an assessment of impacts on Gravel
River Conservation Reserve (C2225).

Detailed effects to individual conservation
reserves and provincial parks were not
summarized in the EA but effects to all
conservation reserves and provincial parks in
the LSA and Project footprint were
considered in the assessment (refer to
Section 12.5.2.1.1 and Section 12.5.2.2.1 of
the Final EA Report). Refer to Appendix 19IV (Project Activities in Provincial Parks and
Conservation Reserves) for additional
information about the Project footprint in
provincial parks and conservation reserves.
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

to this L/V type cannot be achieved
elsewhere.
15-42 is an under-represented and critical LV
within C2225. Representation is currently at
30 ha within 3W-5 with an Ecodistrict goal of
50 ha. There are 97 ha of this l L/V type in all
of 3W-5.
Impacts to this L/V type will be difficult to
replace elsewhere in the ecodistrict.
18-33 is a represented but rare L/V type in
ecodistrict 3W-5 and a critical LV within
C2225. Impacts to this L/V type may be
achieved elsewhere in the ecodistrict
however this particular patch provides a large
continuous patch of habitat, likely difficult to
replace elsewhere in the ecodistrict.
This particular section of C2225 is already
disturbed by an existing powerline and
snowmachine trail; however, many of the L/V
types will be difficult to replace. An alternate
route would therefore be preferred.

MNRFNHW-06

NHW-70,

“The Nipigon River PSW is approximately 95
ha in size, Hurkett Cove is approximately 143
ha
The Black Bay PSW is approximately 163 ha”

These above are incorrect sizes and needs to
be revised in the EA:
Nipigon River is 87 ha Hurkett Cove is 207 ha
Black Bay PSW is 7218 ha

PSWs were reported within the RSA
boundaries only. Portions of the PSW that
are found outside of the RSA were not
reported. The difference in the number of
hectares in the Nipigon River PSW is due to
overlap with FRI ecosites.
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GRT Final EA Comment

(18-33).
15-3 is an under-represented and critical LV
within C2225. Representation is currently at
31 ha within 3W-5 with an Ecodistrict goal of
50 ha. There are only 76 ha of this L/V type in
all of 3W-5. Impacts to this L/V type will be
difficult to replace elsewhere in the ecodistrict.
15-33 is a represented but rare L/V type in
ecodistrict 3W-5 and a critical LV within
C2225. Impacts to this L/V type may be
achieved elsewhere in the ecodistrict however
this particular patch provides a large
continuous patch of habitat, likely difficult to
replace elsewhere in the ecodistrict.
15-36 3 is an under-represented and critical
LV within C2225. Representation is currently
at 21 ha within 3W-5 with an Ecodistrict goal
of 50 ha. There are 329 ha of this l L/V type in
all of 3W-5. Impacts to this L/V type may be
achieved elsewhere.
15-39 is an under-represented and critical LV
within C2225. Representation is currently at
11 ha within 3W-5 with an Ecodistrict goal of
11 ha. This is the only location in the
ecodistrict where this habitat occurs. Impacts
to this L/V type cannot be achieved
elsewhere.
15-42 is an under-represented and critical LV
within C2225. Representation is currently at
30 ha within 3W-5 with an Ecodistrict goal of
50 ha. There are 97 ha of this l L/V type in all
of 3W-5. Impacts to this L/V type will be
difficult to replace elsewhere in the ecodistrict.
18-33 is a represented but rare L/V type in
ecodistrict 3W-5 and a critical LV within
C2225. Impacts to this L/V type may be
achieved elsewhere in the ecodistrict however
this particular patch provides a large
continuous patch of habitat, likely difficult to
replace elsewhere in the ecodistrict.
This particular section of C2225 is already
disturbed by an existing powerline and
snowmachine trail; however, many of the L/V
types will be difficult to replace. An alternate
route would therefore be preferred.
Conditions for approval under S.21 of the
Provincial Parks and Conservation Reserves
Act (PPCRA) for a utility corridor, the
Minister must be satisfied that there were 1)
no reasonable alternatives, that 2) The lowest
cost is not the sole or overriding justification,
and 3) Environmental impacts have been
considered and all reasonable
The EA uses MNRFs FRI Wetland Layer and
does not use the provincial wetland layer. The
FRI wetland layer is a great source for
identifying additional treed sites on the
landscape that may be swamps; however,
the provincial wetland layer is the authoritative
layer for wetlands. Because of this, not all
wetlands along the corridor have been
identified and mapped. The approach taken
to consider wetlands in the EA has minimized
the importance of wetlands and their
hydrological functions.
There should be no discrepancies in the EA
related the boundaries of a Provincially
Significant Wetland. The FRI layer provides a
1:20000 photo interpretation of forested
communities but does not have field related
data attached to each polygon. However,
PSWs are evaluated wetlands and their

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

The provincial wetland layer must be
reviewed to ensure all provincially mapped
wetlands are accounted for in the project
footprint.
In addition, the EA requires revisions to better
address avoidance, mitigation, and
reclamation strategies to be consistent with
the TOR of the project.

Wetlands in the final EA Report (2017) were
mapped using the LandCover 2000 data set
and the presence of PSWs was verified using
the LIO provincial wetland database. Through
correspondence, MNRF has indicated that the
use of the LIO Provincial Wetland dataset is
preferred. The amended EA report uses the
LIO provincial wetlands dataset in place of the
LandCover 2000 dataset to assess the
impacts to the provincially mapped wetlands.

EA Update
Y/N

Y – S 12,
App 5-I,
App 5-II
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference

NHW-72

MNRFNHW-07

Main Report,
S. 14.7.2.4

MNRFNHW-08

Appendix 01III

MNRF- NHW-110

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

The recently received wetland layer suggests
there are some substantial issues with the
accuracy of the review, as the wetland layer
in the EA does not match MNRF wetland data
and it is quickly apparent that portions of
wetlands and that pass through the ROW are
not reflected in the alignment sheets. In turn,
this raises substantial concerns about the
other portions of data used in this
assessment.

Insufficient data and analysis are provided in
the draft EA document. There are
inaccuracies in the data and the capture of
data within the documentation when
comparing data with MNRF records.

n/a

n/a

The proponent should specifically address
mitigation or avoidance options for the two
turtle overwintering areas identified during
field work. These occurrences are at the
northern extent of turtle ranges and the
populations may be particularly susceptible to
disturbance.

This needs further clarification and
assessment in the EA

NextBridge Draft EA Response

The FRI wetland layer is at a finer scale than
the LIO wetland layer. That is, FRI is 1:20,000
while the LIO layer is 1:50,000. The FRI layer
was used as the overall layer for the
assessment of uplands, wetlands and riparian
ecosystems. Using the FRI for both uplands
and wetlands criteria provides consistency in
the assessment, and ecologically relevant and
confident impact predictions. If the LIO layer
were to be used for wetlands in conjunction
with the FRI layer for uplands, these two data
layers would not be consistent with one
another. For example, what might be labelled
as an upland in the FRI could be labelled as a
wetland in the LIO layer. The FRI identified
58,494 ha (8.1%) of wetlands in the RSA,
while the LIO wetland layer identified 36,365
ha (5.1%). Field verification of proposed
locations of construction camps, laydown and
storage yards will be used to avoid effects to
wetlands.
n/a

Effects on turtle nesting habitat was quantified
in Appendix 14-I, Table 14-I-1. Most of the 2
ha of turtle nesting habitat identified at base
case from spatial data obtained from Ministry
of Natural Resources and Forestry, Land
Information Ontario database is predicted to
be affected by the Project.
Baseline field survey did not confirm turtle
nesting or overwintering habitat but identified
potential habitat that is likely unoccupied given
that the Project is situated at the northern
extent of turtle ranges. The EPP (Appendix 4II) includes information on specific measures
that will be applied to sensitive wildlife habitat
to mitigate direct and indirect effects.
NextBridge will consider mitigation
recommendations from MNRF related to turtle
habitat during the permitting phase.
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

wetland communities and boundaries have
been delineated in the field and are defined
by the presence of hydric soils and wetland
indicator plants. The individual communities
found within the wetlands including soils and
plants are available from LIO in the same
layer package. Provincially significant
wetlands have not been mapped correctly.
In addition, as per the TOR, wetlands will be
assumed to be significant (i.e., possessing
significant ecological, botanical or hydrological
features), if unevaluated, to avoid the need to
undertake a full evaluation using provincial
procedures.
Because of the mapping discrepancy, impacts
to the form and function of the unevaluated
wetlands have not considered for each project
component or through the phases of the
project. Further to this, the EA did not
evaluate the impact to the form and function of
the 120m adjacent lands to the unevaluated
wetland OR to the evaluated wetlands (e.g.
Nipigon River PSW). This should also include
the phases of the project.
Refer to MNRF-NHW-06.

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-06.

Insufficient information is presented in the EA
to assess impacts to Ouimet Canyon, Cook
Lake, Argentuil, and Middleton bat
hibernacula. The standard set of mitigation
provided in the Environmental Protection
Plan is insufficient.

The EA should identify and evaluate the
impacts to these specific bat hibernacula by
the proposed construction and operation of
this project.

Insufficient information is presented in the EA
to assess impacts to two turtle overwintering
areas identified during field work conducted in
preparation for the EA. Information provided
by the proponent describes on 23 June 2014
SWH identified as overwintering habitat with
many turtles documented for OGFID
109013656 and 109013656.

The EA should identify and evaluate the
impacts to these specific features by the
proposed construction and operation of this
project.

NextBridge has obtained data for the
hibernacula identified by MNRF. This data
was used to prepare the amended EA
Report.
Refer to MNRF-SAR-03 for additional
information on acoustic monitoring surveys
conducted in 2017 in support of the Project.
Mitigation for bat hibernacula has been
revised in the CEPP (Appendix 4-II).
Turtle wintering areas are summarized in
Appendix 14-I. Potential effects are possible
to two turtle overwintering areas: OGFID
109013656 and 109013656. Potential effects
to turtle habitat are considered in Section 12
of the amended EA Report.

Y – S 14,
App 4-II

Y –S 12
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID
MNRFNHW-09

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife

Document

Main
Document
Section 3.2.2
Alt Route
Segments
Appendix 031 Alt Route
Assessment
Dec. 2015
Appendix 03- IA Alt Route
Assessment
Around Loon
Lake

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
many

MNRFNHW-10-1

GRT Draft EA Comment

n/a

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion
n/a

NextBridge Draft EA Response

n/a

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-NHW-10-1 through
MNRF-NHW-10-13.

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Insufficient information has been provided to
fully inform the reader of the impacts of the
project on the Loon Lake and Moonshine
Lakes Alternate Route.
The Loon Lake Alternative Route had not
received a field assessment prior to the
submission of the EA.
Insufficient information is provided on the
potential environmental impacts to Cavern
Lake bat hibernacula.
This route increases greenfield linear feature
across this landscape on Crown land and
needs to be assessed more fully in the EA.
This increased access has impacts not only
availability of local fish or game, but on other
MNRF mandated interests (i.e. Species at
Risk, significant wildlife habitat etc.).
Environmental features were not considered
with the same weight as socio- economic
concerns when selecting these route
refinements. Appendix 03-1 states that
‘Alternative Route Assessment (Dec 215)’
found that the twinning option in this area
has the most total environmental, social and
economic advantages when compared to all
other alternative routes in this area.

The EA should re-examine the twinning route
option as it would be consistent with the
Provincial Policy Statement (PPS 2014) which
recommends making the best use of existing
infrastructure and corridors, and that
infrastructure be provide d in a coordinated,
efficient and cost effective manner before
proposing new greenfield developments.

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-17,
which also addresses the Loon Lake reroute.
NextBridge has reviewed MNRF’s concerns
presented in this comment and provides the
following response:
Field work was completed along this
greenfield section in 2017. This data has
been incorporated into the amended EA
Report to the extent possible.
Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-07 for
additional information on the Cavern Lake bat
hibernacula.
The twinning route option has been assessed
in the evaluation of alternatives in Section 3
of the amended EA Report.

Y–
S 3.3.1.8,
S 12,
S 13,
S 14,
App 3-II

There is insufficient information available to
fully understand how the EPP will avoid,
manage or mitigate potential impacts in the
Project, and to determine whether MNRF
mandate, legislative requirements and/or
interests have been adequately identified and
addressed. Mitigation measures are
generalized and vague and do not address
site-specific issues. In part, this is because
the EA has only assessed impacts at coarse
scale and detailed planning and mitigation is
being deferred to permitting stages or to the
contractor.
The following is a list of items from the EPP
that MNRF deems to have insufficient detail:

The EA needs to describe the impacts from
the planned project activities, steps to avoid
these impacts, steps to mitigate, and describe
the remaining impact.

The Project footprint has been revised and
minimized (Appendix 5-III). The following
conceptual/draft mitigation plans have been
added to the amended EA Report and will be
further revised as the Project undergoes
detailed design and pre-construction surveys:
Waste Management Plan (Appendix 4-II)
Blasting Management Plan (Appendix 4-II)
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan
(Appendix 4-II)
OEMP (Appendix 4-III)
Vegetation Management Program (Appendix
4-III)
Decommissioning of Temporary Workspaces,
Access Roads and Water Body Crossing
Structures (Appendix 4-II)

Y – App 4-II

The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) includes
contingency plans with mitigation measures
that will be implemented in the event that a
previously unidentified sensitive feature is
encountered during the permitting, construction
or operation phase of the Project. This section
of the CEPP will be revised prior to the start of
construction to include any additional
measures identified during the permitting
phase of the Project. Environmentally
sensitive protection measures in the CEPP
have been revised to include additional and
more detailed mitigation for sensitive features
such as provincial parks, Provincially
significant wetlands, SWH and SAR.

Y – App 4-II

The EA lists numerous mitigation plans that
are to subsequently be developed in design
phase and therefore not presented in the EA.
Insufficient detailed direction and planning
available in the EPP in regard to unmapped
values and the potential impact to these
values.

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-NHW-10-1 through
MNRF-NHW-10-13.
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EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

MNRFNHW-10-3

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-NHW-10-1 through
MNRF-NHW-10-13.

The high-level EPP includes ambiguous
wording that must be defined, such as
“vegetation will be retained in environmentally
sensitive areas, where feasible” or
“compatible vegetation will be retained”.

MNRFNHW-10-4

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-NHW-10-1 through
MNRF-NHW-10-13.
Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-NHW-10-1 through
MNRF-NHW-10-13.

The EPP requires additional details on
managing and mitigating the spread of nonnative and invasive species.
Insufficient information on timing windows and
setbacks to be used to protect wildlife and
natural heritage features - mitigation plans
should provide timing window dates and a list
of setbacks with details on how they are to be
used.
Insufficient information has been provided for
how the project will adequately address the
limiting timing restrictions for Migratory Birds
and In-water timing windows.

MNRFNHW-10-5

MNRFNHW-10-6

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-NHW-10-1 through
MNRF-NHW-10-13.
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GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

Environmentally sensitive areas include water
bodies, wetlands, rare vegetation
communities, and significant wildlife habitats
and are shown on the Environmental
Alignment Sheets (Appendix 5-I) and the
Access and Construction Environmental
Maps (Appendix 5-II). Environmentally
sensitive areas were defined in MNRF-NHW14 in Appendix 1-III-A in the Final EA Report.
The definition of environmentally sensitive
areas has been added to the glossary
(Section 26) in the amended EA Report.
The CEPP has been revised with site-specific
mitigation measures. Refer to the response to
MNRF-NHW-10-1 and MNRF-NHW-10-2.
Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-10-1

Y- S 26, App
5-I, App 5-II

Additional information on timing windows and
setbacks for wildlife and natural heritage
features have been added to the CEPP
(Appendix 4-II), and the OEMP (Appendix 4III).
The detailed construction schedule for the
Project has not yet been finalized. An
updated preliminary construction schedule is
provided in Section 4 of the amended EA
Report. NextBridge will prioritize clearing of
forested habitat to maximize the amount of
clearing completed outside of the migratory
bird nesting period (i.e., April 15 to August
30). Project activities that take place during
the nesting period (e.g., foundation
construction, line stringing) will be preceded
by nest sweeps as outlined in Nest Sweep
Protocol (Appendix 4-II).
Conducting clearing outside of the migratory
bird nesting period has potential to conflict
with the fish and fish habitat restricted activity
timing window because in-water work (work
below the high water mark) will, for the most
part, need to be completed outside of the
restricted activity timing windows for water
bodies.
Most of the water bodies where in-water work
is proposed (i.e., for installation of culverts)
will likely have a restricted activity timing
window from September 1 to July 15,
meaning instream work may occur from July
16 to August 31 (see response to MNRFARF-01). If approval from MNRF and DFO,
and the LRCA where appropriate, is obtained
and the potential for negative effects can be
reduced or avoided, work below the high
water mark may be completed at specific
sites during the restricted activity timing
window. To determine if this is possible, an
assessment can be done on a site-specific
level during the permitting process and will be
based on the type of habitat potentially
affected and its use by fish.

Y–
App 4-II, App
4-III
Y–
App 4-II, App
4-III

Y–S
13.7.2.1.2.4
S 14.7.6,
S 14.7.7,
S 14.7.8,
S 14.7.9,
S 14.7.10,
Table 4-4
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

MNRFNHW-10-7

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-NHW-10-1 through
MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Insufficient information has been provided on
blasting. A mitigation plan has not been
developed. MNRF is not the regulating
agency for explosives therefore the effects
from blasting in MNRF interests will not be
assessed by MNRF through ‘permitting
requirements’.

MNRFNHW-10-8

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-NHW-10-1 through
MNRF-NHW-10-13.
Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-NHW-10-1 through
MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Insufficient information regarding erosion and
sedimentation control measures.

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-NHW-10-1 through
MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Insufficient information regarding the
proposed mitigation for natural heritage
features and delaying the description of
mitigation until the permitting stage is
inappropriate.

MNRFNHW-10-9

MNRFNHW-1010

Insufficient information on mitigation of
impacts to wetlands from tower placement.
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GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

NextBridge is committed to clear the majority
of the transmission line corridor and access
roads outside of the migratory bird nesting
period. In cases, where clearing and
construction is scheduled to occur near water
bodies within the migratory bird nesting
period and outside the restricted activity
timing windows for water bodies, NextBridge
will follow their Nest Sweep Protocol
(Appendix G) to minimize the potential for
disturbance of nesting birds.
The intent of the nest sweep protocol is to
identify active nests and prevent direct
mortality to nesting birds, avoid destruction of
eggs and active nests, and minimize the
potential for disturbance of nesting birds at a
level that could result in nest abandonment.
Sections 13 and 14 in the amended EA
Report have been revised to address this
concern.
A Conceptual Blasting Plan has been added
to the CEPP (Appendix 4-II). NextBridge
would like to note that blasting plans are sitespecific and a detailed blasting plan will be
developed by the blasting contractor and
provided to Natural Resources Canada prior
to blasting. Potential effects due to blasting
are assessed in Section 6 (Geology, Terrain
and Soils), Section 8 (Groundwater), Section
13 (Fish and Fish Habitat), Section 14
(Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat) and Section 21
(Human Health).
An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan has
been added to the CEPP (Appendix 4-II).
The Project footprint has been revised and
minimized and structure locations have been
revised to avoid placement in wetlands
where practicable (Appendix 5-III). The
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised to
include more detailed mitigation for wetlands.
84 structures (6.7%) could not be relocated
outside of wetlands. Potential effects to
MNRF values have been addressed through
the submission of Annex 5 to the GRT under
separate cover. Refer to MNRF-OG-04 for a
description of Annex 5.
To address MNRF’s comment, Natural,
Cultural and Recreational features affecting
Natural, Cultural and Recreational Values has
been added as an indicator to Section 19 of
the amended EA Report. Effects to Natural,
Cultural and Recreational Values of Parks and
Protected Areas are assessed in Section 19
of the amended EA Report.
Tables showing the potential effects,
mitigation and predicted net effects for each
criterion and indictor are included in Sections
6 through 21 of the amended EA Report.
These tables have been revised to include the
specific criterion, indicator and potential effect
that the proposed mitigation measures are
designed to mitigate. That is, the mitigation
measures listed in each table row are
applicable to the criterion, indicator and
potential effect listed in the same table row.
Mitigation in these tables have also been
organized under subheadings to indicate the
specific feature type that the mitigation is
applicable to.

EA Update
Y/N

Y – S 6,
S8,
S 13,
S 14,
S 21,
App 4-II

Y – App-II
Y–
App 5-III

Y – S 19.2, S
19.7.5
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

It is anticipated that permitting approval
conditions may include additional mitigation
measures. Indicating that the Contractor will
follow permit approval conditions is meant to
demonstrate that additional mitigation
measures may be identified during permitting,
and that these will be adhered to during
construction.
Each section of the EA Report identifies
potential effects (or effect pathways),
mitigation measures (including avoidance)
and net effects following implementation of
mitigation on specific components of the
environment and their associated criteria and
assessment endpoints.
Site-specific environmental features and
mitigation measures are provided in the
Environmental Alignment Sheets (Appendix 5I) and the Access and Construction
Environmental Maps (Appendix 5-II).

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

The Project Description in the EA provides
NextBridge’s best understanding of the project
at the current time. It is recognized that during
detailed planning and design, certain project
details may be updated or optimized. These
adjustments may be based on site-specific
engineering and environmental
considerations, or from the experience of the
Contractor. It is common for a project to
become further refined from the EA (or
feasibility stage) to the permitting (detailed
design).
Section4 of Appendix 4-II of the EA Report
indicates that blast operations will be carried
out in accordance with DFO guidelines and
Ontario Provincial Specification (OPSS) 120
“General Specification for the Use of
Explosives.”

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-NHW-10-1 through
MNRF-NHW-10-13.

There is insufficient detail in regards to
reclamation, clean-up and proposed
remediation that is to occur at postconstruction. The framework for rehabilitation
plan should at the very least be included in
the final EA. Delaying the rehabilitation plan
till the design phase does not allow the MNRF
to fully assess whether Project impacts are
being adequately identified and mitigated.

MNRFNHW-1012

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-NHW-10-1 through
MNRF-NHW-10-13.

MNRFNHW-1013

Refer to draft EA comments and responses
provided below MNRF-NHW-10-1 through
MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Stripping of topsoil in wetlands and stockpiling
separately for future dispersal and
reclamation is not acceptable. This is not
reclamation of a wetland, this is permanent
alteration or loss.
More detail as well as best practices would be
preferred on the re-establishment of wildlife
habitat by placing coarse woody debris and
organic material (how, when, how locations
will be selected, etc.)

“If environmental permitting is required for
construction, the Contract will follow all
permitting approval conditions.”
This is not an appropriate form of mitigation. It
also is not likely to occur because a permit is
not required to carry-out some or most of
these activities. The impacts, steps to avoid,
steps to mitigate, and the remaining impact
must be presented in the EA.

This needs to be corrected in the EA.

NHW-53,

Mitigation measures are generalized and
vague, and do not address site-specific
issues. In part, this is due to not knowing what
values or features exist on the landscape in a
particular area, as this detailed work is being
deferred to a later stage of planning.
The EA needs to address the specifics of
blasting. It is difficult to flag concerns or
assess impacts without specific details.
Because MNRF is not the regulating agency
when it comes to blasting, effects of blasting
to wildlife and natural heritage values, as well
as species at risk will not be assessed
through other ‘permitting requirements’. There
are many values and features susceptible to
damage as the result of blasting, including
rare vegetation communities, species at risk
(bats or peregrine falcon) and other features
such as cliffs and talus slopes. The EA needs
to describe the activities that are planned to
be carried out and address the impacts to the
natural heritage and wildlife values as a result
of the activities. A comprehensive blasting
plan should be developed for review and
consideration.

Further clarification and assessment is
needed in the EA.

NHW-19,

More information is needed as to when/where
blasting may be used and a comprehensive
blasting plan should be developed for review.

February 2018
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NextBridge Final EA Response

Potential effects to MNRF values have been
addressed through the submission of Annex 5
to the GRT under separate cover. Refer to
MNRF-OG-04 for a description of Annex 5.
A Decommissioning Plan for temporary
Project Infrastructure has been provided in
the CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and is summarized
in Section 4 of the amended EA Report. The
purpose of the decommissioning plan is to
mitigate impacts to the environment as a
result of temporary Project infrastructure
decommissioning and to discourage public
access through removal of temporary bridges
and culverts, abandonment of temporary
access roads and to replant laydown yards
with conifers to limit undesired Crown land
camping.
This has been clarified in the amended EA
Report and CEPP (Appendix 4-II). The Soil
Handling Contingency Plan (Appendix 4-II)
has been updated to reflect the feedback
provided by MNRF.
The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been updated
to reflect the feedback provided by MNRF
including the addition of a Decommissioning
Plan for temporary Project infrastructure.
NextBridge would like to note that health and
safety concerns for Project operations
personnel will be considered and risks
assessed prior to placement of any coarse
woody debris on the Project ROW.
Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

MNRFNHW-1011

NHW-88,

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions
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Y/N

Y–
S 4.3.1.11,
App 4-II

Y – App 4-II

Y – App 4-II
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference
NHW-22,

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

The breeding bird timing window may conflict
with the in-water work time window for cold
and unknown fisheries. The EA needs to
explain how these activities will be
coordinated.

Since the proponent it will be difficult to clear
the ROW and install crossings in the same
season because of timing constraints, it may
be a challenge to do the all work within the
same year. Further discussion is required in
the EA.

NHW-25,

More description is needed regarding how
construction activities are being staged to
reduce and avoid potential effects on
ecologically sensitive areas and life cycle
periods:

Clarification is needed on what is
considered practical for the Project?

How is significance if multiple values
being prioritized?

Is the significance of values being
weighed in relation to each other?

What is temporary and what is
permanent?

More information is need regarding how
construction activities are reducing impacts
on ecologically sensitive areas and avoiding
key wildlife and fisheries timing windows.
More information is needed to clarify how
these timing restrictions will be worked
around in the Thunder Bay area.

NextBridge’s planned approach is to avoid
construction within required setbacks during a
wildlife Restricted Activity Period (RAP),
migratory bird nesting period, or fish and fish
habitat restricted activity timing window. If
constructing during a RAP, restricted activity
timing window or within a setback cannot be
avoided, a resource specialist may need to
survey the area for sensitive features and if
sensitive features are identified, additional
mitigation may need to be developed. Work
may not be conducted during the RAP,
restricted activity timing window or within a
setback unless approval is obtained from the
appropriate regulatory authorities, where
required.
Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-22.

NHW-28,

The EA needs to be more specific in regard to
maintenance and vegetation compatibility:

Will construction activities and future
maintenance cause any “compatible”
vegetation species to be permanently
lost?

Of particular interest, are any
conservation concern species going
to be permanently impacted?

The report should discuss the risk of whether
compatible vegetation may be permanently
lost as a result of construction and
maintenance activities.

NHW-32,

Manual vegetation clearing is specified in
cases where steep slopes are present. If
manual clearing is possible, is it not possible
to complete vegetation surveys of these areas
prior to clearing to determine if there are rare
vegetation values that could be impacted by
the Project? Conducting further field studies
was a specific interest previously identified by
MNRF and captured within the minutes in the
appendices. The EA needs to assess impacts
to potential species and habitats of
conservation concern within the footprint of
the project.
The EA should have a strategy for controlling
the spread of invasive and aggressive nonnative species into the Project area. This
concern extends beyond roads to other
sections too.

Environmentally sensitive features on rough
terrain should be documented prior to manual
clearing commencing.

NHW-20,

The EA should provide more information as to
what measures will be put in place to ensure
they are not spreading invasive species.

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

The approach to assessing the effects of the
Project on vegetation and wetlands in the EA
assumes that vegetation in the Project
footprint is disturbed as a result of Project
construction and operation. This conservative
approach has been adopted so that effects
are not underestimated. Effects to vegetation
and wetlands associated with construction
and operation of the Project are presented in
Section 12 of the EA Report.
Mitigations to avoid and minimize disturbance
to plant species and communities of concern
are provided in Table 12-9. If sensitive or rare
species/communities are observed during
construction, the Rare Plant Discovery
Contingency Plan will be implemented.
Section 6.3 of the EPP (Appendix 4-II) details
Owner due diligence during construction and
Contractor responsibilities in the event a rare
plant is identified after surveys.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Mitigation measures for introduction and
spread of noxious and invasive plant species
are identified in Section 12.6, Table 12-10
and the EPP (Appendix4-II) These include:

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.




Cleaning and inspection of vehicles
and equipment prior to arriving at the
job
Re-cleaning vehicles and equipment if
an area of weed infestation is
encountered on the Project Site
(Project footprint) prior to advancing
to a weed-free area
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response



NHW-24,

NHW-31,

NHW-17,

NHW-15,

NHW-29,

NHW-37,

The section should also discuss a strategy
regarding efforts to prevent the spread of
non-native and invasive species.
Diseased and damaged tree removal is
discussed along the edge of the ROW. The
EA needs to be more specific in regard to a
reporting plan in place for diseased
vegetation, in cases such as Emerald Ash
Borer or other significant invasive
diseases/species are detected.
The EA should explain: How is feasibility
determined and what factors are considered?
How are the factors weighted in terms of
outcome?
Section states “ vegetation will be retained in
environmentally sensitive areas, where
feasible”. What is meant by ‘when feasible’?
Clarification is needed. Feasible by definition
means where possible to do so easily or
conveniently. This is insufficient and requires
further clarification in the EA.

The EA needs to be more specific in regard to
how the removal of “incompatible” vegetation
from wetland areas is going to be conducted.
The EA needs to be more specific in regards
to impacts from topsoil stripping and grading:



How much of the ROW is likely to
have topsoil stripping and grading?
How will the exposed soil be stabilized
to prevent further soil erosion and
sedimentation into nearby waterways?

Provide information/detail within the EA as to
what measures will be put in place to ensure
invasive species are not being spread.
A monitoring/reporting mechanism should be
established for tracking encountered
diseased vegetation or invasive species.

This feasibility and the term environmentally
sensitive should be characterized early in the
report, so the reader can gauge the likelihood
of this mitigation measure occurring.
Suitable vegetation along the ROW should be
maintained in sensitive areas in all case – not
just where feasible in order to protect the
ecological integrity of these features.

More information is required regarding how
incompatible vegetation will be removed from
wetland areas.
More information is needed regarding the
volume and occasions where topsoil stripping
and grading is to be carried out, along with
how the disturbed soil is to be stabilized.

Locating and management of vehicle
and equipment cleaning locations on
the Project footprint

Monitoring and management of
weeds as needed during construction
on the Project footprint
Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-20.
Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.
A frame for a post-construction monitoring
plan is provided in Section 23.1.2 of the Final
EA Report.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

In the context of retention of vegetation in
environmentally significant areas, feasibility of
vegetation retention is limited by safety
considerations.
Section 4.3.1.2 notes that compatible
vegetation (i.e., vegetation for which the
mature growing height and/or location does
not represent a potential risk to the safe and
reliable construction or operation of the
transmission line) will be retained in
environmentally significant areas where it
does not interfere with access or construction
activities.
Section 4 and Section 6.5 of the EPP
(Appendix 4-II) provides mitigation measures
for construction in wetland areas.
Section 4.3.1.3 states that topsoil stripping
and grading will be completed in the ROW
and other access and construction areas, as
required. The purpose of topsoil stripping is to
protect the topsoil from compaction, erosion or
rutting during construction. Where there is
topsoil in the travel lane, storage yards,
laydown yards, construction camps and new
access roads, it will be stripped and stored in
the Project footprint for reclamation after
construction. Proposed mitigation is listed in
Sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.4 and 6.5 of the EPP
(Appendix 4-II). Section 4.2.3 states that
during construction there will be an up to 8 m
wide travel lane in the ROW for transportation
of personnel, equipment and materials, where
feasible given topography and location of
sensitive features. The travel lane will be
reclaimed following construction. The travel
lane will be placed within the ROW
boundaries, in such a manner to allow for
storage of salvaged topsoil within the ROW
boundaries when required (Appendix 4-II,
Section 5.2).
Temporary and permanent access roads will
also be required to provide access to the
transmission corridor for the transportation
and distribution of personnel, equipment and
materials along the ROW. Section 4.3.1.2
indicates that vegetation will be cleared and
grubbed along access roads, around tower
structures, in the up to 8 m wide temporary
travel lane, construction camps, laydown
yards, storage yards, and temporary
construction easement sites. Information on
stringing the line is provided in Section 4.3.19.
The conductors will not be rolled on the
ground during stringing. The goal is to avoid
having the conductors touch the ground
during stringing.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NHW-12,

The EA needs to be clear where stripping of
topsoil will be occurring, impacts and
mitigation associated with this activity,
storage of topsoil, etc.
Through review of the draft IEA, the details of
this project are still vague. Where is the travel
lane located? What is the purpose of it? How
does the line get strung? What is the purpose
of the ROW water crossings when much of
the access is via existing corridor (which also
requires water crossings)?

There is a lack of information in the draft EA
to provide a full and transparent accounting of
activities / process related to this project to
undertake a comprehensive assessment of
impacts / mitigation.

NHW-41,

The EA needs to be more specific in regard to
placement of towers:

In what conditions will tower
foundations be placed in wetlands?

How frequently are such conditions
going to be encountered?

More information needs to be supplied
regarding the frequency and scenarios where
tower foundations will be constructed in
wetland complexes.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

The travel lane and access roads are required
to access each tower location. The terrain
along the ROW is not suitable to move
equipment from one end of the transmission
line to the other.
The site specific details related to clearing,
grubbing, topsoil stripping and grading will be
determined through detailed planning and
design. However, the level of detail provided
in the EA is sufficient for assessing the effects
of the Project on the environment. To account
for uncertainty related to potential
optimizations of the Project footprint during
detailed design, a conservative approach was
used such that effects would not be
underestimated. Additional details determined
through detailed planning and design would
be carried forward into the permitting phase of
the Project.
Section 4.3.1.3 notes that topsoil stripping is
anticipated to take place on access roads and
the travel lane, storage yards, laydown areas
and construction camps. Environmental
protection measures for topsoil stripping and
storage are provided in Section 5.2 of the EPP
(Appendix 4-II). Effects associated with topsoil
stripping are assessed in Section 6 of the EA
Report.
The purpose of the travel lane is provided in
Section 4.2.3 of the EA Report (“During
construction there will also be an up to 8 m
wide travel lane along the ROW for
transportation of personnel, equipment and
materials, where feasible given topography
and location of sensitive features”).
Stringing of the conductors is described in
Section 4.3.1.9 of the EA Report.
Discussions with HONI are ongoing and
NextBridge is engaging with HONI to discuss
access. The EA assumes the existing
East-West Tie ROW will not be available to
NextBridge for construction or operations
activities.
Environmentally sensitive features were
considered during tower placement. Of the
approximately 1,270 tower structures planned
for the Project, 27 are located in wet areas.
Mitigation measures for construction in
wetlands are provided in Section 4 of the EPP
(Appendix 4-II).
The number of structures will depend on
span distances between the structures, as
determined by topographic, meteorological
and technical requirements, and
environmental and socio-economic
constraints.
Site-specific information would be collected,
and mitigation measures evaluated and
implemented after consultation with applicable
regulatory authorities during the permitting
process (e.g., prior to construction within 30 m
of the wetland). However, it is expected that
the characterization of effects predictions and
determination of significance in the EA would
not change.
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference
NHW-42,

NHW-45,

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Species of conservation concern should also
be considered in any blasting and drilling
plans, and the potential impact to their habitat.

Species of conservation concern, Peregrine
Falcon in particular, need to be considered in
blasting and drilling plans. Ouimet and
Cavern Lake areas are of particular concern.

The social impacts of displacing four private
properties versus the environmental and
monetary cost of rerouting the corridor to the
north needs to be better documented and the
rationale for the decision made should be
provided.

The EA should explain how ecological
impacts vs. social impacts have been
compared and evaluated.

Mitigation in the EPP (Appendix 4-II) includes
timing windows and setbacks from known and
incidentally detected bird nests, which will be
considered in drilling and blasting plans. Use
of explosives will be limited to conditions that
do not allow for typical or standard drilling
methods. NextBridge is aware of the location
of mapped peregrine falcon nests.
The preferred route was selected using the
criteria and indicators provided in the
approved Terms of Reference to identify the
route that is preferred from environmental,
socio-economic and technical perspectives
(i.e., more advantages than disadvantages).
Selection of the preferred route is
documented in Appendices 3-I, 3-I-A and
3-I-B of the EA Report.

NHW-46,

Please define ‘away from environmentally
sensitive areas ‘

Clarification is needed on what “away from
environmentally sensitive areas” means.

NHW-30

The EA needs to be more specific in regard to
impacts from debris and chipping. The
grubbing, clearing and chipping of all debris
along the whole ROW may remove some
important habitat and protective cover for
smaller species, such as amphibians and
small mammals. This could restrict their
ability to cross the ROW and potentially
fragmenting some populations. Has any
thought been given to leaving down debris,
such as logs, in strategic areas where it won’t
interfere with construction and operation
activities to create movement corridors and
potential habitat for small wildlife?
Spreading of chipped debris should be
carefully planned. If the chips are spread too
thickly over the ROW, compatible vegetation
growth could be restricted, which could further
restrict wildlife use and movement across the
ROW.

Debris management within the ROW should
consider the potential benefit of leaving
strategically placed downed woody debris to
provide habitat and cover for small mammals
and other species. More information should
be provided on debris management in the
Project.

The EA assesses the effects of the Project on
all aspects of the environment identified in
the ToR and in the Environmental
Assessment Act.
Environmentally sensitive areas include water
bodies, wetlands, rare vegetation
communities, and significant wildlife habitats
and are shown on the Environmental
Alignment Sheets. NextBriidge will store
wastes in secured containers in designated
areas away from environmentally sensitive
areas to reduce the potential impact from
accidental spills or leaks from the waste
storage containers.
Section 5.1 of the EPP (Appendix 4-II) states
that coarse woody debris and organic
materials will be salvaged and retained at
select locations as needed to increase the
habitat quality for wildlife after construction.
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

Refer to MNRF-NHW-10-1 through MNRFNHW-10-13.

Refer to the responses to MNRF-NHW-10-1
through MNRF-NHW-10-13.

EA Update
Y/N

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID
MNRFNHW-11

Document

Main report
Sect 4
Section 7
and 12.
Appendix 4-II

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRF- NHW-86

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

Various mapping products have been created
for existing land base through ecosite codes,
ELC mapping, upland, wetland and riparian
areas in various documents, however it is not
clear how the construction or operations
phase would use this information to adjust
activities to protect these variable conditions
that are not mapped for the intended user.

Clear mapping for construction and
operational phases of the variable conditions
found along the route would be needed to
actually protect these through construction as
well as operations. This would allow transfer
of mapped areas to the ground for
adjustment to timing of activities, as well as
provide information on what can be done or
not in certain areas (e.g. keeping heavy
machinery out of wetlands).

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Site-specific environmental features and
mitigation measures are described for the
preferred route ROW in the Environmental
Alignment Sheets (Appendix 5-I). The
intended users of the “for construction” issue
of the Environmental Alignment Sheets are
construction crews and environmental
inspectors accompanying the construction
crews. The Environmental Alignment Sheets
(Appendix 5-I) are preliminary and will be
updated with additional site-specific
information as Project planning progresses.

GRT Final EA Comment

MNRF has concerns regarding the mitigation
strategy for wetlands. As per the TOR,
wetlands will be assumed to be significant
(i.e., possessing significant ecological,
botanical or hydrological features), if
unevaluated, to avoid the need to undertake a
full evaluation using provincial procedures.
The response to NHW-60 indicates that
wetlands were assessed at the landscape
level. This is an inappropriate scale if
wetlands are to be treated as provincially
significant, consistent with the TOR because
impacts to the form and function of the
unevaluated wetlands are not considered for
each project component or through the
phases of the project. The EA does identify
which wetlands would be permanently
altered/lost.
Below is a map of small watersheds that
would be typical of the ones encountered
along the route. The concern is that these
are very numerous and are linked through
hydrological function to adjacent streams.
Consideration in the plan is to consider these
are just wet areas and use heavy machinery
to remove trees, create ROW travel lane
without considering the cumulative impacts of
these features in such small watersheds and
the numerous crossings of these features in
the footprint.

The EA states that “Vegetation will generally
be cleared using mechanical harvesters to
remove the timber. Chainsaws may be used
for small scale clearings (e.g., tree removal
adjacent to a water body), as required.” The
propose impacts are considered negligible
and local, even though the plan to avoid is
described as “where feasible or possible” or
“as much as practical” or “if avoidable” etc.
The plan is to build an 8 m wide travel land
through whatever it encounters.
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GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

The approach in the draft, final and amended
EA Report is to examine the Project effects to
wetlands at both local (within the LSA) and
regional scales to assess the significance of
the Project to the cumulative effects on
wetland ecosystems. This scale of
assessment also includes the hydrological
interconnectedness of the wetlands in the
consideration of effects. The CEPP
(Appendix 4-II) provides mitigation that
speaks to how individual wetlands will be
considered at the site-specific local scale.
The intent of the amended EA Report is to
consider landscape level changes and is not
intended to replace the need for individual
EISs as required to deal with potential
impacts to specific features prior to
construction. The amended EA report uses
the LIO provincial wetlands dataset in place of
the LandCover 2000 dataset to assess the
impacts to the provincially mapped wetlands.
Mitigation measures for wetlands as
described in the CEPP will be implemented
during construction.

Y – Mapping
(Global), App
4-II
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Table 1-IV-A-9:
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF - Natural Heritage and Wildlife
Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRF- NHW-60

GRT Draft EA Comment

This chapter does recognize that the ROW will
be affecting wetlands, but has indicated that
impacts are not significant. It remains unclear
how this determination of “not significant” has
been reached when each site has not been
assessed.
Mitigation measures should include:

no herbicide application within
wetlands, riparian areas, CLVAs, or
in proximity to rare vegetation

no rutting of wetlands, riparian areas,
CLVAs, or in proximity to rare
vegetation

no grubbing in areas adjacent to and
associated with wetlands, riparian
areas, CLVAs, or in proximity of rare
vegetation

no stripping of topsoil in areas
adjacent to and associated with
wetlands, riparian areas, CLVAs, or in
proximity of rare vegetation

no activities are to occur below the
water table or affect hydrological
features

placement of towers should avoid
wetlands, riparian areas, CLVAs, or
in proximity of rare vegetation

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion
A fulsome consideration of mitigation
measures to protect these natural heritage
features should be included for both
construction and continued operations for all
project components. Construction and
Operations should identify how these areas
are to be traversed without impacting these
features.
More detailed discussion of impacts and
determination of their significance is also
needed.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

Wetlands were assessed at the landscape
level within the local and regional study
areas. Specific types of wetlands that are
uncommon on the landscape were assessed
in further detail. As part of the wetlands
criterion, CLVAs, provincially significant
wetlands, listed rare plants and rare
vegetation communities were included in the
assessment. The significance determination
for the Project on wetlands is provided in
Section 12.7.3.3. Of the uncommon wetlands
identified in the Base Case (i.e., NW43,
NW47 and NW50), the Project is expected to
disturb less than approximately 1 ha (0.4%)
of the Sheltered Marsh: Emergent:
Sedimentary Peat Substrate (NW47) ecosite
in the vegetation and wetlands LSA. There is
a less than 2% change to CLVAs or rare
vegetation communities from Base Case to
Project Case. Overall, the small changes in
wetland ecosystem availability, distribution
and condition from the Project are predicted
to be within the resilience limits and adaptive
capacity of this criterion; 99.4% of wetland
ecosystems present in the Base Case
vegetation and wetlands RSA are predicted
to not be affected in the Project Case.
Mitigation measures in Table 12-9 and the
EPP (Appendix 4-II) further explain how
adverse effects are expected to be reduced
within wetlands.
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GRT Final EA Comment

Refer to MNRF-NHW-11.

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to the response to MNRF-NHW-11.

EA Update
Y/N

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-10: MNRF - Provincial Parks
Comment
ID

Document

GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

MNRF-PP- General
01

n/a

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion
n/a

NextBridge Draft EA Response

n/a

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

Summary comment:
New utility corridors in provincial parks require
approval under section 20 and 21 of the
Provincial Parks and Conservation Reserves
Act (PPCRA).
Therefore the EA needs to demonstrate that
the following three conditions have been met:

Alternatives were considered

Cost is not the sole or justifying factor
Environmental impacts have been considered
and reasonable measures have been taken to
minimize harmful environmental impacts and
protect ecological integrity.
Ontario Provincial Parks: Planning and
Management Policies (1992) says that new
transmission corridors should avoid provincial
park lands if possible.
The EA is deficient in these two key pieces of
MNRF mandate; the remaining comments
provide details of the deficiency. The EA
should do things differently in / give special
consideration to provincial parks and
conservation reserves in order to
demonstrate that footprint and effects have
been minimized - this hasn’t happened.

MNRF-PP- Appendix 1902
IV,
Environment al
Alignment
Sheets

n/a

n/a

n/a

Appendix 19-IV is intended to demonstrate
that the EA meets the requirements of section
21 (three conditions) of the PPCRA with
respect to utility lines in provincial parks /
conservation reserves (PPs/CRs), however
there is some incorrect/incomplete
information. The written description of the
project-related infrastructure in each park
(Section 3.#) doesn’t match what the
Environmental Alignment Sheets (EAS) show.
For example, Section 3.3 says that a short
section of the temporary access road in Ruby
Lake PP may not be needed if the tower is
removed from the park. The EAS doesn’t
show any access road going all the way to the
tower in the park (unless it is in the new rightof-way [ROW] so not shown intentionally).
This section also includes incomplete
information about what the current
management direction documents say with
respect to new utility corridors. For example,
it is true that “new utility corridors [in Black
Sturgeon River PP] require a plan
amendment” because the current park
management prohibits the development of
new corridors. Similarly this appendix
indicates that several management
statements do not preclude nor prohibit the
development of future corridors, but fails to
mention that these documents also do not
permit future development.
Appendix 19-IV indicates that criteria and
indicators for other project aspects (i.e.
outdoor recreation activities, visual
environment, significant wildlife habitat, etc.)
also apply in PPs but the mitigation measures
in the Environmental Protection Plan (EPP)
and elsewhere don’t reflect these aspects in
PPs. Also see more comments on the EPP of
this table.
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Include a complete/correct description of the
project infrastructure as the base against
which to compare alternatives and to evaluate
environmental effects.
The proposal is inconsistent with the
management direction for some PPs
therefore this needs to be considered in the
alternatives analysis.

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

Section 19 and Appendix 19-IV of the
amended EA Report has been revised to
more thoroughly assess the impacts of the
Project within the provincial parks and
conservation reserves and to address the
requirements of Section 21 of the PPCRA.
Section 3 of the amended EA Report has
been revised and provides a comparative
evaluation of the alternative route segments
adjacent to, through and around provincial
parks and conservation reserves.
Cost was not the sole or justifying factor for
selecting the proposed alternatives, but was
based upon the following screening criteria;
ecological criteria, land use, resource
management, cultural heritage resources,
social and economic and indigenous effects.

Y–
S 3.3.1.6,
S 19,
App 19-IV

Section 19 and Appendix 19-IV of the
amended EA Report has been revised to
more thoroughly assess the impacts of the
Project within the provincial parks and
conservation reserves and to address the
requirements of section 21 of the PPCRA.
Appendix 19-IV has been revised to match
the Environmental Alignment
Sheets (Appendix 5-I).
The access road referenced in Ruby Lake
Provincial Park has been removed from the
revised Project footprint and the access
roads in Ruby Lake have been removed. The
only disturbance remaining in Ruby Lake
Provincial Park is Structure B109, which has
been relocated out of the wetland at the north
end of Ruby Lake Provincial Park and access
road (Appendix 19-IV).
The Management Statements for each
provincial park and conservation reserve
crossed by the Project have been reviewed
and Section 19 and Appendix 19-IV have
been revised in the amended EA Report to
update any inconsistencies.
The Project footprint (Appendix 5-III) has
been revised to avoid specific features and
access routes were refined. The CEPP
(Appendix 4-II) has been revised with
additional detail and specific mitigation
measures for Project effects in the Project
footprint.
The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised to
include mitigation specific to provincial parks.

Y–
S 19,
App 4-II, App
5-I,
App 5-III, App
19-IV
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Table 1-IV-A-10: MNRF - Provincial Parks
Comment
ID

Document

GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

MNRF-PP- Appendix 1903
IV, Appendix 3I-B

n/a

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion
n/a

NextBridge Draft EA Response

n/a
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

Appendix 19-IV is intended to demonstrate
that the EA meets the requirements of section
21 (three conditions) of the PPCRA with
respect to utility lines in PPs/CRs, however
there are some deficiencies with respect to
“alternatives” (condition 1).
Information about alternative ways of
constructing the transmission line (aerial
installation, burying the line) has been added
to Appendix 19-IV but all seem to have been
rejected. In response to Ontario Parks’
request that all foundations and towers in
PPs be installed by helicopter (MNRF-PP-08)
the proponent responded “helicopters may
be used for some purposes but will not be
appropriate in many circumstances and will
not negate the need for conventional ground
transportation”. The rationale for not using
helicopter access in any PPs is questionable.
There are a few protected area complexes
(Kama PP/CR, Gravel PP/CR, and Nimoosh
PP) where the ROW and associated
infrastructure is quite long/extensive and
therefore would benefit from aerial activities.
It is not clear why excavating equipment
cannot be brought in by air (compared to
other industries [mining] that do this). Section
2.2.1 implies that workers would need to go
in and out on a daily basis; the rationale for
this is not clear when MNRF has many types
of crews that do remote field work for
days/weeks at a time. The sensory
disturbance to wildlife is questionable in this
case given the small area/distance where
helicopter access/use would be beneficial to
reduce the amount of project
access/footprint. Also, in other sensitive areas,
winter roads or rig mats will be used to
minimize the footprint and effects of access.
Further, Ontario Parks is aware that
transmission line maintenance in Pukaskwa
National Park occurs by air.
Appendix 3-1-B Table 1 implies that the
information is park-specific however readers
will see that the information is for the entire
route segment. Therefore neither Appendix
19-IV nor Appendix 3-I-B gives a comparison
of each alternative within each PP.

Based on concerns expressed about footprint,
effects and new access, identify where within
the 20 km of transmission line within
protected areas (of the total 450 km of the
project) that aerial access and construction
could be completed, alone or in combination
with other measures, in order to minimize the
footprint and environmental effects in all PPs,
but at a minimum in the long/extensive
stretches of protected areas. This
information needs to be finalized in the EA in
order to understand the effects of the project
on MNRF mandated interests.
Section 21 of PPCRA requires that new utility
corridors consider alternatives and minimize
environmental effects. The EA must
demonstrate that the design of designs of the
project/construction/operation and
maintenance were done in a manner that
minimizes the footprint and environmental
effects by completing more detailed planning,
especially in the large protected area
complexes. For example, use winter roads, rig
mats or other methods with low
environmental effects in all PPs, but
especially in the large complexes, if roads or
travel lands must be located outside the
ROW.
Alternative transmission corridors have been
considered in the EA, but there is no
comparison of each alternative within/avoiding
each provincial park.
Certain pieces of information that are
mentioned in various parts of the EA could be
pulled together to help demonstrate how the
EA meets condition 3. Include information
about the type of water crossings for roads in
the transmission corridor. For example, for
each PP it could easily indicate the ROW
width based on tower spacing proposed in
the final EA, number of towers, km of new
access roads, where there will be “work
around” vs “clear span” vs “culvert” as water
crossing method, how much area is affected
(ha and km), number and area (ha) of critical
LVs, is it fish habitat, is it significant wildlife
habitat, what recreational uses occur, area
(ha) of archaeological potential (shoreline
length plus 200 m inland), how much is
visible from existing viewpoints on trails
and/or future viewing pods approved in
management plans.

Refer to Appendix 3-III.
Helicopters are not appropriate for clearing.
Some of the activities such as clearing, timber
removal, and stringing are not feasible using
helicopters.
Equipment required for clearing and stringing
is ground-based and there are not acceptable
alternative aerial methods. There are
additional health and safety risks associated
with clearing and constructing the line aerially
that are avoided with ground-based clearing
and construction.
NextBridge has committed to following
regulatory oversight for merchantable timber
felled as a result of Project construction (Refer
to MNO-114 in Appendix 1-III-B in the final EA
Report). Aerial removal of merchantable
timber is not practicable. Helicopter logging is
only used in areas where timber value is very
high and is not considered viable or safe in
areas where timber values are moderate or
low. Major volumes of slash and debris are left
behind after helicopter logging; this could be
several meters deep on the ROW and
presents additional environmental, safety and
fire hazards.
Risks to worker safety are high in helicopter
operations. Potential risks include:
Danger to ground workers working in heavy
slash conditions.
Extreme downwash of the blades causing
flying debris, broken branches and tops.
Hookers, who are responsible for attaching
cables to felled logs, have to work directly
under the helicopter.
Communication between ground workers is
impacted by the helicopter noise.
Falling debris and logs are a risk.
The helicopter flight path options are limited
based on a 60 m wide ROW, increasing the
potential for injury.
Chainsaw work (hand falling, required to
support heli-logging) is dangerous with major
implications for safety management.
No segments of the Project ROW located
within provincial parks and conservation
reserves will be constructed using helicopters.
NextBridge has revised the Project footprint
(Appendix 5-III) and minimized associated
Project infrastructure (e.g., laydown yards,
construction camps) in and adjacent to
provincial parks and conservation reserves.
NextBridge is open to discussing the
opportunity to conduct operations patrol via
helicopter in provincial parks and conservation
reserves with MNRF.
Avoidance of provincial parks and
conservation reserves would result in
additional disturbance in greenfield areas and
would diverge from the existing East-West Tie
transmission corridor.
The total ROW in provincial parks and
conservation reserves is approximately 20 km
of the 450 km transmission line. Crews will be
in provincial parks and conservation reserves
for the minimal amount of time required during
clearing, structure construction and stringing.
Daily access is required for the construction
crews as, at peak construction times, up to

Y–
App 3-III,
App-4-II, App
4-III, App 19IV
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Table 1-IV-A-10: MNRF - Provincial Parks
Comment
ID

Document

GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

200 people may be present in a construction
crew. To minimize disturbance within
provincial parks and conservation reserves,
personnel will be transported from
construction camps located away from
provincial parks and conservation reserves.
The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been updated
with additional site-specific mitigation
measures as a result of the Project footprint
revision. These include commitments to use
low pressure equipment and to use swamp
mats in environmentally sensitive areas (refer
to the response to MNRF-CR-05). The Project
footprint has been revised and minimized
(Appendix 5-III). In addition, NextBridge has
added the OEMP (Appendix 4-III).
MNRF-PP- Appendix 1904
IV

n/a

n/a

n/a

Appendix 19-IV is intended to demonstrate
that the EA meets the requirements of section
21 (three conditions) of the PPCRA with
respect to utility lines in PPs/CRs, however
there are some deficiencies with respect to
“cost” (condition 2).
Information about alternative ways of
constructing the transmission line (aerial
installation, burying the line) has been added
to App 19-IV but these alternative
construction methods have been rejected
because they are considered “not efficient”
(would take longer). It is unclear how this is
not related to cost.

Ontario Parks may not be able to issue
approval under section 20 of the PPCRA
since some alternatives do not demonstrate
that cost is not the sole or justifying factor in
some PPs.
The EA must consider the cost of alternative
ways of constructing the transmission line in
individual PP (or PP/CR complexes) in
combination with other mitigation measures,
rather than across all protected areas.

Disadvantages of aerial installation are
addressed in MNRF-PP-03.
NextBridge has considered the alternatives
and as noted in the response to
MNRF-PP-02a in Appendix 1-III-A of the final
EA Report, burying the line was considered
but was ultimately rejected due to the
additional ground disturbance that would
occur as a result of deploying this option.
Specifically, to bury the line, a trench would be
dug along each span of planned buried line. A
substantial portion of the Project transmission
line ROW is on bedrock, which would require
additional blasting and jackhammering.
Construction of a buried line would involve
multi-year construction including extended
construction in provincial parks and
conservation reserves.
There are additional health and safety
concerns associated with open excavation.
These safety concerns extend to Project
personnel, wildlife, public land users and
Indigenous users.
The economic and cost concerns related to
this option extend beyond the capital costs to
NextBridge, as the delay in bringing the
Project online could have impacts on the rate
payers of Ontario.
The assessment of impacts associated with
these Project construction approaches have
been added to Appendix 19-IV in the
amended EA Report.

Y–
App 19-IV

MNRF-PP- Appendix 1905
IV

n/a

n/a

n/a

The EA does not fully consider the value of
PPs as a whole or the site specific values
within them There has been no/minimal
attempt to develop/apply
design/operation/construction/mitigation
measures in PPs that are different/special
than on the rest of the project landscape.
Appendix 19-IV is intended to demonstrate
that the EA meets the requirements of sec 21
(three conditions) of the PPCRA with respect
to utility lines in PPs/CRs, however there are
some deficiencies with respect to “mitigation
of environmental effects” (condition 3).
For example based on the final EA, at three
park water crossings there will be no roads
crossing them; instead construction will work
around the crossings. At five park water
crossings there will be clear span bridges
(which are preferred by OP over culverts
because they maintain stream
bed/substrate/habitat). At only one park
crossing (creek in Nimoosh) there will be a

Certain pieces of information that are
mentioned in various parts of the EA could be
pulled together to help demonstrate how the
EA meets condition 3.
Include information about crossing types and
other special mitigation measures that will
apply in PPs because the measures are
special/different than what will be applied in
the remainder of the project area. (Also see
additional comments on the EPP)

Section 19 and Appendix 19-IV of the
amended EA Report have been revised to
more thoroughly assess the impacts of the
Project within the provincial parks and
conservation reserves and to address the
requirements of Section 21 of the PPCRA.
The specific crossing in Nimoosh Provincial
Park has been revised to a clear span
crossing. Additional details to address the
overarching concerns in this comment are
below.
The Project footprint (Appendix 5-III) has been
revised and minimized to avoid specific
features and access roads were refined. The
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised with
additional detail and specific mitigation
measures for Project effects in the Project
footprint.

Y – S 19, App
5-III, App 19IV
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Table 1-IV-A-10: MNRF - Provincial Parks
Comment
ID

Document

GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

culvert/snow/ice crossing (which is least
preferred by OP but could be improved by
using a clear span bridge or arch culvert).
Appendix 19-IV indicates that criteria and
indicators for other project aspects (i.e.
outdoor recreation activities, visual
environment, significant wildlife habitat, etc.)
also apply in PPs but the mitigation measures
in the EPP and elsewhere don’t reflect these
aspects in PPs. Also see additional
comments on the EPP in this table.
MNRF-PP- Appendix 1906
IV,
Environment al
Alignment
Sheet (EAS)

n/a

n/a

n/a

The transmission corridor right-of-way is
shown extending into Kama Hill PP (new
from draft EA). The right-of-way is much
wider than the standard (60 m for 230 kv line)
for some reason and extends for 100 m
across the park. There is no explanation why
the ROW is so much wider at this location in
the final EA so that it now includes part of
Kama Hill PP (MNRF-PP-41) and why the
footprint has been maximized instead of
minimized. Appendix 19-IV indicates that
this change is still being considered and may
change again.

Ontario Provincial Parks: Planning and
Management Policies (1992) says that new
transmission corridors should avoid provincial
park lands if possible. Section 21 of PPCRA
requires that new utility corridors consider
alternatives and minimize environmental
effects.
Therefore where the project crosses provincial
parks, the intent should be to minimize the
footprint and to minimize effects on parkspecific sensitive values.
Complete information about the project and
impacts to provincial parks must be presented
in the final EA for MNRF to be able to fully
address the impacts to our mandated
interests.

The corridor was moved at this location to
avoid the Kama Hills Provincial Park. This has
been updated in Section 19 and Appendix 19IV of the amended EA Report.

Y – S 19, App
19-IV

MNRF-PP- Appendix 3- 107
B
Main report
and Appendix
19IV, section 19

n/a

n/a

n/a

Criteria and indicators for “parks and
protected areas” do not reflect the full range
of indicators based on the purpose and
function of PPs.
Further they were not amended from draft EA
to final EA because new Appendix 19-IV
supposedly provides specific information
about the portion of each park that is affected
by each route alternative. However this is not
the case. Appendix 3-1-B Table 1 implies
that the information is park specific however
readers will see that the information is for the
entire route segment.
Also, in PPs, the “continued existence” of a
value is more important than “visitors being
able to enjoy the value” (because if the value
exists then it can be enjoyed).

As indicated in MNRF comments on the draft
EA (MNRF-PP-16, 37, 46), the EA must
document a full range of criteria and
indicators related to PPs. Add:

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-03 and to
Appendix 3-III.
Criteria and indicators have been rearranged
in the amended EA Report in consultation with
MOECC and MNRF. Table 19-1 has been
revised to more clearly provide rationale and
data sources for the selection of parks and
protected areas as a criterion for the
assessment.

Y – S 19,
Table 19-1,
App 3-III
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Total length (km) of ROW in PP
Total length of ROW not in water
bodies in PP
Area of potential impact to aquatic
based recreation opportunities in PP
Area of potential impact to land based
recreation opportunities in PP
Length of ROW in PP with
archaeological potential
Number of archaeological sites in PP
crossed by ROW
Area of traditional land uses/harvest
in PP in ROW
Area of mapped provincially
significant wetlands in PP in ROW
Area of previously evaluated nonprovincially significant wetlands in PP
in ROW
Area of mapped unevaluated
wetlands in PP in ROW
Area/number of waterbodies in PP in
ROW
Number of watercourses and
waterbodies in PP in ROW that could
support fish
Area of potential impact to
representative geological formations
in PP in ROW
Area of supportive environments for
plants/animals in PP in ROW
Area of potential impact to critical LVs
in PP in ROW
Area of mapped potential significant
wildlife habitat in PP in ROW
Area of mapped woodland caribou
habitat in PP in ROW

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-10: MNRF - Provincial Parks
Comment
ID

Document

GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

At a minimum update table 19-1 (“PPA”
criteria) to include a footnote or brackets
indicating that “non- commercial recreational
use criteria also applies here” so that this is
clear to readers.
MNRF-PP- Main Report
08

Fig 20.2
and section 20

n/a

n/a

n/a

Some provincial parks have a “sustainable
recreation” objective. Areas of certain PPs
are intended to provide viewing opportunities
of the park and surrounding landscape, there
for visual impacts must be considered. Some
new viewpoints were assessed in the final EA
but there are some deficiencies.
Further, the EA was updated to include more
information and documents the Coldwell
Wind Project EA’s conclusion that the project
will have no visual effects on Neys PP.
MNRF disagreed with that conclusion and OP
comments document that.

In the final EA fully assess the effects of the
project on visual aesthetics by:

Including results of viewpoint analysis
on Pukaskwa River.

Completing viewpoint analysis on
Gibson Lake in Pukaskwa River PP
as requested.

The new infrastructure will not blend
into the existing disturbance pattern
on the landscape in greenfield
locations (i.e. Pukaskwa River PP)
and the EA should correctly document
this.
MNRF disagrees with the conclusion that the
visual effects of the Coldwell Wind Project
are “low to moderate” instead of “high” and is
going on record confirming this position, as
described in our comments on the draft EA
(MNRF-PP-33).

A viewpoint within Pukaskwa River
(Viewpoint 5) is presented in the amended
EA Report. Desktop analysis was conducted
at Gibson Lake indicating that the Project
would be partially screened by topography
and vegetation. The alternate viewpoint was
included that involved a view of the river
crossing southwest of Beaver Lake where the
Project would be within the park and provide
a less obstructed visible effect.
The visual analysis in the amended EA
Report for Viewpoint 5 indicates that the
Project would contrast with the existing
landscape and provide a moderate level of
visual impact. Further qualitative assessment
is provided in Section 20.7.5 where it is
stated that “… where views of the ROW and
transmission structures are unobstructed
and/or viewers are situated near the ROW,
the Project is anticipated to be more visually
prominent within the landscape.”
The conclusion for the cumulative effects of
the Coldwell Wind Project (Section 20.10.2.5)
indicates that the visual impact of the turbines
during operation would result in low to
moderate visual changes as seen from
potential viewing locations in the visual
environment LSA near the Town of Marathon,
adjacent provincial parks and conservation
reserves (e.g., Neys Provincial Park).
This was based on information specific to the
Project included in the project description and
a previous environmental screening report
that included visualizations and visual impact
assessment.

N

MNRF-PP- Appendix 5-I- A
09

Environmental
Alignment Sheet

n/a

n/a

n/a

The number of towers in Nimoosh PP is
increased without narrowing the ROW in the
final EA and there appears to be more new
temporary access roads in the park. (MNRFPP-60).

Where the project crosses provincial parks,
the intent should be to minimize the footprint
and to minimize effects on park-specific
sensitive values. Fewer towers and a wider
ROW is preferred here therefore the final EA
should reflect this. (Also see comment in Part
2 of this table.)

Longer span lengths have been included in
Nimoosh Provincial Park to reduce the
number of structures in the park. This has
been updated in Appendix 19-IV and is shown
in the revised Environmental Alignment
Sheets (Appendix 5-I) and Project Footprint
Maps (Appendix 5-III).

Y – App 5-I,
App 5-III

MNRF-PP- Appendix 1210
VIII ( Critical
LVs)

MNRF- PP-09

Provincial parks protect representative
ecosystems, provincially significant elements
of Ontario’s natural heritage and protect
biodiversity. Critical landform-vegetation
types are an important component of these.
This section acknowledges Ontario Parks
input/concern regarding critical LVs in
section 12.5.2.1.1 and table 12-6 and
section 12.5.2.2.1 and table 12-8 (for upland
and wetlands). It appears that the LVs were
measured/documented based on the entire
local study area, not just PPs. Table 12-10
says there are no mitigation measures for
critical LVs.

The tables do not specify if critical LVs were
assessed and reported by park vs. whole
landscape, and/or eco-district. The final EA
must report on critical LVs by provincial park
by eco-district (excluding the project area
outside provincial parks). Mitigation
measures for critical LV’s are documented
but Ontario Parks prefers avoidance (i.e. an
alternate route) over mitigation measures.
Critical LVs should be avoided where
possible (as is the case with rare vegetative
communities which this concept is nested
under). Mitigation would include provisions
such as minimizing erosion in critical LV
associations (e.g. alluvial/fluvial soils) or
requiring that site specific features and
associated setbacks are identified on
environmental alignment sheets.

Calculations of the CLVA areas included
only the CLVAs that were present in the
provincial parks and conservation areas.

Landform-vegetation associations are used to
track/measure “representation” targets in the
protected area system on an ecodistrict basis.
Critical landform- vegetation associations
(CLVAs) are special features or values within
protected areas.
The CLVA information presented in the EA
demonstrates a lack of understanding about
what CLVAs are, how they are
tracked/reported or how the project may
affect them. This appendix has been updated
but it still does not report on CLVAs by PP.
Appendix 3-I-B table 1 appears to be
reporting information for the entire route
alternative, not just the portion of the route
alternative in a park). CLVA information on
Environmental Alignment sheets in the final
EA is different from the draft EA (without any
explanation) and doesn’t appear to reflect the
data provided by MNRF (gap tool output).

One target of the protected areas system is
“representation”.
As recommended in our review of the draft
EA, the EA must properly document CLVAs
by reporting on CLVAs by ecodistrict and by
PP within each ecodistrict to be meaningful.
In Appendix 3-I-B or Appendix 19-IV properly
report on the number and area (ha) of CLVAs
affected by each option in each PP.

The revised CLVA data presentation has
been provided in Section 12 in the amended
EA Report using the recommended
approach.

Y – Section
12

Table 12-13 of the final EA has been revised
to reflect this comment.
Critical LVs were not addressed in Table 129. The final EA Report, EPP, and EAS will
be revised to include mitigation specific to
critical LVs. Mitigation for critical LVs may
include:
avoid disturbance to critical LVs where
possible
erosion control measures will be
implemented in critical LVs
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APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-10: MNRF - Provincial Parks
Comment
ID

Document

MNRF-PP- Sections,
11
appendices and
Environment al
Protection Plan

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

MNRF- PP-10

Critical LVs (upland) in the base case

Representation is by Eco district therefore
report information in Table 12- 13 by Eco
district and each provincial park (not the entire
project area).

Table 12-13 of the EA Report has been
revised to reflect this input.

Refer to MNRF-PP-10.

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-10.

MNRF- PP-11

Critical LVs (wetlands) in the base case

Representation is by Eco district therefore
report information in Table 12- 16 by Eco
district and each provincial park (not the entire
project area).

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-10.

Refer to MNRF-PP-10.

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-10.

MNRF- PP-40

Information is questionable; some does not
reflect the information provided by OP as
background info to this project. One
alternative crosses the park; all others are
outside the park therefore it is misleading to
say that the preferred alternative avoids
critical LVs (when really there are none at this
location).
Critical LVs are not tracked outside protected
areas.

Update/correct information as needed. For
each park, be specific about the park values
affected by the portion of each alternative in a
park (i.e. for all: how much area is affected
(ha and km), number and area (ha) of critical
LVs, is it fish habitat, is it significant wildlife
habitat, what recreational uses occur, Area
(ha) of archaeological potential (shoreline
length + 200 m inland), how much is visible
from existing viewpoints on trails and/or
future viewing pods approved in management
plans, costs, any different mitigation
measures.

Appendix 12-VIII identifies all CLVAs in the
ecodistricts that intersect with the Vegetation
and Wetlands LSA for the Preferred route.
Refer to MNRF-PP-36 for additional
information about activities within provincial
parks.

Refer to MNRF-PP-10.

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-10.

MNRF- PP-02a

Ontario Provincial Parks: Planning and
Management Policies (1992) says that new
transmission corridors should avoid provincial
park lands if possible. Section 21 of PPCRA
requires that new utility corridors consider
alternatives and minimize environmental
effects. Therefore where the project crosses
provincial parks, the intent should be to
minimize the footprint and to minimize effects
on park-specific sensitive values.

In addition to considering alternative locations
for the transmission line, the EA needs to
consider alternative ways of doing things in
provincial parks (i.e. different from the nonprotected area landscape). These
alternative ways of doing things will overlap
with mitigation measures that may be applied
in provincial parks to minimize effects. The
project needs to include mitigation measures
during project construction and operation that
minimize the footprint in provincial parks and
minimize the effects on provincial parks.
Mitigation measures in provincial parks need
to be expanded in the final EA to include
things like:
installing all new towers by helicopter so that
access roads for construction aren’t needed
installing self-supporting towers (as already
proposed for Kwinkwaga CR) to minimize
footprint
reduce the new ROW width (to 30 m) by
installing new towers on edge of existing
ROW
Install signs on the ROW indicating the park
boundary (an unauthorized access point) and
indicate alternate access points [possibly
show on a map]
No burning of merchantable timber as a
mitigation measure in provincial parks
no chemical vegetation control anywhere in
provincial parks
manual / hand-tending only
new travel lanes (assuming these are used for
line maintenance, not for line construction)
must be located in the existing HONI ROW or
the new ROW; not in any other locations in
provincial parks
new travel lanes (assuming these are used for
line maintenance, not for line construction) to
be gated/ditched/bermed/fenced to limit travel
to construction traffic and to prevent
unplanned/undesired recreational access
during operation/maintenance
minimize number of towers in parks
consider burying lines in greenfield locations
where aesthetics is a concern (i.e.at
Pukaskwa River)
use native seed mix only in areas where

NextBridge agrees to consider alternative
ways of operating in the provincial parks to
minimize the environmental effects.
NextBridge has considered the suggested
mitigation measures and provided brief
responses below. Appendix 19-IV identifies
the advantages and disadvantages of the
alternatives considered in more detail.
Helicopters may be used for some purposes,
but will not negate the need for conventional
ground transportation and access roads
installation (e.g., to transport large equipment
that cannot be transported by helicopter).
Self-supporting towers are spaced closer
together, resulting in more towers and more
overall ground disturbance; therefore, these
may not be appropriate for all locations.
The ROW width is optimized where possible.
The ROW is discussed in Section 4.2.2 and
HSE concerns are addressed in Section 4.4.
NextBridge will consider installing park
boundary signs during construction.
Merchantable timber that cannot be
harvested from Provincial Parks will not be
burned.
The Contractor chosen for the Project will
develop a Weed Management Plan for review
and approval by NextBridge, that describes
the appropriate management of construction
materials and equipment to prevent the
infiltration and spread of weeds, including:

Ontario Provincial Parks: Planning and
Management Policies (1992) says that new
transmission corridors should avoid provincial
park lands if possible.
Section 21 of PPCRA requires that new utility
corridors consider alternatives and minimize
environmental effects. Therefore Ontario
Parks expects that the EA project is
designed/constructed/operated and effects
mitigated in some different/special way in PPs
than what is being done on the rest of the
landscape for the project. As the EA indicates,
only 4.6% of the transmission line is in PPs
(and CRs and forest reserves) therefore it is
questionable why the EA hasn’t done this,
especially in some large expanses of
transmission line and access roads in the
interior of protected areas (Kama complex,
Gravel complex, Nimoosh PP).
For example, helicopters may be used, but
not in any PPs (also see earlier comments)
either alone or in combination with other
modifications to eliminate/reduce the need for
new/upgraded access roads or to reduce the
need for grubbing/stripping of top soil in the
ROW.
It is unclear if total ROW (existing HONI plus
new East-West Tie) is being reduced
anywhere by overlapping them in PPs.
Discussions are still underway with HONI
regarding sharing access roads and water
crossings.

cleaning and inspection of vehicles
The proposed method of vegetation (weed or
and equipment prior to arriving at the otherwise) control (chemical) in PPs is the
job.
same as outside the PPs and does not align

re-cleaning vehicles and equipment if with Ontario Parks practices. Similarly, the
an area of weed infestation is
plan for controlling weeds is the same across
encountered on the Project Site, prior the entire project. Cleaning equipment before
to advancing to a weed-free area.
entering a PP/CR is an additional/special

locating and management of vehicle
measure to mitigate human error (by not
and equipment cleaning locations on recognizing weeds).
the Project Site, and,
Natural recovery of vegetation is too slow for

monitoring and management of
Ontario Parks in certain locations (i.e. erosion
weeds as needed during construction prone sites, where access is a concern, in
on the Project Site.
nearby laydown areas where crown land
Manual clearing will be considered, however, camping is a concern).
it may not be appropriate at all locations, and
in some instances mechanical clearing can
have less environmental effect. Hand clearing
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The EA needs to minimize the footprint of the
project and minimize effects in PPs to a
greater degree than on the rest of the project
landscape by doing things in a
different/special way.
Ontario Parks acknowledges that there are
advantages/disadvantages to minimizing the
transmission corridor ROW footprint by
having a wider ROW vs fewer towers (more
widely spaced).
Incorporate the following designs to minimize
the footprint.














Black Sturgeon River PP – fewer
towers and a wider ROW is preferred
so that the towers can be as far from
banks as possible (but not in talus
slope) to minimize visibility of towers
in this high recreation area. (it
appears this has been done in the
final EA)
Ruby lake – Narrower ROW is
preferred and do not put the one
proposed tower in the wetland;
relocate it to upland site (as shown in
the draft EA)
Kama Hill – Narrower ROW is
preferred so that it completely avoids
PP (as shown in draft EA).
Gravel River – Fewer towers is
preferred (as shown in final EA)
Pukaskwa River - fewer towers and a
wider ROW is preferred so that the
towers can be as far from banks as
possible to minimize visibility of
towers in this high recreation area.
Nimoosh - fewer towers and a wider
ROW is preferred so that the towers
can be as far from banks as possible
to minimize visibility of towers in this
high recreation area.
Include the following mitigation
measures to minimize environmental
effects in PPs in a different/special
way than in the remaining project
area:
No chemical vegetation control
anywhere in PPs.

NextBridge has revised and minimized the
Project footprint (Appendix 5-III) in the
amended EA Report. NextBridge is pleased
to indicate the following:
Black Sturgeon River Provincial Park: MNRF
is correct. Fewer structures and a wider ROW
are planned in this PP.
Ruby Lake Provincial Park: The ROW has
not been narrowed, but the adjacent access
road has been removed. The access road
has been placed within the Project ROW.
Structure B109 has been relocated outside
the boundaries of the wetland.
Kama Hill Provincial Park: The ROW has
been narrowed and avoids Kama Hill
Provincial Park.
Gravel River Provincial Park: Fewer
structures are located in the Provincial Park;
consistent with the final EA Report.
Pukaskwa River Provincial Park: A wider
ROW and longer span length have been
employed to minimize visibility of structures
from the water body. The crossing has been
moved closer to the existing bridge.
Nimoosh Provincial Park: A wider ROW and
longer span length have been employed to
minimize visibility of structures from the water
body. The number of structures in Nimoosh
has been reduced.
The following mitigation measures have been
included in the CEPP (Appendix 4-II):
The use of herbicides during construction is
prohibited.
Note that herbicide application during
operation will be managed through the
Vegetation Management Program in the
OEMP (Appendix 4-III). A separate Weed
Management Plan will not be developed for
construction.
Construction equipment, including rig mats,
will arrive on the Project Site clean (i.e., free
of soil and vegetative debris);
confine grubbing and stripping to the
structure locations and new access roads;
seed erosion prone areas with a native cover
crop (e.g., cereal crop) and certified seed mix
approved by the applicable regulatory agency
as soon as feasible after construction;

EA Update
Y/N

Y–
App 4-II, App
19-iV

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-10: MNRF - Provincial Parks
Comment
ID

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

erosion is a concern, otherwise use on-site
plants (native trees, shrubs and ground cover)
for revegetation

may be used in Areas of Natural and
Scientific Interest or Critical Landform
Vegetation Associations. Section 4 of the
EPP (Appendix 4-II) provides guidance on
hand cutting.

The travel lane will be located in the
Project ROW.

The travel lane on the Project ROW
will be reclaimed following
construction and will not be in place
during operations.

Minimizing the number of towers in
parks was considered during
development of the Project. Modified
spacing of some towers is being
considered as a result of further
consultation with the MNRF.

NextBridge considered burying the
transmission line for aesthetic
concerns, but determined that burying
the line would have more
environmental impact from trenching
and additional ground disturbance of
lands.

The revegetation strategy in provincial
parks is to allow for natural
regeneration or use certified native
seed in consultation with the
appropriate Land Administrator.
Natural recovery is the preferred
method of reclamation on level terrain
where erosion is not expected.

Per Section 3 of Appendix 4-II,
equipment will arrive on site clean of
soil and vegetative debris.

No laydown yards are located in
provincial parks.

Grubbing and stripping will occur in
the ROW. Topsoil will be salvaged
and stored to conserve topsoil for
reclamation and to prevent,
compaction, rutting and erosion
during construction. Mitigation for
environmentally sensitive features are
listed in Section 4 of Appendix 4-II.

NextBridge is willing to work with
HONI or other stakeholders to
maximize the use of existing water
body crossings along the ROW and
access roads. Discussions with HONI
are ongoing and NextBridge is
engaging with HONI to discuss
access.

A 30 m vegetated buffer will be
applied to water bodies. This is now
referred to as a “30 m water body
buffer” and protection measures are
provided in Section 5.2.1 in the EPP
(Appendix 4-II of the EA Report).







clean equipment before moving it
between PP/CR and other nonprotected area land
no laydown areas permitted in PPs
No grubbing/stripping of soil
anywhere in PPs
at stream crossings, share crossings
instead of creating new ones (i.e.
HONI and Nextbridge to share)
At all waterbodies maintain a
minimum 30 m vegetated buffer.
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions





Clean equipment before entering a
PP/CR as an additional/special
measure to prevent introducing
invasive species (weeds).
In PPs, confine grubbing/stripping of
topsoil to tower sites.
Use faster methods of vegetation
recovery than natural methods in
erosion prone sites, where access is a
concern, in nearby laydown areas
where crown land camping is a
concern.

NextBridge Final EA Response

plant conifers when reclaiming laydown
yards, construction camps, and storage yards
and other disturbances located off of the
Project ROW and in consultation with the
landowner or communities and applicable
regulatory authority.

EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-10: MNRF - Provincial Parks
Comment
ID

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

MNRF- PP-05

Ontario Provincial Parks: Planning and
Management Policies (1992) says that new
transmission corridors should avoid
provincial park lands if possible. Section 21
of PPCRA requires that new utility corridors
minimize environmental effects.
Therefore where the project crosses
provincial parks, the intent should be to
minimize the footprint and to minimize
effects on park-specific sensitive values.
Self-supporting towers are considered in
Kwinkwaga CR but not in any provincial
parks. This is being considered because it
reduces the project footprint within the CR,
but isn’t being considered elsewhere.

Minimize the footprint and to minimize
effects on park-specific sensitive values by
using self-supporting towers.

Self-supporting towers are proposed for both
the Kwinkwaga CR and the Kwinkwaga
Forest Reserve to minimize disturbance to
the boundaries of these protected areas
where the ROW is adjacent and parallel to
the boundaries.
As mentioned in PP-02a item 2, selfsupporting towers are spaced closer
together, resulting in more towers and more
overall ground disturbance; therefore, these
may not be appropriate for all locations.
NextBridge considered different tower
structures and determined guyed Y will have
the least footprint or a smaller ground
disturbance area.

Refer to MNRF-PP-11.

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-11.

MNRF- PP-06

The draft EA doesn’t indicate what the
advantage is of Guyed-Y structures (i.e. how
they reduce the footprint). Self-supporting
towers require a narrower ROW (56 m)
compared to Guyed-Y towers but require
foundations (how many?).

In the final EA provide more details about
the tower structures to demonstrate which
type has the smallest footprint and use that
type in provincial parks in order to minimize
the footprint of the project in provincial parks
and minimize the effects on park-specific
sensitive values.

Self-supporting towers require more ground
disturbance than guyed Y towers because
they are closer together and more towers
are required. Self-supporting towers require
four approximately 1 m diameter piers.
Guyed Y towers require a single 1 m
diameter pier and four 6” diameter guy wire
anchors.

Refer to MNRF-PP-11.

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-11.

MNRF- PP-08

Ontario Provincial Parks: Planning and
Management Policies (1992) says that new
transmission corridors should avoid provincial
park lands if possible. Section 21 of PPCRA
requires that new utility corridors minimize
environmental effects. Where the project
crosses provincial parks, the intent should be
to minimize the footprint. Foundation and
tower installation methods are not attempting
to do this.

Amend all relevant parts of the EA to indicate
that all foundations and towers in provincial
parks will be installed via helicopter rather
than conventional ground transportation.

As mentioned in response to PP-02a item 1,
helicopters may be used for some purposes,
but installing all foundations and towers in
provincial parks will not be appropriate in
many circumstances and will not negate the
need for conventional ground transportation.
Appendix 19-IV identifies the advantages and
disadvantages of the alternatives considered
in more detail.

Refer to MNRF-PP-11.

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-11.

MNRF- PP-25

Ontario Provincial Parks: Planning and
Management Policies (1992) says that new
transmission corridors should avoid provincial
park lands if possible. Section 21 of PPCRA
requires that new utility corridors minimize
environmental effects.
Therefore where the project crosses provincial
parks, the intent should be to minimize the
footprint and to minimize effects on parkspecific sensitive values. This also relates to
13-35/Table 13-7regarding “Changes to
public access to recreational angling” and
“herbicide use during maintenance” may not
be appropriate mitigation methods with
respect to fish and fish habitat in provincial
parks. This also relates to 4-27/4.3.2..5 re
vegetation maintenance.

The project needs to include mitigation
NextBridge has considered these requests on Refer to MNRF-PP-11.
measures during project construction and
an individual basis and has provided
operation that minimize the footprint in
responses below.
provincial parks and minimize the effects on

The Contractor chosen for the Project
provincial parks. Mitigation measures in
will develop a Weed Management
provincial parks need to be expanded in the
Plan for review and approval by
final EA to include things like:
NextBridge, that describes the

no chemical vegetation control
appropriate management of
anywhere in provincial parks
construction materials and equipment
to prevent the infiltration and spread

manual / hand-tending only
of weeds, including:

new travel lanes (assuming these are

cleaning and inspection of vehicles
used for line maintenance, not for
and equipment prior to arriving at the
line construction) must be located in
job.
the existing HONI ROW or the new
ROW; not in any other locations in

re-cleaning vehicles and equipment if
provincial parks
an area of weed infestation is
encountered on the Project Site, prior

new travel lanes (assuming these are
to advancing to a weed-free area.
used for line maintenance, not for
line construction) to be

locating and management of vehicle
gated/ditched/bermed/fenced to limit
and equipment cleaning locations on
travel to construction traffic and to
the Project Site, and,
prevent unplanned/undesired

monitoring and management of
recreational access during
weeds as needed during construction
operation/maintenance
on the Project Site.

use self-supporting towers to minimize

Manual clearing will be considered,
footprint
however, it may not be appropriate at

minimize number of towers in parks
all locations, and in some instances
mechanical clearing can have less

consider burying lines in greenfield
environmental effect.
locations where aesthetics is a
concern (i.e.at Pukaskwa River)

The travel lane will only be used
during construction and will be

use native seed mix only in areas
allowed to naturally revegetate after
where erosion is a concern, otherwise
construction is complete. The travel
use on-site plants (native trees,
lane will be located in the preferred
shrubs and ground cover) for reroute ROW.
vegetation

Gates will be maintained during
operations based on landowner

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-11.
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EA Update
Y/N
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GRT Draft EA
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clean equipment before moving it
between PP/CR and other nonprotected area land
no laydown areas permitted in PPs
No grubbing/stripping of soil
anywhere in PPs
at stream crossings, share crossings
instead of creating new ones (i.e.
sharing with HONI)
At all water bodies maintain a
minimum 30 m vegetated buffer.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

















requirements. Where not required by
the landowner or crown agencies,
gates are not required by O&M.
Where gates are left in place,
maintenance including grounding will
be maintained.
Self-supporting towers are placed
closer together, resulting in more
towers and more overall ground
disturbance; therefore, these may not
be appropriate for all locations.
Minimizing the number of towers in
parks was considered during the
alternatives assessment. Modified
spacing of some towers is being
considered as a result of further
consultation with the MNRF.
NextBridge considered burying the
transmission line for aesthetic
concerns, but determined that burying
the line would have more
environmental impact from trenching
and additional ground disturbance of
lands.
The revegetation strategy in provincial
parks is to allow for natural
regeneration or use certified native
seed in consultation with appropriate
Land Administrator. Natural recovery
is the preferred method of reclamation
on level terrain where erosion is not
Equipment will arrive on site clean of
soil and vegetative debris (Appendix
4-II, Section 4).
No laydown yards are located in
provincial parks.
Grubbing and stripping will be
conducted in the ROW. Topsoil will be
salvaged and stored to conserve
topsoil for reclamation and to prevent,
compaction, rutting and erosion
during construction. Mitigation
measures for environmentally
sensitive features are listed in Section
4 of Appendix 4-II.
NextBridge is willing to work with
HONI or other stakeholders to
maximize existing water body
crossings. Discussions with HONI are
ongoing.
A 30 m vegetated buffer will be
applied to water bodies. This is now
referred to as a “30 m water body
buffer” and protection measures are
provided in Section 5.2.1 in the EPP
(Appendix 4-II of the Final EA Report).
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-10: MNRF - Provincial Parks
GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

MNRF- PP-38

Protected Areas where new Alternative
Route segments were assessed:
“Analysis did not include a consideration of
access roads, temporary constructions
camps, laydown areas or other non- ROW
components of the project footprint.” This is
not an appropriate approach with respect to
effects on provincial parks. In some cases
laydown areas are visible from viewpoints
within provincial parks. New or temporary
access roads can create
undesired/unplanned access to areas of a
park that cannot support or do not permit this
kind of use. Laydown areas will have noisy
activities occurring at them. When they are
abandoned they may become camping
areas near parks and affecting the current
level and type of use/experience.

Other infrastructure besides the transmission
corridor needs to be considered when
assessing the effects of the project on
provincial parks. The number/density of new,
improved, temporary and permanent roads
plus travel lanes in provincial parks
proposed in the EA is alarming especially
given that the project should be designed to
minimize the footprint of an activity (utility
corridors) that may be needed in provincial
parks and only conduct the activity within
provincial parks if alternatives outside the
park do not exist. New roads or upgrading
existing roads is not permitted in provincial
parks for this project. New travel lanes must
be located in the new or existing
transmission corridor.

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-36.

Refer to MNRF-PP-11.

MNRF-PP- Main report
12

MNRF- PP-04

Provincial Parks and Conservation Reserves
Act requires approval/permit/authorization
for many activities associated with this
project. “Future MNRF permitting/approval”
requirements is incomplete in the draft EA
for provincial parks (and conservation
reserves). This error has been pointed out
during reviews of past documents, although
some additional items are being added
during the draft EA review.

Correct this section of the document by
adding (in addition to the ones listed in the
draft EA) the following future permits and
approvals needed in provincial parks and
conservation reserves.
Work permit under PPCRA Tenure under
PPCRA
O. Reg. 347/07 sec. 2(2) –
approval/authorization (letter of authority) to
remove vegetation, excavate for towers
O. Reg. 319/07 sec. 2(2) –
approval/authorization (letter of authority) to
clear vegetation, water crossings
Purchase and Sales Agreement to cut
merchantable timer in provincial parks
LRIA approval may be needed for any water
crossing in protected areas.
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU),
Road Use Strategy and land use permit if
new roads are built within transmission
corridor

Section 1 of the EA Report was updated to
reflect this input.

Section 1 Table 1-1 does not indicate that
MOU, Road Use Strategy and land use permit
will be needed if roads are built within
transmission corridor in PPs.

Include a complete list of approvals and
permits that will be needed for all
components of the project within PPs.

Table 1-1 has been updated in the amended
EA Report to provide a complete list of all
permits and approvals anticipated for
construction of the Project.

Y–
Table 1-1

MNRF-PP- Main report
13

MRNF- PP-14,

This comment also relates to the
“References” (Chapter 24). Ontario
Provincial Parks: Planning and Management
Policies (1992) says that new transmission
corridors should avoid provincial park lands
if possible. Section 21 of PPCRA requires
that new utility corridors minimize
environmental effects. In addition, new utility
corridors are not permitted in some parks
based on the existing management direction.
Incorrect / incomplete Information is
provided with respect to Ontario Parks input
into the project to-date therefore the draft EA
may not correctly describe baseline
conditions or effects, and certain mitigation
measures may have been overlooked in
provincial parks.

Fully explain the input provided by Ontario
Parks to-date verbally, in writing and via
provincial park-specific supporting
documents. Use the input provided to
describe baseline conditions or effects, and
apply mitigation measures that minimize the
footprint in provincial parks and minimize the
effects on provincial parks. Add the following
documents, related to provincial parks, to the
“References” section which were provided in
Dec 2013: Ontario Parks shared existing life
science inventories, earth science
inventories, recreation inventories and
critical landform-vegetation information to
promote a full understanding and
consideration of purpose, sensitive/special
features, representative features and
recreational uses of the individual parks
affected by the project footprint.

Sections 12.5 and 14.5 of the EA Report
were updated with descriptions of Critical
Landform Vegetation Associations, rare
plant communities, sensitive/special
features, Provincially Significant Wetlands,
and Significant Wildlife Habitat. Sections
12.7 and 14.7 were updated to assess
effects from the Project on these landscape
features/attributes. Publicly available spatial
data was used to complete these
assessments.

The information in the EA (“references”; now
section 25; previously section
24) demonstrates that many documents have
not been used (possibly because there was
no digital data set associated with them).
Life science inventories include more than
information about critical LVs. No earth
science or recreation inventories are listed.
Gravel River IMS is not listed. The EA used
the PMP/IMS to determine if hunting is
permitted rather than using FWCA O.Reg.

The EA must use (and reference) the life
science, earth science and recreation
inventories that exist for provincial parks that
may be affected by the project in order to
completely document the values that may be
impacted and to minimize and mitigate
effects. The EA must use the most accurate
source of hunting information.

The LIO ANSI and Landform Vegetation
datasets (LVFN, LVLC2000, and LVFRI)
were considered in Section 12 (Vegetation
and Wetlands). References for these data
sets have been included in Section 25 in the
amended EA Report.
Section 19 of the amended EA Report has
been updated to include the information
about hunting in FWCA O.Reg. This
reference has been reviewed and included in
Section 25 of the amended EA Report.

Y–
S 12,
S
19.5.2.5.1.1
S 25

MRNF- PP-20,

Recreational activities that are permitted in
provincial parks depends on regulations,
park classification, management direction
and/or decisions made by the park
superintendent. For example, hunting is not
permitted in any nature reserve class park;
none of the parks have designated ski trails.
Incomplete/incorrect Information is provided
with respect to provincial parks.

Use the various sources of information that
Ontario Parks provided in Dec 2013 to
provide correct information about the
recreational activities that occur in specific
parks. Use the various sources of
information that Ontario Parks provided in
Dec 2013 to provide a description of each
provincial park with respect to its natural and
cultural values, recreational values,
recreational and other uses, etc.

Section 19 of the Final EA Report has been
revised to reflect this input and the text was
clarified.
Appendix 19-IV identifies the recreational
uses of each park, based on publicly
available information.

Refer to MNRF-PP-13.

Comment
ID

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-11.

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-13.
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Table 1-IV-A-10: MNRF - Provincial Parks
Comment
ID

Document

GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

MRNF- PP-21

Hunting in provincial parks is prohibited
under the PPCRA (section 15 (1)) unless it is
allowed by a regulation made under the Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Act.
Incomplete/incorrect Information is provided
with respect to provincial parks. The list of
parks that permit or prohibit hunting is
incomplete.

Use the various sources of information that
Ontario Parks provided in Dec 2013 to
provide correct information.

Section 19.5.2 was updated to clarify
provincial parks that allow or prohibit
hunting.

Refer to MNRF-PP-13.

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-13.

MRNF- PP-22

Incomplete/incorrect information is provided
with respect to provincial parks. Camping is
an important/popular recreational activity in
some parks and is not listed. All parks in the
project footprint are non-operating, therefore
any trails approved for recreational use are
not maintained on a regular basis by Ontario
Parks; use at own risk. There are no
partnerships/agreements in place with
respect to trail maintenance or signage,
except that one is being developed with
Nipigon Trails Committee for trails in Ruby
Lake PP. No trails are designated for
snowmobile or ATV use, although the
existing Hydro access road in Gravel River
PP may have unauthorized vehicle traffic on
it.

Use the various sources of information that
Ontario Parks provided in Dec 2013 to
correct information.

Section 19.5.2.5.2.1 of the final EA Report
was revised to include camping as a nonconsumptive activity. Additional information
about non-operating provincial parks and
trails was also added to this section.
Appendix 19-IV identifies recreational uses
of each park, based on publicly available
information.

Refer to MNRF-PP-13.

Refer to the response to MNRF-PP-13.

MNRF- PP-17

Incomplete/incorrect Information is provided
with respect to Ouimet Canyon Provincial
Park. The tables indicate that Ouimet
Canyon is within the project footprint.
Readers may expect that the transmission
corridor is proposed in the park, when the
draft EA is proposing that new and existing
access roads will be used to access the
transmission corridor.

Perhaps Table 19-4 could be expanded to
include a column indicating what
components of the project will occur in each
provincial park (i.e. upgrading existing road,
new temporary road, transmission corridor,
travel lane, etc.).

Table 19-2 shows that the Project footprint
includes the preferred route ROW, the
laydown yards, storage yards, construction
camps, temporary construction easements
and new access roads. Consequently, the
information currently described in the Project
description accurately describes that Ouimet
Canyon Provincial Park is in the Project
footprint (the preferred route ROW
component of the Project footprint does not
cross this park, as noted by Ontario Parks).
Overall, the land and resource use effects
assessment followed a conservative
approach in identifying the interaction of the
various Project components with respect to
key land and resource use features and
activities, Appendix 19-IV (Project activities
in Provincial Parks and Conservation
Reserves) has been added to the EA Report
and identifies the proposed Project
components in each provincial park and
conservation reserve. Table 19-4 was not
updated with this additional information in
the EA Report.

The EA uses a “conservative approach” by
identifying all possible locations for all types of
infrastructure with the intent of “choosing”
locations that will actually be used later
(possibly at permitting stage). This approach
is problematic because MNRF is not able to
understand the actual effects of the project.
This approach appears to be preventing the
proponent from looking in detail at sensitive
areas (i.e. PPs) where MNRF needs to see
more/better/special mitigation measures or
design/operation/construction changes.

The EA must include project details about the
location of infrastructure, construction
methods and mitigation measures in PPs in
order for MNRF to complete a full review and
in order for the EA to demonstrate that the
EA meets the three conditions of section 21
of PPCRA.

The Project footprint (Appendix 5-III) has
been revised and minimized to avoid specific
features and access routes were refined. The
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised with
additional details and specific mitigation
measures for Project effects in the Project
footprint.
The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised
to include mitigation specific to provincial
parks.

Y–
App 4-II, App
5-III

MNRF-PP- Environment al
15
Alignment
Sheet

n/a

n/a

n/a

Where the transmission corridor crosses
Pukaskwa River PP, the transmission line
does not seem to be aligned as well as it
could be to consolidate infrastructure. The
new transmission line is over 100 m from the
existing road/bridge. This is a problem
because the transmission line is not being
twinned with the existing HONI line at this
location therefore a new industrial visual
impact is being created at this location.

Pukaskwa River PP is a waterway class park
that is popular for multi-day canoe trips in a
remote setting. Align the new transmission
corridor as close as possible to the existing
road in order to consolidate the visual
impacts.

Structures were moved further from the river
and closer to the water body crossing. The
visual aspects have been considered in
Section 20 of the amended EA Report.

Y – S 20

MNRF-PP- Environment al
16
Alignment
Sheet

n/a

n/a

n/a

Laydown areas constructed near PPs that are
not regenerated/reclaimed rapidly have the
potential of becoming undesirable crown land
camping areas that may also put increased
pressure on PPs at undesirable locations.

Locate laydown areas where undesirable
long term recreational use that is
incompatible with Pukaskwa River PP will not
occur. Apply mitigation measures to laydown
areas near PPs that will lead to rapid
vegetation recovery to help prevent
incompatible long term recreational use from
occurring.

Laydown yards near provincial parks will be
replanted with conifers. No laydown yards are
located in the provincial parks. Mitigation
measure to replant laydown yards with
conifers is provided in the CEPP
(Appendix 4-II).

Y –App 4-II

MNRF-PP- all
14
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Table 1-IV-A-10: MNRF - Provincial Parks
Comment
ID

Document

GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

MNRF-PP- Appendix 1917
IV, Access
Construction
Environment al
Alignment
Sheet

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

n/a

n/a

n/a

Ouimet Canyon PP is intended to provide
viewing opportunities. Appendix 19-IV section
2.4 indicates that laydown yards have been
located where they will have limited effects on
park viewscapes, however the laydown yard
SE of Ouimet Canyon PP will be visible from
viewing platform in the park. Section
3.1 indicates the proponent is considering
removing this laydown yard.
The final EA proposal to use an existing road
in Ouimet Canyon, plus build a 17 m
extension to access land west of the park. The
proponent has been told that this will not be
permitted due to past/future
operational/enforcement issues and there are
alternative existing roads that access the area
west of the park. The project infrastructure is
actually located further west of the existing
access therefore the new road in the park is
unnecessary. The Access Construction
Environmental Alignment sheet appears to
show that only the road along the south
boundary of the PP will be used; not the
existing and proposed new road towards the
west boundary of the PP.
Building the transmission line between Ouimet
Canyon PP and Cavern Lake PP (a known
bat hibernaculum) is problematic. The issue is
with aerial infrastructure, therefore there are
no mitigation measures except burying the
line. Appendix 19-IV section 3.1 indicates that
the preferred route for the new line is adjacent
the existing HONI transmission line; there is
no transmission line in this location according
to the EAS.

Include final/full project details in the final EA
in order for MNRF to evaluate impacts on its
mandated areas.
Sections of the EA with conflicting information
must be corrected.

In 2017, NextBridge’s consultant undertook
acoustic monitoring in the bat maternity
period to identify forested communities along
the Project footprint that support maternity
roosting SAR bats. A total of 54 acoustic
monitoring stations were completed during
the maternity period in 2017. The results of
these surveys will be extrapolated across the
entire Project footprint (to forested
communities that were not monitored
acoustically during the maternity season) to
provide a map of SAR bat maternity roost
habitat. Additionally, acoustic monitoring was
completed at 15 features during the
swarming season to determine where SAR
bat hibernacula are located. These data are
included in Section 14 (Wildlife and Wildlife
Habitat) to the extent possible in the
amended EA Report.

Y – S 14

MNRF-PP- Environment al
18
Protection Plan

many

n/a

n/a

n/a

The EPP indicates that several measures to
use signs to restrict access to recreational
areas MAY be used. In order to minimize
effects and the project footprint, these
measures should be applied in all PPs.

Ontario Provincial Parks: Planning and
Management Policies (1992) says that new
transmission corridors should avoid provincial
park lands if possible. Section 21 of PPCRA
requires that new utility corridors consider
alternatives and minimize environmental
effects.
Therefore where the project crosses
provincial parks, the intent should be to
minimize the footprint and to minimize effects
on park-specific sensitive values.
For all measures related to signs to restrict
access to recreational areas, the EA must
indicate that this will be applied in all PPs.

The Project footprint (Appendix 5-III) has
been revised and minimized to avoid specific
features and access roads were refined. The
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised with
additional details and specific mitigation
measures for Project effects in the Project
footprint.
NextBridge will limit unauthorized access to
provincial parks by installing signage on
access roads where permissible by MNRF.
This has been revised in the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II), Section 19 (NonTraditional Land and Resource Use) and
Appendix 19-IV (Project Activities in
Provincial Parks and Conservation
Reserves).

Y – S 19, App
4-II, App 19IV

MNRF-PP- Environment al
19
Protection Plan

Environme ntally
Sensitive Areas
(owner
#17 and
#18)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Measure #17 indicates that development in
CLVAs needs MNRF approval. Measure #18
indicates that a development plan for
mitigation will be developed if avoidance isn’t
possible. Talus slopes in Black Sturgeon River
PP cover a large part of the ROW.

Ontario Provincial Parks: Planning and
Management Policies (1992) says that new
transmission corridors should avoid provincial
park lands if possible. Section 21 of PPCRA
requires that new utility corridors consider
alternatives and minimize environmental
effects.
Therefore where the project crosses
provincial parks, the intent should be to
minimize the footprint and to minimize effects
on park-specific sensitive values.
Amend/expand the measure in the EPP to
indicate that this is one location where this
approach will be needed.

The Project footprint (and minimized
Appendix 5-III) has been revised to avoid
specific features and access roads were
refined. The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been
revised with additional details and specific
mitigation measures for Project effects in the
Project footprint. Mitigation specific to
provincial parks has been included in the
CEPP.

Y–
App 4-II, App
5-III
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Table 1-IV-A-10: MNRF - Provincial Parks
Comment
ID

Document

GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

MNRF-PP- Main report
20

Section 23
(monitoring plan)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Monitoring of mitigation measures related to
gates/barriers/signs to restrict access to PPs
is missing from table 23-1 (“non-traditional
land and resource use” component). In
accordance with park classification,
management direction and/or zoning, access
to provincial parks is not desirable at any/all
locations along the boundary.

PPs achieve a range of objectives. In order to
prevent undesirable recreational use and/or
unintended impacts on natural features,
amend/expand the measure in the EPP to
indicate that during construction stage
gates/barriers/signs that restrict access into
all PPs will be monitored on a weekly basis.
During operation stage monitor gates/barriers
that restrict access into all PPs on a monthly
basis

NextBridge will install gates or fences on
private land in consultation with the
landowners.
It is not within NextBridge’s jurisdiction to
restrict public access to public lands.
Refer to Section 4 of the amended EA Report
for additional information on access control
during construction.
The CEPP (Appendix 4-II), Section 19 and
Section 23 in the amended EA Report have
been revised to indicate this.
As no gates will be installed on Crown land or
in provincial parks, no monitoring will be
required.

Y–
S 4.2.6
S 19,
S 23,
App 4-II

MNRF-PP- Main report
21

Section 23
(monitorin g plan)

n/a

n/a

n/a

Post-construction monitoring of rehabilitation
of laydown yards is missing from the EA.

Following construction, monitor all temporary
roads in PPs (outside the ROW) and laydown
yards near PPs until replanted vegetation is
at a height that ensures the areas aren’t
being used for recreational camping
purposes.

A post-construction monitoring plan is
provided in the CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and
summarized in Section 23 of the amended
EA Report. This plan includes monitoring
revegetation success on reclaimed Project
components such as access roads and
laydown yards.
A Decommissioning Plan for temporary
Project Infrastructure is provided in the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and summarized in
Section 4 of the amended EA Report.
NextBridge has committed to planting
conifers in laydown yards, construction
camps, and storage yards, and to allowing
the transmission line ROW to naturally
revegetate with compatible vegetation.
NextBridge does not have the authority to
restrict access to public lands. NextBridge will
take the appropriate reclamation measures
detailed in the Decommissioning Plan for
temporary Project Infrastructure (Appendix 4II) but cannot restrict or evict users from
public land.

Y–
S 4.3.1.11, S
23.1.2, App
4-II
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Table 1-IV-A-11: MNRF - Species at Risk
Comment
ID

Document

MNRFSAR-01

MNRFSAR-02

Appendix 1- IIIA
Responses to
Regulatory
Agency
Comments on
the Draft EA
Report

GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

MNRF- SAR01

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

n/a

n/a

n/a

MNRF has acquired additional Eastern Whippoor-will observations in June 2017 in the
Dorion area. Ideally these records should be
considered in the EA due to the potential for
the Project to impact this species. The
additional data may influence the overall
predicted impact to the species given the
current plan for Project placement and
construction.

Regarding Ouimet Canyon /Cavern Lake Areas:
Please provide details about the potential
environmental effects on this location, especially
related to bats. For example, Cavern Lake is the
most northern known bat hibernacula and contains
Northern Long-eared bat and Little Brown Bat, both
of which are listed as Endangered on the Ontario
Species At Risk list.
Increased road density and road traffic in this area
reduces the connectivity and refugia function of
this bat habitat between the parks. Little
information is available about the long term effects
of vibration and electromagnetics on bats and
hibernacula, in addition to potential blasting that
may occur during the construction phase.

Evaluate the impacts of this project on known
bat hibernacula near Ouimet Canyon and
Cavern Lake Provincial Parks.

Information from the MNRF on Cameron Lake
and Ouimet Canyon was not received until
after the draft EA was complete. However,
both the Cavern Lake Provincial Conservation
Reserve (CLPCR) and the Ouimet Canyon
Provincial Park (OCPP) occur within the
spatial boundaries of the effects assessment
for little brown myotis and were included in the
environmental assessment for the Project.
Map 14-IV-8A shows the location of the
Project relative to the CLPCR and the OCPP.
The CLPCR is fractionally located within the
LSA and completely within the RSA. The LSA
and RSA are ecologically appropriate to
determine the local and regional-scale direct
and indirect effects on little brown myotis
(Section 14.4.2), including cumulative effects.
The assessment considered net effects of the
Project on bat hibernacula and maternity
roosting habitat availability and distribution,
and survival and reproduction (Section
14.7.2.4). It provides a clear and
comprehensive evaluation of how the Project
could adversely affect bat populations,
including connectivity from various sensory
disturbances. The Project is expected to
intersect 11 ha of winter habitat, which will
likely be avoided with mitigation as outlined in
the EPP (Appendix 4-II) and to meet the
Terms of Reference.
Evaluation of site-specific effects and
mitigation for Species at Risk will be reviewed
during the permitting phase.

MNRF is concerned that we do not have
sufficient information to fully understand how
our mandated interests on Species at Risk
(SAR) may be potentially affected, and what
the extent of that impact is.
In our comment to Nextbridge on the Draft EA
MNRF stated: “It is difficult to assess what
impacts may occur to a species if the EA has
not identified where it is on the landscape. If
impacts cannot be determined due to missing
information to document presence absence
then the project must implement mitigation
measures sufficient to avoid any potential
impacts.”
Known bat hibernacula in Ouimet Canyon and
Cavern Lake PPs were mentioned as
examples of a known SAR values overlooked
within the Draft EA.
In response to this Nextbirdge stated:
“Evaluation of site-specific effects and
mitigation for Species at Risk will be reviewed
during the permitting
phase. The EA was completed at appropriate
spatial and temporal scales to assess
impacts…”
We disagree with this statement. If the EA
does not contain adequate information on
where and to what extent SAR values exist on
the landscape, we cannot be sure that values
and impacts have been appropriately
quantified n the EA in determining the overall
impacts of the project on SAR as well as the
specific impacts.
Furthermore by leaving the analysis of sitespecific effects and mitigation for SAR to the
permitting phase it is impossible for MNRF to
know whether any SAR permits will be
required and in what areas, or if and how
potential impacts (e.g. to bats) will be avoided,
managed or mitigated appropriately. And
while these discussions have begun with the
MNRF, these aspects should be more fully
addressed within the EA.
Finally information shared in our review of the
draft EA (e.g. bat hibernacula in Ouimet
Canyon and Cavern Lake PPs) was not
incorporated into the Final
EA. Between the draft and final EA the
document should have been updated to
reflect new information.

February 2018
Project No. 1536607/2000/2219

GRT Final EA Comment

134

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

The Final EA must be updated to include all
relevant information, including information
provided in response to the draft EA.
The EA must include an assessment of sitespecific effects and mitigation for SAR and
not leave it to the permitting phase.
All SAR, including endangered, threatened
and special concern species, must be
identified, considered and addressed
individually within the EA.

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

Section 14 of the amended EA has been
updated to incorporate available information
on eastern whip-poor-will observations
acquired by the MNRF in June 2017 in the
Dorion area.

Y – S 14

In 2017, NextBridge’s consultant undertook
acoustic monitoring in the bat maternity
period to identify forested communities along
the Project footprint that support maternity
roosting SAR bats. A total of 54 acoustic
monitoring stations were completed during
the maternity period in 2017. The results of
these surveys will be extrapolated across the
entire Project footprint (to forested
communities that were not monitored
acoustically during the maternity season) to
provide a map of SAR bat maternity roost
habitat. Additionally, acoustic monitoring was
completed at 15 features during the
swarming season to determine where SAR
bat hibernacula are located. These data are
included in Section 14 (Wildlife and Wildlife
Habitat) in the amended EA.
The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised
to include more detailed mitigation and
recommended construction timing windows
and restrictions for SAR species and habitat.

Y – S 14, App
4-II
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Table 1-IV-A-11: MNRF - Species at Risk
Comment
ID

Document

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

MNRF- SAR02

Three SAR have been insufficiently addressed in
the submission documents and when conducting
field research. The impact to and distribution of
Little Brown Bat, Northern Long-eared Bat and the
Eastern Whip-poor-will needs to be studied and
assessed in more detail, utilizing more rigorous
protocols.

It is difficult to assess what impacts may occur
to a species if the EA has not identified where
it is on the landscape. If impacts cannot be
determined due to missing information to
document presence absence then the project
must implement mitigation measures
sufficient to avoid any potential impacts.
Note that where further surveys may not be
conducted for the purpose of the EA, there
may be a need for further SAR surveys to
inform the permitting stage of this project.

Evaluation of site-specific effects and
mitigation for Species at Risk will be reviewed
during the permitting phase. The EA was
completed at appropriate spatial and temporal
scales to assess whether the Project in
combination with cumulative effects from other
developments will alter the ability of a criterion
to be self-sustaining and ecologically effective,
and meet the TOR.

Refer to MNRF-SAR-02.

Refer to the response to MNRF-SAR-02.

MNRF- SAR03

The use of explosives could have an impact on
waterways, flora and fauna depending on where it
is used. Are these impacts accounted for in the
draft EA? Is there more information available on
where explosives may be required? And if so, are
species at risk or species of conservation concern
going to be impacted? Is this considered in the EA?
Species at Risk should also be considered in any
blasting and drilling plans, in particular bats and the
potential impact to their habitat.
Impacts to bats should be carefully considered,
especially if any explosives are to be used around
the Ouimet and Cavern Lake areas given the
known hibernaculum nearby. How far does the
vibration and noise from a blast travel? When will
these activities occur? If blasting is done in the
winter, hibernaculum sites need to be considered.
In regard to blast or waste rock, is the rock along
the Project susceptible to leaching? Is this risk
considered in the EA as a potential impact?

The use of explosives should be discussion in
more detail, including the impact on species at
risk, species of conservation concern and
other environmentally sensitive features.
Cavern Lake needs to be reviewed and
discussed in more detail at as it falls in the
local study area (LSA), but is not currently
reviewed in the technical report, as it did not
fall within the LSA with alternative routes.
Species at Risk, bats in particular, need to be
considered in blasting and drilling plans,
especially around Ouimet and Cavern Lake
areas.
The report needs to consider and discuss the
potential for leaching from waste rock
produced by blasting.

The Project description in the EA provides
NextBridge’s best understanding of the
Project at the current time. It is recognized
that during detailed planning and design,
certain Project details may be updated or
optimized. These adjustments may be based
on site-specific engineering and
environmental considerations, or from the
experience of the Contractor. It is common for
a project to become further refined from the
EA (or feasibility stage) to the permitting
(detailed design).
Use of explosives will be limited to conditions
that do not allow for typical or standard drilling
methods, therefore the risk of acid rock
drainage from waste rock will also be limited
to localized areas and unlikely to affect
wildlife.
Mitigation measures in the EPP (Appendix 4II) include observing restricted activity periods
and avoidance of known and incidentally
detected bat hibernacula (and maternity
roosts) and other wildlife, which will be
considered in drilling and blasting plans.
Information from the MNRF on Ouimet and
Cameron Lake areas was not received until
after the draft EA was complete. However, the
assessment considered the influence of the
Project on Ouimet and Cavern Lake areas
(refer to the response to MNRF-SAR-01). The
assessment also identified one other known
hibernaculum near McKellar Harbour that may
be influenced by the Project (Section
14.7.2.4.1.1). The assessment also describes
the responses of hibernating bats to a range
of ground vibrations (Section 14.7.2.4.1.3),
and found that the range values had no
influence on bats.
Evaluation of site-specific effects and
mitigation for Species at Risk will be
completed during the permitting phase.

Refer to MNRF-SAR-02.

Refer to the response to MNRF-SAR-02.

MNRF- SAR05

More clarity is needed with regard to listing what
Species At Risk and/or Species of Conservation
Concern are considered in the EA process,
particularly if they occur along the ROW and LSA.
MNRF was unable to confirm through the review
whether specific records were considered or not.

More information and clarification is needed in
regard to species at risk and species of
conservation concern that were considered
and the specific records that were considered.

Specific records for species at risk were
considered in Appendix 14-I, Table 14-I-1.
Where SWH corresponded with wildlife criteria
(e.g., moose feeding habitat, bat hibernacula),
these features were considered in the
assessment of Project effects on
measurement indicators. The assessment
provides a precautionary evaluation of Project
effects on wildlife. Effects on species not
selected as a criterion will not exceed the
effects evaluated in the EA. Importantly,
omission of a listed species as a criterion in
the EA does not indicate a lack of commitment
to mitigating Project effects on that species or
its habitat. An evaluation of site-specific
effects and mitigation for all Species at Risk
that will interact with the Project will be
reviewed during the permitting phase.

Refer to MNRF-SAR-02.

Refer to the response to MNRF-SAR-02.
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Table 1-IV-A-11: MNRF - Species at Risk
Comment
ID

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference
MNRF- SAR14

MNRFSAR-03

MNRF- SAR02

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

More information is required to determine if impacts
to SAR bats have been appropriately addressed.
This additional information will also assist in
determining if ESA permitting will be required
where the project impacts bat hibernacula and
summer habitat.

Impacts to SAR bats need to be further
clarified within the EA:

Three SAR have been insufficiently addressed in
the submission documents and when conducting
field research. The impact to and distribution of
Little Brown Bat, Northern Long-eared Bat and the
Eastern Whip-poor-will needs to be studied and
assessed in more detail, utilizing more rigorous
protocols.

It is difficult to assess what impacts may occur
to a species if the EA has not identified where
it is on the landscape. If impacts cannot be
determined due to missing information to
document presence absence then the project
must implement mitigation measures
sufficient to avoid any potential impacts.
Note that where further surveys may not be
conducted for the purpose of the EA, there
may be a need for further SAR surveys to
inform the permitting stage of this project.

Provide more detail regarding the location of
the hibernacula in relation to the proposed
activities;
Define the locations where forest will be
cleared during the active season.
Please note that MNRF will be requesting an
Information Gathering Form to be submitted
for Little Brown Myotis and Northern Myotis to
initiate the determination of whether ESA
permits will be required.

NextBridge Draft EA Response

The level of detail provided in the EA Report
was appropriate for meeting the Terms of
Reference. The assessment considered net
effects of the Project on bat hibernacula and
maternity roosting habitat availability and
distribution, and survival and reproduction
(Section 14.7.2.4). It provides a clear and
comprehensive evaluation of how the Project
could adversely affect bat populations,
including connectivity from various sensory
disturbances. The Project is expected to
intersect summer roosting habitat and 11 ha
of winter habitat, which will likely be avoided
with mitigation as outlined in the EPP
(Appendix 4 II). The EPP describes
measures for the Project to mitigate direct
and indirect effects to known or discovered
bat hibernacula or maternity roosting habitat
(see also response to MNRF-NHW-114).
The Information Gathering Form will be
completed as part of the permitting phase.

Refer to MNRF-SAR-02.

Evaluation of site-specific effects and
mitigation for Species at Risk will be reviewed
during the permitting phase. The EA was
completed at appropriate spatial and temporal
scales to assess whether the Project in
combination with cumulative effects from other
developments will alter the ability of a criterion
to be self-sustaining and ecologically effective,
and meet the TOR.

Insufficient information has been provided in
the final EA regarding some species at risk, in
particular, Little Brown Myotis, Northern
Myotis and Eastern Whip-poor-will.
Further work needs to be done to assess the
impact to these three species, including field
studies.
The EPP should discuss the potential for
permitting and a contingency plan should be
included as well if there is a risk of incidental
encounters.
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GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

Refer to the response to MNRF-SAR-02.

The EA needs more information regarding
the location of the hibernacula in relation to
the proposed activities. As well as defining
the locations where forest will be cleared
during the active season. Providing this
information in the EA will ensure that risks
and impacts have been appropriately
assessed.
Without the above information MNRF
mandate, legislative requirements and/or
interests are not currently satisfied by the
assessment of potential impacts completed in
the final EA, and insufficient information is
provided regarding how the impacts will be
avoided, managed and mitigated.

The amended EA Report has been revised to
include Northern myotis as a criterion to be
evaluated with little brown myotis (refer to the
response to MNRF SAR-06). The amended
EA Report assesses impacts to specific
hibernacula as described in the response to
MNRF-NHW-07. It also incorporates
available information on eastern whip-poorwill observations acquired by the MNRF in
June 2017 in the Dorion area.
NextBridge will prioritize clearing of forested
habitat outside of the migratory bird nesting
period (i.e., April 15 to August 30). It is not
possible to determine locations where this will
this cannot be achieved this far ahead of the
construction schedule. However, NextBridge
will not clear forested habitat assessed as
potential maternity roosting habitat for little
brown myotis/northern myotis and/or breeding
habitat for eastern whip-poor-will without first
consulting with MNRF and obtaining any
permits that may be required.
Species at Risk permits are currently being
prepared for little brown myotis, northern
myotis, tri-coloured bat and eastern whippoor-will and field work to support the permit
applications is discussed in responses
MNRF-SAR-04 and MNRF-SAR-5.
NextBridge’s consultant undertook acoustic
monitoring in the bat maternity period to
identify forested communities along the
Project footprint that support maternity
roosting SAR bats. A total of 54 acoustic
monitoring stations were completed during
the maternity period in 2017. The results of
these surveys will be extrapolated across the
entire Project footprint (to forested
communities that weren’t monitored
acoustically during the maternity season) to
provide a map of SAR bat maternity roost
habitat. Additionally, acoustic monitoring was
completed at 15 features during the
swarming season to determine where SAR
bat hibernacula are located. The results are
assessed in Section 14 (Wildlife and Wildlife
Habitat) to the extent possible of the
amended EA Report.
Eastern whip-poor-will surveys were
completed in 2017 along the Project footprint

Y – S 14, App
4-II
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in order to identify breeding habitat for this
species. The results are assessed in
Section 14 (Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat) of the
amended EA Report to the extent possible.
Mitigation measures specific to little brown
myotis, northern myotis and eastern whippoor-will are provided in Section 5 of the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and Annex 5 (SiteSpecific Mitigation Table).
MNRF- SAR14

MNRFSAR-04

Appendix 14- III

MNRF- SAR20 &

More information is required to determine if impacts
to SAR bats have been appropriately addressed.
This additional information will also assist in
determining if ESA permitting will be required
where the project impacts bat hibernacula and
summer habitat.

Impacts to SAR bats need to be further
clarified within the EA:

In the text on page 12 the only reference to whippoor-will surveys is as follows: “Passive auditory
surveys for eastern whip-poor-will were conducted
on the night of June 18 and 19, 2016. Surveys were
conducted between 2:45 and 4:45 AM along
approximately 32 km of gravel and paved road,
southwest of the Township of Nipigon.”
When examining the associated maps there are
numerous locations identified between Thunder
Bay and Wawa which indicate that whip-poor-will
surveys were completed. In appendix 12-1 section
3.5.2 it is stated that “…crepuscular surveys were
not completed”

Please clarify where/when surveys were
conducted for whip-poor-will.

Provide more detail regarding the location of
the hibernacula in relation to the proposed
activities;
Define the locations where forest will be
cleared during the active season.
Please note that MNRF will be requesting an
Information Gathering Form to be submitted
for Little Brown Myotis and Northern Myotis to
initiate the determination of whether ESA
permits will be required.

The level of detail provided in the EA Report
was appropriate for meeting the Terms of
Reference. The assessment considered net
effects of the Project on bat hibernacula and
maternity roosting habitat availability and
distribution, and survival and reproduction
(Section 14.7.2.4). It provides a clear and
comprehensive evaluation of how the Project
could adversely affect bat populations,
including connectivity from various sensory
disturbances. The Project is expected to
intersect summer roosting habitat and 11 ha
of winter habitat, which will likely be avoided
with mitigation as outlined in the EPP
(Appendix 4-II). The EPP describes
measures for the Project to mitigate direct
and indirect effects to known or discovered
bat hibernacula or maternity roosting habitat
(see also response to MNRF-NHW-114).
The Information Gathering Form will be
completed as part of the permitting phase.

Refer to MNRF-SAR-03

Targeted surveys for eastern whip-poor-will
were completed in 2016 following consultation
with MNRF, and focused on the Dorian area
southwest of Nipigon, which was considered
by MNRF to be the area of highest likelihood
for species presence (NextBridge 2016). The
eastern whip-poor-will survey locations shown
in Figures 14-II-2A-E are incorrect and
updated figures will be provided in the final
EA.
Some field studies were also completed in
2014 to characterize the biological
environment in the vicinity of the Project
footprint; however, crepuscular surveys for
eastern whip-poor-will were not included in the
2014 field investigations because the
document Guidelines for Conducting Eastern
Whip-poor-will Roadside Surveys in Ontario
(BSC 2014) was not available during logistical
planning of field activities. While targeted
surveys for eastern whip-poor-will were not
conducted across the entire Project footprint,
many of the 2014 and 2016 upland breeding
bird surveys were completed during the
recommended eastern whip-poor-will survey
window (May 18 to June 30), and it is
expected that the species would have been
recorded as an incidental observation if
present in the survey area.

Targeted crepuscular surveys for eastern
whip-poor-will should be completed along the
length of the project footprint. No targeted
surveys were completed between Marathon
and White River – it is not sufficient to assume
incidental observations of eastern whip-poorwill would have been documented during
breeding bird surveys in 2014. The survey
protocols for breeding bird surveys and
eastern whip-poor-will surveys are different;
therefore it is unlikely that eastern whip-poorwill would be detected if it was not specifically
targeted during the survey.

References
BSC (Bird Studies Canada) 2014. Guidelines
for conducting eastern whip-poor-will
roadside surveys in Ontario. Available
at:
https://www.birdscanada.org/resources/
wpwi/2014_Roadside_Survey_Guideline
s_12May2014.pdf. Accessed March
2017.
NextBridge. 2016. East-West Tie
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Refer to the response to MNRF-SAR-03.

Crepuscular surveys for eastern whip-poorwill should be completed along stretches of
the project footprint that were surveyed prior
to 2016 – particularly between Marathon and
White River in order to assess potential
impacts of the transmission line on Eastern
Whip-poor- will.

Crepuscular surveys for eastern whip-poorwill were completed in 2017 along the Project
footprint in order to identify breeding habitat
for this species. Targeted surveys were
completed between Marathon and White
River. The results are assessed in Section 14
of the amended EA Report to the extent
possible.
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Transmission Project EA – MNRF
meeting on wildlife and wildlife habitat –
meeting minutes. April 6, 2016 Phone
Meeting.
MNRF- SAR
21

There are large portions of the corridor in which no
breeding bird surveys or whip-poor-will surveys
were conducted as indicated on the maps. E.g.
between Marathon and White River.

In areas where Whip-poor-will are likely to be
encountered, surveys should be undertaken.
Otherwise, project impacts cannot be fully
assessed and measures to avoid any
potential impacts would be expected.

Refer to the response to MNRF-SAR-20.

Refer to MNRF-SAR-04.

Refer to the response to MNRF-SAR-04.

In addition, the assessment identified and
examined the loss/alteration of quality habitat
for whip-poor-will and used a precautionary
approach by assuming that whip-poor-will
would occupy such habitats. The approach
provides ecologically relevant and confident
effects predictions from the Project on whippoor-will. Mitigation for effects to birds include
avoid construction within required setbacks
during a wildlife Restricted Activity Period
(RAP) and migratory bird nesting period. If
sensitive features are identified, additional
mitigation may be developed by the Owner.
Work may not be conducted during the RAP,
or within a setback unless approval is
obtained from the appropriate regulatory
agencies (Section 14.6; Table 14-17).
References
BSC (Bird Studies Canada) 2014. Guidelines
for conducting eastern whip-poor-will
roadside surveys in Ontario. Available at:
https://www.birdscanada.org/resources/w
pwi/2014_Roadside_Survey_Guidelines_
12May2014.pdf. Accessed March 2017.
NextBridge. 2016. East-West Tie
Transmission Project EA – MNRF
meeting on wildlife and wildlife habitat –
meeting minutes. April 6, 2016 Phone
Meeting.

MNRFSAR-05

MNRF- NHW56

The EA needs to consider more information in a
more reader friendly manner regarding Species At
Risk and/or Species of Conservation Concern. It is
unclear if they are considered in the EA process,
particularly if they occur along the ROW and LSA. It
seems almost impossible to track down whether
specific records were considered or not.

More information and clarification is needed in
regards to species at risk and species of
conservation concern.

Species at Risk and Species of Conservation
Concern habitat and individual occurrences in
the Project footprint and Local and Regional
Study Areas were considered in the EA
Report. Specifically:

vegetation SAR are considered in
Section 12 of the EA Report

aquatic SAR are considered in
Section 13 of the EA Report

wildlife SAR are considered in
Section 14 of the EA Report

Very few species of conservation concern and
Special Concern SAR are identified and
discussed in the final EA, compared to what
could potentially be found along the Project
ROW and footprint.
There is a large section of the Loon Lake
Alternative route where no field surveys have
been completed, which is of great to concern
to the MNRF, as important and significant
values may have been missed.
In addition, there is insufficient information in
the EPP as to how these values will be
identified in the field during construction and
properly avoided, managed or mitigated.

Additional information should be provided in
the EA to ensure these values are fully
captured and that there is sufficient
information to fully understand the potential
impacts and limited discussion on how these
values are to be identified, avoided, managed
or mitigated.
In regard to these types of values, the MNRF
does not believe their mandate, legislative
requirements and/or interests have been
adequately identified, considered or
addressed.

Additional surveys for SAR bats and eastern
whip-poor-will were completed in 2017 along
the Project footprint including the Loon Lake
re-route section. The results are assessed in
Section 14 of the amended EA Report to the
extent possible.
The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) outlines how
incidental discovery of wildlife features of
concern will be addressed during construction
and operation.
Potential effects to MNRF values have been
addressed through the submission of Annex
5 to the GRT under separate cover. Refer to
MNRF-OG-04 for a description of Annex 5.

Y – S 14, App
4-II

MNRFSAR-06

MNRF- SAR06

While little brown myotis and northern myotis may
share similar habitat, it seems questionable to
state that it can be a surrogate for northern myotis.
The EA needs to provide more rationale for why
this was determined to be an appropriate decision
considering the two species have different foraging
preferences and the proposed activities may have
different impacts depending on species.

The EA should assess the impacts the
proposal will have on each species of bats.
Note that each species will also need to be
addressed individually should any
authorization under the ESA be required.

The selection of wildlife criteria was based on
both a coarse and fine-scale approach that
considered elements of ecosystems such as
umbrella, indicator and keystone species, and
ecological redundancy in species guilds. The
two bat species occupy similar maternity
roosts (except little brown myotis often roosts
in buildings) and winter hibernacula. Little
brown myotis feed in open habitat (e.g., over
lakes), while northern myotis prefers forest
gaps and edges, and will sometimes glean
insects from vegetation (Environment Canada
2015). The EA evaluates the changes in
habitat availability (quality and quantity) and
distribution (connectivity and arrangement),
and associated influences on survival and
reproduction on the little brown bat. The
Project may create better foraging habitat for
little brown myotis than for northern myotis
because it will create contiguous, open

The MNRF believes there is insufficient
discussion of the selection criteria in the Final
EA document. Particularly with respect to
grouping similar species together and
assuming the impacts are equal.
For example the EA assesses impacts to
bats, by looking only at Little Brown Myotis.
While the EAs concludes that impacts are
significant for both species given their current
population and threats, there are likely
differences in the transmission lines impacts
to each species. While impacts to roosting
habitat are likely similar, because the two bats
have different foraging behaviours these
impacts would be different. The transmission
line is likely creating foraging habitat for one
species and but not the other. There is little
discussion within the EA on this.

Without all endangered and threatened SAR
likely to be encountered within the project
footprint being directly addressed in the Final
EA, MNRF is unable to ensure the potential
impacts to these species are being
recognized upfront in the EA.

Section 14 of the amended EA Report has
been updated to include northern myotis as a
criterion to be evaluated with little brown
myotis. Differences in foraging behaviours
and potential effects on foraging habitat for
these species are discussed in Section 14 of
the amended EA Report.
Qualitatively the effects are different, but
numerically the predicted habitat loss has
similar effects on the two species. The
mitigation for maternity and hibernacula
habitat apply equally to both species.

Y–
S 14.5.2.4
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habitat, however, it is anticipated that this
difference would have little influence on the
overall conclusions of effects from the Project
because foraging habitat is not a limiting
factor for these species. A significant effect is
predicted in the cumulative case because the
current status of little brown myotis indicates
that its population is not resilient to additional
sources of mortality, The same rationale
applies to northern myotis and therefore
focusing the EA on one of these species limits
redundancy in the environmental assessment.
Consultation with the public and government
was also part of the criteria selection process.
Selection of wildlife Criteria were based on
suggestions during engagement. A detailed
consultation and engagement record is
provided in Appendices 2 III and 2-IX.
Evaluation of site-specific effects and
mitigation for Species at Risk will be reviewed
during the permitting phase.
References:
Environment Canada. 2015. Recovery
Strategy for Little Brown Myotis (Myotis
lucifugus), Northern Myotis (Myotis
septentrionalis), and Tri-colored Bat
(Perimyotis subflavus) in Canada
[Proposed]. Species at Risk Act Recovery
Strategy Series. Environment Canada,
Ottawa. ix + 110 pp.
MNRFSAR-07

MNRF- SAR09

Mapped caribou habitat should be qualified noting
that it is mapped as potential and may not meet the
mapping criteria.
Likely over estimates the amount of habitat as it is
not supported by current animal presence.
Supports the idea of more than what is currently
being used by the few animals in the coastal range
which may underestimate the importance of local
areas of habitat, current used.

Ensure consideration of MNRFs current areas
mapped as Category 1 along the coast (do
not appear to be considered).
Identifying the winter preferred/suitable as
category 1 and refuge habitat as category 2
is inconsistent with the GHD direction. Reidentify these areas to what they are actually
modelled to be (winter use and refuge).

Provincial data on wildlife criteria were
received from MNRF in July and November
2016. Although these data contain a few
occurrence records for caribou, there is
insufficient information to identify caribou
nursery areas. The occurrence records are
incorporated qualitatively into the assessment,
as described in Appendix 14-III.
The terms ‘Category 1’ and ‘Category 2’
habitat were replaced with ‘Winter Habitat’
and ‘Refuge Habitat’, respectively, in the EA
Report.
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There are areas in and around Neys Provincial
Park that MNRF considers to be Category 1
woodland caribou habitat within the Caribou
Lake Superior Coastal Range. MNRF has this
information and believes this information was
provided to Nextbridge in June of 2016. The EA
to date has not included these mapped areas
nor considered project impacts within this area.
The reporting does not recognize caribou
occupying the mainland, or within the RSA
even though the field study confirmed
occupancy in the LSA, i.e. evidence of
animals along the coast and inland, north of
the footprint. As this was also confirmed by
MNRF in a study in 2016 there must be
recognition of caribou occupying the mainland
portion of the coastal continuous range. The
EA must recognize and assess caribou
occupying land within the footprint to some
degree.
Although the assumption that “all suitable
habitats are necessary to meet a criterion’s
life-history” seems correct, when referring to
caribou it is the regard of sufficient amount
and arrangement that is important. The
presumption is that caribou can live without
the amount being disturbed by the Project and
by the activities associated with construction
and operations. But there is, admittedly, the
unstable occupancy of caribou along this
range which, reportedly, is due to incremental
changes of the landscape and the increase of
the anthropogenic footprint. Although this
project would not be the singular reason for
further losses of caribou occupancy in the
coastal range it does not propose any positive
actions to maintaining occupation or
persistence in the coastal range and it is not
clear why mapped category 1 habitat is not
used in the analysis as it is in LIO data.

The EA does not address impacts to the
category 1 areas within the LSCR, or
adequately address how this transmission
line is likely to impact caribou and caribou
connectivity ( between the LSCR,
Discontinuous Distribution Range and
Northern Continuous Range).
Without this documentation it is unclear to
MNRF what impacts this proposal will have
on caribou. MNRF is unable to ensure
potential impacts to caribou are being
recognized upfront prior to approval of the
EA.

Section 14 of the amended EA has been
updated to incorporate available information
on Category 1 habitat, and the caribou
occupancy.
Regarding Category 1 habitat, the data sets
provided were not accompanied by
instructions or explanations of metadata.
Category 1 habitat (nursery areas) were
overlooked because data were not captured
by querying the terms: “Category 1”,
“Nursery” and “Calving”. Rather, after a
closer inspection, NextBridge was able to
determine that the area of Category 1 habitat
described in the comment corresponds to
observations identified as “Rearing – Rearing
Site”. NextBridge would like to note this
inconsistency to MNRF and confirms that
“Rearing – Rearing Site” habitat are included
in the amended EA Report.

Y – S 14
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MNRF- SAR10

Description of Neys Provincial Park providing
caribou habitat in the past, and current survey
done for this report noted numerous observations
of caribou activity along the coast yet there are
comments about the unlikely possibility of caribou
occupying the mainland. Additionally, as the MNRF
did a similar winter study along the coastal area of
Lake Superior in 2016 and found similar results to
the Northern Bioscience survey, i.e. confirmed
caribou occupancy along the coast, the report
should consider caribou occupancy. Even without
the 2016 survey results, it should not be suspect
that caribou are occupying the mainland portion of
the coastal continuous range.

The reporting does not recognize caribou
occupying the mainland, or within the RSA
even though the field study confirmed
occupancy in the LSA, i.e. evidence of
animals along the coast and inland, north of
the footprint. As this was also confirmed by
MNRF in a study in 2016 there should be
recognition of caribou occupying the
mainland portion of the coastal continuous
range.
The EA should recognize and assess caribou
occupying land within the footprint to some
degree.

Section 14.5.2.1 describes the baseline
conditions for woodland caribou in relation to
habitat availability, habitat distribution and
caribou survival and reproduction. Baseline
conditions were described based on
information from the literature and baseline
studies. This section includes caribou use of
mainland areas (Section 14.5.2.1; paragraph
3). Section 14.7.2.1.1 describes the
incremental and cumulative effects from the
Project relative to Base Case, and indicates
the Project will disturb caribou habitat
following the Environment Canada methods.
Incremental disturbance by the Project
includes143 ha (0.4 %) of Category 1 habitat
(winter use areas), 227 ha (0.2%) of
Category 2 habitat (seasonal ranges), and
355 ha (0.2%) of Category 3 habitat
(remaining areas in the range), which are
small changes relative to disturbance in the
Base Case. The approach in the EA is to
assume all suitable habitats are necessary to
meet a criterion's life-history requirements,
and therefore important to the population
regardless of whether a suitable patch is
occupied or not.

Refer to MNRF-SAR-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-SAR-07.

MNRF- SAR11

“Overall, effects from declining habitat availability,
particularly Category 1 habitat, and increasing
disturbance at Base Case are likely approaching
the resilience limits and adaptive capacity of the
Lake Superior Coast Range population.”
“Overall, effects from changes in habitat distribution
and fragmentation are likely approaching the limits
of resilience and adaptive capacity of caribou.”
“Except for caribou remaining on predator-free
islands, effects from habitat-related changes in
survival and reproduction at Base Case have likely
exceeded the resilience limits and adaptive
capacity of the Lake Superior Coast Range
population.”
“Combined effects from the Project and previous and
existing
developments are predicted to be
significant despite the small incremental changes
caused by the Project.”
It is not clear as to why the “incremental changes”
are described or implied to be “small”. The report
provides a thorough description of the existing
developments and the loss of caribou through time
in the coastal area. Thus the loss of caribou
through time and incremental change that has
resulted in the loss of caribou are not small.

The purpose of the CCP is to protect and
manage habitat, as well as manage for
population security in the Lake Superior coast
range. This should be addressed in regard to
the project and its surmised effect, exceeding
“the resilience limits and adaptive capacity of
the Lake Superior Coast Range population”.
Considering that EA is concluding that there
will be impacts to Caribou particularly along
the Lake Superior Coast range, the EA
should show what alternatives have been
considered including alternatives that would
not have impact the species.
The consideration of alternatives will be
required should an ESA authorization be
required. It is highly recommended that this be
included in the EA to avoid the risk of needing
to re-consider alternatives at a later date.
Planned roads, trails, ROW clearing should
be included with the alternatives
assessments.

Alternatives analysis was not required to
meet the TOR. Alternatives consideration for
local habitat areas will be completed as part
of the permitting phase.
The assessment is not suggesting that
combined incremental changes to habitat
from previous and existing developments are
small. Those cumulative changes prior to
applying the Project have likely significantly
influenced the Superior Coast Range
population, which is explained in the
assessment, and the proportion of
disturbance to the Range is provided (Section
14.5.2.1.1). However, the Project itself would
result in a small incremental change to
habitat and the population (less than 0.5% of
any habitat category) relative to the combined
previous and existing changes and effects
(Section 14.7.2.1.1.1).

Refer to MNRF-SAR-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-SAR-07.

MNRF- SAR13

Direction in the Caribou Conservation Plan states:
“The Lake Superior coastal population will be
managed for population security and persistence.
The focus will be to protect and manage habitat
and encourage connectivity to caribou populations
to the north.”
Similarly it also states for the discontinuous range:
“Discontinuous range will not be managed broadly
for caribou habitat to support self-sustaining
populations. Instead it will be managed with a
focus on specific landscapes that may support
temporary caribou occupancy or movement
between the continuous range and Lake Superior.”
The EA does not appear to speak to this
connectivity issue, rather it focuses on habitat
availability, habitat distribution and
survival/reproduction. While these indicators are
important to consider the proposal needs to
provide more details on the impacts to connectivity.

More information is needed in the EA with
regard to impacts to Caribou:

The assessment explains that the preferred
route ROW will largely parallel existing linear
developments in the Base Case such as the
TransCanada Highway and the existing EastWest Tie transmission line (Section
14.7.2.1.1.2 – Habitat Distribution).
Connectivity of caribou in the RSA is likely
already restricted by these linear features. t.
Changes to local distributions of caribou are
expected to be minor, particularly where the
length of the preferred route ROW parallels
these existing linear disturbances. In areas
that deviate from existing linear developments
the assessment concluded that a reduction in
connectivity between the Lake Superior Coast
Range and the discontinuous range was
possible due to knowledge gaps regarding
caribou movement on the mainland of the
RSA. The loss of functional habitat is likely

Refer to MNRF-SAR-07.

Refer to the response to MNRF-SAR-07.

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

Provide more detailed information on where
suitable areas that support connectivity are
being impacted;

What is the proposals impact to
North/South connectivity/movement?

What is the proposals impacts to
East/West connectivity/movement

Provide more details on mitigation
measures proposed.
Consideration for actions that break up line of
sight along corridor, or actions within the
corridor to reduce predator prey efficiency
Please note that MNRF will be requesting an
Information Gathering Form to be submitted
for Caribou to initiate the determination of
whether ESA permits will be required.
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-11: MNRF - Species at Risk
Comment
ID

Document

GRT Draft EA Comment

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N

overestimated and conservative given that
high use areas (Categories 1 and 2) were
identified using land cover information and not
caribou location data.

This includes connectivity between the L. Superior
Coast range and the Continuous Ranges
(North/South) as well east west connectivity within
the Lake Superior coast range.
Overall the EA shown that the proposed activities
will have a significant impact on caribou, but it is
unclear on how the effects will be
minimized/mitigated. Information provided in
Appendix 5-1 Table 5-1-3 provides very limited
detail.
MNRFSAR-08

MNRF- SAR11

“Overall, effects from declining habitat availability,
particularly Category 1 habitat, and increasing
disturbance at Base Case are likely approaching
the resilience limits and adaptive capacity of the
Lake Superior Coast Range population.”
“Overall, effects from changes in habitat distribution
and fragmentation are likely approaching the limits
of resilience and adaptive capacity of caribou.”
“Except for caribou remaining on predator-free
islands, effects from habitat-related changes in
survival and reproduction at Base Case have likely
exceeded the resilience limits and adaptive
capacity of the Lake Superior Coast Range
population.”
“Combined effects from the Project and previous and
existing
developments are predicted to be
significant despite the small incremental changes
caused by the Project.”
It is not clear as to why the “incremental changes”
are described or implied to be “small”. The report
provides a thorough description of the existing
developments and the loss of caribou through time
in the coastal area. Thus the loss of caribou
through time and incremental change that has
resulted in the loss of caribou are not small.

The purpose of the CCP is to protect and
manage habitat, as well as manage for
population security in the Lake Superior coast
range. This should be addressed in regard to
the project and its surmised effect, exceeding
“the resilience limits and adaptive capacity of
the Lake Superior Coast Range population”.
Considering that EA is concluding that there
will be impacts to Caribou particularly along
the Lake Superior Coast range, the EA
should show what alternatives have been
considered including alternatives that would
not have impact the species.
The consideration of alternatives will be
required should an ESA authorization be
required. It is highly recommended that this be
included in the EA to avoid the risk of needing
to re-consider alternatives at a later date.
Planned roads, trails, ROW clearing should
be included with the alternatives
assessments.

Alternatives analysis was not required to
meet the TOR. Alternatives consideration for
local habitat areas will be completed as part
of the permitting phase.
The assessment is not suggesting that
combined incremental changes to habitat
from previous and existing developments are
small. Those cumulative changes prior to
applying the Project have likely significantly
influenced the Superior Coast Range
population, which is explained in the
assessment, and the proportion of
disturbance to the Range is provided (Section
14.5.2.1.1). However, the Project itself would
result in a small incremental change to
habitat and the population (less than 0.5% of
any habitat category) relative to the combined
previous and existing changes and effects
(Section 14.7.2.1.1.1).

The consideration of alternatives will be
required should an ESA authorization be
necessary. It was and is highly recommended
that this information be included in the EA to
avoid the risk of needing to re-consider
alternatives at a later date. Assessment of
alternatives includes planned roads, trails, and
ROW clearing.
The EA does not speak to the alternatives
considered regarding the location of the
transmission line. This information was
considered in the document titled “December
2015 Alternative Route Assessment for the
East-West Tie Transmission Project”. A brief
summary or outline of these alternatives
should be documented in this EA. This
ensures that the public is aware of the
decisions to on where to place the line.
Similarly this information would be important
for the Avoidance Alternatives assessment for
potential ESA permitting.

Addressing consideration of alternatives in
the EA is highly recommend to ensure
changes to project footprint do not have to
occur at a later stage post EA approval.

As noted at the meeting with MNRF on
Y – S 3.3
October 23, 2017, the Project footprint has
been refined and minimized. Structures
located in areas with important MNRF values
and areas of significance have been moved,
where possible.
Text has been added to the amended EA
Report to provide additional context and where
avoidance of MNRF values and areas of
significance was not possible.
A summary of the alternatives considered in
the document titled “December 2015
Alternative Route Assessment for the EastWest Tie Transmission Project” has been
added to Section 3 of the amended EA
Report.

MNRFSAR-09

MNRF- SAR17

In coastal continuous range there are several
additional areas for work camps, layout areas,
roads converted from trails to access remote areas
along the coast in Category 1 habitat.
Should explain/quantify need to these areas in
regard to alternatives, such as trucking in
equipment as needed, or have workers stay
elsewhere. As described by the report it takes 40
years to get these areas back to being forested so
at least a rationalization of disturbance that could
potentially be avoided should be discussed.

It is important that any new disturbances
temporary or permanent be kept to a
minimum within the coastal continuous range.
Where new lay down areas are proposed
here, need to see the rationale for why it is
necessary including considerations of
alternatives.

The preferred route ROW was selected
using the criteria and indicators provided in
the approved TOR to identify the route that is
preferred from environmental,
socio-economic and technical perspectives
(i.e., more advantages than disadvantages).
Temporary infrastructure associated with the
construction phase of the project will be
located where economically and
environmentally feasible.

There are several areas for work camps,
layout areas, and roads to access remote
areas along the coast in Category 1 caribou
habitat. Considering that it can takes 40 years
to get these areas back to being forested a
strong rational of disturbance that could
potentially be avoided must be discussed
within the EA.

Additional information is needed in the EA to
justify the need for ancillary project
infrastructure in Category 1 caribou habitat.

The Project footprint (Appendix 5-III) has been Y – S 3, App
4-II, App 5-III
revised and minimized to avoid specific
features and access roads were refined. The
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been revised with
additional details and specific mitigation
measures for Project effects in the Project
footprint.
NextBridge will avoid Category 1 caribou
habitat to the extent practicable. If avoidance
is not possible, mitigation measures and timing
windows and restrictions for caribou habitat
have been added to the CEPP (Appendix 4-II).
NextBridge is committed to follow-up actions
that would help offset adverse effects of the
Project on caribou in the Lake Superior
Continuous Coastal Range.

n/a

n/a

n/a

Insufficient information is provided in the Final
EA and EPP regarding the identification,
consideration, management and mitigation of
SAR values for the Cavern Lake and Ouiment
area. Impacts to SAR in this area in particular
have not been adequately evaluated.

MNRF is unable to fully understand how the
potential impacts will be avoided, managed
and mitigated, in addition to not being able to
confirm that our mandate, legislative
requirements and/or interests have been met.

Section 14 in the amended EA Report has
been organized to more clearly present
information by criteria species, including SAR.
Mitigation in the tables in the amended EA
Report have been organized under headings
to indicate which SAR values mitigation is
applicable to. These tables have been
revised to include the specific criterion,
indicator and potential effect that the proposed
mitigation measures are designed to mitigate.
That is, the mitigation measures listed in each
table row are applicable to the criterion,
indicator and potential effect listed in the same
table row. Mitigation in these tables have also
been organized under subheadings to indicate
the specific feature type that the mitigation is
applicable to.

MNRFSAR-10
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The EA must explain/quantify the need for
these areas in regard to alternatives, and
identify means in which to minimize or
mitigate impacts these activities cause; such
as trucking in equipment as needed, or have
workers stay elsewhere.

Y – Global
(mitigation in
tables),
App4-II
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Table 1-IV-A-11: MNRF - Species at Risk
Comment
ID

Document

Draft EA
Comment
Reference

GRT Draft EA Comment

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Mitigation for SAR values have been revised in
the CEPP (Appendix 4-II) to more clearly
specific which SAR values mitigation is
applicable to. Potential effects to MNRF values
have been addressed through the submission
of Annex 5 to the GRT under separate cover.
Refer to MNRF-OG-04 for a description of
Annex 5.
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EA Update
Y/N
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Table 1-IV-A-12: MNRF - Cover Letter
Draft EA Comment
Reference
MNRF Involvement

MNRFEAP-02

MNRFEAP-03

Comment
ID
MNRFEAP-01

Document

GRT Draft EA Comment
n/a

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion
n/a

NextBridge Draft EA Response
n/a

Information Needs

n/a

n/a

n/a

Project Components
and Phases

n/a

n/a

n/a

Since 2013, MNRF was been working with the
project proponent, NextBridge Inc., to support
the EA, provide advice and share existing
data and information held by our ministry. We
have expressed our interests and concerns
about the project during many engagement
opportunities. MNRF participated in a number
of meetings to provide input and advice,
provided comments on a number of interim
documents, on field data collection programs
and assisted with compilation of lands
information. MNRF also provided extensive
and detailed comments on the Draft EA.
In MNRF's opinion the Final EA does not
contain sufficient information to confirm that
MNRF's specific jurisdictional mandate,
legislative requirements or interests have
been adequately identified.

N/A
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GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update
Y/N
N

N/A

NextBridge acknowledges and agrees with
this statement.

For a number of MNRF mandated interests
the EA contains insufficient information to
describe the existing environment that may
be impacted by the proposed project. In
particular, additional information is needed in
the EA on the specific values that are
potentially affected by the project and specific
and quantitative information about the current
characteristics of the selected indicators.
Where there is existing information available
this has not always been used in the
assessment. Nor has additional field data
been collected in many areas to augment
existing or provide new information where
gaps are present in existing data sets. Most
notable are the absence of field sampling to
assign fisheries values and quantify other
watercourse characteristics, field data to
support an assessment of impacts of project
components outside the transmission line
ROW and a lack of field data for the
proposed greenfield sections of the route that
do not parallel the existing transmission line
corridor.
The presented information and assessment
will also be insufficient in many areas to meet
requirements associated with subsequent
MNRF permitting and authorizations.
The EA does not include sufficient
information for MNRF to fully understand
whether our specific jurisdictional mandate,
legislative requirements or interests may be
potentially affected by the construction,
operation and decommissioning of the
proposed undertaking described in the EA.
The Final EA does not provide the final
footprint for all project components,
especially supporting project infrastructure
such as access roads, laydown areas and
construction camps. Without this complete
description of the proposed undertaking, it is
not possible to fully understand the potential
impacts of the project on our mandated
interests.
For aspects of the project that may be
beyond the conceptual planning level of an
EA or that remain subject to change, a clear
approach to addressing uncertainty is
needed. If certain plans cannot be finalized at
this stage, draft or conceptual plans must be
presented in the EA (e.g. vegetation
management, vegetation removal, blasting,
clean-up and reclamation, etc.). Site
level impacts must be fully assessed for all
project components and specific mitigation
measures must be proposed.
Further information is also required to
address the lifecycle of all project
components. Of particular concern to MNRF

The amended EA Report has been prepared
to address these concerns and address the
key information requirements for the
amended EA Report, as listed by MNRF.

Y - Global

The amended EA Report has been prepared
to address these concerns and address the
key information requirements for the
amended EA Report, as listed by MNRF.

Y - Global
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Table 1-IV-A-12: MNRF - Cover Letter
Comment
ID

Document

MNRFEAP-04

Draft EA Comment
Reference

Project Effects,
Mitigation Measures
and Net Effects

GRT Draft EA Comment

n/a

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

n/a

NextBridge Draft EA Response

n/a

n/a
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GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions
are insufficient information and assessment
of impacts and mitigation for the operations
and maintenance phase of the project as well
as the decommissioning of temporary project
infrastructure and site rehabilitation.
Information presented in the EA with respect
to the effects of the project does not enable
MNRF to fully understand how MNRF
mandated interest may be potentially affected
nor whether these interests will be avoided,
managed or mitigated. The EA does not
adequately address the specific project
effects on the existing environment, i.e. what
the specific project impacts are at all scales
(footprint, local and regional study area) and
for known values. Project impacts, especially
at the footprint and local scales, are only
assessed in the context of how they may
contribute to significant or cumulative impacts
at a larger, regional scale, as opposed to
presenting an accounting of what the
potential impacts actually are at all scales
(i.e. what exactly is potentially affected and
how it may be affected). The impact
assessment presented in the Final EA is high
level, general and coarse scale. For some
MNRF mandated interests, such as forestry
and aggregate resources, potential project
effects have not been discussed.
Mitigation measures presented are vague,
generalized, subject to change and lack
detail to address local or site-specific issues.
Additionally, MNRF is unable to assess if
these measures are sufficient and
appropriate as it is unclear what specific
effects the proposed measures are designed
to mitigate or how and at what point the
pathways of effect are broken.
The methodology used in the EA utilizes
assessment endpoints to report on the
effects of the project. These endpoints focus
on assessing only potentially significant large
scale and cumulative project effects, thus the
EA does not adequately address actual
specific project net effects on the various
features/values/interest at all scales. An
evaluation of net effects was only completed
for effect pathways that were identified as
primary due to their potential for significant or
cumulative impacts on high-level assessment
endpoints at the larger regional scale. As
most of the project impacts will be at a more
localized scale and these pathways were
deemed secondary, the EA contains no
evaluation of net effects on the specific local
features/values/interests potentially affected
by the project.
With the lack of detailed and quantitative
information presented in the assessment,
MNRF also has concerns with the traceability
and replicability of the analysis.

NextBridge Final EA Response

The amended EA Report has been prepared
to address these concerns and address the
key information requirements for the
amended EA Report, as listed by MNRF.

EA Update
Y/N

Y - Global
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Table 1-IV-A-12: MNRF - Cover Letter
Draft EA Comment
Reference
Monitoring

n/a

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion
n/a

n/a

MNRFEAP-06

Greenfield Sections

n/a

n/a

n/a

MNRFEAP-07

Assessment of
Alternatives

n/a

n/a

n/a

MNRFEAP-08

Aboriginal
Consultation

n/a

n/a

n/a

Comment
ID

Document

MNRFEAP-05

GRT Draft EA Comment

NextBridge Draft EA Response
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions
At this time, the Final EA does not contain an
appropriate construction and postconstruction monitoring plan that allows
MNRF to determine if our mandate,
legislative requirements and/or interests have
been addressed. MNRF suggests that a
comprehensive plan be prepared that
specifically describes how actual project
effects and effectiveness of mitigation and
reclamation measures will be monitored for
all phases of the project. The EA should
describe what monitoring will be needed and
present a monitoring plan for those
components.
Greenfield sections are sections of the
proposed transmission line right of way that
substantially deviate from the route of the
existing transmission line corridor. The
balance of environmental, socio-economic
and technical factors needs to be discussed
in more detail for the preferred route through
the greenfield sections of the line in Nipigon
District (Moonshine Lakes to Valley Road
East and East of Marathon) and Thunder Bay
District (routing around Loon Lake and
Dorion). These routes greatly increase linear
features and associated disturbance across
this landscape on Crown land and are likely
to have much more significant impacts than
the twinned sections of the line. MNRF has
outstanding concerns with the lack of
environmental information and field
assessment for these routes. Environmental
features are not being considered with the
same weight as socio-economic concerns
when selecting these routes.
It is anticipated that MNRF permits and
authorizations may be required for project
components proposed in provincial parks and
conservation reserves or that may impact
species at risk or its habitat. MNRF review of
these permits and authorizations requires a
consideration of alternatives. It is strongly
encouraged that the EA present sufficient
information to inform subsequent permit
issuance including a comprehensive
assessment of alternatives (for the ROW as
well as for supporting project infrastructure
such as roads and laydown yards) to
demonstrate that these features could not be
avoided and the proposed layout is the best
available option and/or alternative
methods/designs have been considered to
ensure impacts are minimized.
The EA does not demonstrate that there has
been adequate Aboriginal consultation to
support MNRF permitting and authorizations
as it does not fully address the details of all
the project components and phases of the
proposed activities that may have an impact
on Aboriginal values and rights. The EA
indicates that the portions of the local study
area are heavily used by Aboriginal
communities and in some cases there are
values within the proposed right of way.
Therefore, it is possible that Aboriginal values
and rights could be impacted by the project
components that are not fully discussed in
the EA. The EA must also contain a
comprehensive assessment that clearly
accounts for local level impacts, including
impacts to Aboriginal and treaty rights.

NextBridge Final EA Response
The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has been updated
with additional site-specific mitigation
measures to present a more robust
construction monitoring plan for the Project.
A preliminary Post-Construction Monitoring
Plan has been added to Section 23 of the
amended EA Report.

EA Update
Y/N
Y – Global,
S 23.1.2

The amended EA Report has been prepared
to address these concerns and address the
key information requirements for the
amended EA Report, as listed by MNRF.

Y - Global

The amended EA Report has been prepared
to address these concerns and address the
key information requirements for the
amended EA Report, as listed by MNRF.

Y - Global

The amended EA Report has been prepared
to address these concerns and address the
key information requirements for the EA, as
listed by MNRF. The ROC has been updated
to November 30, 2017.
The Project footprint has been revised and
minimized (Appendix 5-III), and associated
infrastructure has been minimized.
Traditional Knowledge and Land Use
provided by Indigenous communities has
been integrated into:

Y–
S 12,
S 13,
S 14,
S 15,
S 17,
S 20,
App 2-III, App
2-IX





Section 12 (Vegetation and
Wetlands);
Section 13 (Fish and Fish Habitat);
Section 14 (Wildlife and Wildlife
Habitat);
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Table 1-IV-A-12: MNRF - Cover Letter
Comment
ID

Document

MNRFEAP-09

Draft EA Comment
Reference

Stakeholder
Consultation

GRT Draft EA Comment

n/a

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary Conclusion

n/a

NextBridge Draft EA Response

n/a
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GRT Final EA Comment

GRT Final EA Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions
Impacts, mitigation measures and residual
effects at a local scale must be discussed
and understood by the Aboriginal
communities to enable a meaningful
discussion and consideration of how
Aboriginal or treaty rights may be affected.
The EA needs to better reflect consultation
and coordination with other users of Crown
land and operators of existing infrastructure.
Further clarity needs to be provided on
consultation with MNRF-related stakeholders.
More information is needed to demonstrate
how impacts to and feedback from forest
industry, aggregate operators and other
MNRF-related stakeholders have been
considered. Additional information is needed
with regard to how activities will be
coordinated with forest industry to minimize
project impacts and with regard to
consultation and coordination efforts with
authorities responsible for existing
infrastructure such as roads and transmission
lines (the Crown, forestry companies, Hydro
One Networks Inc.).

NextBridge Final EA Response



EA Update
Y/N

Section 15 (Archaeological
Resources); and
Section 20 (Visual Environment).

The amended EA Report has been prepared
to address these concerns and address the
key information requirements for the
amended EA Report, as listed by MNRF.

Y - Global
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Table 1-IV-A-13: MNRF - Draft Amended EA Report Comments
Comment ID

MNRF-DEA-01

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

MNRF
n/a
Comments Template
Sections 5&6 for
the EWT
amended EA
report

GRT Draft EA Comment

n/a

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
n/a

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

n/a

Chapter 5. Environmental Effects Approach
Overall the revised methodology approach is much easier to read and
follow. It is more logical and in a format/terminology that MNRF staff are
more familiar with.
The reference to pathways analysis as an approach has been removed
from the text, the approach is reworked as an assessment of the effects
of project-environment interactions (5.4) and a diagram (Fig. 5-1) is
added to illustrate the environmental effects assessment approach.
These revisions help address our comments related to the level of detail
regarding net effect on features and values, after mitigation, in the July
2016 submission.
The new text on assessing net effects (5.5) ties the assessment to the
criteria and indicators in the Terms of Reference, and clearly states the
relationship and flow between criteria, indicators, potential effects,
mitigation and net effects. In sum, the revised statement of approach
addresses our concern for having a traceable methodology that carries
through to residual effect of the proposed project on features and values
affected after mitigation.
MNRF does however, continue to have a concern about the detail
provided related to the application of indicators. Chapter 5 includes a
listing of the Environmental Component, Criteria, Indicators, and the
Rationale for Selection in Table 5-1. Section 5.1 describes indicators as
representing properties of the environment that can be used to
characterize changes to criteria in a meaningful way. The text goes on to
state that this is similar to MOECC’s Code of Practice which states that
indicators “will identify how the potential effects will be measured for
each criterion”. The chapters provided do not contain information on how
the indicators will be measured. For example, for the Fish and Fish
Habitat Component the indicators are Habitat Availability, Abundance,
and Distribution. The document should describe how each of these
indicators will be used to characterize or measure the changes to the
criteria. The quantitative or qualitative measure should be identified
along with the Source of Direction. Providing this information will enable
MNRF to review the document to determine if its areas of mandate and
interest have been identified, how the potential effects to these interests
will be measured, and ensure that the data or information used to
conduct the assessment is appropriate.
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update Y/N

Y – Global,
NextBridge acknowledges MNRF’s
feedback on the draft section and is
Table 5-1
pleased to present the amended EA
Report. In response to MNRF’s
concern, Table 5-1 has been provided
in the amended EA Report to present
rationale for the selection of criteria and
indicators,
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Table 1-IV-A-13: MNRF - Draft Amended EA Report Comments
Comment ID

MNRF-DEA-02

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

MNRF
n/a
Comments Template
Sections 5&6 for
the EWT
amended EA
report

GRT Draft EA Comment

n/a

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
n/a

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

n/a

6. Geology, Terrain and Soils
This is not an EA chapter that MNRF would typically review as it does
not directly relate to areas of MNRF mandate or interest. We have
reviewed the revised chapter however with a view to how the changes
made might translate to the other chapters of interest to MNRF.
Overall the revised organization of the chapter is much easier to read
and follow than the July submission. Section references are included
throughout the Chapter 6 text, making it easier to track back to the
methodology (Chapter 5)
The references to pathway type and effect pathways have been
removed from the body text, and tables in the October document (6-5, 66), and the structure of the Potential Effects chart (6-6) has been
changed and improved. Specifically, the focus of the chart is on the
impact of project components on individual criteria in the left column,
with a conclusion on net effect in the right column, where the chart from
the July document was focused on determining the pathway type of a
particular project component, with little attention to the features and
values being impacted.
Mitigation measures are not changed in this section, so, while they
reflect the measures outlined in the Environmental Protection Plan,
detail is still lacking to address local or site- specific issues. Neither the
Methodology nor the sample Geology chapters offer assurance that
more prescribed mitigation measures will be offered for especially
sensitive features or protected areas – a remaining concern.
While Chapter 5 did not provide information on the application or
measure of Indicators, Chapter 6 did include some additional detail for
the Criteria and Indicators for Geology, Terrain and Soils. Section 6.3
defines the Indicators used in the analysis. This approach will be very
helpful in MNRF’s review of the remaining chapters. We do remained
concerned however, about how the indicators for areas of MNRF
interest and mandate will be measured and reported. For example the
indicators in Chapter 6 are identified as being assessed qualitatively
based on the predicted changes to terrain, changes to soil quality, etc.
Yet there is no discussion about how the analysis was undertaken to
detect any potential changes. For example changes to terrain
distribution are identified as an indicator but it is not clear how any
changes to terrain from the project were identified and assessed. Where
areas slated for blasting identified and the “before” and “after” terrain
compared?
The discussion and the analysis in Chapter 6 identifies that some areas
will be re-contoured and rehabilitated after construction. These areas
include the laydown areas, construction yards and some access roads.
It is anticipated that the final amended EA will identify where in the
project footprint the temporary and permanent changes will occur. This
also includes temporary and permanent roads and water crossings.
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update Y/N

NextBridge is pleased to receive
Y – Global
MNRF’s feedback on the section and (mitigation in EA
acknowledges that MNRF would not
tables)
normally review the geology, terrain
and soils assessment. NextBridge
acknowledges MNRF’s concern related
to the mitigation Potential effects to
MNRF values have been addressed
through the submission of Annex 5 to
the GRT under separate cover. Refer
to MNRF-OG-04 for a description of
Annex 5. Also, mitigation in the tables
in the amended EA Report has been
organized under headings to indicate
specific features/values that mitigation is
applicable to.

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-13: MNRF - Draft Amended EA Report Comments
Comment ID

MNRF-DEA-03

Document

Draft EA Comment
Reference

MNRF
n/a
Comments Template
Sections 5&6 for
the EWT
amended EA
report

GRT Draft EA Comment

n/a

GRT Draft EA
Recommendation/Preliminary
Conclusion
n/a

NextBridge Draft EA Response

GRT Final EA Comment

n/a

Our review of the two chapters provided do not include any changes to
criteria, indicators or mitigation measures. In our review of the July
submission, MNRF has provided comments about special features on
the landscape that may require the application of special/different
mitigation measures than what would be applied outside them. This
includes protected areas for example. MNRF would expect to see
consideration of these areas in the amended EA.
MNRF anticipates that the revised methodology and approach, with the
corresponding analysis and information will allow MNRF to be able to
conduct a more comprehensive review of the final amended EA and will
better enable the identification of any gaps in information or analysis.
We do expect that given the revised methodology, the updated definition
of the project footprint and the revised assessment of impacts our review
of the amended EA will require a similar level of effort and time as the
review of the final EA submitted in July 2017.
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GRT Final EA
Recommendations /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

EA Update Y/N

NextBridge has addressed this concern Y – S 5.1.1
in two ways. To address concerns
related to criteria selection and
feedback on criteria selection, Section
5 of the amended EA Report was
updated to document consultation
related to criteria and indicators for the
Project and revisions made in the draft,
final and amended EA in response to
comments from MNRF, the GRT,
Indigenous communities and the
general public.
Potential effects to MNRF values have
been addressed through the
submission of Annex 5 to the GRT
under separate cover. Refer to MNRFOG-04 for a description of Annex 5.
Also, mitigation in the tables in the
amended EA Report has been
organized under headings to indicate
specific features/values that mitigation is
applicable to.

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report
Source
Organization

ID
MOECCAC-01-1

MOECC

EA Report
Reference
Document
Final EA
Report

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other
EA Report, Section 2,
pp. 2-44 – 2-114

GRT Draft EA Comment
n/a

NextBridge Response

Comment / Context

n/a

It is concerning that the EA
Report does not include
comments on the Draft EA
Report (let alone a description
of how the comments on the
draft have been addressed in
this report) from 11 of the 18
communities. It is an
expectation that, barring
exceptional circumstances,
communities be given
sufficient time to provide
comments on the Draft EA and
that these comments are
included in the Final EA along
with a description of how each
comments is addressed.

Recommendation /
Preliminary Conclusions
It is recommended that
NextBridge provide a table of
comments received on the
Draft, and how they have been
addressed, from all potentiallyaffected communities, or
confirmation that any
communities for which
comments are outstanding do
not intend to submit
comments. A summary of all
comments received on the
Draft EA and how they have
been addressed should be
included in Section 2 of the EA
Report.

NextBridge Final EA Response
NextBridge Infrastructure LP (NextBridge) has offered every interested Indigenous
community of the 18 communities identified by the memorandum of understanding with
Ministry of Energy (MOE) the opportunity to learn more about the Project, as well as the
draft and final EA Reports. Community engagement is summarized in the Aboriginal
ROC (Appendix 2-IX) including when a community declined further engagement or
opportunity to participate in the EA review process.

Update to
Amended
EA?
Yes (Y) Global

Comments were received from the following Indigenous communities on the draft EA
Report and incorporated into the final EA Report where appropriate:






Métis Nation of Ontario (MNO)
Pic Mobert First Nation
Red Rock Indian Band
Red Sky Métis
Biigtigong Nishnaabeg First Nation

Comments were received from the following Indigenous communities on the draft EA
Report after submission of the final EA Report and have been incorporated in the
amended EA Report where appropriate:

















Animbiigoo Zaagi’igan Anishinaabek First Nation
Batchewana First Nation of Ojibways
Michipicoten First Nation
IBI Group on behalf of:
Batchewana First Nation of Ojibways
Garden River First Nation
Long Lake #58 First Nation
Michipicoten First Nation
Missanabie Cree First Nation
Shared Value Solutions on behalf of:
Bingwi Neyaashi Anishinaabek First Nation
Biinjitiwaabik Zaaging Anishnaabek First Nation
Red Rock Indian Band
Pays Plat First Nation (Draft)
Fort William First Nation
Animbiigoo Zaagi’igan Anishinaabek First Nation

Comments received on the final EA Report are summarized in Appendix 1-IV-B of the
amended EA Report, along with NextBridge’s response and an indication of whether the
amended EA Report has been updated as a result.

MOECCAC-01-2

MOECC

Final EA
Report

EA Report, Section 2,
pp. 2-44 – 2-114

n/a

n/a

MOECCAC-02

MOECC

Final EA
Report

Section 2 and
Appendix 23-I

n/a

n/a

The response is generally
satisfactory. It is understood
that comments on the draft
and/or final EA report from all
communities will be included
in the amended EA report
including NextBridge’s
responses and how the EA
has been updated as a result,
or an indication that the
community does not intend to
submit comments (e.g.,
Ginoogaming First Nation).
Commitments made in the EA
Report include prioritizing
employment opportunities for
local qualified Indigenous
candidates, communicating
employment requirements to
Indigenous communities and
providing work opportunities to
qualified Indigenous persons.
These are soft commitments
that are difficult to monitor and
enforce.
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It should be noted that the
MOECC will make sure that its
duty to consult has been
fulfilled prior to making a
decision on the EA, which may
require extending timelines for
review of the amended EA to
make sure there are no
outstanding questions or
concerns.

Need confirmation that details
about opportunities for
employment and contracts are
included in economic
agreements with communities/
Bamkushwada.

Comments received after submission of the amended EA Report will be considered
during Project planning. Formal responses will be provided to communities and shared
with MOECC.
NextBridge is pleased to acknowledge MOECC’s comment. Engagement with Indigenous
communities is documented in the ROC (Appendix 2-IX). Responses to comments from
Indigenous communities on the draft and final EA Reports are provided in Appendices 1III-B and 1-IV-B of the amended EA Report.
NextBridge acknowledges that MOECC may extend timelines for review of the amended
EA Report to make sure there are no outstanding questions or concerns.

NextBridge is pleased to announce a partnership has been ratified between NextBridge
Infrastructure LP and Bamkushwada Limited Partnership. The agreement includes
specific commitments regarding employment and economic opportunities.
NextBridge is also pleased to announce an agreement between NextBridge Infrastructure
LP and MNO. This agreement also provides specific economic opportunities (Section 2 of
the amended EA Report).
NextBridge is committed to working with its partners to make sure legal agreements are
fulfilled.

Y – Global

Y –S 2.2.3,
S 2.2.4,
S 2.2.5
App 2-IX

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report
Source
Organization

ID
MOECCAC-03-1

MOECC

EA Report
Reference
Document
Final EA
Report

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other
Section 2 and
Appendix 23-I

GRT Draft EA Comment
n/a

NextBridge Response
n/a

MOECCAC-03-2

MOECC

Final EA
Report

Section 2 and
Appendix 23-I

n/a

n/a

MOECCAC-04

MOECC

Final EA
Report

Section 2 and
Appendix 23-I

n/a

n/a

MOECCAC-05

MOECC

Final EA
Report

Section 2 and
Appendix 23-I

n/a

Comment / Context
Commitments made in the EA
Report include developing an
Herbicide Management Plan,
restricting the general
application of herbicide in
critical landform/vegetation
associations (CLVAs), near
rare plants or rare ecological
communities and within 30 m
of a water body.

The response is generally
satisfactory. Communities
have clearly stated their
concern with herbicide
application; but, if it is
necessary to use herbicides
“selectively” it is important to
avoid (within 30 m) plant
harvesting areas. It is also
important for ongoing
engagement with communities
so they understand where
herbicides are used and when
they are applied (see MOECCAC-06).
Commitments made in the EA
Report include limiting public
access to the project site;
prohibiting hunting, fishing and
ATV use by project personnel
in the project site; but allowing
access to Indigenous land
users except where required
for health and safety.
It is not clear how public
access will be restricted while
Indigenous land users will be
given access.
Community specific concerns
(e.g., AZA re. birch stands and
chaga; Michipictoen re. Dore
Lake traplines and sensitive
sites; Pic Mobert re. blueberry
patches; Red Rock re.
harvesting of traditional plants
prior to construction)

n/a

Recommendation /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge seeks to minimize its environmental footprint and to use the least disruptive
approach to vegetation management. NextBridge is committed to implementing a
Vegetation Management Program that includes selective use of herbicides. NextBridge is
also committed to not using herbicides in sensitive areas including reserve lands,
provincial parks, within 30 m of water bodies and certain other edible and medicinal plant
harvesting areas communities have identified.

NextBridge has reviewed and agrees with MOECC’s comment. The response has been
revised as requested and this is reflected above (MOECC-AC-03-1)

Y–
App 4-III

Recommend clarifying and
adding specific details (e.g.,
employee training/ awareness,
contact information for land
users).

During certain construction activities, access will be restricted to prevent health and
safety risks to the public and Indigenous land users. If required, restrictions will be
enforced on provincial Crown lands through use of signage or security personnel
stationed near construction equipment. However, NextBridge is committed to working
with Indigenous communities to make sure a safe and healthy construction site while also
maintaining access to traditional territories during the construction process when
possible.

N

MOECC will seek confirmation
from each community that:

As indicated in the response to MOECC-AC-01, additional comments have been
received from a number of Indigenous communities since the submission of the final EA
Report. These comments have been incorporated in the amended EA Report where
appropriate.

Y - Global
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Update to
Amended
EA?
Y – App 4III

Recommend a commitment to
generally use mechanical
methods whenever possible,
and only using chemical
means when necessary. Also
recommend adding
traditionally or culturally
important plants or ecological
communities (e.g.,
blueberries) as areas near
which herbicide spraying is
restricted.
It is unclear in NextBridge’s
response to MOECC-AC-03
what is meant by “harvesting
areas Aboriginal communities
have identified as a priority”.
Recommend revising this to
be “harvesting areas identified
by Aboriginal communities”.



February 2018

NextBridge Final EA Response

they have had an
opportunity to review
the Draft and Final EA;
their comments (if any)
on the Draft EA have
been addressed in the
Final;
no culturally or
traditionally important
features or values
potentially impacted by
the project remain
unidentified; and
they have no
outstanding concerns
with the conclusions of
the EA, including the
characterization of
effects and related
mitigation measures,
commitments,
monitoring and
contingency plans.

A draft Vegetation Management Program, which include herbicide management, has
been added to the Operations Environmental Management Plan (Appendix 4-III).

NextBridge looks forward to providing the communities an opportunity to review the
amended EA Report and receiving feedback from the MOECC regarding its interactions
with the communities.

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report
Source
Organization

ID
MOECCAC-06-1

MOECC

EA Report
Reference
Document
Final EA
Report

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other
Section 2 and
Appendix 23-I

GRT Draft EA Comment
n/a

NextBridge Response

Comment / Context

n/a

Identified need for ongoing
engagement about issues
raised, including:







MOECCAC-06-2

MOECC

Final EA
Report

Section 2 and
Appendix 23-I

n/a

n/a

MOECCAC-07-1

MOECC

Final EA
Report

Sections 13, 14 and
17

n/a

n/a

The intention of this comment
was to make sure NextBridge
engages on an ongoing basis
with communities about issues
raised during the EA process.
It is appreciated that
NextBridge filed an Aboriginal
Consultation Plan with the
Ontario Energy Board in
January 2014. It should be
noted that ongoing
engagement committed to in
the EA may need to address
issues raised during the EA
which may not have been
contemplated over 3 years
ago. It is also understood that
NextBridge is developing an
Aboriginal Community
Advisory Board for the project.
It seems reasonable that this
Advisory Board could be used
to engage the communities on
at least some of the issues
identified in the comment
(access roads, herbicide use,
construction schedule,
helicopter use, surplus
merchantable timber,
revegetation).
There is uncertainty about the
representativeness of the
species selected for detailed
analysis in the fish and fish
habitat, and wildlife and
wildlife habitat assessments,
in particular how well they
represent other species
identified as culturally or
traditionally important by
Indigenous communities (e.g.,
beaver, black bear, deer,
rabbit and grey wolf).
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economic opportunities,
jobs and training
future use/control of
access roads
herbicide
spraying/application
construction schedule,
helicopter use
surplus merchantable
timber
revegetation with
traditionally/culturally
important species (e.g.,
blueberries)
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Recommendation /
Preliminary Conclusions
It is requested to NextBridge
commit in the ongoing
engagement with communities
or a representative group
(e.g., liaison committee) to
consult (e.g., meet) at least 3
times annually and provide
MOECC with a report within 3
weeks of meeting. Topics for
discussion at each meeting
must include, at minimum:

NextBridge Final EA Response
NextBridge is committed to following our Aboriginal Consultation Plan (filed with the OEB
in January 2014) which includes ongoing engagement and relationship-building
throughout the whole life cycle of the Project.

Update to
Amended
EA?
Y – S 2,
App 2-IX

NextBridge will work with interested Indigenous communities to develop a mutually
agreed upon framework to address common goals. This is documented in the
ROC (Appendix 2-IX) and Section 2 of the amended EA Report.
NextBridge is committed to providing MOECC and the MOE with updates on discussions
and results.



economic opportunities,
jobs and training
 future use/control of
access roads
 herbicide
spraying/application
 construction schedule,
helicopter use
 Surplus merchantable
timber
 revegetation with
traditionally/culturally
important species (e.g.,
blueberries)
NextBridge needs to
demonstrate with specific
details (e.g., frequency of
meetings, participants,
proposed topics, reporting
mechanisms, etc.) that its
engagement plan will allow for
a meaningful and timely
discussion of these issues, at
least until they have been
completely resolved.

It is requested that NextBridge
explain, provide rationale for,
and confirm its confidence in
the representatives of the
species used in the detailed
analysis to predict effects on
traditional land and resource
use.

NextBridge has a Terms of Reference for the Aboriginal Advisory Board that includes
frequency of meetings and topics to be discussed. This Terms of Reference is publicly
available and is appended for MOECC’s reference (Attachment MOECC-AC-06-2).
The Terms of Reference includes a mandate for the Board, roles and responsibilities,
geographic scope, philosophy, membership board composition, frequency of meetings,
expenses, honoraria, and dissemination of information.
Minutes from meetings of the Aboriginal Advisory Board will be submitted to MOE as per
the memorandum of understanding. MOE will be responsible for distributing the
information.
NextBridge will allow each of the 18 affected communities to prescribe the agenda at
each meeting. Meeting minutes will be publicly available and this will provide
communities the opportunity to select the level of disclosure.

N

NextBridge is confident in the representatives of the species used in the detailed analysis
(effects assessment) to predict effects on TLRU. The rationale for this approach has
been provided in Section 14.3 of the amended EA Report to provide clarity on criteria
selection in relation to Indigenous interests.
Criteria selection and specific rationale around not assessing certain Indigenous use
species (e.g., beaver, snowshoe hare, black bear) are discussed in Section 14.3.

Y – S 14.3

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report
Source
Organization

ID
MOECCAC-07-2

MOECC

MOECCAQ-01

MOECC

MOECCAQ-02

MOECC

EA Report
Reference
Document
Final EA
Report

Final EA
Report

Final EA
Report

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other

GRT Draft EA Comment

NextBridge Response

Comment / Context

Sections 13, 14 and
17

n/a

n/a

Section 9.3 – Criteria,
Assessment
Endpoints and
Indicators, and Page
100 of
EWT_EA_Appendix
_01-IIIA_IR_Response_On
tarioRegAgencies

Ontario has the O. Reg.
419/05 standards and the
Ontario Ambient Air quality
Criteria (AAQC) for SO2,
but Table 9-2 indicates that
there are no applicable
provincial standards,
criteria and/or guidelines for
SO2. Please add the
applicable provincial SO2
standards, criteria and/or
guidelines to the Table 9-2.
The report states that a
conservative limit was
established based on the
applicable criteria, objective
or standard for each of the
indicator compounds.
However, more stringent
criteria were not selected
for some compounds, for
example, annual AAQC for
SPM, and 1-hr, 24-hr and
annual AAQCs for SO2.

As described in Section 9.3 of the EA report, none of the air quality
criteria, objectives, or standards described below are regulatory
limits. Their purpose is to serve as an indicator of good air quality
and as a comparison benchmark for monitoring data. Monitoring
data in Canada periodically exceeds these criteria, objectives, and
standards at different locations. This does not result in an
immediate effect to human health, but serves as guidance for
identifying areas where air quality could potentially be improved. As
a result, the project criteria remain unchanged. Table 9.2 in the final
EA has been updated with the provincial and federal SO2 criteria.

Section 9.6.1.2 –
Secondary Pathways

The report indicates that
the activities associated
with construction of the
Project include flagging and
clearing, access road
improvements, staking,
geotechnical investigations,
foundation installation,
tower erection, stringing
and reclamation. And it was
assumed that flagging and
cleaning, access road
construction, skating,
geotechnical investigations
and foundation installation
could occur at the same
time as a worst case.
Please provide a
quantitative analysis to
justify that this is a
conservative case based
on the preliminary
construction schedule
presented in Section 4.3.

Refer to the response to MOECC-AQ-1.

The preliminary construction schedule listed construction activities:
flagging and clearing, access road construction, staking,
geotechnical investigations and foundation installation that typically
cover short distances (less than 5km/day) and may occur
simultaneously. These activities require multiple construction
vehicles and material handling activities (e.g. dozers, excavators,
graders).
Comparatively, tower erection and stringing covers large distances
daily (approximately 21 towers per day) and cannot be completed at
the same time as the aforementioned activities. Supporting
equipment for these activities includes only pickups, forklifts, pullers
and tensioners, cranes and potentially a helicopter. The quantity of
equipment associated with these activities is much less than the
modelled scenario and typically has less material handling activities
associated with it and therefore less potential to generate fugitive
dust.
Reclamation cannot be completed until all other activities are
completed. It involves the same types of equipment as included in
the scenario modelled but in less quantities. As a result, the
modelled scenario serves a worst case assessment as it would
result in higher emissions than emissions from reclamation
activities. It is also very conservative as it assumes that flagging and
cleaning, access road construction, staking, geotechnical
investigations and foundation installation may all occur
simultaneously over a 5km distance, in reality these activities would
likely be more staggered. An assessment of reclamation activities
was therefore not provided as emissions are anticipated to be less
than those from the modelled scenario.
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The ministry has sought
review of the response from
MNRF biologists and if
appropriate will provide further
comments at a later date or
during the review of the
amended EA.
The report states that a
conservative limit was
established based on the
applicable criteria, objective or
standard for each of the
indicator compounds. MOECC
raised a comment on this
statement for the draft EA:
more stringent criteria were
not selected for some
compounds. The proponent
provided a response to the
ministry’s comment, but more
stringent criteria were not
selected for some compounds.
It should be noted that a
comparison of modelled
contaminant concentrations to
AAQC values is necessary in
order to assess the degree
and significance of the impact
of the undertaking during
environmental assessments,
although these AAQC values
are not used for regulatory
purpose. For conservative
assessment, more stringent
criteria should be selected for
comparison to the modelled
contaminant concentrations.
By the way, 1-hr AAQC for
SO2 is 690 µg/m3 instead of
600 µg/m3.
It was assumed that the all
activities could occur within an
approximately 5 km stretch
along the corridor. Usually the
length of work face should be
a few hundred meters for each
activity during the
construction. The use of 5 km
stretch along the corridor for
the air quality screening
assessment may
underestimate the impacts of
construction activities on air
quality.

Recommendation /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

N/A

NextBridge acknowledges this comment and will review any material from MNRF’s
biologists upon receipt.

More stringent criteria for
some contaminants should be
selected for conservative
assessment.

More stringent criteria have been selected per MOECC’s request.

Update to
Amended
EA?
N

Y–
Table 9-2

Section 9 has been updated in the amended EA Report to correct the 1-hr SO2 Ambient
Air Quality Criteria (AAQC) value.

Correct the 1-hr SO2 AAQC
value shown in the Table 9-2.

Please provide a quantitative
assessment to support that the
use of 5 km stretch along the
corridor for the air quality
assessment is reasonable and
conservative for this case.

An updated preliminary construction schedule is provided in Section 4 of the amended
EA Report. The proposed schedule is provided for each of segment of the Project.
Further information to support the assessment of a 5 km stretch of construction activities
has been provided in Section 9 of the amended EA Report.

Y–
S 9.6.1.2
Table 4-3

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
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Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report
Source
Organization

ID

EA Report
Reference
Document
Final EA
Report

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other

MOECCAQ-03

MOECC

Attachment 1-III-A-5
of
EWT_EA_Appendix
_01-IIIA_IR_Response_On
tarioRegAgencies

MOECCAQ-04

MOECC

Final EA
Report

Section 9.6.1.2 –
Secondary Pathways
and Page 101 of
EWT_EA_Appendix
_01-IIIA_IR_Response_On
tarioRegAgencies

MOECCAQ-05

MOECC

Final EA
Report

Table 3: Mobile
Equipment Summary
and Section 4.1
Mobile Equipment of
ATTACHMENT
MOECC-AQ-13

The report provides a brief
summary of emission
estimates (Table 9-7), but
does not provide suffice
details for emission
estimates for each
emission source or activity
during project construction.
More details for emission
estimates used for the
emission calculations
should be provided, i.e., for
vehicular exhausts,
equipment type and
quantity, vehicle engine
size, and hours of
operations, to verify the
emission estimates for
each source
The ministry could not
verify the modelled
concentrations shown in
Table 9-9 based on the
information provided. It
seems the modelled
concentrations shown in
Table 9-9 are much lower
than the expected results.
Please explain how the
final concentrations were
calculated using SCREEN3
for this case.

Refer to Attachment 1-III-A-5 to Appendix 1-III-A of the amended EA
Report.

PM emissions from material
handling and unpaved roads
shown in the summary table
cannot be verified based on
the calculation parameters
provided in Table 3, Table 6
and Table 7.

Please review the PM
emissions from material
handling and unpaved roads.

An updated equipment list has been obtained for use in the amended EA Report. Further
information to support these calculations has been provided in Section 9 of the amended
EA Report.

A copy of the SCREEN3 modelling file is included as Attachment
MOECC-AQ-9. The length of transmission line assessed for the air
quality assessment is 5 km in length and the width of the ROW, 64
m. This stretch of construction can be modelled as a series of
adjacent volume sources. Volume sources are required to be
square, therefore the lesser of the length and width was used to
calculate volume source size parameters; i.e. 128 m and the total 5
km emission rate for each contaminant was divided by the 39
consecutive volume sources that would cover the length of the area.
Maximum concentrations were calculated at 100m intervals,
perpendicular to the construction line and from the centre of the
volume source. The results of the modelling indicate a 1 hour
dispersion factor of 68 µg/m³ per g/s of emission rate or a 24 hour
emission rate of 27.9 µg/m³ per g/s of emission rate at 100m from
the centre of the volume source. Therefore, the 24 hour SPM
concentration was calculated by multiplying the 24 hour dispersion
factor by the SPM emission rate, i.e. 27.9 µg/m³ per g/s of emission
x 2.17 g/s TSP = 59.57 µg/m³ TSP.

SCREEN3 model can be used
for single source short-term
calculations. For this case, the
5 km stretch of construction
was represented by 39 volume
sources. The modelled
concentrations based on the
single volume source may
underestimate the impact of
construction activities due to
the impact from adjacent
volume sources.

Provide a justification/rational
why the use of SCREEN3
model is appropriate and
conservative for this case.

Additional detail on model selection has been provided in Section 9 of the amended EA
Report.

Y–
S 9.6.1.2

Refer to Attachment MOEC-AQ-13 to Appendix 1-III-A of
the amended EA Report.

It seems the operating hours
during the entire construction
period (hrs) shown in Table 3
is the total operating hours for
all the number of units of each
type mobile equipment. If this
is the case, the number of
units cannot be included in the
calculation of fuel consumption
again for this type of
equipment as shown in the
example calculation. Therefore
in the example calculation, the
fuel consumption for pickup
trucks should be 3664536 L/yr
instead of 150245969 L/yr,
and the annual CO2 emissions
from the pickup trucks should
be 9759 tonnes/yr instead of
400105 tonnes/yr.

Please review the GHG
calculations shown in the
ATTACHMENT MOECCAQ-13 and
update the GHG calculations if
necessary.

Calculation of the mobile equipment has been revised according to the changes in the
construction schedule and according to the suggestion. Attachment MOECC-AQ-13 has
been updated and is appended to this document as MOECC-AQ-05. The revisions made
Attachment MOECC-AQ-13 have been made to Section 10 and Appendix 10-I of the
amended EA Report.

Y–
S 10,
App 10-I
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NextBridge Final EA Response

Update to
Amended
EA?
Y–
S 9.6.1.2

NextBridge Response

The report doesn’t provide
detailed information for
GHG emission calculations.
Additional details for each
equipment/activity and
details on the calculation
methodology for each
equipment/activity should
be provided.
Appendix on the
greenhouse gas calculation
methodology prepared

Comment / Context

Recommendation /
Preliminary Conclusions

GRT Draft EA Comment

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report
Source
Organization

ID
MOECCAQ-06

MOECC

MOECCHG-01

MOECC

MOECCSW-01

---

EA Report
Reference
Document
Final EA
Report

Final EA
Report

---

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other
Section 1.3 of
ATTACHMENT
MOECC-AQ-6

Hydrogeology

Throughout

GRT Draft EA Comment
The report provides a brief
summary of emission
estimates (Table 9-7), but
does not provide suffice
details for emission
estimates for each
emission source or activity
during project construction.
More details for emission
estimates used for the
emission calculations
should be provided, i.e., for
vehicular exhausts,
equipment type and
quantity, vehicle engine
size, and hours of
operations should be
provided in order to verify
the emission estimates for
each source
n/a

n/a

NextBridge Response

Comment / Context

NextBridge Final EA Response

Refer to Attachment MOECC-AQ-6 to Appendix 1-III-A of the
amended EA Report.

The proponent used 6.9%
silt content to estimate
fugitive dust emissions from
vehicles travelling on
unpaved roads. US EPA AP42 Table 13.2.2-1 provides
silt content ranging from
0.56 to 23% with a mean of
8.5 for construction sites.
Consider the distance of the
project, ranges of silt
content can vary
significantly from site to site.

Provide rationale for the use of
6.9 % silt content that can be
achieved and would produce
conservative estimates.

Calculations for emissions of dust from unpaved roads and material handling have been
revised in Section 9 of the amended EA Report to use an average silt content of 8.5%, as
per the suggestion. Silt content will be controlled through dust control measures
described in the Construction Environmental Protection Plan (CEPP; Appendix 4-II).

n/a

See Letter from Melissa
Lefranois, dated September
06; 2017.

Given the importance of
drinking water source
protection, my only
recommendations are with
respect to the camp water
supply well section of the
Environmental Assessment
(EA). A decommissioning plan
for the camp water supply
wells following
decommissioning of the
construction camps should be
included. Well
decommissioning must be in
accordance with 0 Reg. 903
(Wells).
Monitoring of water levels and
quality within the water supply
wells is essential during the
project construction to assess
the identified potential
impacts. It is recommended
that the monitoring plan
includes these water supply
wells.
The decommissioning plan
and additional monitoring of
the water supply wells should
be included in in the final EA
report.
---

Short-term water takings from surface water, or surface water and groundwater are
assessed and mitigation measures are discussed in Section 7 of the amended EA
Report. Monitoring plans for water supply wells during construction are discussed in
Section 23 of the amended EA Report and include the recommendations provided.

n/a

There are discrepancies
between the number and type
of water crossings in this EA
and the previously reviewed
Draft EA.
Confirm number and type of
crossings in final EA
submission
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Update to
Amended
EA?
Y–
Table 9-12

Y–
S 4.3.1.11,
S 7.7.2.1.1,
S 7.7.2.1.2,
App 4-II

A decommissioning plan for temporary project infrastructure has been added to the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and is summarized in Section 4 of the amended EA Report to
address this request.

The final EA Report contained the complete and most current information on the number
and type of water body crossings at the Project footprint at time of its filing.
NextBridge has since revised and minimized the Project footprint, resulting in fewer
required access roads and associated disturbance. This led to changes to the number
and type of water crossings compared to those reported in the final EA Report. The
number and type of water body crossings in surface water and fish and fish habitat in the
amended EA Report have been updated and are aligned with the approach used for the
final EA Report.

Y – S 7,
S 13,
Table 7-3,
Table 7-4,
Table 13-4,
Table 13-5

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
RESPONSE TO REGULATOR COMMENTS ON THE FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report
Source
Organization

ID
MOECCSW-02

---

EA Report
Reference
Document
---

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other
Table 7-3, Section
7.5.2.5

GRT Draft EA Comment
n/a

NextBridge Response

Comment / Context

n/a

MOECCSW-03

---

---

Section 7 and EPP
Section 4-II

n/a

n/a

MOECCSW-04

---

---

Section 7 and EPP
Section 4-II

n/a

n/a

MOECCSW-05

---

---

Section 7 and EPP
Section 4-II

n/a

n/a

MOECCSW-06

---

---

EPP Section 4-II

n/a

n/a

MOECCSW-07

---

---

EPP Section 4-II

n/a

n/a

MOECCSW-08

---

---

Table 7-14 and
Appendix-04 II,
Section 5.4

n/a

n/a

There is a disagreement in the
number of river systems,
watercourses, and lake/pond
crossings between sections
within the EA.
For example, Table 7-3
indicates that there are 99
river systems crossed by the
Project whereas the Section
7.5.2.5 Summary states that
100 river systems are crossed.
Confirm number and type of
crossings in final EA
submission
The EA does not specify how
the commitment to inspection,
monitoring and maintenance
of mitigation measures
indicated in the report will be
accomplished.
The Report does not indicate
what monitoring is to be
undertaken or what chemical
constituents will be monitored
for.
The Report does not specify
where monitoring will take
place or at which sites. All
crossings?
The Report is unclear as to
why only major water
crossings will be monitored on
a bi-annual basis during and
post construction and what
characteristics are used to
determine what is and isn’t a
major water crossing.

The size (assuming that
‘major’ indicates larger) of the
water crossing does not
necessarily determine whether
a site is more or less at risk of
an environmental impairment
as a result of construction.
Identify potentially problematic
sites prior to construction (risk
assessment)
The EA states that the
contractor will be responsible
for developing a waste
management plan including
domestic garbage, camp
waste and wastewater.
Although it is not explicitly
described, it is assumed for
this review that the waste
management plan and the
wastewater described therein
includes provisions for
domestic sewage (septic)
waste/treatment from
construction camps, laydown
areas and other associated
ancillary construction areas for
the Project and will be carried
out in compliance with an ECA
(for each location) as required.
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Recommendation /
Preliminary Conclusions
---

NextBridge Final EA Response
Refer to the response to MOECC-SW-01 in relation to the complete and most current
information on the number and type of water body crossings.
The discrepancies identified in the final EA Report have been addressed in Section 7 in
the amended EA Report.

---

An OEMP has been added as Appendix 4-III to the amended EA Report. A postconstruction monitoring plan is provided in the CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and summarized in
Section 23 of the amended EA Report

---

---

---

---

---

A summary of the monitoring activities to be carried out by NextBridge to verify effects
predictions and confirm the effectiveness of surface water related mitigation and
reclamation measures is described in Section 7 of the amended EA Report and in the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II).
Refer to the response to MOECC-SW-04.

Update to
Amended
EA?
Y–S
7.5.2.1,
Table 7-3,
Table 7-4

Y–
S 23.1.2,
App 4-II,

Y – S 7.12,
App 4-II

Y – S 7.12,
App 4-II

As a point of clarification and consistent with the changes that were completed as part of
the preparation and submission of the final EA Report, the surface water monitoring
program will be targeted at water bodies that include greater sensitivity (or that would
result in greater implications) to change from the standpoint of fish and fish habitat,
species at risk, channel stability, drainage/channel pattern, or other key environmental
considerations. The specific monitoring locations will be determined during the permitting
phase of the Project. It is predicted that water bodies of varying size (small, medium,
large) would be captured, recognizing that this would allow the
performance/effectiveness of mitigation measures to be evaluated at a range of scales.
This is stated in Section 7.10 of the final EA Report and in Section 7.12 of the amended
EA Report.
Refer to the response to MOECC-SW-06.

N

Refer to the response to MOECC-HG-01 for additional information about potable water
monitoring and temporary Project infrastructure decommissioning.
Waste water treatment, solid waste disposal and waste recycling at construction camps,
potential emissions, discharges and wastes are discussed in Section 4 of the amended
EA Report. A waste management plan is provided in the CEPP (Appendix 4-II).

Y – S 4.2.6,
S 4.3.1.15,
App 4-II

N

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
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Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report
EA Report
Reference
Document

Source
Organization

ID

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other

GRT Draft EA Comment

NextBridge Response

MOECCSW-09

---

---

EPP Section 4-II

n/a

n/a

MOECCSW-10

---

---

EPP Section 4-II

n/a

n/a

MOECCSW-11

---

---

Section 7 and EPP
Section 4-II

n/a

n/a

Comment / Context
Clarify how domestic sewage
will be dealt with at
construction camps, laydown
areas and other associated
ancillary construction areas.
More detail is necessary for
both the standard protocols
and the proposed mitigation
measures to be employed to
determine whether the
proposed mitigation is
adequate to minimize and/or
address any adverse effects
from proposed construction
activities that may impact
surface water features in the
Project footprint.

Due to the scope of the
proposed undertaking, the
proposed construction and
mitigation measures are not
site specific.
The Report needs to identify
the predicted extent of
disturbance for waterbody
crossings. For example, is
there in-water construction
required such as culvert
installation or is the crossing a
clear-span bridge?
It would also be beneficial to
identify potentially problematic
sites within the Report.
There are no criterion
described in the Report that
will be used to evaluate which
type of water crossing will be
constructed and what
mitigation will be employed
More detail is necessary to
determine whether the
proposed mitigation measures
are adequate to minimize
and/or address any adverse
effects from the proposed
construction or operational
activities that may impact
surface water features in the
Project footprint.
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Recommendation /
Preliminary Conclusions

---

---

---

NextBridge Final EA Response

Update to
Amended
EA?

Based on the scale of the Project and the number of water body crossings, the predicted
likely effects on the surface water environment were assessed from a primarily qualitative
standpoint. This evaluation and the associated confidence in the assessment was based
on professional judgement and consideration for the characteristic surface water
conditions (using both publicly available information on a regional scale and basic
surface water data [obtained in the field or via desktop review] on a site specific basis)
and the design methodology (including all of the incorporated BMPs/mitigation). Where
appropriate, the magnitude of the predicted effects was assessed based on the
proportion of the catchment area for a given water body that will be disturbed or
influenced by a specific Project activity, recognizing that this approach considers
drainage area as a proxy or analog for streamflow and, to a lesser extent, the potential
for sediment erosion and transport. It is acknowledged that additional data in the local
study area (LSA; e.g., water quality data) and/or desktop analyses (e.g., flow modelling
on a site specific watershed scale) would help to further build on the description of
characteristic baseline conditions, as well as the anticipated effects and associated
mitigation measures; however, given the overarching approach for the evaluation, the
supplementary information is not predicted to influence the results and conclusions of the
amended EA Report.
The implementation and maintenance of the planned mitigation measures for the Project
(Appendix 4-II and Appendix 4-III) is anticipated to be sufficient to minimize any potential
effects on the surface water environment. These mitigation measures are based on
accepted and proven best management practices that are well understood and have
been effectively applied to numerous transmission line projects throughout North
America.
In addition, water quality and water quantity monitoring are proposed during Project
construction to verify effects predictions and confirm the effectiveness of surface water
related mitigation and reclamation measures. Follow-up, inspection and monitoring
programs are discussed in Section 7 and the CEPP (Appendix 4-II). The planned
mitigation measures will be adjusted/augmented as needed to address any unpredicted
deficiencies.
Appropriate mitigation measures have been applied to all crossings in the amended EA
Report, including the installation of equipment crossing structures.
Refer to the response to MOECC-SW-09.

Y – S 7.12,
App 4-II,
App 4-III

After discussions with MOECC, NextBridge understands that MOECC would prefer to
see any new information provided as a response to a comment integrated into the body
of the EA Report for consideration by the GRT. The text from Attachment MOECC-SW18 provided in Appendix 1-III-A to the final EA Report has been integrated into Section 13
of the amended EA Report and updated based on the revised and minimized Project
footprint (Appendix 5-III).

Y–S
13.7.2.1,
App 5-III

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
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Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report

MOECCSW-12

---

EA Report
Reference
Document
---

MOECCSW-13

---

MOECCSW-14

MOECCSW-15

Source
Organization

ID

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other

GRT Draft EA Comment

NextBridge Response

Section 7 and EPP
Section 4-II

n/a

n/a

---

Section 7 and EPP
Section 4-II

n/a

n/a

---

---

Table 7-14

n/a

n/a

---

---

Section 7

n/a

n/a

Comment / Context
Report also provides very little
detail regarding the
development of the ancillary
facilities (construction camps,
lay-down areas, etc.) other
than potential location
(inferred from maps) and that
mitigation measures will be
used to minimize impacts to
the environment.
More detail is necessary for
ancillary facilities to determine
whether the proposed
mitigation measures are
adequate to minimize and/or
address any adverse effects
from the proposed
construction or operational
activities that may impact
surface water features in the
Project footprint.
The Report does not provide a
construction timetable as to
when crossings/access roads
will be constructed. Since
there are 716 identified water
crossings to be completed
within a two year timeframe
(more likely a one year
timeframe since the ROW and
access roads will need to be
completed prior to the
transmission line assembly), it
is assumed that numerous
crossings will be under
construction simultaneously.
This information needs to be
identified in the Report
especially due to the restrictive
timing windows identified in
the EPP.
Numerous potential Effect
Pathways for surface water for
both construction and
operational phases of the
project state that there is no
measurable effect and/or no
pathway (Table 7-14). I agree
that some of the Effect
Pathways are unlikely;
however, the designation of
others as “no pathway” is
misleading.
Some activities identified as
“no pathway” need to be
acknowledged as a potential,
primary and/or secondary
pathway, as there is no
guarantee even with mitigative
measures that there will not be
an impact to surface water.
Furthermore, if there is a
potential for any direct
discharge of wastewater to the
environment, these must be
identified as a primary
pathway.
Effect pathways do not
indicate potential for
cumulative effects.
In addition to the
determination of Effect
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Recommendation /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Update to
Amended
EA?
Y–
S 13.7.2.1,
App 5-III

---

Refer to the response to MOECC-SW-11.

---

An updated preliminary construction schedule is provided in Section 4 of the amended
EA Report. The proposed schedule is provided for each segment of the Project. Specific
consideration of restricted activities for work near water are provided in Section 13 of the
amended EA Report.

Y–
S 13.7,
S 13.8,
Table 4-3

---

Refer to the response to MNRF-OG-04. The EA methods have been revised in the
amended EA Report. References to pathways have been removed and now all net
effects are carried forward to the net effects characterization.

Y - Global

---

The EA methods have been revised in the amended EA Report. All net effects are
carried forward to the net effects characterization. Net effects that have the potential to
contribute to cumulative effects based on the criteria in Section 5. of the amended EA
Report are carried forward to the cumulative effects assessment.

Y – Global,
S 7.10

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
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Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report
EA Report
Reference
Document

Source
Organization

ID

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other

GRT Draft EA Comment

NextBridge Response

MOECCSW-16

---

---

Appendix J

n/a

n/a

MOECCSW-17

---

---

Appendix J

n/a

n/a

MOECCSW-18

---

---

Section 7

n/a

n/a

MOECCSW-19

---

---

Section 7

n/a

n/a

Comment / Context
Pathways as described in
Section 7 of the Report; there
is a need to investigate the
potential cumulative effect of
the development of this
Project relative to other
established effects present
within the Project footprint.
These may include but are not
limited to, existing
transmission lines, pipelines,
runoff from transmission and
pipeline vegetation control,
roadways, rail lines, mining
and hydroelectric facilities.
The EPP Water Body
Crossings List indicates that
numerous crossings are listed
as “No Fish Habitat”.
Recommend that all
waterbodies and watercourses
encountered within the Project
footprint be considered as
potential fish habitat. The
Project footprint overlaps the
endemic range of brook trout
and Lake Superior coaster
brook trout that are known to
utilize extremely small streams
and groundwater seeps for
spawning, natal habitat and
cold water refugia, many of
which are unmapped.
Unknown water course
thermal regimes
Due to the surficial geology
and prevalence of
groundwater inputs throughout
the Project footprint, where the
thermal regime of the
waterbody/watercourse is not
known, it should be
considered to be cold water.

The EA provides no details
and/or description of criteria
for determining which
waterbodies and or water
taking(s) will require what, if
any, permit(s)
The EA does not provide what
criterion were used (or will be
used) to evaluate which
proposed waterbody crossings
and/or access roads will
require which, or any, permit?
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Recommendation /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Update to
Amended
EA?

The net effects assessed in the surface water section (Section 7) of the amended EA
Report were considered not likely to additively or synergistically contribute to measurable
effects from other past, present, or reasonably foreseeable developments (RFDs) to
surface water quantity or quality. Furthermore, in all instances the net effect is expected
to be localized, largely indiscernible a short distance downstream of the point of impact in
the water body (i.e., crossing location, water intake point, water discharge point). Based
on these criteria, there are no net effects from the Project that were carried forward to the
cumulative effects assessment for surface water and no cumulative effects assessment
was completed.

---

A conservative approach was used in the fish and fish habitat assessment for the
determination of potential fish habitat versus no fish habitat. However, to address
concerns from MNRF and MOECC related to the approach, an additional level of
conservatism has been added, and the water body crossings identified as “No fish
habitat” have been updated to “Potential fish habitat”. Appropriate mitigation measures
have been applied to all crossings regardless of the fish habitat potential classification in
the amended EA Report, including the installation of equipment crossing structures
(Appendix 13-II).

Y – S 13,
App 13-II

---

NextBridge took a risk-based approach for developing the proposed restricted
activity timing windows in the EA to allow flexibility in the construction schedule.
However, recognizing concerns from MOECC and MNRF related to the approach,
the amended EA Report has been revised to address the concern regarding
restricted activity timing windows.
The restricted activity timing windows for each water body crossing will be finalized
during the permitting phase of the Project, but proposed restricted activity timing
windows have been included in the amended EA Report as compliance with the
timing windows as a key mitigation measure.
Section 13 of the amended EA Report has been revised to indicate the habitat
variables documented for each water body.
Appendix 13-II has been revised based on the revised and minimized footprint.
Where the thermal regime of a water body was unknown, the most restrictive
(i.e., September 1 to July 15) activity timing window has been applied.
It is possible that during permitting, the MNRF may determine that a less restrictive
timing window may be applicable.

Y–
S 13.5.1.2,
App 13-II

---

Reduction to streamflows and/or water levels from short-term water takings and
mitigation measures including any associated permits is assessed in Section 7 of
the amended EA Report.

Y–
S 7.7.2.1

---

Refer to the response to MOECC-SW-18.

Y–
S 7.7.2.1

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
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Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report
Source
Organization

ID
MOECCSW-20

---

EA Report
Reference
Document
---

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other
EPP (Appendix 4-II)

GRT Draft EA Comment
n/a

NextBridge Response

Comment / Context

n/a

Standard protocols for stream
crossings
It is recommended that the
following be added to the
Report:






MOECCSW-21

---

---

EPP (Appendix 4-II)

n/a

n/a

MOECCSW-22

---

---

EPP (Appendix 4-II)

n/a

n/a
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NextBridge Final EA Response

Update to
Amended
EA?
Y – App 4-II

---

The standard protocols for water body crossings have been added to the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II).

---

Habitat variables for baseline data collection, mitigation measures for installation and
removal of crossing structures and timing of in-water water are discussed in Section 13 of
the amended EA Report. Mitigation measures related to water body crossings are
provided in the CEPP (Appendix 4-II).

Y–
S 13.5.1.2,
S 13.7.2.1.2.3
S 13.7.2.1.2.4
App 4-II

---

A decommissioning plan for temporary Project infrastructure has been provided in the
CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and summarized in Section 4 of the amended EA Report.

Y–
S 4.3.1.11,
App 4-II

Ontario Provincial
Standard Specification
(OPSS 805) –
Construction
Specifications for
Temporary Erosion and
Sediment Control
Measures
• Ontario Provincial
Standard Specification
(OPSS 182) – General
specifications for
Environmental
Protection for
Construction in
Waterbodies and on
Waterbody Banks
• Ontario Provincial
Standard Specification
(OPSS 518) –
Construction
Specifications for
Control of Water from
Dewatering Operations

Water crossing
reconnaissance and site
descriptions. Identifying
problematic sites prior to
commencement of
construction.
Due to the large number and
variability of water crossings it
would be beneficial to identify
potentially problematic sites
within the Report. For
example, diffuse wetland
complexes without a welldefined channel or
waterbodies in areas of high
relief with steep slopes that
may intensify stormwater
runoff
There is no timelines for
mitigation, remediation or
reclamation of water
crossings, ancillary areas or
access roads.
Mitigation measures must
remain in place until final
rehabilitation of temporary
work areas is completed.
Similarly, mitigation measures
are required at construction
and/or laydown sites and nontemporary water crossings
during the indefinite
operational period of the
project or until they are
remediated or reclaimed to
minimize the potential for offsite movement of sedimentladen water and any
contaminant toward any
surface water feature.
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Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report
Source
Organization

ID
MOECCSW-23

---

MOEEAAB-01

MOE EAAB

EA Report
Reference
Document
---

Final EA
Report

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other
Throughout

GRT Draft EA Comment
n/a

NextBridge Response

Comment / Context

n/a

The report downloads the
responsibility of much of the
planning, implementation,
monitoring and mitigation of
the Project to contractors
without providing specific
details.
Provide details that
contractors will be required to
follow.
In terms of the mandate of the
Wastewater Unit of the
Approvals Services Section of
the EAB, the preferred
alternative for the East-West
Tie Transmission Project is
acceptable and I do not have
any further comments on the
Environmental Assessment
Report.
However, I would like to
indicate that if the final project
includes the construction of
permanent sewage works to
control stormwater runoff or
any other sewage works
discharging to any receiving
surface water, then, the
proponent is required to obtain
Environmental Compliance
Approval under Section 53,
OWRA for the sewage works.
The Clean Water Act, 2006
(CWA) aims to protect existing
and future sources of drinking
water. To achieve this, several
types of vulnerable areas are
delineated around surface
water intakes and wellheads
for every municipal residential
drinking water system that is
located in a source protection
area. These vulnerable areas
are known as a Wellhead
Protection Areas (WHPAs),
and surface water Intake
Protection Zones (IPZs). Other
vulnerable areas that can be
delineated under the CWA for
municipal drinking water
systems include Significant
Groundwater Recharge Areas
(SGRAs), Highly Vulnerable
Aquifer (HVA), Event-based
modelling areas (EBAs), and
Issues Contributing Areas
(ICAs). Projects that are
subject to the Environmental
Assessment Act have the
potential to impact sources of
municipal drinking water if they
occur in designated vulnerable
areas or in the vicinity of other
at-risk drinking water systems
(i.e. systems that are not
municipal residential systems),
and source protection plan
policies could apply.

Environmental
Compliance
Approval

MOESPPB-01

MOE SPPB

Final EA
Report

Source Protection
Requirements

The source protection
information atlas is publicly
available and can be used to
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Recommendation /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Update to
Amended
EA?
Y–
S 23.1.2,
App 4-II,
App 4-III

---

An OEMP (Appendix 4-III) has been added to the amended EA Report. A postconstruction monitoring plan has been provided in the CEPP (Appendix 4-II) and
summarized in Section 23 of the amended EA Report. The CEPP (Appendix 4-II) has
been revised and additional site-specific details have been added including specific
details for contractors to follow.

None

No permanent sewage works are proposed for the Project. Additional information about
construction camp waste disposal has been added to Section 4 of the amended EA
Report.

Y – S 4.2.6

Please note that where it has
been determined that the
project is within a vulnerable
area, consideration of source
protection must be clearly
documented within the EA
environmental assessment, as
applicable. Proponents of EA
project should contact the
Project Manager for Drinking
Water Source Protection at the
local source protection
authority. The source
protection authority can also
provide proponents with
assistance in determining
whether an activity associated
with the construction or
operation of the project may
be considered to be a drinking
water threat as per the CWA
and will be able to help
determine whether there are
policies in the source
protection plan that may apply.

The final EA included well head protection areas (WHPAs) and intake protection
zones (IPZs) and vulnerable aquifers and significant groundwater recharge areas that are
identified within the groundwater LSA (Section 8 of the amended EA Report).
Source water protection documentation and other relevant policies has been reviewed
and any additional potential effects of the project on the groundwater dependent features
such as drinking water systems have been addressed in Section 8 of the amended EA
report.

Y–
S 8.5.2.1.3.1
S 8.7,
S 8.8

Specifically the report should
discuss whether or not the
project is located in a
vulnerable area and provide
applicable details about the
area. If located in a vulnerable
area, proponents should
document whether any project
activities are a prescribed
drinking water threat and thus
pose a risk to drinking water
(this should be consulted on
with the appropriate source
protection authority). Where
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Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report
EA Report
Reference
Document

Source
Organization

ID

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other

GRT Draft EA Comment

NextBridge Response

Comment / Context
locate delineated vulnerable
areas in Ontario.
https://www.gisapplication.lrc.g
ov.on.ca/SourceWaterProtecti
on/Index.html?site=Source
WaterProtection&viewer=SWP
Viewer&locale=en-US

MOESPPB-02

MOE SPPB

Final EA
Report

East – West Tie
Transmission Project
EA

The East – West Tie
Transmission Project is
located in the Lakehead
Source Protection Area and is
therefore subject to the
approved Lakehead Source
Protection Plan.
The proposed new East-West
Tie Transmission Project (the
Project) will consist of the
installation of a double-circuit
230 kilovolt (kV) transmission
line generally paralleling the
existing double-circuit 230 kV
transmission corridor (the
existing East-West Tie)
connecting the Wawa
Transformer Station (TS) to
the Lakehead TS near
Thunder Bay. The Preferred
Route primarily parallels the
existing East-West Tie and is
approximately 450 km long.
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Recommendation /
Preliminary Conclusions
an activity poses a risk to
drinking water, the proponent
must document and discuss in
the EA how the project
adheres to or has regard to
applicable policies in the local
source protection plan. This
section should then be used to
inform and be reflected in
other sections of the report,
such as the identification of
net positive/ negative effects
of alternatives, mitigation
measures, evaluation of
alternatives etc. (As a note,
even if the project activities in
a vulnerable area are deemed
not to be a significant risk to
drinking water, there may be
other policies that apply and
so consultation with the local
source protection authority is
important).
A)
Given that the proposed
project is not located in
wellhead protection
areas (WHPA A-D), and
is not in intake protection
zones (IPZ 1-3, WHPAE), the proposed
activities are not a
significant drinking water
threat. However, the
Lakehead Transmission
Station may be located
near an IPZ -2 with a
score of 3.5 (see
Appendix A map 1).
B)
SPPB notes that there is
no mention of source
protection in Section 7
(Surface Water).
C)
EA projects should also
protect sensitive
hydrologic features
including HVAs and other
sources of drinking water
not explicitly addressed
in source protection
plans, such as private
systems – individual or
clusters, and designated
facilities within the
meaning of O. Reg.
170/03 under the Safe
Drinking Water Act – i.e.,
camps, schools, health
care facilities, seasonal
users, etc. Protecting
these sensitive
hydrologic features can
also protect future
drinking water sources.
We note that there is
overlap with a HVA
within the scope of this
project (see Appendix A).
HVAs are areas sensitive
to water quality impacts
by various land uses or
activities. The faster
water flows through the

NextBridge Final EA Response

A)

B)

C)

D)

E)

Based on available mapping, the Lakehead Transformer Station is approximately
2 km northeast of the IPZ-2 of the intake used to supply municipal water to the
City of Thunder Bay. The intake therefore falls outside of the groundwater LSA
and outside of the 100 m potential radius of excavation dewatering activities and
is therefore not assessed further in the amended EA Report (Section 8 of the
amended EA Report).
The Lakehead Source Protection Area is discussed in Section 8 of the amended
EA Report. As noted in Section 8 of the amended EA Report, the Project footprint
and groundwater LSA do not cross WHPAs or IPZs identified in the Lakehead
Source Protection Plan (Lakehead Source Protection Committee 2013).
As a part of the amended EA Report, all relevant publicly available references
were reviewed to identify groundwater dependent features such as private water
wells, water supply sources, wetlands, and camps. A groundwater radius of
influence was determined to be 100 m from excavations. The impacts of the
Project on these groundwater features that were identified within 100m of
excavations was assessed and nine private wells were identified and locations will
be confirmed via a water well field survey prior to the start of construction. In
addition, a water well survey will also be done within 250 m of blasting locations.
Any other groundwater dependent features identified during these surveys will be
assessed for impacts on groundwater due to Project activities.
Section 8 of the amended EA Report considered groundwater users (private and
municipal) within the full groundwater LSA and was not restricted to the Lakehead
Source Protection Area, WHPA and IPZ areas. As a part of the amended EA
Report, groundwater users were identified, potential effects or impacts were
assessed and mitigation measures provided, where required. Land uses (e.g.,
water infrastructure, power transmission) were assessed in Section 19 of the
amended EA Report.
The EA assesses impacts of construction and operational activities on the
groundwater and surface water environment and associated potential effects to
human health. Mitigation measures are specified to minimize the impact to
sources of drinking water are provided in Table 8-7 of the amended EA Report.

Reference:
Lakehead Source Protection Committee. 2013. Approved Source Protection Plan –
January 16, 2013. http://www.sourceprotection.net/images/Approved%20SPP.pdf.

Update to
Amended
EA?

Y – S 8,
S 8.5.2.1.3,
S 19,
Table 8-7

APPENDIX 1-IV-A
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Table 1-IV-A-14: MOECC -Comments Provided on the Final EA Report

MOESPPB-03

EA Report
Reference
Document

Source
Organization

ID

MOE SPPB

Final EA
Report

Section/Page/
Paragraph/ other

GRT Draft EA Comment

NextBridge Response

Comment / Context

Conservation
Authority consultation

n/a
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Recommendation /
Preliminary Conclusions
ground to an aquifer, the
more vulnerable the area
is to contamination.
However, as per section
1.4 in the Lakehead
Source Protection Plan,
no formal policies have
been developed for
HVAs or SGRAs in this
area.
D)
This project should also
take into consideration
municipal systems that
do not fall within source
protection areas (SPAs),
as the transmission line
extends through areas
outside of SPAs.
Although no other
WHPAs or IPZs exist
along the remainder of
the line, the EA should
take into consideration
private intakes or wells
that may be affected by
the proposed works.
E)
This project should
consider and identify
ways to mitigate potential
impacts to the sources of
drinking water for any
kind of drinking water
system both during the
construction and
operational phases of the
project, including the
ongoing maintenance of
the hydro corridor where
it intersects HVAs or
surface water bodies
used as a source of
drinking water.
Within the public consultation
report, it notes that varying
components of this project,
such as water body crossings
“will be constructed in
compliance with the Lakehead
Region Conservation
Authority”. It is not clear on
whether the Conservation
Authority has been specifically
consulted about source water
protection.

NextBridge Final EA Response

LRCA has been engaged. LRCA has submitted a comment on the final EA Report. The
comment was specific to provincial regulations and not about source water protection.
NextBridge will discuss and document any concerns about source water protection with
LRCA.
Engagement with LRCA is provided in Appendix 2-III. NextBridge met with LRCA on
May 3, 2017 to provide an update on the Project, field work, water body crossings and
approach to LRCA O.Reg 180/60 permit processes and next steps.

Update to
Amended
EA?

N
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Table 1-IV-A-15: MOECC - Comments on Revisions Submitted Prior to the Revision of the Amended EA Report
ID

Section/Page/Paragraph/other

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

NextBridge Response

Update to
Amended EA?

MOECC-REV01

5 (throughout)

The draft sections use the terminology “assessment boundaries” to
describe study areas. This terminology is not consistent with the
ToR or the Code of Practice: Preparing and Reviewing
Environmental Assessments in Ontario (EA Code of Practice).

Please revise the terminology in the amended EA for consistency with the ToR
(e.g., replace assessment boundaries with study areas).

The terminology “assessment boundaries”, when it refers to spatial assessment boundaries, has been replaced with
“study areas” for consistency with the ToR.

Y–S5
through S
21

MOECC-REV02

5 and 6

Both sections reference the use of qualitative assessment. As an example,
section
5.5.4 states: “Due to the amount and type of data available, some
analyses are necessarily qualitative, and include professional
judgement or experienced opinion.”

Review the use of the term qualitative throughout the document and ensure
that where qualitative analysis is used, data and references are provided to
support analysis.

The use of the term “qualitative” was reviewed throughout the document, and the data and references used to support
the qualitative analyses were identified more clearly.

Y – Global

If quantitative data were unavailable, a rationale was presented for why they have not or could not been obtained and
are not necessary for the assessment of effects.

It is important to clarify that like quantitative analysis, qualitative analysis
should also be based on objective data and references. Qualitative
analysis should follow appropriate traceable and replicable
methodologies. It is not appropriate to rely solely on professional
judgement or experienced opinion when evaluating qualitative indicators.
Further, it is not appropriate for quantitative indicators (e.g., soil quantity)
to be evaluated qualitatively. An outline of the data sources for the
criteria and indicators is required in the environmental assessment. Data
sources can include information obtained through consultation with
Indigenous communities, government agencies, stakeholders and
members of the public. If quantitative data are unavailable, a rationale
should be presented for why they have not or could not been obtained
and are not necessary for the assessment of effects.
MOECC-REV03

5.1

While this section provides definitions for criteria and indicators, these
definitions are not consistent with the definitions in the EA Code of
Practice. Criteria are linked to each component of the environment, but
are not components of the environment themselves. The definition and
intent of indicators are also unclear. As described in Section 4.2.4
(Assessment and Evaluation) of the EA Code of Practice, indicators are
how potential effects will be measured for each criterion. The definition
provided in Section 5.1 speaks to characterization and comparison of
effects, but not measurement. For clarity, this section should be reframed.

It is recommended the definitions of criteria and indicators be revised and that
each indicator in Table 5-1 be revised to include a high level summary of how
potential effects will be measured. It is understood that this information may be
available in supporting documents, but including those details in the
methodology section would improve the readability of the document, and
support a transparent review by all parties.

Further, the ministry notes that for many of the indicators identified in
Table 5-1 it is not clear how they will be measured. It is therefore difficult
to understand and comment on whether the methodology is appropriate
MOECC-REV04

MOECC-REV05

Table 5-1

Section 5.3, pg.
5-27

The criteria and indicators presented in the draft and final EA Reports have been refined based on input from consultation,
results of baseline studies and ongoing Project planning since the preparation of the Terms of Reference (ToR). For
example, NextBridge has added specific indicators for analysis to address comments received throughout the consultation
process.

Y – Global

Given the consultation on the draft and final EA Reports, NextBridge believes that revising the definitions of the criteria and
indicators in the amended EA Report to match the definitions in the ToR would concern stakeholders that have provided
input to date. To alleviate these concerns but also address the MOECC’s comment, NextBridge adopted the
recommendation in MOECC-REV-04, and included a separate sub-section in Section 5 documenting the process
undertaken to consult on and revise the criteria and indicators presented in the ToR to provide transparency of the review.
In addition, for each indicator in Table 5-1, an indication of how potential effects were measured has been provided in a new
column entitled “Measurement of Potential Effect” to address the comment that it is not clear how each indicator has been
measured.

As previously noted by the ministry in August 2016, the criteria and
indicators identified in Table 5-1 do not align with those presented in
the ToR. While there is flexibility built into the ToR for refinement of
criteria and indicators, it is required that the commitments made in the
ToR are fulfilled during the EA, and that any changes, including
consultation, are documented.

Update section 5 to include a separate sub-section documenting the process
undertaken to consult on and revise the criteria and indicators, including a
summary of the input received and how it was incorporated to revise the criteria
and indicators presented in the ToR.

In the July 25, 2017 EA report it was specifically indicated that the
baseline information provided in the report was representative of
conditions as of September 2016. In the revised section 5, this
information is not provided.

For the amended EA, please confirm if baseline information is still
representative of conditions as of September 2016 or if updated baseline
information has been gathered.

Section 5.6 includes the following paragraph: “The assessment of
significance involves the professional judgment of experienced specialists.
The extent to which the professional experience of the EA team was used in
the evaluation of significance is described in Sections 6 through 21 of the
EA. The EA team is comprised of technical specialists with experience
collecting data and assessing environmental and socio- economic effects
for numerous projects in Ontario, and across Canada. The team
understands the Project scope, the landscape, environmental sensitivities,
communities and types of environmental and socio-economic issues
commonly encountered across northern Ontario, and those specific to this
Project during construction and operation.”

Revise section 5.6, including Table 5-5, to align the assessment of effects with the
significance factors defined in Table 5-4, and provide a logical, traceable and
transparent explanation of how the factors were applied to determine significance.
Component chapters should be revised accordingly to reflect this revised
methodology.

NextBridge has updated Section 5 to include a separate sub-section documenting the process undertaken to consult on
and revise the criteria and indicators, including a summary of the input received and how it was incorporated to revise the
criteria and indicators presented in the ToR (Section 5.1.1; Table 5-2).

Y – Global

In addition, please see the response to MOECC-REV-08.
The reference to September 2016 was removed from the draft text for Section 5 as it was anticipated that the
statement will need to be updated on a criteria-specific basis.
Baseline information has been updated in the amended EA to reflect the most recent data available at the time of
reporting, including field data collected in 2017 and any updated data sets from relevant authorities such as the MNRF.
Each criteria section in the amended EA Report (i.e., in Sections 6 through 21) has been updated to reflect the data
used for the assessment, including the dates of the data available. This has been reflected in the “Information Sources”
and “Baseline Data Collection Methods”, as applicable.

Y–
S 5,
S 6 through
S 21

In addition, the key data sources have been listed in Table 5-1 for each indicator.
MOECC-REV06

5.6
6.9

While professional judgement may factor into the net effects assessment,
the assessment method chosen must be able to produce an assessment
that is clear, logical and traceable. A clear, logical and traceable assessment
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Table 5-6 (previously Table 5-5) has been revised and provides the factors considered in the assessment of significance of
net effects on criteria. This aligns the assessment of effects with the significance factors defined in Table 5-4.
Additional details on the approach and methods for characterizing net effects and assessing significance for criteria,
and criteria-specific definitions of significance, are provided in Sections 6 through 21. An explanation, or reasoned
narrative approach, of how factors of significance and other characteristics, such as ecological or socio-economic
context, are applied to assess significance is also provided in Sections 6 through 21.

Y–
Table 5-6,
S 6 through
S 21
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Table 1-IV-A-15: MOECC - Comments on Revisions Submitted Prior to the Revision of the Amended EA Report
ID

Section/Page/Paragraph/other

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

NextBridge Response

Update to
Amended EA?

is one in which anyone with the same information could reach the same
conclusion without any additional assumptions.
Table 5-5 provides definitions of the significance determination of net
effects on criteria. These definitions do not relate to the significance
factors defined in section 5.5. Further, many of the terms used in
these definitions are vague or subjective so it is unclear how they
would be evaluated. For example, how will the “sustainability of the
criteria beyond a manageable level” be evaluated? How will a
“substantial change” be defined?
MOECC-REV07

Table 5-6

The ministry understands that the Energy East Pipeline
Project has now been terminated.

Consider potential changes to the cumulative effects assessment as a result of
this new information.

Reference to the Energy East Pipeline Project has been removed from the cumulative effects
assessment sections and Table 5-6. The list of existing projects and reasonably foreseeable
developments has been revised to reflect changes in the status of this and other projects.

Y–
Table 5-6,
Global

MOECC-REV08

6.1

This section identifies that a concern around soil erosion was raised
during consultation and is addressed in section 6. Without additional
information about what the concern was, and how it was addressed this
section provides little value to the reviewer. It would also be valuable to
identify who (i.e., member of the public, First Nation, GRT member or
agency) provided the comment.

Update consultation summary to include sufficient information for the reader to
understand what the concern was and how it was addressed, or how the input
was incorporated.

The “Input from Consultation and Engagement” section for each criteria section in the amended EA Report (i.e., in Sections
6 through 21) has been updated to provide a high-level summary of the comments received in relation to the criteria, by
whom, and how and where it was addressed. The appendices to the amended EA Report (e.g., Records of Consultation
and Responses to EA Comments) provide supporting documentation and details.

Y – Global

MOECC-REV09

6.2

This section lists information sources used to inform the assessment.
While not necessarily relevant for this component, the ministry notes
that where relevant, Indigenous traditional knowledge studies should
be listed, as well as any input received from Indigenous communities,
the public, agencies, or stakeholders during consultation. This section
should also include references to any studies undertaken by the
proponent, including identification of where those technical reports are
available.

Where relevant, Indigenous traditional knowledge studies should be listed as
an information source, as well as any input received from Indigenous
communities, the public, agencies, or stakeholders during consultation.
References to any studies undertaken by the proponent should include
identification of where those technical reports are available.

For each criteria section in the amended EA Report (i.e., in Sections 6 through 21), relevant Indigenous traditional
knowledge studies have been listed as an information source, as well as any input received from Indigenous communities,
the public, agencies, or stakeholders during consultation.

Y–S6
through
S 21

Section 6.3 provides a description of the methods used to evaluate
criteria and indicators. The definitions of criteria and indicators should be
updated based on comments provided above related to section 5.
Measures should clearly be identified for both quantitative and qualitative
indicators, and data sources should be identified that will be used to
inform the assessment. Section 4.2.4 of the EA Code of Practice
includes an example table that may be followed.

Criteria and indicators should be re-defined in consideration of comments
above. Further, additional information should be provided to describe the
measures and data sources that will be used to describe and assess potential
effects. Table 6-1 should be refined to identify data sources for each indicator
(i.e., separate the table into separate rows for each indicator, and add a new
column title data sources).

Please refer to the responses to MOECC-REV-03 and MOECC-REV-04.

MOECC-REV10

6.3

6.6 – 6.8

These sections present the effects assessment, including
identification or project- environment interactions, effects,
mitigation, net effects, and determination of significance. Rather
than organizing the discussion by criteria and indicator, the
discussion is organized by effect, and is difficult to follow and
understand how potential effects where measured for each
indicator.

It is recommended that the approach be revised to be organized by criteria and
indicator. Sub-sections within section 6.7 and 6.8 should be renamed and the
discussion revised to describe effects measured for each indicator (i.e., soil
quality, geology and terrain distribution, soil quantity and distribution). Tables
6-5 and 6-6 should flow from those discussions, and identify potential effects
measured for each indicator.

The “Criteria and Indicators” table (e.g., Table 6-1) for each criteria section in the amended EA Report (i.e., in Sections 6
through 21) has been updated to reflect the changes made to Table 5-5 in Section 5 (i.e., to add a column for
“Measurement of Potential Effects” and a column for “Data Sources” for each indicator).

Discussions have been reorganized by criteria and indicator, for sections that it is feasible to do so and there are a smaller
number of criteria and indicator combinations (socio-economic, Geology, Terrain and soils, fish and fish habitat,
vegetation and wetlands, wildlife and wildlife habitat). For sections with multiple indicators where organizing by criteria
and indicator resulted in extensive duplication of potential effects, mitigation and net effects, some criteria were grouped
according to indicator (refer to Section 13 of the amended EA Report).
Tables 6-5 and 6-6 in the amended EA Report have been reorganized so that there is a separate row for each potential
effect for each indicator. NextBridge notes that there is duplication of potential effects, mitigation and net effects for some
criteria. This organization method has been applied to each criteria section (i.e., Section 6 through Section 21) in the
amended EA Report.

For example, Table 6-5 identifies several indicators for each effect (rather
than identifying effects for each indicator). As a result, it isn’t clear how
effects were identified or measured. Further, potential effects are not
described in sufficient detail. Rather than stating that a change will occur
to an indicator, the assessment should describe what that change is.
The description of potential effects provided in section
6.7 describes general project activities, rather than describing the
effect to each indicator that will result for those activities.
Subsequently, the net effects should be described in greater detail,
rather than simply stating that there will be a change.
Table 6-6 summarizes the potential effects, mitigation measures and net
effects. Because effects are described at such a high level (i.e., change
to x), it is not apparent how mitigation measures address effects, nor
how net effects were identified and measured. The net effects sections
for each indicator should include a measure of what the effect is using
either qualitative or quantitative means. If the indicator
is quantitative
(e.g., soil quantity), the measure should also be quantitative.
The methodology used to identify and assess effects should be
described in sufficient detail to enable anyone reviewing the
document to be able to trace the results using the same
methodology.
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The definition of indicator has also been revised to remove reference to assessment endpoints throughout all sections of
the amended EA Report.

It is also noted that the definition of indicator is not consistent with the
definition provided in section 5. The definition references assessment
endpoints; this should be revised.
MOECC-REV11

References to any studies undertaken by the proponent include identification of where technical reports are available.
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Table 1-IV-A-15: MOECC - Comments on Revisions Submitted Prior to the Revision of the Amended EA Report
ID
MOECC-REV12

MOECC-REV13

Section/Page/Paragraph/other
6.10

6.12

Comments & Rationale

Proposed Action/Solution

NextBridge Response

It is indicated that a cumulative effects assessment was not completed
because the magnitude of net effects were predicted to be negligible.
This methodology is flawed
– all net effects should be carried forward to the cumulative effects
assessment, regardless of magnitude. While effects from the
project may be negligible on their own, the cumulative effects
assessment should consider the nature of the effect when
combined with planned or reasonably foreseeable projects.

Carry forward all net effects to the cumulative effects assessment, regardless of
magnitude.

During the EA Workshop with the MOECC and the MNRF on September 27, 2017, there was a discussion about whether
the cumulative effects was warranted, and it was determined that NextBridge would keep the section in because the ToR
indicated that cumulative effects would be assessed. The criteria for carrying forward net effects to the cumulative effects
assessment has been revised in Section 5.7 of the amended EA Report based on this comment and follow-up discussion
with MOECC.

This section describes follow-up, inspection, and monitoring programs,
but does not align those programs with potential effects. It is therefore
difficult to understand how monitoring measures align with the effects,
mitigation, and net effects identified.

It is recommended that this section be integrated into section 6.7, including
summary of monitoring programs in Table 6-6.

Y – Global

NextBridge believe that the efforts to assess cumulative effects meets or exceeds the Code of Practice and the requirement
for cumulative effects assessment in the ToR, both of which require the assessment to consider the assessment of
cumulative effects of the project with past present and reasonably foreseeable future activities where possible, but do not
provide more detailed guidance.
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The section has been retained in the report, but the information has been integrated into Section 6.7 in the discussion of
mitigation and in Table 6-6. This approach has been applied to each criteria section (i.e., Section 6 through Section 21) of
the amended EA Report.

Y – Global
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Table 1-IV-A-16: MNDM – Comments on the Final EA Report
ID

MNDM01

MNDM

EA Report
Reference
Document
Final EA Report

MNDM02

MNDM

Final EA Report

19-63
Table 19-27 – Active
and Pending Mining
Claims

Source MNRF 2016. Contact MNDM Mining Lands Section to
verify the information is Table 19-27. Active and pending mining
claims change regularly and this information may be outdated.

See comment

MNDM03

MNDM

Final EA Report

19-78

Contact MNDM Mining Lands Section to verify the information is
Table 19-27. Active and pending mining claims change
regularly and this information may be outdated.

See comment

MNDM has noted some Closure Plans were not included in
Table 5-3.

There are nine Closure Plans (CP) within a 5 km buffer around the
project area. Below are a list of the Closure Plans, including status
of each site:
1. Williams Mine – Active
2. David Bell Mine – Inactive
3. Golden Giant Mine - Inactive
4. Eagle River Mill – Active
5. Mishi Pit - Active

MNDM04

Source
Organization

MNDM

Final EA Report

Section/ Page/
Paragraph/ other

Comment / Context

19-63
19-5-2-6-3-2
– Mining and
Aggregates

19.6.1.2.3.1 –
Site Preparation,
Construction
and Maintenance of
the Preferred Route
ROW Could Affect
Commercial
(Industry) Land and
Resource Access
and Use
5-34 and 5-35
Table 5-3: Past and
Existing Project
Activities

Recommendation / Preliminary Conclusions

Recommend separating mining and aggregate as they are
regulated under two separate jurisdictions (Ministry of Northern
Development and Mines and Ministry of Natural Resources and
Forestry)

NextBridge Final EA Response

Update to Amended
EA?

Section 19 in the amended Environmental Assessment (EA) Report has been updated to note that mining is
regulated under Ministry of Northern Development and Mines (MNDM) and aggregate is regulated under
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF).
The baseline descriptions of mining and aggregates in Section 19.5.2.6.3.2 have also been separated into
two sections in the amended EA Report.
NextBridge maintains a list of active and pending mining claims. MNDM updates the CLAIMaps website
daily; NextBridge updates the list on a biweekly basis. NextBridge acknowledges that mining claims are
dynamic and NextBridge will continue to update the list throughout the permitting phase of the Project.
The information regarding active and pending mining claims provided in Section 19 in the amended EA
Report is current to November 9, 2017.
Refer to the response to MNDM-02.

Y – S 19.5.2.6.3

Y – Table 19-36

Section 5 has been updated in the amended EA Report using the information provided by MNDM.

Y – Table 5-3

Y – Table 19-36

Past Mining Activities has been moved above Amethyst Mine Panorama. Amethyst Mine Panorama is listed
below Past Mining Activities and above Mineral Exploration Activities.

The following sites aren’t noted on page 5-35, but are within 5 kms
of the project area.
6. Surluga Mine – Closure
7. Magnacon Mine – Inactive
8. Werner Lake – Inactive
9. Macleod Mine - Closure
On page 5-35, the following closure plans were noted. MNDM has
reviewed the location of these sites and have noted that:




Lac Des Illes Palladium Mine is located
approximately 66 kms from the project.
Island Gold Mine is located approximately 40 kms from
the project.

Renabie Mine is located approximately 80 kms from the
project.

Edwards Mine is located approximately 50 kms from the
project

Magino Mine is located approximately 40 kms from the
project.
On page 5-35, the Amethyst Mine is legislated under the Aggregate
Resources Act.

MNDM05

MNDM

Final EA Report

12905
Table 5-3: Past and
Existing Project
Activities

Are MNDM comments from November 2013 generalized under
past mining activities in Table 5-3?

The Silver Islet Mine is not located within 5kms of the project area.
See comment

MNDM provided comments on November 28, 2013 regarding
Abandoned Mine Hazards within 5 km of the project area. The
Abandoned Mines Rehabilitation Program has reviewed the list
submitted in 2013 and adjustments to that list have been made.
There are approximately 443 Abandoned Mine Information
System (AMIS) features within a 5km buffer of both the “Central
Line” and “Access Easement.
Approximately 208 features are deemed to hazards. Just over
34 features have been rehabilitated.
If any of the non-rehabilitated features are to be rehabilitated as
part of your proposed project they must be rehabilitated in
accordance with the Ontario Mine Rehabilitation Code and a
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The Project footprint assessed in the amended EA Report has been revised and minimized (Appendix 5-III).
The revised Project footprint has been compared or overlaid with the November 2013 shapefiles provided by
MNDM in a GIS. The Abandoned Mines Information System (AMIS) dataset current to January 2017 has
been used for the amended EA Report. Portions of the Project footprint that overlap the AMIS features have
been noted in Section 19 of the amended EA Report.
Presently, it is not predicted that any non-rehabilitated features will be rehabilitated as part of the Project.
If any rehabilitated features are identified in the Project footprint and need to be removed during construction
or operations, NextBridge will seek authorization from MNDM’s Director of Rehabilitation.

Y – S 19.5.6.3.2
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Table 1-IV-A-16: MNDM – Comments on the Final EA Report
ID

Source
Organization

EA Report
Reference
Document

Section/ Page/
Paragraph/ other

Comment / Context

Recommendation / Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Update to Amended
EA?

What do you mean ‘had’, should it be has?
If agreements were signed with 16 of the 18 communities, wouldn’t
there only be 2 communities would decline the offer?

This statement has been revised in the amended EA Report to correctly indicate that NextBridge has signed
agreements with 16 of the 18 communities, whereas two communities declined the offer.

Y – S 17.5.2.1

NextBridge’s relationship-building activities were identified in the monthly consultation logs submitted to
MOECC as part of the overall summary of interactions or “Communication Synopsis” with each community.
Labels such as engagement or consultation are not specifically assigned to the interactions summarized in
the logs.
As part of the memorandum of understanding with MOE, NextBridge has procedural aspects of Duty to
Consult on behalf of the Crown. NextBridge does not discharge Duty to Consult; it is determined by the
Crown. Activities that are undertaken by NextBridge support these procedural aspects so that the Crown can
determine if consultation has taken place.
The partnership is a commercial agreement and does not itself constitute consultation. NextBridge continues
to engage with these communities with regard to the EA and other matters, as discussed in the responses
below.
NextBridge does not purport to be the appropriate party to determine when consultation has been
completed. NextBridge does not discharge Duty to Consult; it is determined by the Crown.
The ROC (Appendix 2-IX) has been updated in the amended EA Report to document interactions with these
communities up to November 30, 2017.

N

Progressive Rehabilitation report must be submitted to MNDM’s
Director of Rehabilitation within 60 days of the work being
completed.
Prior to disturbing any rehabilitated features, if that is necessary
as part of your proposed project, authorization from MNDM’s
Director of Rehabilitation is required. “Disturbance” would
include (but is not limited to) the removal of shaft caps, fencing,
secured structures, berms or boulders erected for access
prevention.

MNDM06

MNDM

Final EA Report

MNDM07

MNDM

Final EA Report

MNDM08

MNDM

Final EA Report

Pg. 17-21
17.5.2.1
Project Engagement
and Consultation
EA Report 2.2
Indigenous
Engagement and
Consultation Pg. 2-34

If you have any questions, or require additional site or feature
information, please contact Ritesh Navale, Mine Hazards
Technical Specialist at 705-670-5822 or
at Ritesh.Navale@ontario.ca and he can provide you with
additional information such as site assessment, inspection
and/or rehabilitation reports, photos, videos and, in some cases,
mine plans. Note: AMIS information should be used as per the
instructions provided in AMIS Disclaimer document attached.
“…NextBridge had signed agreements with 16 of the 18
communities, while the remaining three communities declined
the offer.”
Activities of the project have also included relationship-building
activities that extend beyond the procedural requirements of
consultation, as described in the Code of Practices, and are,
therefore, called “engagement” activities.

EA 2.2
Indigenous
Engagement and
Consultation

Is this clearly identified as consultation or engagement in the log
example as clearly documented as either consultation or
engagement?
Each of the First Nations have affirmed their support for
Nextbridge’s consultation interactions in respect to the Project
and for Nextbridge’s development of the Project and Project
approvals

2.2.3
Indigenous
Engagement Process
Pg. 2-37

Economic participation Development/partnership with
Bamkushwada LP finalized on June 15, 2017. How do positive
business negotiations affirm support for consultation
interactions and approvals?
Is there Band Council Resolution/letter for community support of
the Project based on
these positive business arrangements?
Details and/or answer found in EA Report
2.2.5.2 Biigtigong Nishnaabeg Pg. 2-48 this community did not
permit consultation activities to move forward until an economic
participation deal had been finalized, agreement signed on June
15, 2017.
NextBridge is pleased to confirm that these consultation
activities have enhanced the First Nations’ understanding of the
Project? Reiteration of 2.2.3 page 2-37 Context, no other
information to support/confirm consultation to the community
has been met.
Same wording with remaining communities associated with
Bamkushwada LP in indigenous engagement process for Red
Rock Indian Band, Pic Mobert First Nation, Pays Plat First
Nation, Fort William First Nation, Michipicoten First Nation.

Economic participation Development/partnership with
Bamkushwada LP finalized on June 15, 2017. Does the partnership
agreement contain documented agreement from the 6 FN’s that
consultation has been completed?
Appendix 2-IX, Table 2-IX-2: Biigtigong Nishnaabeg Pg. 10, June
15, 2017 Email, Biigtigong Nishnaabeg signed a letter affirming
support for NextBridge’s consultation interactions with the First
Nation in respect of the Project for NextBridge’s development of the
Project and Project approvals sought by NextBridge, including the
environmental assessment for the Project, and the leave-toconstruction application to the Ontario Energy Board.
Appendix 2-IX, Table 2-IX-5: Fort William First Nation Pg. 28, June
15, 2017 Email, Fort William First Nation signed a letter affirming
support for NextBridge’s consultation interactions with the First
Nation in respect of the Project for NextBridge’s development of the
Project and Project approvals sought by NextBridge, including the
environmental assessment for the Project, and the leave-toconstruction application to the Ontario Energy Board.
Appendix 2-IX, Table 2-IX-8: Michipicoten First Nation Pg. 41, June
15, 2017 Email, Michipicoten signed a letter affirming support for
NextBridge’s consultation interactions with the First Nation in
respect of the Project for NextBridge’s development of the Project
and Project approvals sought by NextBridge, including the
environmental assessment for the Project, and the leave-toconstruction application to the Ontario Energy Board.
Appendix 2-IX, Table 2-IX-12: Pays Plat First Nation Pg. 57, June
15, 2017 Email, Pays Plat First Nation signed a letter affirming
support for NextBridge’s consultation interactions with the First
Nation in respect of the Project for NextBridge’s development of the
Project and Project approvals sought by NextBridge, including the
environmental assessment for the Project, and the leave-toconstruction application to the Ontario Energy Board.
Appendix 2-IX, Table 2-IX-13: Pic Mobert Nation Pg. 61, June 15,
2017 Email, Pic Mobert First Nation signed
a letter affirming support for NextBridge’s consultation interactions
with the First Nation in respect of the Project for NextBridge’s
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Table 1-IV-A-16: MNDM – Comments on the Final EA Report
ID

Source
Organization

EA Report
Reference
Document

Section/ Page/
Paragraph/ other

Comment / Context

Recommendation / Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Update to Amended
EA?

development of the Project and Project approvals sought by
NextBridge, including the environmental assessment for the
Project, and the leave-to-construction application to the Ontario
Energy Board.
Appendix 2-IX, Table 2-IX-17: Red Rock Indian Band Pg. 68, June
15, 2017 Email, Red Rock Indian Band Nation signed a letter
affirming support for NextBridge’s consultation interactions with the
First Nation in respect of the Project for NextBridge’s development
of the Project and Project approvals sought by NextBridge,
including the environmental assessment for the Project, and the
leave-to-construction application to the Ontario Energy Board.
MNDM09

MNDM

Final EA Report

EA 2.2
Indigenous
Engagement and
Consultation

How confident is NextBridge on the community’s understanding
of the Project based on only two concerns/issues expressed in
the draft EA report.

2.2.5.3
Biinjitiwaabik Zaaging
Ansihinaabek First
Nation (Rocky Bay).

MNDM10

MNDM

Final EA Report

MNDM11

MNDM

Final EA Report

Table 2-15
Biinjitiwaabik Zaaging
Anishinasbek First
Nation Key Issues or
Concerns Pg. 2-53
EA 2.2
Indigenous
Engagement and
Consultation
2.2.5.4 Bingwi
Neyaashi
Anishinaabek (Sand
Point First Nation).
Pg. 2-54
EA 2.2
Indigenous
Engagement and
Consultation

MNDM12

MNDM

Final EA Report

NextBridge provided capacity funding to BNA in the form of an
executed agreement, including meetings. How will Nextbridge work
towards further meeting with BNA membership?

NextBridge is committed to on-going engagement with the 18 potentially affected Indigenous communities
identified by MOE, including Bingwi Neyaash Anishnaabek, through the life cycle of the Project. Consistent
communications with Chief and Council on Project updates may result in the request from the community for
further meetings. NextBridge will provide capacity to make sure that these meetings occur to provide the
community with information.

Y – App 1-IV-B

How confident is NextBridge on the community’s understanding
of the Project based on only two concerns/issues expressed in
the draft EA report.

How will Nextbridge work towards further meetings with BNA
membership?

NextBridge is confident about the community’s understanding of the Project based on the provision of
multiple opportunities for communities to engage in the EA process including providing resources to Bingwi
Neyaash Anishnaabek to retain a third party reviewer (Shared Value Solutions) to review the draft EA
Report. NextBridge received comments on the draft EA and they were incorporated into the amended EA
Report. Also, as part of the work undertaken by Shared Value Solutions, the communities were given the
opportunity to review the work and provide comment.

Y – App 1-IV-B

No concerns or issues expressed. Attendance at three
community open houses had approximately 5-6 community
members

Will Nextbridge work towards further meetings with Ojibways of
Batchewana membership? Follow up with Ojibways of Batchewana
regarding the consultation and engagement to ensure there are no
concerns or issues.

Y – App – 1-IV-B

Potential for effects on water and water bodies, including
upstream effects on Lake Superior May 16, 2016

See comment

NextBridge is committed to ongoing engagement with Ojibways of Batchewana and is currently working
closely with the community on discussions around traditional territory assertions and potential impacts to the
Project. NextBridge met with staff of Ojibways of Batchewana in August and September 2017 and have
ongoing commitments to meet with Chief and Council. Consistent communications with Chief and Council on
Project updates may result in the request from the community for further meetings. NextBridge will provide
capacity to make sure that these meetings occur to provide the community with information.
NextBridge has provided Ojibways of Batchewana with capacity funding for third party review (IBI Group).
Comments from Ojibways of Batchewana have been considered and related information has been
incorporated into the amended EA Report.
NextBridge received comments from Ojibways of Batchewana and responses to those comments are
provided in Appendix 1-IV-B.
The responses in the Where/How Addressed column are the same for Concern/Issue Expressed “Potential
effects on water and water bodies including upstream effects on Lake Superior” and “Potential effects at
water course crossings”. The formatting has been corrected to make it clear that the actions in Where/How
Addressed are part of a merged cell to address the two Concerns/Issues Expressed.

2.2.5.10
Ojibways of
Batchewana. Pg. 273

MNDM13

MNDM

Final EA Report

EA 2.2
Indigenous
Engagement and
Consultation
2.2.5.12 Pays Plat
First Nation.

Missing answer in ‘Where/How Addressed’ column or may have
been tied into next concern/issue on page 2-77 of table 2-23
under Potential effects at watercourse crossings. Other table
row/column breaks are consistent. This row leaves readers
looking for the answer in next row.

Table 2-23
Pg. 2-76
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To date, no community meetings have been completed with
BNA membership.

2.2.5.4 Bingwi
Neyaashi
Anishinaabek (Sand
Point First Nation).
Table 2-16,
Pg. 2-55
EA 2.2
Indigenous
Engagement and
Consultation

NextBridge is confident about the community’s understanding of the Project based on the provision of
multiple opportunities for communities to engage in the EA process including providing resources to
Biinjitiwaabik Zaaging Anishnaabek First Nation to retain a third party reviewer (Shared Value Solutions) to
review the draft EA Report. NextBridge received comments on the draft EA and the comments were
incorporated into the amended EA Report. Also, as part of the work undertaken by Shared Value Solutions,
the communities were given the opportunity to review the work and provide comment.
Refer to Appendix 1-IV-B for the comments and responses to Biinjitiwaabik Zaaging Anishinasbek First
Nation comments.
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Table 1-IV-A-16: MNDM – Comments on the Final EA Report
ID

MNDM14

Source
Organization
MNDM

EA Report
Reference
Document
Final EA Report

Section/ Page/
Paragraph/ other
EA 17.0
Indigenous Land
Resource Use
17.5.2.1
Project Engagement
and Consultation. Pg.
17-21

MNDM15

MNDM

Final EA Report

MNDM16

MNDM

Final EA Report

MNDM17

MNDM18

MNDM

MNDM

Final EA Report

Final EA Report

EA 17.0
Indigenous Land
Resource Use
17.5.3.1.3 Pg. 17-40
EA 17.6
Project- Environment
Interactions and
Pathway Analysis
Table 17-30 Potential
Pathways for Effects
on Indigenous
current Land and
Resources use
Pg. 17-54,
Pg. 17-59
EA
Appendix 1- III-B
Responses to
indigenous
Communities
Comments on the
Draft EA Report
Environmental
Assessment Report:
Section 19.5.2.6.3
Regulatory Context
and Regional Study
Area Pg. 19-61

Comment / Context

Recommendation / Preliminary Conclusions

Update to Amended
EA?

Additional TLRU information received since the completion of the final EA Report submitted in July, 2017
has been incorporated into Section 17 of the amended EA Report. As indicated in Section 17 of the Final EA
Report and Section 17 of the amended EA Report, any further information provided after the submission of
the Amended EA Report will be reviewed for potential interactions with the Project; NextBridge will discuss
the need for site-specific mitigation measures with the Indigenous community that identified TLRU
information, as appropriate.
Section 17 of the Amended EA Report refers to the acronym TLRU and does not use to TLUA.

Y – S 17

See comment

NextBridge commits to meeting with communities to provide precise locations and timings of construction
activities. NextBridge will gather information about the location of these significant blueberry patches
identified by Pic Mobert First Nation and will incorporate these considerations into Project planning.

N

See comment

NextBridge does not intend to limit public access during operations, with the possible exception of
temporarily restricting areas for maintenance or repair related to emergency situations to prevent health and
safety concerns. This has been clarified in the amended EA Report.

Y – S 4,
S 17

“Comment Noted” is used several times by NextBridge as a
response to Indigenous groups comments or concerns, is there
a plan for follow up for comments noted, or to be addressed or
mitigated etc. in future discussion or ongoing engagement.

See comment

Yes. Where applicable, NextBridge has expanded or followed-up on these comments in the amended EA
Report.

Y - Global

There are a number of inaccuracies and errors contained within
this section of the Environmental Assessment Report which
could lead to incorrect assumptions, conclusions or actions on
behalf of the proponent.

This section should be reviewed and where appropriate revised by
the proponent. Please accept the following for clarification and
consideration:

“Digital and spatial TLRU information provided by the above
communities was in the form of ‘datasets’. Some information
included in the datasets provided by communities was coded in
a way that correlations with an indigenous current land and
resources use activity could not be achieved. In these
instances, the data have not been considered in this
assessment”.
NextBridge is following up with those communities that had
unidentifiable data to clarify if it related to Indigenous current
land and resource use.
Pic Mobert First Nation identified significant blueberry patches
along the highway and preferred route right of way that they do
not want disturbed during construction.
NextBridge is following up with the community to confirm the
location of these features.
Mitigation Colum Operational Phase:

How will this information be used or added to EA Report, criteria,
rational etc.
Answered in 17.5.2.1 page 17-23. Additional information will be
reviewed for potential interactions with the Project; NextBridge will
discuss the need for site-specific mitigation measures with the
Indigenous community that identified TLUA information, as
appropriate.

Pg. 17-54 Limit public access…leading to and within the
proposed Moose Lake Highlands and Management Area and
Brook Trout Triangle.
Pg. 17-59 Limit public access by installing signage or gates on
access roads and travel lanes where permissible by MNRF.
Will access also be limited to Indigenous groups seeking to
exercise Aboriginal and/or treaty rights in these areas?

The Mining Act is the provincial legislation that governs and
regulates prospecting, mineral exploration, mine development and
rehabilitation in Ontario. The purpose of the Act is to encourage
prospecting, staking and exploration for the development of mineral
resources, in a manner consistent with the recognition and
affirmation of existing Aboriginal and treaty rights in Section 35 of
the Constitution Act, 1982, including the duty to consult, and to
minimize the impact of these activities on public health and safety
and the environment.
The Mining Act provides for claim staking. Although a mining claim
does not convey the mining rights for the land to the holder, the
claim holder does have the exclusive right to explore for minerals
and a right to enter upon, use and occupy such parts of the surface
rights as are necessary for the purpose of exploration and
development. The rights are set out in sections 50 of the Mining
Act, R.S.O. 1990.
Section 51 of the Mining Act provides that no person can obtain
surface rights to lands on which a mining
claim is located without the consent of the claimholder. In
circumstances where a claimholder refuses to grant that consent,
the Recorder (an employee of the Ministry of Northern
Development and Mines) can refer the matter to the Mining and
Lands Commissioner (MLC) to determine an outcome. The MLC is
a quasi-judicial body whose decisions are appealable to higher
courts. Therefore, the process may take considerable time.
The Mining Act also sets out that where the surface and mining
rights are held separately, each of the parties may be liable for
damages and compensation to improvements made by the other.
Where the parties are unable to work out a mutually satisfactory
agreement the matter can be referred to the MLC for determination.
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All interested Indigenous communities have been offered capacity funding to engage in meaningful dialogue
with NextBridge and mutually agreed upon action items and follow up is being implemented between those
communities and NextBridge. NextBridge continues to follow the Indigenous groups’ leads on determining
priorities and issues to address.
Section 19 has been revised in the amended EA Report to integrate the text provided by the MNDM
regarding the regulatory context and requirements for mining activities.

Y – S 19.5.2.6.3.1
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Table 1-IV-A-16: MNDM – Comments on the Final EA Report
ID

Source
Organization

EA Report
Reference
Document

Section/ Page/
Paragraph/ other

Comment / Context

Recommendation / Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Update to Amended
EA?

In certain circumstances, it may be appealed to higher courts.
These provisions are set out in Section 79 of the Mining Act.
In the circumstances cited above (i.e., where the surface and
mining rights are held by separate parties) MNDM strongly
encourages the rights holders to consult with one another well
before development begins as indicated as indicated in Table 19-32
Potential effects Pathways for Effects on Non-traditional Land and
Resource Use. A consent to the release or use of surface rights
may be required; improvements to the property may be impacted;
or those holding mining rights have the right to enter upon and use
surface rights. Early consultation will help them to understand each
other’s perspectives so that they can develop their interests, while
considering each other’s needs. This should help avoid timeconsuming and costly legal
processes.
Section 81 of the Mining Act also sets out a claim holder, after
having completed certain steps required in the Act, is entitled to a
lease of their claim. The default is for the lease to be for both
surface and mining rights; however a claimholder can opt to take a
lease of just mining rights. Prior to the early 1960’s, the form of
tenure that was granted pursuant to the Mining Act was a freehold
patent, rather than a lease (in most cases, freehold and leasehold
interests issued under the Mining Act are known as “patents”).
Unlike claimholders, who do not have the surface or the mining
rights to their claims, holders of freehold or leasehold patents have
(either through ownership or through their lease) the mining rights
to their lands. In addition, they will also, in many circumstances,
hold the surface rights. Lessees are restricted, however, in the use
to which they put the lands – should they use the lands for
purposes other than those of the mining industry, their leases can
be cancelled.
Under the Mining Act lands, surface or mining rights or both, can be
withdrawn from prospecting, staking, sale and lease. The
withdrawal only applies to activities regulated under the Mining Act
and is not binding on any other regulatory authority. MNDM
routinely uses withdrawals to prevent adverse third party interests
while the status of specific lands is determined for the purposes of
the Mining Act or at the request of other Provincial Ministries while
the lands are being considered for other purposes such as roads,
provincial parks or conservation reserves. It is important to note that
a withdrawal does not supersede rights obtained under the Mining
Act previous to the withdrawal. As an example should a mining
claim pre-exist a withdrawal order the claim holder would still have
all of the rights afforded to them under the Act.
Mineral tenure information is available to the public online through
MNDM’s CLAIMaps website. Information on the website is updated
daily. General inquiries regarding any surface/mining rights issues
can be directed to the Provincial Recording Office, MNDM.

MNDM19

MNDM

Final EA Report

n/a

None

For further information please refer to the Ministry of Northern
Development and Mines website
at http://www.mndm.gov.on.ca/en/mines-and-minerals.
Continue to engage MNDM’s Mining Lands Section for an up-todate claim holder list.
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NextBridge will continue to engage with MNDM Mining Lands Section. Claim holder data are pulled on a biweekly basis using the CLAIMaps to make sure that any new claim holders or expired claim holders are
acknowledged.

YApp 2-III
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Table 1-IV-A-17: DFO - Comments on the Final EA Report
Source
Organization

Comment
ID
DFO-01

DFO

DFO-02

DFO

DFO-03

EA Report
Reference
Document
Final EA
Report

Section/ Page/
Paragraph/ other

Comment / Context

Recommendation / Preliminary Conclusions

---

See preliminary conclusions

1.

Has your government agency been provided with sufficient opportunities to participate and be meaningfully
involved in the EA process for the proposed East-West Tie Transmission Project?

Final EA
Report

---

See preliminary conclusions

2.

Does the EA include sufficient information for your government agency to confirm that its specific
jurisdictional mandate, legislative requirements or interests have been adequately identified?

DFO

Final EA
Report

Section 13
Section 22
Section 23

See preliminary conclusions

3.

DFO-04

DFO

Final EA
Report

---

See preliminary conclusions

DFO-05

DFO

Final EA
Report

---

DFO-06

DFO

Final EA
Report

Section 5 Table 5-1-4

EA Update Y/N

NextBridge Infrastructure LP (NextBridge) is pleased to acknowledge this comment.

N

NextBridge is pleased to acknowledge this comment.

N

Is your government agency of the opinion that its specific jurisdictional mandate, legislative requirements or
interests have been correctly identified, considered and addressed in the EA?

Yes. The EA report, specifically, Section 13: Fish and Fish Habitat; Section 22: Summary of
Predicted Net Effects; and Section 23: Monitoring, Commitments and ning, verified that the
provisions of the Fisheries Act, Fisheries Protection Policy and Species at Risk Act have been
adequately identified, considered and addressed in the EA.

NextBridge is pleased to acknowledge this comment.

N

4.

Does the EA include sufficient information for your government agency to fully understand whether its
specific jurisdictional mandate, legislative requirements or interests may be potentially affected by the
construction, operation and decommissioning of the proposed undertaking described in the EA?

Yes. The EA report sufficiently outlines those components of the Project that have the potential to
impact fish and fish habitat (including aquatic Species at Risk).

NextBridge is pleased to acknowledge this comment.

N

See preliminary conclusions

5.

Has your government agency identified any issues or concerns about the potential impacts to its specific
jurisdictional mandate, legislative requirements or interests that have been described in the EA?

Yes. DFO’s involvement/interest in this Project primarily focusses on the temporary and permanent
watercourse crossings that are proposed for construction and operation of the transmission line. In
particular, this includes those types of crossings that involve works below the high water mark and
are associated with watercourses that support one or more species of fish. Additional design details
including proposed site specific mitigation measures for these crossings may be required by DFO as
this Project moves forward into the regulatory/permitting phase of the Project.

NextBridge acknowledges this comment and is pleased to provide Department of Fisheries
and Oceans (DFO) with additional design details, as noted in this comment, through the
permitting phase of the Project.

N

See preliminary conclusions

6.

Does the EA include sufficient information for your government agency to fully understand how the potential
impacts to its specific jurisdictional mandate, legislative requirements or interests from the construction,
operation and decommissioning of the proposed undertaking described in the EA will be avoided, managed
or mitigated?

The majority of the baseline monitoring data gathered and provided to date was obtained through a
desktop study (aerial imagery, historical reports and data review). Some of the conclusions (e.g.,
habitat types, thermal regime, fish species present, etc.) were inferred using this data, and was then
used to assign fish species composition, habitat conditions and habitat potential to the watercourses.
This was then used to identify the preferred type of structure for each waterbody crossing (as
described in Table 5-I-4) as well as identify some of the concerns associated with each specific
crossing location. DFO and the proponent have discussed their 2017 field studies and have indicated
that additional site specific information will be required at each of the permanent crossing locations
as well as at a subset of high risk temporary crossing locations in order to more accurately delineate
site specific conditions and any other constraints that will need to be provided as part of the
regulatory/permitting part of the Project. Once this information has been provided, DFO will be able
to more fully assess the potential impacts of the crossings and their potential to cause serious harm
to fish. DFO will then use this to determine what regulatory decision (i.e., Fisheries Act Authorization,
Letter of Advice, offsetting) will be required for the Project. The EA document has outlined what
mitigation measures will be employed for each crossing type (culvert, clear span bridge, multi- span
bridge, rig mat, ice bridge/snow fill) but many will require a more detailed DFO review prior to
construction.

DFO’s primary role is to ensure that impacts to fish and fish habitat are minimized or prevented
through the implementation of proper planning, design, construction, maintenance and operations. In
particular, fish passage and habitat connectivity for all fish including aquatic species at risk will need
to be maintained where fish are present. For example, temporary and permanent culvert installations
on streams with large bodied migratory fish will need to provide fish passage if the structures are to
be in place during the spawning migration periods of the species present or assumed to be present.
Habitat connectivity will also need to be maintained at all times at all crossings where fish are
present.

The proponent has committed to implementing avoidance and mitigation protocols (e.g., adherence
to restricted activity timing windows, maximize the use of crossing structures that don’t impact below
the high water mark, implementing erosion and sediment control measures, etc.) and to follow
various DFO reference documents including Measures to Avoid Causing Harm to Fish and Fish
Habitat Including Aquatic Species at Risk to reduce impacts to fish and fish habitat during the
Project. DFO will continue to have ongoing consultation with the proponent as the Project moves
forward.

NextBridge can confirm that additional field data were obtained for proposed permanent
crossings in 2017, and as discussed previously with DFO, additional data will be provided to
DFO for the permanent crossing locations and a subset of high risk temporary crossing
locations, as requested. As discussed in the responses below, NextBridge will provide
appropriate information with the Request for Review documents to be submitted to DFO for
more detailed review as part of the permitting phase of the Project.

N





Yes

Yes
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Table 1-IV-A-17: DFO - Comments on the Final EA Report
Source
Organization

Comment
ID
DFO-07

DFO

DFO-08

DFO

EA Report
Reference
Document
Final EA
Report

Section/ Page/
Paragraph/ other

Comment / Context

Recommendation / Preliminary Conclusions

---

See preliminary conclusions

7.

Has your government agency identified any issues or concerns about how the potential impacts to its
specific jurisdictional mandate, legislative requirements or interests described in the EA will be avoided,
managed or mitigated?

---

See preliminary conclusions

8.

Does the EA include sufficient information for your government agency to fully understand whether any
permits, approvals, dispositions or authorizations it administers may be required to construct, operate or
decommission the proposed undertaking described in the EA?


Final EA
Report



DFO-09

DFO

Final EA
Report

---

See preliminary conclusions

9.

NextBridge is pleased to acknowledge this comment.

N

NextBridge acknowledges this comment and is pleased to work with DFO through the
permitting phase of the Project. Additional information will be submitted to DFO for each
crossing where work below the high water mark be required for the Project.

N

NextBridge is pleased to acknowledge this comment.

N

Yes. However, additional information will need to be provided to determine which type of regulatory
approval will apply for each crossing site where there is proposed work below the high water mark.
This information is expected to be included in the Request for Review documents that will be
provided to DFO by the proponent during the regulatory phase of the Project. As per the Applications
for Authorization under Paragraph 35(2)(b)of the Fisheries Act Regulations, any component of the
Project where a Paragraph 35(2)(b) Authorization is required will require that mandatory offsetting be
carried out to offset the serious harm to fish caused by the Project.

No. DFO and Nextbridge have had discussions regarding additional information requirements and
this information is expected to be provided in the Request for Review documents that will submitted
during the regulatory/permitting phase of the Project.
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EA Update Y/N

No

Has your government agency identified any issues or concerns that may prevent NextBridge from obtaining
the permits, approvals, dispositions or authorizations described in the EA?
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Table 1-IV-A-18: MTCS - Comments on the Final EA Report
Comment ID

Source
Organization

MOECC-MTCS01

MOECC

EA Report
Reference
Document
Final EA
Report

Section/ Page/
Paragraph/ other

GRT Draft EA Comment

NextBridge Response

Comment / Context

Recommendation /
Preliminary Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Update to
Amended EA?

Section 15 –
Archaeological
Resources

In section 15.8, we have noted in
the past potential downstream
effects of the power corridor
providing access to interior areas
not otherwise readily reached,
pending identification of any
archaeological resources. Further
downstream impacts may include
exposure and erosion with
changes in ground cover and water
drainage patterns.

Loss of or damage to an archaeological
resource was assessed as a secondary
pathway in Section 15.6.1.2. Mitigation
measures are presented in Table 15-5.
Erosion mitigation measures for changes to
hydrology and drainage patterns are
presented in Table 6-5.

For Section 15.3, table 15-1, pages 60-61 (Table 3-2) of the Standards and
Guidelines for Consultant Archaeologists provide criteria for identifying
cultural heritage value or interest in the archaeology context, over and
above the basic criteria for determining archaeological potential.

Amending the document to
acknowledge downstream
effects will address this category
of potential impacts. A
commitment to complete and
submit the screening criteria
document for marine
archaeology will make a
determination on whether this
remains a potential impact.

Section 15 of the amended
environmental assessment (EA) Report
has been updated to acknowledge
potential downstream effects to marine
archaeology located in the revised and
minimized Project footprint.
NextBridge is committed to completing
and submitting the screening Criteria
for Evaluating Marine Archaeological
Potential checklist should a property or
Project area have marine
archaeological potential.

Y – S 15

Amending the document to
acknowledge downstream
effects will address this category
of potential impacts.

Section 16 of the amended EA Report
has been updated to acknowledge
potential downstream effects to marine
archaeology located in the revised and
minimized Project footprint.

Y – S 16

In section 15.8, we have noted in the past potential downstream effects of
the power corridor providing access to interior areas not otherwise readily
reached, pending identification of any archaeological resources. Further
downstream impacts may include exposure and erosion with changes in
ground cover and water drainage patterns.
While project impacts are anticipated to be primarily terrestrial, potential
riverbank/lakeshore activities, in addition to possible river- or lake-bed
impacts, arising from either construction, operation or downstream effects
may affect marine archaeological resources (defined as being
archaeological resources below the high-water mark). Our Criteria for
Evaluating Marine Archaeological Potential is used to screen for such
potential impacts.

MOECC-MTCS02

MOECC

Final EA
Report

Section 16 – Cultural
Heritage Resources

In section 16.8, we have noted in
the past potential downstream
effects of the power corridor
providing access to interior areas
not otherwise readily reached,
pending identification of any
cultural heritage resources.

Refer to the response to MTCS-02.

I understand that the three Stage 1 Archaeological Assessments (AA) and
one Stage 2 AA conducted to date have been reported on and entered into
the Ontario Public Register of Archaeology Reports, while one Stage 2 AA
is under way.
In Section 16.8, we have noted in the past potential downstream effects of
the power corridor providing access to interior areas not otherwise readily
reached, pending identification of any cultural heritage resources.
Otherwise, we concur with the determination that that a cultural heritage
evaluation report will be completed as a part of this EA project, and further
work may arise from its conclusions.
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Table 1-IV-A-19: LRCA - Comments on the Final EA Report
Comment ID

Source
Organization

LRCA-01

Lakehead Region
Conservation
Authority (LRCA)

EA Report
Reference
Document
Final EA Report

Section/ Page/
Paragraph/ other

Comment / Context

Recommendation / Preliminary
Conclusions

NextBridge Final EA Response

Update to
Amended EA?

n/a

The proposed project is within the Township of Dorion and the Municipality of Shuniah which are both member
municipalities of the Authority. As watershed advisors to our member municipalities, the ability of structures to
pass flood flows and potential erosion/sedimentation are components of our input.

See comment

NextBridge acknowledges this comment and is pleased to work with the
Lakehead Region Conservation Authority through the permitting phase of the
Project. These regulations and permits identified by the Lakehead Region
Conservation Authority were noted in Table 1-1 of the final EA Report and were
carried forward to the amended EA Report.

N

There are various water crossings (i.e. Wolf River, Coldwater Creek, Wild Goose Creek, MacKenzie River, Beck
Creek and various unnamed creeks), as shown on the attached maps, which may be subject to the Authority's
Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and Watercourses Regulations, 0. Reg.
180/06. In general, any development (i.e. temporary or permanent water crossings) within or adjacent to the
shore-zone and/or river or creek bank may require a permit under the Authority's Regulations.

February 2018
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ATTACHMENT MNRF-OG-13
Affected Aggregate Site, Mining Leasehold and
Unpatented Claimholder Compensation Principles
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September 2017

NEXTBRIDGE INFRASTRUCTURE LP

Affected Aggregate
Site Compensation
Policy

Nextbridge Affected Aggregate Site Compensation Policy
Maximum legal expense reimbursement: $1,000 (“Review Payment”)
Disturbance payment: Partial Surrender Area or Temporary Infrastructure Area x $600.00
The above terms are consistent with the Compensation Principles for the Project. Note that timber will be
handled in accordance with the Crown Forest Sustainability Act, since ownership of the land is held by the
Crown.

Surrender Payment
•

•

•

•

Section 2 of the Acknowledgement Agreement includes a surrender payment. This payment will be a
lump sum due 30-business days upon receiving a signed copy of Schedule B from the Permit or
License Holder. Payment will authorize NextBridge to finalize the aggregate site plan amendment with
the MNRF and complete the required survey for the site.
Through surrendering a portion of their aggregate permit or licence area to NextBridge, the aggregate
permit/licence holder is effectively consenting to restrictions on their ability to conduct aggregate
activities over/under the proposed Partial Surrender Area .
The surrender therefore captures compensation beyond the fair market value of lands (e.g. rent
payable for area to the Crown or property owner) and includes an estimation/allocation for potential
business/commercial loss to the permit/licence holder. It should be noted that the permit/licence holder
is relinquishing nothing less than what they would receive for any provisions within the Expropriations
Act (if it were applicable), for any losses they suffer relating to the proposed construction of the
transmission line right-of-way. Any compensation provided by NextBridge pertaining to business loss
must be substantiated or proven.
Accordingly, reimbursable expenses will be offered for an independent, site specific assessment by a
qualified professional or consultant to complete a study on the potential aggregate loss and any other
recognized loss to their operation, due to the construction of the proposed 230 kV transmission line. An
estimate will be required and submitted to NextBridge in advance of the appraisal/consultant work, to
complete this assignment. We are currently carrying a maximum of $10,000 in the land budget per
aggregate site.

The above surrender payment and compensation policy is applicable only to aggregate permit/licence holders
where we are pursuing a partial surrender of the aggregate permit and/or licence area (i.e. affected by the
proposed transmission line) under an Acknowledgment Agreement. For aggregate permits affected by
temporary infrastructure only (i.e. a temporary access road), a Temporary Infrastructure Payment that is
consistent with the road use easement or ground lease payment applied to fee-simple lands will be provided
along with a review and disturbance payment.

1

January 2018

NEXTBRIDGE INFRASTRUCTURE LP

Affected Mining
Leasehold Compensation
Policy

Nextbridge Affected Mining Leasehold Compensation Policy
Option Payment: $1,000
Additional Option Payment: after 3-year Option Term, 1-year extension for $1,000
Maximum legal expense reimbursement: $1,000 (“Review Payment”)
Disturbance payment: Easement Area or Temporary Infrastructure Area x $600.00
The above terms are consistent with the Compensation Principles for the Project, however consideration may
be given to increasing the Option Payment value given what is at stake for the leaseholder. Note that timber
will be handled in accordance with the Crown Forest Sustainability Act, since ownership of the land is held by
the Crown.

Surrender or Easement Payment
•

•

•

•

•

The Ministry of Northern Development and Mines has given NextBridge the option of pursuing a Partial
Surrender of Mining Land Rights or to register an Easement on the Leasehold PIN. NextBridge will
determine the best approach on a case-by-case basis.
As per Schedule B of the Partial Surrender of Mining Land Rights or Easement Option Agreement,
payment will be a lump sum due upon exercise of the Option. Payment will authorize NextBridge to
finalize partial surrender or form of easement (Schedule C1 of Option Agreement) and complete a
legal survey of the area to be released by the leaseholder or register the easement on Leasehold PIN,
accordingly.
Should the process require a Surrender or Easement, it will be for surface rights only, however we
expect an acknowledgment by the parties that through surrendering surface rights or granting an
easement to NextBridge, the leaseholder is effectively consenting to restrictions on their ability to
conduct mining activities over/under the proposed easement area.
Surrender or Easement Payment therefore captures compensation beyond the fair market value of
lands (e.g. rent payable for area to the Crown) and includes an estimation/allocation for potential
business/commercial loss to the mining leaseholder. It should be noted the leaseholder is relinquishing
nothing less than what they would receive for any provisions within the Expropriations Act (if it were
applicable), for any losses they suffer relating to the proposed construction of the transmission line
right-of-way. Any compensation provided by NextBridge pertaining to business loss must be
substantiated or proven.
Accordingly, reimbursable expenses will be offered for an independent, site specific assessment by a
qualified professional or consultant to complete a study on the potential mining loss and any other
recognized loss to their operation, due to the construction of the proposed 230 kV transmission line. An
estimate will be required and submitted to NextBridge in advance of the appraisal/consultant work, to
complete this assignment. We are currently carrying a maximum of $10,000 in the land budget.

The above compensation policy is applicable only to leaseholds where we are pursuing a surrender of surface
rights per the Partial Surrender of of Mining Lands Option Agreement (i.e. affected by the transmission line) or
registering an easement per the Easement Option Agreement. For leaseholds affected by temporary

1

infrastructure only (i.e. a temporary access road), a Temporary Infrastructure Payment that is consistent with
the road use easement payment applied to fee-simple lands will be provided along with a review and disturbance
payment. No Option payment will be presented for temporary rights required on leasehold interests.

2
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NEXTBRIDGE INFRASTRUCTURE LP

Affected Unpatented
Claimholder Compensation
Policy

Nextbridge Affected Unpatented Claimholder Compensation Policy
This compensation policy applies to eligible claimholders, as defined below, who are directly affected by the
Project.
Payment formula: Requested Area for Disposition of Surface Rights / Total Area of the Unpatented Claim *
Total Work
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NextBridge has developed a fair and transparent compensation approach for eligible claimholders for
the purposes of proportionately reimbursing work that has been applied to directly affected claims.
NextBridge is only seeking Surface Rights and the claimholder will still retain all Mineral Rights.
Claimholders are considered eligible for compensation if they have completed assessment work, have
shown concern for disposing their surface rights and have indicated that the surface rights needed for
the East-West Tie transmission line project are required by the claimholder for planned or current
operations. Compensation will be reviewed in accordance with the methodology provided here.
The approach applies the following formula to establish a fair compensation value: Requested Area for
Disposition of Surface Rights / Total Area of the Unpatented Claim * Total Work. Requested Area for
Disposition of Surface Rights = area required for proposed permanent or temporary Project
infrastructure. Total Area of the Unpatented Claim = area of staked claim. Total Work = amount
reported on claim abstract publicly available from Ministry of Northern Development and Mines
(MNDM).
If the claimholder has unregistered work, i.e. work that is not reflected on the claim abstract, NextBridge
would be willing to review documentation as proof of additional work that may have been applied to the
directly affected claims. This will influence the value of compensation being offered. Proof of work
would include paid invoices of survey assessment or geotechnical investigations.
Reasonable costs associated with additional assessment work undertaken specifically to confirm value
of right of way area in support of negotiations, will be reviewed and considered for reimbursement.
NextBridge would consider signing a Confidentiality Agreement to complete negotiations, should the
claimholder be reluctant to provide us with information.
NextBridge will permit access to the East-West Tie transmission line right of way (ROW) on public
lands for safe and compatible uses.
Performance of work within the right of way will require prior authorization from NextBridge
Crossing of equipment or vehicles off of public roads, or in locations other than designated crossing
locations, will require advance notification and prior authorization from NextBridge
Performance of work within the right of way, must meet the Ontario OHS Act, and the IHSA Electrical
Utility Safety Rules.
In the event negotiations are not successful, NextBridge will engage MNDM to assist parties in reaching
a mutually acceptable agreement.
Temporary infrastructure proposed for construction will be removed/decommissioned and restored as
per the Environmental Protection Plan.
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Terms of Reference for the Aboriginal Advisory Board
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NextBridge East‐West Tie Transmission Project
Aboriginal Community Advisory Board
TERMS OF REFERENCE
November 1, 2016

1. Introduction
NextBridge Infrastructure (NextBridge), through its general partner Upper Canada Transmission, Inc.,
has been designated by the Ontario Energy Board (OEB) to develop the East‐West Tie (EWT Project).
The EWT Project will be an approximately 400 km long, electricity transmission line extending from
Thunder Bay to Wawa, Ontario.
NextBridge is engaging with fourteen First Nations and four Métis communities about the EWT Project –
to ensure that they are appropriately consulted, and that provision is made for meaningful aboriginal
participation in the EWT Project. NextBridge’s approach for engaging these communities is based upon
the following guiding principles:






Understanding the Communities
o NextBridge will collaborate with First Nation and Métis communities to better
understand their recognized and asserted rights, as well as their concerns for the
environment and community members affected by NextBridge’s work in the EWT
Project area.
o NextBridge will show respect for traditional ways of life and land uses, cultural heritage
resources, the natural environment, and traditional knowledge.
Commitment to Effective Policies and Procedures
o NextBridge’s partners have strong, established and effective policies and procedures:
 NextEra’s First Nation and Métis Relationship Policy
 Enbridge’s Indigenous and Native American Policy
Communication and Transparency
o NextBridge forms good working relationships through:
 Open dialogue
 Communicating key project information and updates
 Being attentive to the communities’ concerns about project impacts or
questions about project benefits

NextBridge is committed to adhering to these guiding principles, and the Aboriginal Community Advisory
Board (ACAB) is being established to help meet them.
2. ACAB Mandate
a. To advise NextBridge on the views, needs and interests of First Nation and Métis
communities in the EWT Project area as they relate to issues that fall within the parameters
of NextBridge’s authority and responsibilities.

b. To report back to individuals, councils, communities, organizations and networks on the
EWT Project based on discussions and information shared at the ACAB.
c. To provide a communication link between First Nation and Métis communities and the EWT
Project during all stages of the EWT Project.
d. To provide advice on how the EWT Project work might identify and protect First Nation and
Métis heritage, culture and values, and on how to increase involvement of First Nation and
Métis communities at all stages of the EWT Project.
3. Roles & Responsibilities
a. Role of the ACAB
i. Communication
 Ensuring that communication flow between NextBridge and affected
First Nation and Métis communities is two‐way.
ii. Information Exchange and Education
 Learning about the EWT Project and informing others in their respective
communities.
 Sharing First Nation and Métis traditional knowledge and expertise with
NextBridge and learning from others.
iii. Participation
 Making constructive recommendations to NextBridge regarding the
views, needs and interests of First Nation and Métis communities and
peoples in the EWT Project area.
b. Member Responsibilities
i. Regularly attend and participate in ACAB meetings.
ii. Actively participate in meeting discussions.
iii. Share information and impressions with their council and/or community or
organization, as applicable.
4. Geographic Scope
ACAB activities, recommendations and decisions will generally relate to the geographic area commonly
referred to as the EWT Project area and other potentially impacted areas.
5. ACAB Philosophy
The ACAB members will strive to uphold the following principles and values while participating in the
ACAB process:



Being honest, accountable, responsible, respectful, transparent and open in all ACAB activities
during and outside of ACAB meetings.
Striving to operate by general agreement and consensus where possible, respecting everyone’s
point of view, listening and deciding with fairness and cooperation in mind.




Respecting each other’s participation and time, proposed EWT Project timelines, and being
mindful of ACAB agendas and meeting timeframes.
Demonstrating integrity, empathy and respect for diversity.

6. Membership and Board Composition
a. The ACAB will be comprised of 18 seats representing one of each of the eighteen Aboriginal
communities identified in the Ministry of Energy’s Aboriginal engagement list for the EWT
Project. Membership will be open to one member from each of the following communities:
i. Animbiigoo Zaagi’igan Anishinaabek First Nation (Lake Nipigon Ojibway)
ii. Biinjitiwaabik Zaaging Anishinaabek First Nation (Rocky Bay)
iii. Bingwi Neyaashi Anishinaabek (Sand Point First Nation)
iv. Fort William First Nation
v. Ginoogaming First Nation
vi. Long Lake No. 58 First Nation
vii. Michipicoten First Nation
viii. Missanabie Cree First Nation
ix. Ojibways of Batchewana
x. Ojibways of Garden River
xi. Ojibways of Pic River (Heron Bay First Nation)
xii. Pays Plat First Nation
xiii. Pic Mobert First Nation
xiv. Red Rock Indian Band
xv. Greenstone Métis Council
xvi. Superior North Shore Métis Council
xvii. Thunder Bay Métis Council
xviii. Red Sky Independent Métis Nation
b. Each First Nation or Métis community noted above (or their respective
governance/representative organization) may nominate one representative to serve as a
member on the ACAB. No community shall be under an obligation to nominate a
representative, but the community’s allocated seat on the ACAB will remain vacant for this
purpose, and a community may fill such vacancy at any time.
c. An ACAB member must be:
i. A First Nation or Métis person who lives, works or studies in the geographic area
of the EWT Project and is a member of the community that has nominated
them.
ii. A First Nation or Métis person that: (1) does not hold a political office within
their community; (2) is not affiliated with any organization or business who may
materially benefit from the construction or operation of the EWT Project; and
(3) does not have a conflict of interest (real or perceived) with respect to the
EWT Project.

d. The Board will vote annually to determine its Chairperson. The inaugural Chairperson will
be a delegate from NextBridge until such time as the Board is established and a formal vote
can be held. As inaugural Chairperson, NextBridge will not have a vote or seat on the Board.
e. NextBridge representatives are entitled to attend and participate fully in all ACAB meetings,
but will not have voting rights.
7. Frequency of Meetings
The initial ACAB requirement will be to meet quarterly on an agreed upon date and time in the EWT
Project area. Quorum for each meeting will be based on the majority of the number of ACAB seats that
are filled and the attendance at the meeting. ACAB members may be present in person or by phone, or
by any other method that allows all members to speak to and hear each other.
8. Expenses
If attending an ACAB meeting is not within a member’s normal course of business (i.e., your time to
attend was not paid by your First Nation or Métis community or organization), reasonable and
documented travel, accommodation and meal expenses will be reimbursed by NextBridge upon
submission of an invoice with associated receipts and in accordance with the Federal Government of
Canada’s National Joint Council Travel Directive (where specified).
10. Honoraria
Honoraria will be paid by NextBridge to ACAB members in accordance with the following:
a. For meeting attendance, members will be paid $150 per meeting day;
b. For travel required to arrive at, and return from, a meeting venue, members will be paid $75 per
travel day;
c. A travel and meeting day honorarium cannot be claimed for the same day, so the maximum
honorarium claim per day is $150 and
d. No part‐time or full‐time employee or paid representative of a First Nation or Métis community
or its respective governance or representative organization shall be entitled to an honorarium
while acting in their role of employee or paid representative.
9. Dissemination of Information
Minutes of meetings will, unless decided otherwise by agreement of the majority of the ACAB members
present at any given meeting, be taken by a NextBridge representative attending each meeting and sent
to the Chairperson for review, following which said minutes will be disseminated to all members of the
ACAB. ACAB members will strive for approval of said minutes by consensus within 30 days of the
meeting. Member‐approved meeting minutes will be disseminated to NextBridge as well as to each First
Nation and Métis community and its governance/representative organization.
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ATTACHMENT MOECC-AQ-05
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSION ESTIMATES
1.0 INTRODUCTION
This appendix was prepared to support the Environmental Impact Statement for the East-West Tie Transmission
(EWT) Project. The following sections summarize the emission calculations methods followed to quantify the
air quality and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions used in the air quality and GHG assessment.
This appendix documents the methods, input parameters, and assumptions that were used to estimate the annual
GHG emissions for the Project.
The GHG indicator compounds included the following:





carbon dioxide (CO2)
methane (CH4)
nitrous Oxide (N2O)

There are no Project activities which are expected to emit sulphur hexafluoride (SF6), perfluorocarbons (PFCs) or
hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs); therefore, these compounds are not included in the GHG assessment.
The emission estimation methods described within this Appendix follow generally accepted practices for
conducting Environmental Assessments.

2.0 PROJECT ACTIVITIES
GHG emissions were assessed for activities described in the Environmental Assessment Report for the East-West
Tie Transmission Project (NextBridge, 2017), based on process descriptions and equipment/vehicle specifications
provided by NextBridge. Scientifically accepted and well documented emission factors from the Ontario Guideline
for Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reporting were used. Where local guidance was not available then emission
factors from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), were also used. A discussion of the global
warming potentials is provided in Section 5.0 below.
Table 1 provides a summary of the activities for which GHG emissions were calculated.

July 2017
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Table 1:

Project Activities Expected to Release GHGs
Greenhouse Gas
Activity

Carbon dioxide
(CO2)

Methane (CH4)

Nitrous Oxide
(N2O)

Mobile Equipment

X

X

X

1

Biomass Burning

X

X

X

Land Clearing2

X

—

—

Emissions in Construction Phase

1) Cleared vegetation will be burned with exception of merchantable timber, provincial parks and conservation areas.
2) The land clearing emission estimates account for the removal of a carbon sink and thus the loss of annual removal of carbon from the
atmosphere. This also occurs through the duration of the operation phase.

3.0 DATA SOURCES / ASSUMPTIONS
Tables 2 and 3 provide details on the various parameters used to calculate the GHG emissions as the data source
and/or whether an assumption was made.
Table 2:
Activity

Mobile
Equipment

Data Sources and Assumptions
Parameter

Value

Unit

Fuel Type

Diesel

—

Equipment Types

Various

—

Equipment hours of
operation

Various

hrs/day

Emission factors

2,663 (CO2)
0.133 (CH4)
0.4 (N2O)

g/L

Load factors

Various

—

Horsepower

Various

hp
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2

Source/Assumption
Assumed that all mobile equipment is fueled by
diesel.
Based on communication with NextEra/Enbridge on
April 25, 2016.
Based on communication with NextEra/Enbridge on
April 25, 2016.
Table 20-2 of Appendix ON.20 of the Ontario
Guideline for Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reporting
(as set out under O. Reg. 452/09 under the EPA)
(December 2015, PIBs 9906e).
Median Life, Annual Activity, and Load Factor
Values for Nonroad Engine Emissions Modeling (US
EPA, 2010, NR-005d)
Based on rated horsepower outlined in equipment
specifications
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Table 2:

Data Sources and Assumptions

Activity

Land Clearing
and Biomass
Burning1

Parameter
Vegetated area to be
cleared

1,999

ha

Vegetated area for
biomass burning

153

ha

Above-ground net
biomass growth (GW)

1

Tonnes d.m.
ha-1 yr-1

0.39

Tonnes root
d.m. -1

0.47

Tonne C-1

Combustion factor (CF)
for biomass burning

0.33

Dimensionless

Mass of fuel available for
combustion

50

Tonnes d.m.
ha-1

50

Years

Source/Assumption
The area within the project footprint (3,490 ha) that
contains vegetation, including merchantable timber.
This is based on GIS analysis by Golder of the
project footprint
The area within the project footprint (3,490 ha) that
contains vegetation to be burned (not merchantable
timber). This is based on GIS analysis by Golder of
the project footprint.
Based on Table 4.12 of IPCC (2006b) Vol 4,
Chapter 4. Assumes the area to be cleared is boreal
coniferous forest.
Based on Table 4.4 of IPCC (2006b) Vol 4,
Chapter 4. Assumes the area to be cleared is boreal
forest with a density of less than 75 tonnes/ha.
Based on Table 4.3 of IPCC (2006b) Vol 4,
Chapter 4. Assumes the area to be cleared is boreal
forest with broad-leaves and conifers.
Based on Table 2.6 of IPCC (2006b) Vol 4,
Chapter 4. Assumes post logging slash burn of
boreal forest.
Based on Table 4.7 of IPCC (2006b) Vol 4,
Chapter 4. Assumes the area to be cleared is boreal
coniferous forest.
Based on communication with NextEra/Enbridge.

2

Years

Based on communication with NextEra/Enbridge.

1,569 (CO2)
4.7 (CH4)
0.26 (N2O)

g/kg d.m.

Based on Table 2.5 of IPCC (2006a) Vol 4,
Chapter 2. Assumes the area to be cleared is extra
tropical forest.

Ratio of below-ground
biomass to above-ground
biomass (R)
Carbon fraction of aboveground biomass (CF) for
land clearing

Length of project lifespan
Length of construction
phase
Emission factor for
burning (GEF)

Value

Unit

1) The land clearing emission estimates account for the removal of a carbon sink and thus the loss of annual removal of CO2 from the
atmosphere.
— denotes not applicable

Table 3:

Mobile Equipment Summary

Mobile Equipment

Pickup
ATV
Grader
Dump
Dozer #1
Dozer #2
Excavator
Feller
Skidder
Processer
Flatbed
Drill Rig
Small Drill Rig
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# of Units

Gross Power
(hp)

Load Factor

Operating
Hours during Entire
Construction Period
(hrs)

Total Annual Fuel (L/y)

50
53
4
8
3
4
10
5
5
5
10
1
5

365
50
179
717
363
139
417
203
250
303
455
305
300

0.50
0.50
0.64
0.41
0.75
0.75
0.53
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.50
0.43
0.43

2,039
2,508
1,184
891
2,376
1,782
575
2,418
2,418
1,008
1,579
65
2,465

3,664,455
654,615
106,854
412,711
382,218
146,359
250,469
338,489
416,858
210,588
707,581
1,674
313,212
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Table 3:

Mobile Equipment Summary

Mobile Equipment

Large Drill Rig
Crane
Pier Driller
Backhoe
Flyable Rig
Forklift
Mulcher

# of Units

Gross Power
(hp)

1
4
5
2
10
20
8

540
1340
1005
127
48
173
275

Load Factor

Operating
Hours during Entire
Construction Period
(hrs)

Total Annual Fuel (L/y)

0.43
0.47
0.43
0.48
0.43
0.30
0.59

1,369
526
2,288
1,468
2,377
41
34

62,642
260,844
973,867
35,249
96,645
8,429
8,607

4.0 CALCULATIONS
The GHG emissions, including carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous Oxide (N2O), were calculated for
mobile equipment (vehicle exhaust), land clearing and biomass burning.
The assessment generally followed the calculation methods in the Ontario MOECC Publication entitled Guideline
for Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reporting (MOECC 2015), as set out under O. Reg. 452/09 under the
Environmental Protection Act. Additionally, IPCC guidelines from Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas
Inventories: Vol.4 (IPCC, 2006) were used to calculate greenhouse gas emissions from land clearing, as guidance
is not provided under O. Reg. 452/09.
The following sample calculations demonstrate how the GHG emission estimates were developed. The results are
all in units of tonnes of equivalent CO2e per year (tonnes/year), as required under the assessment methods discussed
in Section 10.2.

4.1 Mobile Equipment
The GHG emissions from mobile equipment were calculated based on fuel consumption and fuel-specific emission
factors on an energy basis as presented in Appendix 18 of the O. Reg. 452/09 Guideline for calculating CO2, CH4
and N2O emissions. For the purposes of this assessment, Calculation Methodology 1 (Equation 280-1 and 280-4)
from the O. Reg. 452/09 Guideline was used. This method is based on equipment rating, load factor, and the
default fuel specific emission factor (kilogram per gigajoule [kg/GJ] or gram per gigajoule [g/GJ]) from Table 20-2,
Table 20-3, and Table 20-4 of ON.20 (General Stationary Combustion).
It was assumed that all mobile equipment is fueled by diesel. The annual fuel consumption for each type of vehicle
was calculated based on based on the vehicle horsepower.
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The following is a sample calculation for the fuel consumption of a pickup truck:

= BSFC
= 0.367

Fuel Consumption

LF
kg
lb
× hp ×
× × hrs during construction period
fuel density lb
hp − hr
× length of construction × # of equipment

0.5
kg
12 months/year
lb
× 365 hp ×
× 0.45359
× 2,039 hrs ×
× 50 pickups
0.845kg/L
lb
25 months in construction
hp − hr
Fuel Consumption = 3,664,455 L/yr

Where:
BSFC = Brake specific fuel consumption conversion (lb/hp-hr), and
LF
= loading factor

Crank case load factors for non-road Engine Modelling (Compression Ignition) – U.S. EPA 009d (July, 2010) were
used to calculate the greenhouse gas exhaust emissions. The following was completed to calculate the annual
emissions of carbon dioxide from the pickup trucks:
g
L
1 tonne
ER = EF × Vehicle Fuel Consumption
×
L
yr 1,000,000 g

Where:
ER = emission rate (tonnes/yr), and
EF = emission factor (g/L)

g
L
1 tonne
ER = 2,663 × 3,664,455 ×
L
yr 1,000,000 g
ER = 9,758

tonnes
year

4.2 Land Clearing
Changes to GHGs associated with clearing biomass from the land for the project were calculated using methods
set out in Chapter 4 of the IPCC (2006b) Report, Volume 4.
To determine the impact that the land clearing will have on GHGs the amount of carbon that would be sequestered
by the land if it were to remain intact (i.e. the carbon sink) was calculated. The results of this calculation provides
an estimate for the annual loss of GHG sequestering due to clearing of the land (i.e. loss of the carbon sink).
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Loss of Carbon Sink
Emissions from the loss of a carbon sink represents the amount of carbon which could have been removed from
the atmosphere by the biomass cover in the area had the land not been cleared, it represents lost carbon removal
potential in the years after land clearing. The equation below present the method for calculating the annual
increase in biomass carbon stored due to biomass growth (CG) (tonne C yr-1). This annual carbon storage is
considered a loss for this project since this carbon storage will be removed when the land is cleared.
The total area of land cleared for the project is the total vegetated area within the project, which is 1,999 ha
(including merchantable timber). In the interest of conservatism, the entire area is assumed to be boreal forest.
CG (C) = A × GW × (1 + R) × CF

Where:
A

= the total area of forested land (ha)

GW

= the average annual above-ground biomass growth (tonnes dry matter ha-1 yr-1)

R

= the ratio of below to above-ground biomass

CF

= the carbon fraction of dry matter (tonnes C tonnes dry matter-1)

CG (C) = 1,998.55 ha × 1

tonnes d. m.
tonne C
× (1 + 0.39) × 0.47
ha year
tonnes d. m.

CG (C) = 1,306

tonnes C
year

The total carbon emissions is then converted to CO2 using molecular weights.
CG (CO2) = CG (C) ×

MolecularWeight of CO2
MolecularWeight of C

CG (CO2) = 1,306 tonnes C ×
CG (CO2) = 4,787

44
12

tonnes CO2
year

The annual amount of carbon dioxide storage that will be lost from clearing the land is 4,787 tonnes CO2/year.
Since this is a loss of a carbon sink, we are including this as annual emissions of CO2. These annual emissions
are associated with the construction phase of the project since the sink is removed during construction.
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4.3 Biomass Burning
GHG emissions from the burning of vegetation removed during the land clearing operations were calculated using
methods set out in Chapter 2 of the IPCC (2006b) Report, Volume 4. The total area of land cleared for the project
that does not include merchantable timber is 153 ha. In the interest of conservatism, it is assumed that the entire
area is boreal forest and will be burned. While provincial parks and conservation areas have not been excluded
from the biomass burning calculations, in practice, no burning will be occurring in the provincial parks and
conservation areas.
The following is a sample calculation for CO2 emissions associated with biomass burning. The same calculation
was completed for CH4 and N2O, using the respective emission factors.
Lfire = A × MB × CF × GEF × 10−3

Where:
A

= the total area of forested land (ha)

MB

= the mass of fuel available for combustion (tonnes dry matter ha-1)

CF

= the combustion factor (dimensionless)

GEF

= the emission factor for biomass burning (g/kg dry matter)

Lfire = 152.87 ha × 50

g
tonnes d. m.
× 0.33 × 1,569
× 10−3
kg d. m.
ha

Lfire = 3,958 tonnes CO2

The total CO2 emissions are then divided by the length of the construction period (2 years) to determine the annual
emissions.
Lfire =

3,958 tonnes CO2
2 years

Lfire = 1,979
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5.0 GLOBAL WARMING POTENTIALS
Emissions from CO2, CH4 and N2O were converted to equivalent CO2 (CO2e). The GHG emissions are expressed
as tonnes of CO2e by multiplying the annual emissions of each GHG by its 100-year global warming potential
(GWP). The GWP of each gas represents the gas’s ability to trap heat in the atmosphere in comparison to CO2.
The provincial GWPs were used to calculate emissions as they are consistent with UNFCCC reporting guidelines
(UNFCCC 2014). As shown in the following section, CH4 and N2O have a small contribution to the total GHG
emissions in CO2e (Table 5), which becomes negligible when compared to the provincial and federal totals
(Table 6). Therefore the difference in the GWPs for CH4 and N2O will not be measurable. Table 4 provides a
comparison the federal and provincial GWPs.
Table 4:

Federal and Provincial Global Warming Potentials
GHG Compound

Federal GWPs
(Canada Gazette, 2016)

Provincial GWPs
(O. Reg. 452/09)

CO2
CH4
N2O

1
25
298

1
21
310

6.0 GREENHOUSE GAS ASSESSMENT
6.1 Emission Rates
The GHG emissions were estimated for the construction phase of the Project as a bounding condition. For the
construction phase, the emissions consist of mobile fuel combustion from road and non-road vehicles and
equipment, as well as the emissions from biomass burning and land clearing. Table 5 presents the emissions from
the construction phase and the percentage that each source contributes to the overall GHG emissions from the
Project. Tonnes of CO2e were calculated using the provincial GWPs from the UNFCCC reporting guidelines
(UNFCCC 2014).
Table 5:

Summary of GHG Emissions during Construction and Operation of the Project
Source

Annual Greenhouse Gas Emissions
(tonnes/year)1

Annual Total
(tonnes/year)1

Percentage
Contribution
(%)

CO2

CH4

N2O

CO2e

Mobile Equipment

24,000

1.27

3.6

25,000

78%

Land Clearing

4,800

—

—

4,800

15%

Biomass Burning

2,000

5.9

0.33

2,200

7%

Construction

1) The values have been adjusted to two (2) significant digits to represent the level accuracy.
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6.2 Greenhouse Gas Results
Table 6 summarizes the annual overall emissions in tonnes of CO2e for the Project construction phase.
Greenhouse gas emissions by source is presented in Tables 5, above. The construction phase GHG emissions
represent 0.02% of the provincial total and 0.004% of the Canada-wide total. It should be noted that these GHG
emission estimates are conservative relative to reported federal as it includes CO2 emissions from biomass
burning, which are not reportable under the federal program. A comparison to the global GHG emissions total was
not completed as GHG emissions from the Project represent a negligible fraction of national GHG emissions.
Table 6:

Comparison of Project GHG Emissions to Canadian and Ontario Emissions
Construction Emissions
[CO2e tonnes/year]

Source
GHG Emissions
Comparison to Canada-wide Total
Comparison to Ontario Total
Canada-wide GHG Emissions (2014)(1)
Ontario-wide GHG Emissions (2014) (1)

32,000
0.004%
0.02%
732,000,000
170,000,000

1) Obtained from National Inventory Report 1990-2014: Greenhouse Gas Sources and Sinks in Canada. (Environment and Climate Change
Canada, 2016)
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